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Abstract 
 

In order to improve the performance of the current parallelized direct multi-configuration 

self-consistent field (MCSCF) implementations of the program package Gaussian [42], 

consisting of the complete active space (CAS) SCF method [43] and the restricted active 

space (RAS) SCF method [44], this thesis introduces a matrix multiplication scheme as part 

of the CI eigenvalue evaluation of these methods. Thus highly optimized linear algebra 

routines, which are able to use data in a sequential and predictable way, can be used in our 

method, resulting in a much better performance overall than the current methods. The side 

effect of this matrix multiplication scheme is that it requires some extra memory to store the 

additional intermediate matrices. Several chemical systems are used to demonstrate that the 

new CAS and RAS methods are faster than the current CAS and RAS methods respectively. 

 
This thesis is structured into four chapters. Chapter One is the general introduction, which 

describes the background of the CASSCF/RASSCF methods. Then the efficiency of the 

current CASSCF/RASSCF code is discussed, which serves as the motivation for this thesis, 

followed by a brief introduction to our method. Chapter Two describes applying the matrix 

multiplication scheme to accelerate the current direct CASSCF method, by reorganizing the 

summation order in the equation that generates non-zero Hamiltonian matrix elements. It is 

demonstrated that the new method can perform much faster than the current CASSCF method 

by carrying out single point energy calculations on pyracylene and pyrene molecules, and 

geometry optimization calculations on anthracene+ / phenanthrene+ molecules. However, in 

the RASSCF method, because an arbitrary number of doubly-occupied or unoccupied orbitals 

are introduced into the CASSCF reference space, many new orbital integral cases arise. Some 

cases are suitable for the matrix multiplication scheme, while others are not. Chapter Three 

applies the scheme to those suitable integral cases that are also the most time-consuming 

cases for the RASSCF calculation. The coronene molecule - with different sizes of orbital 

active space - has been used to demonstrate that the new RASSCF method can perform 

significantly faster than the current Gaussian method. Chapter Four describes an attempt to 

modify the other integral cases, based on a review of the method developed by Saunders and 

Van Lenthe [95]. Calculations on coronene molecule are used again to test whether this 

implementation can further improve the performance of the RASSCF method developed in 

Chapter Three. 
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The more progress physical sciences make, the more they tend to enter the domain of 

mathematics, which is a kind of centre to which they all converge. We may even judge the 

degree of perfection to which a science has arrived by the facility with which it may be 

submitted to calculation. 

Adolphe Quetelet, in Instructions Populaires sur le Calcul des Probabilities (1828) 

 

1.1 Perspective 
 

Computational chemistry is a subfield of theoretical chemistry that implements the 

mathematical descriptions of chemistry on computers to solve chemical problems. The 

purpose of this subject is to explain and predict properties and reactivity of chemical 

compounds by calculating the expectation values of the time-independent Schrödinger 

equation [1]. Since the middle of the last century, with the rapid developments in 

computer hardware and software, routines for accurate calculations on a variety of 

chemically relevant systems have been developed. As well as the ability to provide 

experimentally comparable values of physical observables for real systems, e.g. [2-10], 

computational chemistry is capable of giving the mechanisms of chemical processes by 

allowing one to carry out reaction path calculations on the electronic states of a chemical 

system, e.g. [11-15]. Computational chemistry is thus not only an important field for its 

contribution to the theoretical understanding of chemistry, but also an indispensable 

resource to complement experimental work in other disciplines, such as biochemistry, 

e.g. [16]. 

 

Since the exact solution of the time-independent molecular electronic Schrödinger 

equation for an N-electron system is almost impossible to obtain1 (except for a few 

simple one-electron systems such as the hydrogen atom and the H2
+  molecule[1]), there 

are many different methods (“levels of theory”) developed to find approximations to the 

                                                 
1 This is due to the correlation effect [26] (more detail will be given in the following sections) between the 
N electrons. Nevertheless, as we will see later, theoretically, if the full configuration interaction (full CI) 
method [24,25] is used with an infinite basis set [49], the exact solution to the N-electron time-independent 
molecular electronic Schrodinger equation can be achieved. However, since the full CI method is too 
expensive to carry out, it is not possible to use this method for any but the simplest systems. 
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exact solution. Apart from density functional theory (DFT) [17,18], which describes the 

properties of a many-electron system via functionals of the spatially dependent electron 

density rather than the molecular orbitals (MOs), all other non-empirical methods are 

based on the MO concept (these methods are called ab initio methods [19,20]). An MO 

describes the “motion” of one electron in the electric field generated by the nuclei and 

some average distribution of the other electrons. The occupation number of an orbital can 

be 0 (which means the orbital is empty), 1 (the orbital is singly occupied) or 2 (the orbital 

is doubly occupied). In the case of a doubly occupied orbital, the Pauli principle requires 

that the two electrons take the opposite spin.  

 

In practice, different methods require vastly different computational costs (the resources, 

such as time, used for completing a computation) for the treatment of certain chemical 

problems. For example, the Hartree-Fock (HF) method [21-23] has low computational 

cost because it is a single configurational2 method. But it wouldn’t be a good starting-

point when a system has multiconfigurational features. By contrast, some other methods 

can provide more accurate results but with a very high computational cost, e.g. the full 

configuration interaction (FCI) method [24,25], which deals with systems with 

multiconfigurational features very well. The choice of method will depend on the 

suitability of a method for the problem at hand, the required accuracy of the results and 

the computational cost.  

 

However, although the HF method is a very cheap method that can reasonably well 

describe the end points of an organic reaction, e.g. the reactants or products (because 

these are ground energy states that can usually be described by a single configuration), it 

is not capable of describing the reaction itself, e.g. the transition structures, reactive 

intermediates, and excited electronic states, etc., correctly. The main reason for this 

deficiency of the HF method is because there is only one configuration in the HF method. 

Another drawback of the HF method is that the effect of the so-called “electron 

correlation energy” [26] is not included. This effect will be described in more detail in the 

                                                 
2 ‘Configuration’ describes the arrangement of electrons in MOs (more details about this will be given in 
the following sections). 
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following sections, and is often described by higher-level theories that are designed to 

correct the HF errors, e.g. those methods that include more than one electronic 

configuration to construct the wavefunction. The Configuration Interaction (CI) method 

[27,28] and the Multi-Configuration Self-Consistent-Field (MCSCF) method [29-32] are 

examples of this type of theory. The MCSCF methods especially, specifically the 

complete active space (CAS) SCF method [33] and the restricted active space (RAS) SCF 

method [34], are very powerful methods for studying the excited states of molecules and 

chemical reaction paths etc [35-41] in which the occupation of active orbitals changes 

significantly during the process being investigated. However, the current 

implementations of this powerful method in the program package Gaussian [42] perform 

poorly, especially for chemical systems with large active spaces. In other words, the 

computational timing cost of the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian is too 

high to be used for systems requiring a large active space. Thus the practical limit for the 

active space of a CASSCF calculation in Gaussian is currently 14 orbitals [43]. This is 

primarily because the non-zero Hamiltonian elements are used directly once they are 

obtained to evaluate the CI eigenvector, resulting in the data in the CI vector being 

accessed non-sequentially during the CI vector updating process. This thesis introduces a 

matrix multiplication scheme (so the data in the CI coefficient vector can be used 

sequentially and highly optimized linear algebra routines can be applied) to the CI 

eigenvector evaluation process in order to improve the performance of the current 

MCSCF implementations in Gaussian. In Chapters Two and Three we will present this 

scheme to improve the performance of the current CASSCF [33] method and the current 

RASSCF [34,44] variants of the MCSCF methods respectively.  

 

Modern supercomputer architectures are mostly massively parallel machines, although 

very expensive. Nowadays, even the much cheaper PC clusters also include multi-core 

parallel processors. Parallel computing uses multiple processing elements, known as 

multi-processors, simultaneously to solve a problem. This is accomplished by breaking 

the problem into independent parts so that each processing element can execute its part of 

the algorithm simultaneously with the others. The processing elements can be diverse and 

include resources such as a single computer with multiple processors, known as shared 
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memory multiprocessors, or several networked computers or specialized hardware, 

known as distributed memory multiprocessors, or any combination of these two. Since 

the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian are parallelized, in order to take full 

advantage of the newly developed method in this thesis, efficient parallel 

implementations have also been designed to maximize parallel efficiency. More details 

about how to parallelize the newly developed CASSCF and RASSCF methods will be 

given in Chapters Two and Three respectively.  

 

In Chapter Two, the molecules of pyracylene [45] (with 14 active electrons in 14 active 

orbitals) and pyrene [46] (with 16 active electrons in 16 active orbitals) are used to 

demonstrate the newly-developed CASSCF method performs much faster than the 

current CASSCF implementation in Gaussian. Then a representative real application - 

geometry optimization of anthracene+ / phenanthrene+ [47] (with 13 active electrons in 14 

active orbitals) - is carried out, using both the new method and the current method to 

demonstrate the new method is capable of being used in real problems with an improved 

performance. In Chapter Three, to demonstrate the new RASSCF method performs much 

faster than the current RASSCF method, the coronene molecule [48] with different sizes 

of orbital active spaces is used.  

 

However, it is not easy to understand why the current CASSCF/RASSCF methods in 

Gaussian perform slowly directly without introducing all the background of such a type 

of method. Therefore, in this chapter, before we investigate the performance itself, the 

background of this type of method will be introduced first.  

 

In the following, Section 1.2 reviews the most basic method, the Hartree-Fock (HF) SCF 

method [21-23], to show what a typical SCF / orbital optimization process would be. 

From Section 1.2 we know that the HF method doesn’t include the correlation between 

electrons. In order to get a more accurate wavefunction, e.g. the MCSCF wavefunction, 

the electronic correlation must be included. Thus the electronic correlation is described in 

Section 1.3. Section 1.4 introduces the types of configurations that are widely used in the 

multiconfigurational methods, e.g. the MCSCF and CI methods. Then in Section 1.5 the 
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MCSCF theory (both CASSCF and RASSCF) that recovers the electronic correlation 

effect is reviewed. Since the time-consuming part of the MCSCF calculation is on the 

configuration interaction (CI) coefficients optimization (the CI eigenvalue problem), the 

CI method [27,28] itself and the CI eigenvalue problem are briefly reviewed in Section 

1.6. In this section, the notation we will use in this thesis is also introduced. Then we will 

briefly introduce our method (the matrix multiplication scheme) for improving the 

performance of the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian in Section 1.7. The 

reasons we developed the method in this way and where it is derived from are presented 

in this section too. And finally in Section 1.8, the general scope of this thesis is described.  

 

1.2 The Hartree-Fock Self-Consistent-Field Method 
 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the purpose of most quantum mechanical methods is to find 

an approximate solution of the non-relativistic time-independent Schrödinger equation, 

HΨ = EΨ ,                 (1.2.1) 

where Ψ is the wavefunction, E is the energy of the system under investigation, and H is 

the Hamiltonian operator for this N-electron system: 

H = hk
k=1

N

∑ +
1
rklk≠ l

N

∑ ,           (1.2.2) 

where the one electron operator, hk , including the kinetic energy and the Coulomb 

attractions from all the nuclei in the system (in atomic units) is,  

hk = −
1
2
∇k
2 −

Zi
rkii

∑ ,          (1.2.3) 

with i as the index of the nuclei. The term 1 / rkl  in Eq. 1.2.2 is defined as the repulsions 

between electron k and electron l. In practice, Eq. 1.2.1 is impossible to solve 

analytically, as mentioned in Section 1.1, so some suitable approximations must be 

introduced.  

 

One very important approximation is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [49]. This 

approximation decouples the nuclear motions from those of the electrons in a molecule 

and computes electronic energies for fixed nuclear positions. This is usually valid due to 
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the much higher mass of the nuclei. Without considering the effect of the nuclei in the HF 

SCF method, another approximation makes the electronic structure computations 

tractable: the Hartree approximation. This approximation replaces the N-electron problem 

with N 1-electron problems. Thus the two-electron repulsion is replaced by the 

interaction between one electron and the “average field” created by all of the other 

electrons and vice-versa.  

 

In the HF method, for a given closed-shell molecule, the wavefunction is analysed in 

terms of MOs. It is convenient to expand the MOs in a set of basis wave functions (the 

atomic orbitals (AOs)) as, 

ϕ i = ψ µCµi
µ=1

N

∑ ,       (1.2.4) 

where the set of N basis functions, ψ µ , is called the “basis set” [50] and each has 

associated with it some coefficient Cµi . The HF wavefunction, ΨHF , is usually 

constructed in the form of a single Slater determinant (SD) [51], which satisfies the Pauli 

exclusion principle (also termed the anti-symmetry requirement: in a system of identical 

fermions, no two particles can occupy the same state). The general form of a Slater 

determinant for an N-electron system is: 

 

Ψ SD =
1

N !

χi 1( ) χ j 1( )  χk 1( )
χi 2( ) χ j 2( )  χk 2( )
   

χi N( ) χ j N( )  χk N( )

,    (1.2.5) 

where N is the total number of electrons and χ  is a spin-orbital, i.e. a product of a spatial 

orbital, e.g. φ1 , and an electron spin eigenfunction, e.g. α 1( ) . Note that the rows of the 

SD are labelled by electrons, e.g. first row 1, second row 2, etc; and the columns are 

labelled by spin orbitals, e.g. first column χi , second column χ j , etc. Interchanging the 

coordinates of two electrons means interchanging two rows of the Slater determinant, 

which changes the sign of the determinant. Thus SD meets the requirements of the anti-

symmetry principle. Having two electrons occupying the same spin orbital corresponds to 

having two columns of SD equal, which makes the determinant zero. Thus no more than 
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one electron can occupy a spin orbital (the Pauli principle). Therefore, it is convenient to 

introduce a shorthand notation of normalized SD that includes the normalization constant 

and only shows the diagonal elements of the determinants as:  

 
ΨSD = χiχ jχk .               (1.2.6) 

 

The MO expansion coefficients, Cµi , of Eq. 1.2.4 is optimised in an iterative “self-

consistent field” (SCF) way that was first proposed by Hartree in 1928 [21]. Then this 

procedure is extended to Slater determinantal wavefunctions by Fock [22]. Recall that the 

Hartree approximation replaces the N-electron problem with N 1-electron problems: the 

HF SCF method has replaced the many-electron Schrodinger equation with a set of 

effective one-electron Schrodinger equations. Therefore the associated Hamiltonian 

operator has been replaced by a set of one-electron (Fock) operators. To minimise the 

energy of Eq. 1.2.1, in the HF method the best eigenfunctions of the Fock operator must 

be found. The Fock operator is dependent on the molecular orbitals themselves via the 

two-electron repulsion term, which contains the one-electron density matrix: 

F̂ 1( ) = ĥ 1( ) + 2 Ĵi 1( ) − K̂i 1( )( )
i=1

M

∑ ,         (1.2.7) 

where the summation is over all MOs. The Coulomb operator, Ĵi 1( ) , and exchange 

operator, K̂i 1( ) , are defined as, 

Ĵi 1( ) f 1( ) = f 1( ) ϕ i
∗ 2( )ϕ i 2( )
r12

dr2∫ ,            (1.2.8a) 

K̂i 1( ) f 1( ) = ϕ i 1( ) ϕ i
∗ 2( ) f 2( )
r12

dr2∫ ,           (1.2.8b) 

where f is an arbitrary function and the integrals are definite integrals over all space. 

When replacing f 1( )  in terms of basis functions, ψ l 1( ) , Eq. 1.2.8a becomes, 

Ĵi 1( )ψ l 1( ) =ψ l 1( ) ϕ i
∗ 2( )ϕ i 2( )
r12

dr2∫ =ψ l 1( ) Cti
∗Cui

ψ t
∗ 2( )ψ u 2( )

r12
∫

u
∑

t
∑ dr2 .   (1.2.9a) 

Multiplying Eq.1.2.9a by ψ k
∗ 1( )  and integrating over the coordinates of electron 1 gives, 
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ψ k 1( ) Ĵi 1( ) ψ l 1( ) = Cti
∗Cui

ψ k
∗ 1( )ψ l 1( )ψ t

∗ 2( )ψ u 2( )
r12

∫∫
u
∑

t
∑ dr1dr2

= Cti
∗Cui kl tu( )

u
∑

t
∑

,      (1.2.9b) 

where k,l,t,u are atomic orbital indices. Thus we know the two-electron repulsion integral 

is defined as, 

kl tu( ) = ψ k
∗ 1( )ψ l 1( )ψ t

∗ 2( )ψ u 2( )
r12

dr1 dr2∫∫ .          (1.2.10a) 

When similar operation is applied to K̂i 1( ) , we can get, 

ψ k 1( ) K̂i 1( ) ψ l 1( ) = Cti
∗Cui ku tl( )

u
∑

t
∑ .         (1.2.10b) 

Based on this operation, we know the Fock matrix elements can be written as, 

Fkl = ψ k 1( ) F̂ 1( ) ψ l 1( )
= ψ k 1( ) ĥ 1( ) ψ l 1( ) + Cti

∗Cui 2 ku tl( ) − ku tl( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
i
∑

u
∑

t
∑

= Hkl
core + Ptu ku tl( ) − 1

2
ku tl( )⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥u

∑
t
∑

,    (1.2.11) 

where Ptu ≡ 2 Cti
∗Cui

i
∑ are called density matrix elements. The eigenfunctions of the Fock 

operator (Eq. 1.2.7) must be found iteratively: a guess of the density matrix is made. This 

matrix usually describes the degree to which individual basis functions contribute to the 

N-electron wavefunction. Then the Fock matrix is constructed and diagonalized. The 

MOs obtained are then used to construct a new density matrix. This process is iterated 

until the change in the density matrix is below a certain threshold. The solution is then 

said to be self-consistent.  

 

1.3 Electronic Correlation 
 

As we stated in Section 1.1, the HF method is not capable of describing the energy of a 

chemical reaction, e.g. the binding energies or ionisation energies etc. This is because the 

HF theory makes the approximation that each electron moves in the static electric field 

created by all of the other electrons and then carries out the orbital optimization in a self-
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consistent way. The interaction between two electrons is replaced by the interaction 

between one electron and the average field generated by all other electrons. In other 

words, in the HF SCF, the correlation [26] between electrons is neglected. Therefore it is 

possible to find two electrons, 1 and 2, which are very close to each other. However, in 

reality, electron 1 defines a region in space that electron 2 won’t access due to the 

Coulomb repulsion. In other words, in reality, the two electrons will avoid each other. 

Thus, to obtain a more accurate energy of the system, the electron correlation effect must 

be included. 

 

The electron correlation energy is usually defined as the difference between the exact 

nonrelativistic energy of the system and the HF energy [52]. Electron correlation is 

critical for the accurate and quantitative evaluation of molecular energies [20,53,54]. 

Therefore, in order to get more accurate energies of systems, the correlation energy 

should be added to the wavefunction. However, with a single determinant, one cannot do 

better than the HF wavefunction. Thus one way to carry this out is to construct a 

wavefunction as a linear combination of multiple determinants,  

 
Ψ = c0Ψ0 + c1Ψ1 + c2Ψ2 + ,            (1.3.1) 

where the coefficients, ci , indicate the weight of each determinant in the expansion and 

also ensure normalization.  

 

According to whether the determinants in Eq. 1.3.1 take similar weight because of near 

(or exact) degeneracy of frontier orbitals, or one determinant dominates, the electronic 

correlation is divided into two types: non-dynamical correlation (also known as static 

correlation) and dynamical correlation [55,56]. Dynamical correlation reflects the 

dynamical character of the electron-electron interactions. Empirically, it is observed that 

for most systems the first determinant of Eq. 1.3.1 dominates in the linear combination, 

e.g. c0  is much larger than any other coefficients. The correlation is generated from 

summing up many individually small contributions of other determinants. However, in 

some cases, one or more coefficients of the other determinants may have similar 

magnitude to that for the first determinant (usually HF wavefunction) because of near (or 
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exact) degeneracy of frontier orbitals. This type of correlation is called non-dynamical 

correlation, to distinguish it from dynamical correlation. 

 

As pointed out, the HF method is a single determinant method that does not include the 

electron correlation in the wavefunction. Many post-HF methods have been developed to 

treat the electronic correlation. For example, the single reference configuration 

interaction (e.g. CISD, which uses HF wavefunction as reference) methods recover 

dynamical correlation due to the HF reference which takes the dominant weight in Eq. 

1.3.1. By contrast, the multi-reference CI (MRCI that uses MCSCF wavefunction as 

references) can recover both the dynamical correlation and the non-dynamical correlation 

due to the multi-reference taking similar weight in Eq. 1.3.1. The CASSCF method is 

mainly used to recover non-dynamical correlation (although it can also recover 

dynamical correlation by adding a large number of virtual orbitals to the active space). 

There are also many other methods that recover electronic correlation, such as the 

perturbation theory [57] (e.g. the MPn methods [58]) that treats electron correlation as a 

small perturbation to the Hamiltonian operator, the density functional theory (DFT) 

[17,18] that includes electron correlation approximately with a functional, and the 

coupled cluster theory [59-61]. In this thesis we will mainly investigate the MCSCF 

methods, as indicated in Section 1.1. We therefore will not pay too much attention to the 

other post-HF methods but only on CI and MCSCF methods. 

 

1.4 Configuration 
 

So far we have mentioned the term “configuration” many times. Since it is one 

fundamental concept of the CI and MCSCF methods, it is necessary to explain what a 

configuration is. In general, a “configuration” or “configuration state function” (CSF) 

refers to the molecular spin state and the occupation numbers of the orbitals. There are 

many ways to choose the basis functions (configurations) that are included in the CI or 

MCSCF wavefunctions. For example, the Slater determinants we have used so far are one 

choice of basis functions. However, the exact nonrelativistic wave function is an 

eigenfunction of both S2  (the operator for the square of the magnitude of the total spin 
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angular momentum) and Sz (the operator for the z-component of the spin angular 

momentum) but the Slater determinants are usually eigenfunctions of Sz  only. There are 

only two cases where the Slater determinants are eigenfunctions of both S2  and Sz : in 

closed-shell systems where all orbitals are doubly occupied and high-spin systems where 

all orbitals are singly occupied by electrons with the same spin [62]. For other cases, in 

order to be eigenfunctions of S2 , a linear combination of determinants will be required. 

Based on this linear combination, we can thus set up a basis of functions that are 

simultaneously eigenfunctions of both S2  and Sz . Such spin-adapted functions are called 

configuration state functions (CSFs) [63].  

 

Based on the above description, we can see it is very convenient to choose CSFs as basis 

functions in the CI or MCSCF wavefunctions. This is because the principle advantage of 

CSFs is that their use imposes the correct spin symmetry on the approximate 

wavefunction. Moreover, the use of CSFs leads to a shorter expansion of the 

wavefunction because, for a fixed Sz :M ≥ 0 , the number of CSFs with a given total spin 

S = M  is always less than or equal to the total number of Slater determinants. This 

feature means that CSFs were originally the more commonly-used type of basis, 

especially in the Unitary Group Approach (UGA) and Graphical UGA (GUGA) [64-69].  

 

So far we have introduced two alternative sets of basis function, SDs and CSFs, from 

which we may proceed to calculate approximate wavefunctions. There are also other 

choices of basis functions, such as the Hartree-Waller (HW) functions [70-74]. This type 

of basis was once called Clifford algebra spinor by Paldus and Sarma [75]. In their paper, 

when the Clifford algebra spinor is used as basis, they showed the relationship between 

the generator of the unitary group U n( )  and the “generator matrix elements for the 

totally symmetric two-box representation of U 2n( ) ” [75]. This effectively reduces an N-

electron problem to “a number of two-boson problems”. In general, this type of basis 

function is, similarly to the SD basis, eigenfunction of Sz  but not of S2 . However, since 

it contains spin functions that represent singlet basis or triplet basis (thus partly spin-
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adapted), this type of basis function can lead to a shorter expansion of the wavefunction 

than the SD basis. For example, for a problem with 14 active electrons in 14 active 

orbitals, the total number of SDs is 11,768,624 while the total number of HW is 

5,891,028 - about half of the number of SD. Also, since the HW function is similar to the 

SD basis, when using this type of basis function the algorithms that calculate approximate 

wavefunctions will be as simple as using the SD basis. Therefore, the partly spin-adapted 

HW function is also a good choice of basis function that we can use to calculate 

approximate wavefunctions. 

 

Thanks to the fast development of the modern computer hardware, calculations with very 

large determinant spaces have been reported, e.g. Rossi et al. [76] reported a frozen core 

calculation for the N2 molecule using almost 1010 determinants in 1999. A calculation on 

the CN anion in cc-pVDZ basis performed by Thøgersen and Olsen [77] in 2004 included 

about 2 ×1010 determinants. A series of calculations published by Gan et al. [78] in 2006 

treated 4.5 ×1010  determinants in some cases. Also, as mentioned above, using a 

determinant basis allows one to develop very high efficiency algorithms (this will be 

discussed in more detail later). Moreover, the current direct MCSCF implementations in 

Gaussian use both the SD and HW functions basis rather than the CSF basis. Therefore, 

we will mainly focus on the determinant based direct CI / MCSCF method in this thesis 

(indeed, the methods developed in both Chapter Two and Chapter Three are SD / HW 

function based). As we have a general idea about the configurations used in the CI / 

MCSCF wavefunction, we will now review the CI / MCSCF wavefunction. 

 

1.5 The CAS/RAS-SCF Method Overview 
 

The MCSCF methods - both CASSCF and RASSCF - are powerful tools: they give a 

reliable first-order descriptions of molecular excited states [79]; and have analytic energy 

gradients for excited-state geometry optimization and locating crossing points [35] 

(conical intersections [e.g.36,80-83]) between potential energy surfaces, which are 

important for understanding rapid radiationless deactivation of molecular excited states. 

There are also other methods that can calculate excitation energies, e.g. the time-
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dependent DFT method (TDDFT) [84a]. However, the TDDFT is dependent on the 

available functionals: with “standard” functionals, it cannot describe all geometries for all 

excited states equally well [84b,84c]. Consequently TDDFT is less systematic at doing 

this than CASSCF, which can be controlled by changing the active space (the active 

space selection will be discussed later in this section). The excited state geometry 

optimizations of butadiene and hexatriene [10a] demonstrate the above point. In the 

following, we will start with one example to review this powerful MCSCF method. 

 

1.5.1 One Example 
 

As stated in Section 1.2, the HF method is a single determinant method. In this method 

only the MO expansion coefficients are optimized iteratively. However, it is unable to 

describe excited states or potential energy surfaces where more than one determinant is 

required to represent the wavefunction. It will be convenient to illustrate this by 

considering the classic example of the hydrogen molecule. For this molecule, the non-

dynamic correlation effect refers to the tendency that when one electron is near the first 

hydrogen atom, the other tends to be near the second hydrogen [20]. This cannot be 

reflected by the HF method because in this method the two electrons are uncorrelated. 

When increasing the inter-atomic distances, the accuracy of the HF method becomes 

worse. An improvement to the energy of H2 can be obtained by adding a second 

electronic configuration, Ψ∗ , where both electrons occupy the anti-bonding orbital. The 

wavefunction, Ψ , can then be written as a linear combination of the two configurations, 

Ψ = c0ΨHF + c1Ψ
∗ .          (1.5.1) 

The coefficients, c0 and c1 , are determined variationally. This is an example of 

configuration interaction (CI), which will be introduced in more detail later. In principle, 

by increasing the number of configurations included in the CI expansion, the CI method 

is able to provide accurate approximations to the exact wavefunction. If the expansion 

coefficients of the configurations are optimized together with the orbitals in a variational 

way, this type of wavefunction is a so-called multiconfiguration self-consistent field 

(MCSCF) method. 
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1.5.2 General Theory 
 

In MCSCF theory, the wavefunction is written as a linear combination of configurations, 

as indicated in Eq. 1.3.1,  

ΨMCSCF = cKΨK
K
∑ ,           (1.5.2) 

where the coefficients cK reflect the weight of each configuration in the expansion and 

also ensure normalization. The ground state MCSCF wavefunction is obtained by 

minimizing the energy: 

EMCSCF = min
ΨMCSCF H ΨMCSCF

ΨMCSCF ΨMCSCF

.           (1.5.3) 

Clearly, if there is only one configuration in Eq. 1.5.2, the wavefunction becomes 

identical to the HF wavefunction. This model provides a highly flexible description of the 

electronic system because expansions in both the one-electron functions (the MOs) and 

the N-electron function (the configurations) may adapt to the physical problem. This 

feature makes the MCSCF wavefunction a very powerful method, as described at the 

beginning of this section. However, the active space selection in the MCSCF method is a 

critical step that determines whether the wavefunction to be built is a good one or a bad 

one.  

 

1.5.3 Active Space Selection 
 

Selecting orbitals that will be included in a MCSCF wavefunction is always the first thing 

to consider before investigating a chemical problem. As stated above, the accuracy of the 

MCSCF method depends critically on the proper selection of the active space. A review 

of how to select the active space for the CAS wavefunction is given by Roos [85]. There 

are currently many ways to select the active space. One way is to carry out a natural 

orbital analysis [86-88]. Thus the orbital occupations that change during a chemical 

process can be studied to guide the selection of the active space for a MCSCF calculation. 

Thus it is necessary to know what the natural orbitals are. The set of natural orbitals, 

introduced by Löwdin [26], provides a one-electron basis for which the CI expansion is 
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more rapidly convergent than it is with the HF basis, thus giving equivalent results with a 

smaller number of configurations. Natural orbitals are obtained by diagonalizing the 

spinless first-order reduced density matrix [26]. The occupation numbers (η) of the 

natural orbitals are not restricted to integer 2, 1 or 0. Instead, they fulfil the condition: 

0 ≤ η ≤ 2 .        (1.5.4) 

The importance of natural orbitals is that they give the most rapidly convergent CI 

expansion. That is to obtain a given accuracy one requires fewer configurations formed 

from natural orbitals than configurations formed from any other orthonormal basis. It 

turns out that only configurations constructed from natural orbitals with occupation 

numbers that significantly differ from 2 or 0 make a large contribution to the energy. 

Thus a natural orbital with an occupation number of either very close to 2 or very close to 

0 may be omitted from the CI expansion without affecting the accuracy. For example, in 

the azulene calculation in reference [87], after the natural orbital analysis using the 

unrestricted HF method [89], the occupation numbers of the 7 HOMOs and 7 LUMOs are 

2.0, 2.0, 1.9566, 1.9428, 1.9265, 1.6514, 1.6500, 0.3500, 0.3486, 0.0735, 0.0572, 0.0434, 

0.0, 0.0. From this analysis, we can see the occupation numbers of 10 orbitals (5 HOMOs 

and 5 LUMOs) are significantly different from 2 or 0. Therefore, in their CASSCF 

calculation [87], they set the number of the active orbitals as 10. Alternatively, one can 

always choose the valence MOs as the active space. For example, for aromatic systems, 

one usually chooses theπ  orbitals as the active space. 

 

Usually, the CASSCF active space choices are written as m,M( )  with m indicating the 

number of active electrons and M giving the number of active orbitals. The number of the 

configurations that included in the MCSCF wavefunction is a function of the active 

space. If we define the number of electrons with α -spin as Nα  and Nβ  as the number of 

β -spin electrons (m = Nα + Nβ ), the number of Slater determinants can be generated as, 

NSD =
M
Nα

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
Nβ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ,               (1.5.5) 

where the quantities in parentheses are binomial coefficients defined as, 
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M
N

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
=

M !
N ! M − N( )! .          (1.5.6) 

By contrast, if the HW functions singlet basis is chosen, the number of configurations is 

then given by, 

Nsin
HW =

M
m / 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

M
m / 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+1

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

2
,                   (1.5.7) 

while the number of configurations for the HW triplet basis is given as, 

Ntri
HW =

M
m / 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

M
m / 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
−1

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

2
.                   (1.5.8) 

For the azulene example mentioned above, according to Eqs. 1.5.5, 1.5.7, and 1.5.8, we 

can see for the CASSCF(10,10) calculation there will be in total 65,536 SDs, 31,878 HW 

singlet determinants and 31,626 HW triplet determinants respectively. When the active 

space becomes slightly larger the number of determinants will increase dramatically, e.g. 

when the azulene example active space changes from 10 orbitals to 12 orbitals (with 12 

active electrons), the number of configurations changes to 853,776 SDs, 427,350 HW 

singlet determinants and 426,426 HW triplet determinants respectively. When the number 

of configurations becomes large, e.g. more than 1 million configurations, the CASSCF 

calculations will be extraordinarily demanding of resources. Therefore, the practical limit 

for the current CASSCF implementation in Gaussian is up to 14 active orbitals [43] with 

the number of active electrons similar to the number of orbitals. 

 

However, if one wants to recover the dynamical correlation by using the CASSCF 

method, an active space is larger than e.g. the minimal π space [10a, 90]. Therefore, for 

the azulene example, if one would like to recover the dynamical correlation, the number 

of active orbitals should be larger than 10, e.g. double the size of the current active space 

for the 10 active electrons (thus a CASSCF(10,20) calculation). But in this case, the 

length of the CASSCF expansion grows factorially with the number of active orbitals, 

e.g. for the azulene case, the number of SDs changes from 65,536 to 240,374,016. To 

carry out such a CASSCF calculation will not be practical. Therefore various schemes 
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exist to try to reduce the number of configurations in the expansion of CASSCF 

wavefunction. One of these schemes is to shrink the size of the CAS calculation but to 

allow a limited number of excitations from/to orbitals outside of the CAS space. This 

secondary space is then called a “restricted active space” (RAS). And the scheme is 

called RASSCF method [34,44].  

 

In the RASSCF wavefunction, the active space is divided into three sub-spaces: RAS1, 

RAS2, and RAS3. Occupation restrictions are imposed on the RAS1 and RAS3 

subspaces. The RAS1 subspace typically contains all doubly occupied MOs. A maximum 

number of electrons are allowed to be excited out from this subspace to form some 

“holes” (empty spin orbitals). The RAS3 subspace contains weakly occupied MOs with 

an allowed maximum number of electrons excited into it. There is no occupancy 

restriction imposed on the RAS2 subspace. Equally, the selection of the RASX (X 1,2,3) 

subspaces becomes critical to the accuracy of a RASSCF calculation. In order to divide 

the CASSCF active space in to RASSCF subspaces, the orbitals that included in each 

subspace need to be chosen appropriately. The natural orbital analysis method described 

above is mainly used to carry out this RAS subspace selection. Still using the azulene 

example, among the 10 active orbitals of the CASSCF wavefunction listed above, six 

orbitals have more significant occupation number changes than the other orbitals (1.9265, 

1.6514, 1.6500, 0.3500, 0.3486, 0.0735). The occupation numbers of the other orbitals 

are either close to 2 or close to 0. Thus based on this we can define the subspaces of a 

RASSCF calculation for this as M(RAS1) = 2, M(RAS2) = 6, and M(RAS3) = 2.  

 

The RASSCF wavefunction can effectively reduce the number of configurations 

compared to the expansion for the CASSCF wavefunction having the same size of the 

active space as the RASSCF wavefunction. This is because while all possible 

configurations of electrons in the CAS space are permitted, only a limited number of 

RAS configurations is possible. Due to the occupation restrictions imposed on the RAS1 

and RAS3 subspaces, a given maximum number of “holes” (empty spin oribtals) in 

RAS1 and a maximum number of electrons in RAS3 cannot be exceeded. This restriction 

results in a large reduction in the number of configurations. If we define MxHole as the 
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maximum number of “holes” in RAS1, MxElec as the maximum number of electrons in 

RAS3, the number of orbitals in the RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 subspaces as M(RAS1), 

M(RAS2), and M(RAS3), respectively, for a RASSCF calculation with M = M(RAS1) + 

M(RAS2) + M(RAS3) active orbitals and m = Nα + Nβ  active electrons, we can have the 

total number of the SD included in the RASSCF expansion as, 

NSD
RAS =

M RAS1( )
ih

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nα − M RAS1( ) + ih − ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS3( )
ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟ie =0
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∑
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∑
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M RAS1( )

′ih

⎛
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⎜
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⎞

⎠
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∑
′ih =0

MxHole− ih

∑
   , 

(1.5.9) 

where ih ( ′ih ) and ie ( ′ie ) indicate the number of electrons excited out of RAS1 subspace 

and excited in to RAS3 subspace respectively. For the azulene example above, if we set 

M(RAS1)=2, M(RAS2)=6, M(RAS3)=2, and MxHole = MxElec = 2, according to Eq. 

1.5.9, the total number of Slater determinants (SDs) for the calculation of 10 active 

electrons in 10 active orbitals becomes 33,672, which is about half the total number of 

SDs for the CASSCF problem with the same size of the active space. This is a very large 

reduction in the number of configurations. Moreover, although the number of 

configurations is largely reduced, if the occupancy restrictions imposed on the RAS1 and 

RAS3 subspaces are chosen properly the RASSCF wavefunction has the potential to 

successfully approximate the CASSCF wavefunction [91]. However, although the 

RASSCF method can reduce the number of configurations dramatically and is capable of 

approximating the CASSCF wavefunction in a successful way, the introduction of the 

occupation restrictions in the RAS1 and RAS3 result in a more complicated 

implementation, which affects the performance of the RASSCF calculations compared to 

the CASSCF calculation with the same active space size (when the CASSCF is 

applicable). This is because when dividing the CASSCF active space into three subspaces 

with occupation restrictions in RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, for the RASSCF 

wavefunction the indexing of the configurations becomes much more complicated (thus 

the computation of the non-zero symbolic matrix elements becomes more complicated 

too). Moreover, in CASSCF wavefunction there is only one type of orbital integral. But 
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in RASSCF calculations, due to the dividing of the three subspaces, many orbital integral 

types raise (among orbitals in different subspaces or in the same subspace). These 

increase the complication of the RASSCF implementation, resulting a slower 

performance of the RASSCF calculations compared to the CASSCF calculation with the 

same active space size. This low efficiency becomes our main motivation to carry out the 

work described in Chapter Three. 

 

Another advantage of the RASSCF calculation is that it can recover the dynamical 

correlation energy without constructing a huge number of configurations. For example, 

for the above azulene case, when recovering the dynamical correlation by using the 

CASSCF method, the number of configurations corresponding to the CASSCF(10,20) is 

240,374,016. However, when 10 virtual orbitals are added to the RAS3 subspace (so 

M(RAS3)=12) with all other sets kept unchanged (M(RAS1)=2, M(RAS2)=6, 

MxHole=MxElec=2), the total number of configurations for the corresponding RASSCF 

calculation, according to Eq. 1.5.9, becomes 873,652, which is far less than the number 

of configurations included in the corresponding CAS calculation. There are also other 

methods that can recover the dynamical correlation. For example, the dynamical 

correlation can also be included either by carrying out a subsequent step of calculation 

after a CASSCF calculation, e.g. adding a calculation treating dynamic correlation 

perturbatively, e.g. the CASPT2 method [92,93], or performing a Multi-reference CI 

(MRCI) calculation3 where selected configurations from the CASSCF wave function are 

used as reference configurations [94,95]. However, this treatment assumes the reference 

configurations are those obtained without taking dynamic correlation into account. For 

systems such as negative ions and excited states [96], that have strongly occupied orbitals 

that depend on dynamical correlation effects, this treatment will break down. For these 

cases, an extended active space maybe essential for an adequate description of the 

electronic structure problem, which can be achieved by using the RASSCF method. Due 

to these two advantages, the RASSCF method is very useful for large systems when the 

CASSCF calculations are too demanding, although there are not many RASSCF 

                                                 
3 The MRCI method cannot be carried out routinely by Gaussian. Since in this thesis we mainly focus on 
the development of the MCSCF methods in Gaussian, we won’t discuss the MRCI method in detail. 
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calculations so far in literature [e.g. 10a,45,91,97-99]. Figure 1.1 shows the orbital types 

of a CAS/RAS calculation. 

 
Figure 1.1 Possible splitting of different orbitals in a general MCSCF formalism. 

 

 

1.5.4 Full Configuration Interaction (Full CI) 
 

Since we have so far discussed how to reduce the CI expansion of the CASSCF 

calculation, it is necessary to introduce another extreme case of the CASSCF method. 

That is if all of the orbitals of a system are selected to be the active space and all of the 

electrons of this system are selected to be the active electrons, then the method becomes 

identical to the so-called “full configuration interaction” (full CI) method. With an 

infinite basis set [50], the full CI method produces the exact solution to the time-

independent nonrelativistic electronic Schrödinger equation. In this method, no 

optimization of the HF orbitals is needed, because the set of all possible configurations is 
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complete. However, for any but the simplest systems, it is not possible to carry out such a 

full CI calculation due to the unmanageably large number of configurations. However, 

due to the ability of the full CI to provide accurate results, full CI is mainly used as a 

benchmark for other, lower levels of theory, e.g. [100,101].  

 

Based on the features of full CI, a CASSCF wavefunction may be regarded as a full CI 

wavefunction in a limited but variationally optimized active orbital space. As stated in 

Section 1.1, the performance of the current MCSCF methods in Gaussian is poor when 

solving the CI eigenvalue problem. In order to understand this problem clearly, it is 

necessary for us to review the CI theory and the CI eigenvalue problem. Therefore in the 

following sections, we will first briefly review the CI wavefunction, followed by the 

review of the CI eigenvalue problem.  

 

 

1.6 Configuration Interaction (CI) Method 
 

1.6.1 The CI Method 
 

As shown in the last section, if we include all of the configurations that are generated 

from all electrons in all orbitals, we will have a full CI. But such a calculation is too 

demanding to accomplish. As we know that RASSCF can reduce the number of CASSCF 

configurations dramatically, if we truncate the CI expansion so that only a subset of the 

full configuration space is included, we can also reduce the number of configurations 

dramatically. In other words, only a subset of the configurations will be included in the 

wavefunction rather than all possible configurations. The truncated CI expansion should 

recover a large part of the correlation energy.  

 

As indicated in the previous sections, we know that the single configurational HF method 

is not capable of describing systems with multiconfigurational features, e.g. the excited 

states, because the electron correlation effect is not included in the HF wavefunction. 

Several more configurations must be added to the wavefunction to recover the electronic 
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correlation energy. To extend the HF theory and include the electronic correlation effect 

in the wavefunction, it is usual to expand the wavefunction as a linear combination of a 

set of “excited” determinants that are formed from the ground HF determinant and the HF 

determinant itself, 

 

ΨCI = CHFΨHF + Ca
rΨa

r

r
∑

a
∑ + Cab

rsΨab
rs

s
∑

r
∑

b
∑

a
∑ +

= CiΨ i
i
∑

,            (1.6.1) 

where a,b indicate occupied orbitals in the HF “reference” wavefunction, r and s are 

virtual MOs in ΨHF , and the additional configurations appearing in Eq. 1.6.1 are 

generated by exciting an electron from the occupied orbital(s) indicated by subscripts into 

the virtual orbital(s) indicated by superscripts. This leads us to the single reference 

configuration interaction (CI) method, in which only the configuration expansion 

coefficients are variationally optimized. The coefficients of Eq. 1.6.1 are determined by 

minimizing the energy of the ground state: 

ECI = minC
ΨCI H ΨCI

ΨCI ΨCI

,       (1.6.2) 

which is equivalent to a set of eigenvalue equations, 

HΨCI = ECIΨCI ,         (1.6.3) 

where H is the Hamiltonian matrix with elements, 

HKL = ΨK H ΨL = K H L .                   (1.6.4) 

The labels K and L are used to describe arbitrary configurations. Solving Eq. 1.6.3 is 

equivalent to diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix H, and permits determination of the 

CI coefficients associated with the energy. The matrix elements of Eq. 1.6.4 are 

determined by the so-called Condon-Slater rules [102], which apply to Slater 

determinants.  

 

In the CI theory, only the configuration expansion is variationally optimized. The orbitals 

are generated separately from either a HF calculation (leads to a single reference CI) or 

an MCSCF calculation (leads to a multi-reference CI) and are held fixed during the 

optimization of the configuration expansion. In the single reference CI as described 
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above, the CI wavefunction is generated from the HF configuration by adding a set of 

“excited” configurations that form from this configuration (as shown in Eq. 1.6.1). Thus 

the determinants in the CI expansion related to the HF configuration are characterized as 

single (S), double (D), triple (T), quadruple (Q), quintuple (5) and higher excitations. 

Based on this, according to how many excited configurations are included in the 

wavefunction, the single reference truncated CI methods are expressed as: CIS, CISD, 

CISDT, CISDTQ, and so on (this truncation may be continued until the full CI 

wavefunction is recovered). Since the HF determinant is the reference, surely in Eq. 1.6.1 

the weight of the HF configuration will be dominant. Therefore, according to Section 1.3, 

the single reference CI method recovers the dynamical correlation energy.   

 

However, for cases where the non-dynamical correlation effect must be included, the 

single-reference CI calculations become unreliable. In order to overcome this and recover 

both the dynamical correlation effect and the non-dynamical correlation effect, the 

multireference CI (MRCI) wavefunction is introduced by including in the wavefunction 

all configurations belonging to a given reference space (usually obtained from a MCSCF 

calculation) as well as all excitations up to a given level from each reference 

configuration. In practice, the most important MRCI wavefunction is the multireference 

singles-and-doubles CI (MRSDCI) [94,95] wavefunction. Unfortunately, the large 

reference space generated from the MCSCF calculation usually makes the MRCI 

calculations time-consuming. This is the main bottleneck of the MRCI method. 

Moreover, as mentioned above, the MRCI treatment assumes the reference configurations 

are those obtained without taking dynamic correlation into account. For systems such as 

negative ions and excited states [96], that have strongly occupied orbitals that depend on 

dynamical correlation effects, this treatment will break down. To overcome this, the 

RASSCF method can be applied, which also recovers both the dynamical correlation 

effect and the non-dynamical correlation effect. As now we have a brief idea of the CI 

theory, now we should move on to the CI eigenvalue problem, which is the core 

calculation of both the CI method and the MCSCF methods. 
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1.6.2 CI Eigenvalue Problem 
 

The CI wavefunctions are solutions to the eigenvalue problem (Eq. 1.6.3). For large CI 

expansions, it is impossible to construct and store the Hamiltonian matrix because of the 

large number of configurations. The eigenvalues of Eq. 1.6.3 can be obtained by 

diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix. However, a complete diagonalization of the 

Hamiltonian matrix is usually not required because only a few of its lowest eigenvalues 

are of interest. Selected eigenvalues can be determined by iterative methods, e.g. the 

methods of Lanczos [103] or Davidson [104] (a brief review of these iterative methods is 

given in Appendix A). In these methods, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are instead 

generated by a sequence of linear transformations or contractions as, 

σ = HC ,             (1.6.5) 

where C is some trial vector and σ  the linearly transformed trial vector. However, as 

described above, it is not necessary to carry out a full diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 

matrix although nowadays we can construct and store the CI Hamiltonian matrix for 

certain sizes of CI problem. The major step in CI technique was taken by Roos in 1972 

[105] with the introduction of the direct method that avoids the explicit construction of 

the Hamiltonian matrix H. With this, one starts with a guess vector, CL
0 , and improves it 

iteratively (thus a subset of eigenvalues, the σ K
n  vector, can be updated) until 

convergence, 

σ K
n = HKLCL

n−1

L
∑ ,        (1.6.6) 

where Cn−1  is an approximate eigenvector from the previous iteration (the first one is a 

guess vector), HKL is defined by Eq. 1.6.4, and K and L  denote configurations. The 

Hamiltonian matrix element, HKL , is usually written as, 

HKL = hijAij
KL

ij
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( )BijklKL
ijkl
∑ ,      (1.6.7) 

where hij = i j( ) = i 1( ) h j 1( )  and ij kl( ) = i 1( ) j 1( ) 1 / r12( ) k 2( )l 2( ) are the usual 

one- and two-electron repulsion integrals (i, j, k, and l are orbital indices). The Aij
KL and 
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Bijkl
KL are numerical vector coupling coefficients (also termed as symbolic matrix elements) 

that depend on the nature of the configurations. Based on the second quantization 

formalism described in Appendix A, these symbolic matrix elements correspond to the 

creation and annihilation operators, 

Aij
KL = K aiξ

† ajξ
ξ
∑ L ,         (1.6.8a) 

Bijkl
KL = K aiξ

† akγ
† alγ ajξ

ξγ
∑ L ,            (1.6.8b) 

where ξ ,γ denote spin (ξ,γ ∈ α,β{ } ). If the SD or HW function basis is chosen, the 

value of these symbolic matrix elements is either 0 or ±1 . The operator aiξ
† creates an 

electron in a spin orbital iξ  ( iξ = i ξ  with ξ ∈ α,β{ } ). Similarly, operator ajξ  

destroys an electron from spin orbital jξ . In this thesis, the creation and annihilation 

operators, aiξ
† and ajξ , always occur in pairs, e.g. aiξ

† ajξ  (there are cases that they don’t 

occur in pair, e.g. ionisation). Because of this feature, we can define an excitation 

operator as, 

Eij = Eij
α + Eij

β = aiξ
† ajξ

ξ
∑ .            (1.6.9) 

Therefore it is easy for us to rewrite the one-electron symbolic matrix elements, Aij
KL , as, 

Aij
KL = K Eij L .                (1.6.10) 

However, as we can see from Eq. 1.6.8b, the creation and annihilation operators do not 

appear as a pair. In order to use the excitation operators to express Eq. 1.6.8b, the 

anticommutation relationship between the creation and annihilation operators (details in 

appendix A) is used, 

ai
†ak

†alaj = −ai
†ak

†ajal = −ai
† δ jk − ajak

†( )al = −δ jkai
†al + ai

†ajak
†al = EijEkl − δ jkEil ,   (1.6.11) 

where δ jk  is the Kronecker delta (equals to one if j = k and zero otherwise). Based on Eq. 

1.6.11, we can rewrite Eq. 1.6.8b as, 

Bijkl
KL = K EijEkl − δ jkEil L = K EijEkl L − δ jk K Eil L .           (1.6.12) 

Applying Eqs. 1.6.10 and 1.6.12 into Eq. 1.6.6, we can get, 
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σ K
n = i j( ) K Eij L CL

n−1

ij
∑

L
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( ) K EijEkl − δ jkEil L CL
n−1

ijkl
∑

L
∑ ,  (1.6.13) 

where the two summations (over configuration labels L and over the integral indices ij 

and ijkl) update the vector directly. According to the above descriptions, now we know 

that in order to implement Eq. 1.6.13 in an efficient way, one needs to implement two 

things in an efficient way. One is to directly generate the non-zero symbolic matrix 

elements (Eqs. 1.6.10 and 1.6.12) in an efficient way; the other is to use these obtained 

non-zero elements in the CI eigenvalue iterations in an efficient way (Eq. 1.6.13). So far 

many different methods, e.g. [43,44,64,65,106-119], have been developed for generating 

the non-zero elements efficiently. Since in the current MCSCF implementations given by 

Klene et al [43,44] in Gaussian already generate non-zero elements very efficiently, we 

will directly use this efficient non-zero matrix elements generation scheme in this thesis. 

Nevertheless, a brief review of this scheme for CASSCF wavefunction and RASSCF 

wavefunction will be given in Chapters Two and Three respectively. By contrast, for 

updating the CI vector in an efficient way by using the obtained non-zero elements (Eq. 

1.6.13), although many robust methods have been developed, e.g. [34,43,44,65,95,107, 

109,115,119,120], there is still space for improving the efficiency, especially when the 

current MCSCF implementations of Gaussian performs slowly. Therefore, to improve the 

CI vector updating efficiency of the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian 

becomes our main motivation for carrying out the work in this thesis. In the following we 

will overview our method developed in this thesis. 

 

 

1.7 Our Matrix-matrix Multiplication Method 
 

As stated above, to develop a new efficient method to update the CI vector (Eq. 1.6.13) 

when the non-zero matrix elements are efficiently obtained is our main motivation for 

carrying out the work of this thesis. In this section we will overview the method, the 

matrix-matrix multiplication scheme, we have developed for improving the performance 

of the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian. A brief scope of the content of this 

thesis will be given in the following section. However, before starting to overview our 
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method, two important concepts must be introduced first. One is the string concept given 

by Knowles and Handy [107,108], and the other is the factorizing (first suggested by 

Paldus in 1974 [106]) vs. unfactorizing of the B symbolic matrix elements (Eq. 1.6.12). 

We shall start with the review of the string concept. 

 

1.7.1 The String Concept 
 

By definition, a string describes the occupation pattern of a number of electrons that have 

the same spin type in a number of otherwise empty orbitals (usually the active orbitals). 

For example, when M active orbitals are occupied only by Nα  α -electrons (Nα ≤ M ), 

each occupation pattern of these electrons in these orbitals forms a α -string. β -strings 

are obtained in the similar fashion. The combinations of α -strings with β -strings 

generate the corresponding Slater determinants, 

K = KαKβ ,      (1.7.1) 

where Kα and Kβ  are the α - and β -strings, respectively. Since in a string the 

electrons are with the same type of spin, according to Pauli’s principle, we know each 

orbital will at most be occupied by only one electron. Therefore the occupation number 

of the orbitals in a string will be either 0 or 1. In other words, for a string that contains N 

ξ -electrons, termed as Nξ (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ), and M orbitals, this string can be expressed by a 

binary word of length M, containing Nξ 1s and M − Nξ( ) 0s, which is an analogue of the 

binary strings used for storing data in computers. Usually, when writing a string, the 

orbitals are written in descending order, i.e. from highest LUMO to lowest HOMO 

chosen for the active space. For example, for the CAS(10,10) azulene calculation 

described above, if the active orbitals 1,2,4,5, and 9 are occupied by the 5 -electrons, 

then the α -string formed by this occupation pattern can be written as,  0100011011. In 

this thesis, we will use φKξ
to represent the binary form of a string Kξ , and use notation 

bi to indicate the ith bit of φKξ
. This binary representation leads to a very simple 

configuration-indexing scheme. Still using the CAS(10,10) azulene calculation as an 
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example, when the occupation pattern of a ξ -string is φKξ
=0000011111, of which all the 

electrons are not excited to other orbitals (the five 0s indicate the LUMOs are empty, and 

the five 1s mean the HOMOs are all singly occupied), we can index this string as 1 (the 

ground state string). Once the electron in the highest HOMO excited into the lowest 

LUMO, e.g. φ ′Kξ
=0000101111, the string is then indexed as 2. Thus there is a one-to-one 

mapping between an integer and an occupation pattern of the string. Since the 

determinants are products of the combinations of α - and β -strings, the indices of strings 

will simply lead to a one-to-one mapping between an integer and the obtained 

determinant (more numerical details about this will be given in the following chapters). 

For example, the combination of φKα
=0000011111 and φKβ

=0000011111 will generate 

the first configuration in the CI expansion, which is the ground state configuration. This 

simple way of indexing the strings and the corresponding configurations provides a way 

to develop a high-efficiency method for generating non-zero symbolic matrix elements 

directly. Indeed, the high efficient non-zero symbolic matrix elements generation 

methods used in the current MCSCF implementations developed by Klene et al [43,44] 

are string-based.  

 

Another significant contribution of the string concept is that it replaces the summation 

over the Slater determinants in Eq. 1.6.13 by two summations over strings, the number of 

which is only the square root of the number of determinants. As pointed out above, a 

configuration can be split into a combination of a α -string and a β -string (Eq.1.7.1). 

Therefore, taking the first term of Eq. 1.6.13 (the one-electron contribution) as example, 

the CI vector updating for this term can also be split into two parts according to the 

configuration splitting,  
1σ KαKβ

n = i j( ) KαKβ Eij
α + Eij

β LαLβ CLα Lβ
n−1

ij
∑

Lα Lβ
∑

= i j( ) Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Lβ + Kβ Eij

β Lβ Kα Lα
⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦CLα Lβ

n−1

ij
∑

Lα Lβ
∑

= i j( ) Kα Eij
α Lα CLαKβ

n−1

ij
∑

Lα
∑ + i j( ) Kβ Eij

β Lβ CKα Lβ
n−1

ij
∑

Lβ
∑

,    (1.7.2) 
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where the superscript, 1, of 1σ KαKβ

n  means the first term of Eq. 1.6.13, the integral 

Kξ Lξ  equals 1 so it can interchange the label of CLξLγ
n−1  from Lξ to Kξ  ( CKξLγ

n−1 ). 

Comparing Eq.1.7.2 with the first term of Eq. 1.6.13 we can see the summation over the 

full configuration has been replaced by two summations over the corresponding strings 

and the length of the two summations is dramatically shorter because the number of 

strings usually is the square root of the number of the configurations (for the cases of 

Nα = Nβ ). According to the definition of the string we know that certain ξ -string 

(ξ ∈ α,β{ } ) is generated from distributing Nξ electrons in M orbitals, therefore the 

number of ξ -strings is generated as, 

Nstr
ξ =

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ .               (1.7.3) 

Compare Eq. 1.7.3 with Eq. 1.5.5, we know if Nα = Nβ , the number of the ξ -strings will 

be equal to the square root of the number of Slater determinants. Therefore this string 

concept makes it possible to calculate large systems that were too time-demanding for the 

methods without applying the string concept, because it replaces the summation over the 

Slater determinants by two summations over the strings, which is much shorter. 

 

Moreover, to split the determinants into combinations of strings (Eq. 1.7.1) can also lead 

to highly efficient algorithms that are based on linear algebra. This is because after 

splitting the determinants, the CI vectors, σ K
n and CL

n−1 , can be represented as two-

dimensional matrices, σ n Kα ,Kβ( ) and Cn−1 Lα ,Lβ( ) , respectively. Obviously, the row 

and column indices are the indices of the corresponding strings. Based on this idea, we 

can see that Eq. 1.7.2 can be easily carried out by a matrix multiplication using basic 

linear algebra routines. For example, one two-dimensional matrix can be built as 

X Kα ,Lα( ) =  i j( ) Kα Eij
α Lα

ij
∑ , which is also indexed by the indices of strings. Then 

a matrix multiplication between this X and the CI vector matrix C can be carried out as, 
1σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = X Kα ,Lα( )C Lα ,Kβ( )

Lα
∑ . Highly optimized linear algebra routines, e.g. the 
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basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS) [121], can thus very easily be applied for this 

type of calculation. Moreover, when the updating process is parallelized by using parallel 

machines, the columns of these matrices can also be distributed among different 

processors of such type of machine, and thus the matrix multiplication process is easily 

parallelized. Therefore, based on the above description, we know this string concept is a 

very powerful technique. Moreover it also allows one to develop highly efficient 

algorithms to solve the CI eigenvalue problem due to the matrix feature of the CI vectors. 

Therefore, so far many methods are string based [34,43,44,87,107-119], in which the 

typical methods are the ones developed by Olsen et al [34] and Klene et al [43,44]. Now 

we should introduce the second important concept, which is the factorization vs. non-

factorization of the B symbolic matrix elements (Eq. 1.6.12). 

 

1.7.2 Factorization vs. Non-factorization Concept 
 

As stated in Section 1.6.2, the way that Eq. 1.6.13 is implemented will directly affect the 

efficiency of calculations. And there are many robust methods developed to implement 

Eq. 1.6.13, e.g. [34,43,44,65,95,107,109,115,119,120]. By comparing all these methods, 

we find there are mainly two ways to carry out Eq. 1.6.13. And the difference between 

these two ways is whether to factorize the B symbolic matrix elements (Eq. 1.6.12) or 

not. Since in this thesis we have developed our method using the factorization way, it is 

necessary to review what the factorization of the B symbolic matrix elements is first. 

 

1.7.2.1 The Factorized Methods 

 

By summing over an intermediate configuration, J, between the configurations K and L in 

Eq. 1.6.12, we can get the factorized B symbolic matrix elements as, 

Bijkl
KL = K Eij

J
∑ J J Ekl L − δ jk K Eil L .     (1.7.4) 

This factorization idea was first suggested by Paldus in 1974 [106]. Many methods have 

been developed to implement Eq. 1.6.13 using this idea ever since, e.g. [34,64,65, 

107,108,119,120,122] etc, except a few methods, e.g. [43,44] that employ the 
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unfactorized way. This idea simplifies the complicated two-electron contribution to a 

product of two simpler one-electron contributions. As pointed out in Section 1.7.1, the 

one-electron contribution can be easily converted into matrix multiplication by applying 

basic linear algebra routines. Thus the contribution to the CI vector updating generated by 

Eq. 1.7.4 can also be converted into matrix multiplications using basic linear algebra 

routines (this idea was first suggested by Siegbahn [120]). Now we will look into this in 

detail a bit more. If we apply Eq. 1.7.4 to Eq. 1.6.13, we can get, 

σ K
n = i j( ) K Eij L −

1
2

ij kl( )δ jk K Eil L
kl
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
CL

n−1

ij
∑

L
∑

+
1
2

ij kl( ) K Eij J J Ekl L CL
n−1

ijkl
∑

J
∑

L
∑

.    (1.7.5) 

From Eq. 1.7.5 we can see the contribution to the CI vector updating is now a 

combination of several products of one-electron contributions. To convert the first term 

of Eq. 1.7.5 into a matrix multiplication using basic linear algebra routines based on the 

description in Section 1.7.1 is simple. So we will mainly use the second term here as an 

example to demonstrate the matrix multiplication idea. Since after factorization the two-

electron contribution has been converted into a product of two one-electron contributions, 

the basic linear algebra routines are also applicable to implement the second term of Eq. 

1.7.5. This would become clear if the order of the summations of the second term in Eq. 

1.7.5 is rearranged as, 

′σ K = K Eij J
ij
∑ ij kl( ) J Ekl L CL

n−1

L
∑

kl
∑

J
∑ .        (1.7.6) 

There are many ways to construct the matrices to store the directly obtained non-zero 

K Eij J and J Ekl L  that will be used for the matrix multiplication to carry out Eq. 

1.7.6. The way of building matrices depends on how the summations in Eq.1.7.6 are 

organized. Different summation arrangements can lead to different matrix multiplication 

implementations. We will leave the discussion about this in more detail until later when 

our method is briefly outlined. Another advantage of using basic linear algebra routines 

to carry out Eq. 1.7.6 is that the elements in the CI vector, CL
n−1 , can be accessed in 

sequential order, which also leads to good efficiency. The disadvantage of this scheme is 

that some extra memory is required to store the constructed matrices used for matrix 
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multiplication. However, as described in the last section, the number of strings is only the 

square root of the number of the configurations, so if we apply the string concept to Eq. 

1.7.6, the memory requirement for storing the non-zero K Eij J and J Ekl L  would 

be reduced dramatically. For example, applying the string concept to K Eij J  leads to 

Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ + Kβ Eij

β Jβ Kα Jα , which reduces the memory requirement 

dramatically from the number of configuration level to the number of string level. Thus 

this idea is capable to be used for calculating systems with a large active space 

efficiently. The string expression of Eq. 1.7.6 is written as,  

′σ KαKβ
= KαKβ Eij

α + Eij
β Jα Jβ ij kl( ) Jα Jβ Ekl

α + Ekl
β LαLβ CLα Lβ

n−1

Lα Lβ
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jα Jβ
∑

= Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( ) Jα Ekl

α Lα CLα Jβ
n−1

Lα
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jα
∑

+ Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl

β Lβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jα
∑

+ Kβ Eij
β Jβ Kα Jα ij kl( ) Jα Ekl

α Lα CLα Jβ
n−1

Lα
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jβ
∑

+ Kβ Eij
β Jβ Kα Jα ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl

β Lβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jβ
∑

. (1.7.7) 

As mentioned above, different arrangement of the summations in these terms will lead to 

different ways to carry out the matrix multiplication via basic linear algebra routines. 

Nevertheless, as indicated in the end of Section 1.7.1, we can see after factorization the 

rows and columns of the matrices built for basic linear algebra routines in Eq. 1.7.7 will 

be labelled by the string indices. This feature will make the factorized matrix 

multiplication method, as stated above, suitable for calculating systems with large active 

space in an efficient way. In the following, we will use one term, e.g. the second term, of 

Eq. 1.7.7 as example to briefly outline our matrix multiplication method, and to review 

the methods that inspired us to develop the method in this thesis. As we have a rough idea 

of how the basic linear algebra routines can be applied to the factorized method, now it is 

necessary to review the unfactorized method in general.  
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1.7.2.2 The Unfactorized Methods 

 

By contrast, for the unfactorized methods, by applying the string concept to Eq. 1.6.13, 

we can get (taking the two-electron contribution as example), 

2eσ n K( ) = 1
2

ij kl( ) Kα aiα
† akα

† alαajα Lα Kβ Lβ(
ijkl
∑

L
∑

                        + Kβ aiβ
† akβ

† alβajβ Lβ Kα Lα

                       + Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Ekl

β Lβ

                        + Kβ Eij
β Lβ Kα Ekl

α Lα )Cn−1 L( )

,        (1.7.8) 

which is the current CAS/RAS implementation in Gaussian [43,44]. In this type of 

method, the CI vector is updated directly once the non-zero matrix elements, e.g. 

Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Ekl

β Lβ , are obtained. Therefore the extra memory that is required in 

the factorized methods for storing these elements is eliminated. However, in this type of 

method, the application of the highly optimized linear algebra routines would become 

impossible since the non-zero elements are used directly rather than stored. This is 

because if one wants to use basic linear algebra routines to carry out this unfactorized 

method, the rows and columns of the matrix built for matrix multiplication would be 

labeled by the indices of configurations. It would require a huge memory to store this 

matrix. For example, for the CASSCF(10,10) calculation using SD basis case in the 

previous sections, the number of configurations is 65536. If one wants to use basic linear 

algebra to carry out an unfactorized calculation like this, a matrix has the dimension of 

65536 × 65536  (~34GBytes) will be required for this calculation. Therefore, it is 

impossible to use basic linear algebra routines to carry out unfactorized calculations on 

systems with large active space. Moreover, when using the non-zero elements directly, 

the indices of the configurations correspond to two sequentially obtained non-zero 

elements that would not necessarily be sequential, resulting in the data in the CI vector 

being accessed in non-sequential order (more details about the review of the current 

methods will be given later in the motivation section). Thus we can see that compared to 

the unfactorized method, the factorized scheme clearly has its advantages: that it can 

apply highly optimized linear algebra routines to carry out the CI vector updating via 
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matrix multiplication of which the dimensions are at the number of strings level. Inspired 

by this, we have developed our string-based matrix-matrix multiplication method to 

improve the performance of the current CASSCF and RASSCF implementations in 

Gaussian. In the following, we will briefly overview this matrix-matrix multiplication 

method. Then the reasons of why this method has been developed (the motivation) and 

where it is derived from (the inspiration) are discussed. 

 

1.7.3 Our Matrix-matrix Multiplication Method 
 

Since our method is developed in the factorization way, some extra memory to store the 

obtained non-zero elements as matrices will be required. However, as our method is a 

string-based method, the newly added matrices would have the dimensions at the number 

of string level: at most the square of the number of strings. Moreover, as 48GBytes of 

memory has become standard for modern commodity PCs, this extra memory 

requirement would not be a bottleneck for applying our method to systems with large 

active spaces that the current MCSCF implementations cannot afford. 

 

As stated in Section 1.7.2.1, for carrying out Eq.1.7.7, according to the way of organizing 

the summations in the equation, many different matrix multiplication algorithms can be 

developed. For the purpose of applying highly optimized linear algebra routines, e.g. the 

BLAS level 3 (deals with two-dimensional matrix-matrix multiplication) [121], and ease 

of parallelization, in this thesis, we have organized the summations of, e.g. the second 

term of Eq. 1.7.7 as, 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij

α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl
β Lβ CJα Lβ

n−1

kl
∑

Lβ
∑

Jα
∑

ij
∑ ,    (1.7.9) 

where the superscript, 2, of 2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( )  means the second term. Based on this 

summation organization, we can build one matrix X as, 

Xij Jβ ,Lβ( ) = ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl
β Lβ

kl
∑ ,      (1.7.10) 
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of which the dimension is defined by Nstr
β × Nstr

β  (Nstr
β is given by Eq. 1.7.3). Then a 

matrix multiplication between this two-dimensional matrix X and the two-dimensional 

matrix C derived from the CI vector can be carried out as, 

Mij Jβ , Jα( ) = Xij Jβ ,Lβ( ) C Jα ,Lβ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T

Lβ
∑ ,          (1.7.11) 

where the highly optimized BLAS level 3 routines can be applied. The dimension of this 

matrix product is defined by Nstr
β × Nstr

α . Thus the σ vector for this ij index pair can be 

updated by using the obtained matrix multiplication product as, 

2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα Mij Kβ , Jα( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

T

Jα
∑ .            (1.7.12) 

And by summing up all the σ ij matrices corresponding to different ij index pairs, we can 

get the CI vector updated, 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = 2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( )

ij
∑ .             (1.7.13) 

Organizing the summations in the way of Eq. 1.7.9 and carry out the matrix 

multiplication in the way of Eqs. 1.7.10-1.7.13 has the following advantages: 

 

1. We can use the highly optimized linear algebra routines, e.g. the BLAS level 3 

routines, to carry out Eq. 1.7.9 in our method, resulting in significant 

improvement of the performance of the current MCSCF implementations in 

Gaussian.  

2. As described above, when splitting the determinants into string pairs, the CI 

vectors can be represented as two-dimensional matrices. When carrying out the 

matrix-matrix multiplication (Eq. 1.7.9), in order to take full advantage of modern 

parallel computers, the columns of the matrices can be distributed among different 

processors of these computers. Thus based on the existed parallel scheme of the 

current MCSCF implementation in Gaussian, a new parallel scheme, which is to 

parallelize the program at the matrix multiplication level, can be introduced 

resulting in more flexibility when using parallelism. Also, the highly optimised 

BLAS routines for carrying out parallelizing matrix-matrix multiplication can be 

used to make the performance much better. 
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Therefore we have every reason to expect that the method developed in this thesis will 

improve the performance of the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian 

significantly, serving as the motivation for this thesis. 

 

1.7.4 Motivation for this Thesis 
 

As we briefly stated in Section 1.7.2.2, the current MCSCF implementations [43,44] in 

Gaussian [42] update the CI vector via Eq. 1.7.8, which is an unfactorized method. This 

type of method performs slowly as it is impossible to apply the string-based highly 

optimized linear algebra routines (e.g. Eq. 1.7.11) to carry out the CI vector updating. 

This is because the current implementations use the obtained non-zero elements directly 

rather than store them, which require huge extra memory to do. But the advantage of this 

unfactorized method is that it can eliminate this huge extra memory requirement for 

storing the obtained non-zero elements in an array of which the dimension is at the 

number of configurations level rather than at the number of strings level.  

 

Moreover, apart from not being able to use string based basic linear algebra routines to 

carry out CI vector updating, the direct using of the non-zero elements to update the CI 

vector will cause the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian to perform poorly 

too. The reason for this, as stated in Section 1.7.2.2, is when using the obtained non-zero 

elements directly, the indices of the configurations corresponding to two sequentially 

obtained non-zero symbolic matrix elements are usually not necessarily sequentially 

ordered, resulting in the CI vector itself being accessed frequently. Since non-local data 

access (means the main computer memory will be accessed frequently) will be slow, the 

frequent access of the CI vector would restrict the performance of the current method at a 

significant level. We will use one example to illustrate this.  

 

For example, for a CASSCF(12,12) calculation that contains 853776 determinants, all the 

elements in the CI coefficients vector, CL
n−1 , are indexed according to the indices of the 

configurations, e.g. from 1 to 853776. Now, assume for a certain orbital index  
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set in Eq. 1.7.8, the first directly obtained non-zero symbolic matrix element corresponds 

to a pair of configurations having the indices of K1 = 18256 and L1 = 1554  respectively. 

This means the 18256th element in the σ K
n vector is updated by the 1554th element in the 

CL
n−1  vector (Eq. 1.7.8). Then the next directly obtained non-zero symbolic matrix 

element yields a pair of configurations corresponding to the same orbital index set that 

has the indices of K2 = 110656  and L2 = 55146  respectively, which means the 110656th 

element in the σ K
n vector is updated by the 55146th element in the CL

n−1  vector. Obviously, 

after updating the element in σ K
n  at position K1 by using the element in CL

n−1  at position 

L1, the CI vectors, σ K
n and CL

n−1 , have to be accessed again for the newly required data. 

This will also affect the performance of the current MCSCF implementations. Figure 1.2 

illustrates the CI vector updating process of this type of method in a general way.  

 

By contrast, from Section 1.7.3, we can see the matrix multiplication method we have 

developed can achieve both the use of the string based highly optimized linear algebra 

routines to carry out the CI vector updating and the use of data in the CI vectors in a 

sequential order. Therefore, we know the method developed in this thesis can improve 

the performance of the current MCSCF implementations dramatically. However, as 

indicated in Section 1.7.2.1, the method developed in this thesis is inspired by several 

previously-developed factorized matrix multiplication methods, e.g. [34,107,108,119, 

120], so it is necessary to briefly review the key concept of these methods. That is, how 

they organized the summations order in Eq. 1.7.7 to carry out the matrix multiplication.  

 

1.7.5 Inspiration for this Thesis 
 

In this section we will review some typical methods that apply basic linear algebra in the 

process of CI vector updating. As stated in Section 1.7.2.1, these methods serve as the 

inspiration for our method developed in this thesis. The reason why we develop our 

method in the way shown in Section 1.7.3 rather than directly using these methods is also 

given after the review. 
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Figure 1.2 A brief visualized CI vector updating process of the current CAS/RAS implementations in 

Gaussian. From this figure we can see each time when a non-zero matrix element is obtained, the elements 

in the CI vectors are used directly for updating. But these elements in the CI vectors are not usually 

sequentially ordered for different non-zero Hamiltonian matrix elements. The gap between these elements 

will cause a frequent CI vector access, which will affect the calculation performance significantly. 
 

1.7.5.1 Siegbahn-Knowles-Handy Method 

 

Siegbahn [120] is the first one that introduced basic linear algebra algorithms for matrix 

multiplication in implementing Eq. 1.6.13. However, in his method, the CSFs basis was 

used. In order to present this method in the string-based fashion, the method developed 

by Knowles and Handy [107,108], which is an extension of the Siegbahn’s method from 

CSFs basis to Slater determinant basis (thus the string based Eq. 1.7.7 is implemented), 

should be reviewed instead.  

 

In the Knowles and Handy method [107,108], the summations of, i.e. the second term of 

Eq. 1.7.7 are organized in the following way, 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij

α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( )
kl
∑ Jβ Ekl

β Lβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

Jα
∑

ij
∑ .    (1.7.14) 

Based on this summation arrangement, one matrix X can be built as, 
ij Xkl Jβ , Jα( ) = Jβ Ekl

β Lβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑ ,       (1.7.15) 
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which has a dimension defined by the number of kl orbital index pairs (depends on the 

values of ij index pair but maximums as M M +1( )
2

, M as the number of active orbitals) 

times Nstr
β × Nstr

α : M M +1( )
2

× Nstr
β × Nstr

α . Therefore, if one presents this matrix in string-

based way, Eq. 1.7.15 gives a three-dimensional matrix. Then a matrix multiplication is 

carried out as, 

Mij Jβ , Jα( ) = ij kl( ) ij Xkl Jβ , Jα( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
kl
∑ = IX( )ij ,     (1.7.16) 

where is a vector that stores all the orbital integrals corresponding to one ij index pair, 

and matrix is a two-dimensional matrix with the dimension as Nstr
β × Nstr

α . This step 

“can be formulated as a matrix multiplication” [107] via applying basic linear algebra 

routines. Then based on the obtained matrix Mij , the CI vector that corresponding to this 

ij index pair can be updated as given by Eq. 1.7.12. By summing up this product for all ij 

orbital index pairs, the second term of Eq. 1.7.7 (Eq. 1.7.14) can be updated, which is 

given in Eq. 1.7.13. 

 

Comparing this method with our method described in Section 1.7.3, we can see the 

processes of generating the matrix X (Eq. 1.7.10 vs. Eq. 1.7.15) and the process of the 

matrix multiplication (Eq. 1.7.11 vs. Eq. 1.7.16) are quite different. The reason for not 

using the matrix multiplication method suggested by Siegbahn-Knowles-Handy [107, 

108,120] is because the matrix X generated here will be a three-dimensional matrix, 

which will take a much larger dimension than the matrix X used in our method. Thus it 

will require much more memory space to store the matrix X. Nevertheless, this 

pioneering idea of using basic linear algebra algorithms to carry out CI vector updating 

indeed inspired us to develop our method. 
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1.7.5.2 Olsen-Roos Method 

 

Another very important typical matrix multiplication method should be reviewed is the 

method developed by Olsen et al [34]. In their method, the summations of, e.g. the 

second term is organized in the way as, 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = ij kl( )

kl
∑ Jβ Ekl

β Lβ
Lβ
∑ Kα Eij

α Jα Kβ Jβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Jα
∑

ij
∑

= ij kl( )
kl
∑ Kβ Ekl

β Lβ
Lβ
∑ Kα Eij

α Jα CJα Lβ
n−1

Jα
∑

ij
∑

.   (1.7.17) 

This arrangement of the summations leads to two matrices generation as, 

′Cij Kα ,Lβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα CJα Lβ

n−1

Jα
∑ ,       (1.7.18) 

and 

Xij Kβ ,Lβ( ) = ij kl( )
kl
∑ Kβ Ekl

β Lβ .        (1.7.19) 

We can see the generation of the matrix X is the same as in our method (Eq. 1.7.10 vs. 

Eq. 1.7.19). But instead of carrying out the matrix multiplication between X and the C 

matrix derived from the CI vector as indicated in Eq. 1.7.10, the matrix multiplication in 

Olsen’s method is carried out between X and the C’ matrix to generate the σ  vector for 

this ij index pair directly as, 

2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) = ′Cij Kα ,Lβ( ) Xij Kβ ,Lβ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T

Lβ
∑ .           (1.7.20) 

The highly optimized linear algebra routines can be used in this matrix multiplication 

process. And the σ  vector for the second term of Eq. 1.7.7 is updated by summing over 

all the 2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( )  for all the ij index pairs as given in Eq. 1.7.13. 

 

This is a very elegant matrix multiplication method that has been used for method 

development ever since, e.g. the methods developed by Pulay et al [87] and Rolik et al 

[119]. However, the reason that we have not used this way to arrange the summations in 

Eq. 1.7.7 in our method is as follows. For a certain ij index pair, the number of non-zero 

Kα Eij
α Jα  is very limited. Indeed, from Chapter Two we will know this number will 

be at most half of the number of the corresponding strings. Therefore, the matrix ′C  
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generated from Eq. 1.7.18 will not be dense, although the matrix CJα Lβ
n−1 , which is the CI 

vector matrix, is dense. Moreover, from Chapter Two we will also know that the matrix 

X generated from Eq. 1.7.10 or Eq. 1.7.19 will be a sparse matrix. Therefore, the matrix 

multiplication between X and ′C  will be between two sparse matrices. It won’t be very 

efficient to use highly optimized linear algebra routines to carry out a matrix 

multiplication between two sparse matrices (because it would be unavoidable to deal with 

some zeros). However, since the matrix elements in X are generated from all kl index 

pairs, the number of non-zero elements will certainly much larger than the number of the 

corresponding strings. Thus the matrix multiplication between X and the CI vector matrix 

C (Eq. 1.7.11) would produce a dense matrix M. Then the efficiency of updating the 

σ vector by using this dense matrix should be good. Considering this reason, we have 

developed our method as shown in Section 1.7.3, although the Olsen’s method does 

inspire us about the matrix X generation.  

 

In the following two chapters we will implement the matrix multiplication concept 

described in Section 1.7.3 to the CASSCF method and RASSCF method respectively. 

However, it is necessary to give a scope of this thesis before we start the following 

chapters. 

 

1.8 Scope of This Thesis 
 

In this thesis we will focus on improving the performance of the current MCSCF 

implementations in Gaussian described above. In Chapter Two, the matrix multiplication 

scheme described in Section 1.7.3 is implemented to increase the efficiency of the current 

CASSCF method. This is programmed as a part of the Gaussian development program 

package. In order to take full advantage of modern parallel computers, this 

implementation is parallelized too; supporting both shared memory and distributed 

memory architectures. The performance of the new method has been demonstrated by 

carrying out a CASSCF(14,14) calculation (~ 107  determinants) on the system of 

pyracylene [45] by using both the current CASSCF implementation in Gaussian and the 
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new method. Another CASSCF(16,16) calculation (~ 2 ×108  determinants) on the 

pyrene [46] system is also carried out to illustrate that the new method can provide a 

much better performance than the current implementation. In order to demonstrate the 

new method is good for “real world” problems, e.g. geometry optimization, the ground 

state geometry optimization of two hydrocarbon cations (anthracene+ / phenanthrene+) 

[47] is carried out. The result shows that our method saves a lot time compared to the 

current method.  

 

Chapter Three describes applying the matrix multiplication scheme given in Section 1.7.3 

to improve the performance of the current RASSCF implementation in Gaussian. Since 

the introduction of the occupation restrictions in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, many 

different integral types (among orbitals in different subspaces or in the same subspace) 

arise. Some of these integral types are not only the time-consuming cases, but they can 

also be suitably modified using the factorized matrix multiplication scheme described in 

Section 1.7.3. By implementing the matrix multiplication algorithm to these cases, the 

method developed in Chapter Three can already perform significantly faster than the 

current RASSCF method in Gaussian. Similar to the CASSCF case, the new 

implementation is also parallelized for modern parallel computers. The performance of 

this new RASSCF method is demonstrated by using coronene [48] as the test system. For 

this system, the active electrons are set as 24 always, while the number of orbital in the 3 

subspaces varies as well as the value of the MxHole and MxElec. The result shows that 

the new method can always perform better than the current implementation. For the rest 

of the integral cases, it is proved that using the unfactorized way for implementation is 

the best choice. An attempted modification to these integral cases of the RASSCF method 

using the unfactorized way is implemented in Chapter Four. The timing result of the 

same coronene calculations used in Chapter 3 shows this attempt at modification can 

further improve the performance of the new RASSCF method.   



 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 2  
 
 
 
 

 
A New Matrix-Matrix 

Multiplication Approach to the 
Direct Full Configuration 

Interaction (Full CI) / Complete 
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Parallel Implementation 
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2.1  Introduction 
 

In order to study the excited-state reactivity, minima and transition structures etc. of 

molecules, the complete active space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) method [33], which 

is a computational electronic structure method, is widely used [35-41]. As described in 

the last chapter (Section 1.5.3), in this method a set of active molecular orbitals (MOs) is 

selected, of which the occupancy will change significantly during the process of 

investigation. The occupation number of all other orbitals is kept frozen, e.g. either 2 or 

0. Apart from the electrons that are in the inactive orbitals, all other electrons are defined 

as active electrons. And each occupation pattern of these active electrons in the active 

orbitals forms a configuration in the CI expansion (e.g. one term in Eq. 1.5.1). In other 

words, a full configuration interaction (FCI) calculation is carried out in the range of 

these active orbitals, named the active CI space, to obtain the CI eigenvector at each 

iteration of the iterative multi-configuration SCF (MCSCF [29-32]) process. During this 

calculation process, the Hamiltonian matrix elements are usually recomputed when they 

are needed in the eigensolver iteration. Methods of this type are called the direct methods 

[105]. 

 

As indicated in Section 1.6.2, the key step in the direct methods is to solve the CI 

eigenvalue problem (Eq. 1.6.13) in an iterative way efficiently. In order to achieve this, 

two things must be considered. One is to efficiently generate the non-zero Hamiltonian 

matrix elements directly and the other is to efficiently evaluate the CI eigenvector from 

the obtained matrix elements. As stated in Section 1.6.2, since the non-zero matrix 

elements generation scheme in the current CASSCF implementation [43] in Gaussian 

[42] is already efficient enough, we will use this scheme in our method directly. 

However, also according to Section 1.6.2, there is still space for improving the efficiency 

of the process of evaluating the CI vector from the obtained non-zero matrix elements. In 

Section 1.7, we have identified that the current CASSCF implementation [43] in 

Gaussian [42] performs poorly. Also in Section 1.7, we briefly outlined our matrix-

matrix multiplication approach, which uses highly optimized linear algebra routines for 

updating the CI vector, to improve the performance of the current CASSCF method 
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significantly. In this chapter, we will describe this approach in more detail and to 

implement it for the CASSCF wavefunction. However, the efficient non-zero matrix 

elements generation scheme of the current CASSCF method should be reviewed first 

(briefly here, more detail will be given in the following sections). 

 

In Klene’s method [43], after applying the string concept [107,108] to the determinants, 

we can get, taking the one-electron symbolic matrix elements as an example, 

K Eij L = Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Lβ + Kβ Eij

β Lβ Kα Lα .         (2.1.1) 

According to Chapter 1 and Appendix A we know that the excitation operator, Eij
ξ , 

annihilates an electron from orbital j of the initial string, Lξ , and generates the final 

string, Kξ , by creating an electron on orbital i of this string. Therefore, in order to have 

non-zero Kξ Eij
ξ Lξ , before the excitation operator operates, the occupation number of 

orbitals i and j in string Lξ  should be 0 and 1 and the occupation number of these 

orbitals in string Kξ  should be 1 and 0, respectively. The occupation pattern of all other 

orbitals must be identical between strings Kξ  and Lξ . Therefore, a list of strings 

having all possible occupation patterns of Nξ −1 electrons (the reduced one electron is 

used for the annihilation and creation) in M − 2  orbitals (with orbitals i and j are 

reduced) should be generated. This list is called the reduced string list, of which the 

number of the active orbitals and the number of active electrons are reduced. According 

to Eq. 1.7.3, the length of the reduced string list (the number of reduced strings) can be 

defined as (for the i ≠ j cases), 

LNξ −1
M −2 =

M − 2
Nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ .          (2.1.2) 

Comparing Eq. 2.1.2 with Eq. 1.7.3, we can see the length of the reduced string list is 

much shorter than the length of the full string list. More conveniently, all the reduced 

string lists are only needed to be generated once before the iterative calculation of CI 

vector evaluation starts (called pre-computed). These pre-computed reduced string lists 
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are stored in memory. Then during the CI vector evaluation process, based on the 

elements in the corresponding lists, one can generate the non-zero symbolic matrix 

elements as well as the indices of the corresponding strings dynamically. Now we shall 

briefly review how this works. 

 

The non-zero Kξ Eij
ξ Lξ  is obtained dynamically by applying the so-called “bits 

operation” on the elements in the reduced string list according to the given orbital index 

set. When a pair of orbital index is given, e.g. i and j, in order to get non-zero 

Kξ Eij
ξ Lξ , one only needs to insert the occupation number 1 and 0 (the “bits”) to the ith 

and jth positions and the occupation number 0 and 1 to the ith and jth positions to each 

element in the reduced list to obtain a pair of full strings, Kξ  and Lξ . For example, if 

the given orbital index pair is i=4 and j=1, and the first element in the reduced list is 

(written in binary form) φξ =000111 ( φξ denotes a binary reduced string), then by 

inserting the occupation number 1 and 0 to the 4th and 1st positions of this reduced string, 

we can get the binary form of Kξ as φKξ
=00011110 (the inserted bits are bold). And by 

inserting the occupation number 0 and 1 to the 4th and the 1st positions of the reduced 

string, one can get the binary form of Lξ as φLξ
=00010111. Therefore, at the same time 

one gets the non-zero Kξ Eij
ξ Lξ  directly, the indices of the corresponding string pairs 

are also obtained, which can be used to locate the element position in the CI vectors as in 

the current CASSCF implementation or to index the matrices will be used in the matrix 

multiplication method developed in this chapter. 

 

Now we should move to how to implement the matrix multiplication approach. However, 

before we proceed to the detail of our method itself, we should remind ourselves why the 

current CASSCF method performs slowly.  

 

The CI eigenvector evaluation process (Eq. 1.6.13) is written as, 
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σ K
n = i j( ) K Eij L CL

n−1

ij
∑

L
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( ) K EijEkl − δ jkEil L CL
n−1

ijkl
∑

L
∑ ,    (2.1.3) 

where the two-particle symbolic matrix elements are given by, 

Bijkl
KL = K EijEkl − δ jkEil L .      (2.1.4) 

In the current CASSCF implementation, after applying the string concept [107,108] to the 

Slater determinants, the complicated two-electron contribution (the second term of Eq. 

2.1.3) is written as, 

2eσ n K( ) = 1
2

ij kl( ) Kα aiα
† akα

† alαajα Lα Kβ Lβ(
ijkl
∑

L
∑

                        + Kβ aiβ
† akβ

† alβajβ Lβ Kα Lα

                       + Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Ekl

β Lβ

                        + Kβ Eij
β Lβ Kα Ekl

α Lα )Cn−1 L( )

.      (2.1.5) 

In this method, the non-zero element, e.g. Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Ekl

β Lβ , is used directly to 

update the CI vector once it is obtained, e.g. the KαKβ

th
element in 2eσ n K( )  is updated 

by the LαLβ

th
element in Cn−1 L( ) . This operation doesn’t require memory to store the 

obtained non-zero elements. However, as stated in Section 1.7, due to these non-zero 

elements are not stored, the basic linear algebra routines will not be possible to be used in 

implementing Eq. 2.1.5, because if storing these elements, the memory requirement 

would be at the number of configurations level rather than at the number of strings level. 

Moreover, although the reduced list method is very efficient to obtain the non-zero 

symbolic matrix elements and to locate the elements in the CI vectors, the indices of the 

full strings that are obtained directly will not be predictable. This is due to the “bits 

operation” applied to the elements in the reduced string lists will lead to non-sequentially 

ordered full strings. For example, suppose we have three sequentially ordered reduced 

strings, written in binary as, 000111, 001011, and 010011. The given orbital index pair is 

i=4 and j=2. By carrying out the “bits operation” to these three reduced strings, we will 

have three pairs of full strings as {00011101, 00010111}, {00101101, 00100111}, and 

{01001101, 01000111}. Obviously, we can see the indices of these three string pairs are 

not sequentially ordered (more details about how to index strings like this will be 
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reviewed later). These non-sequentially ordered string indices would result large gap 

between the indices of the configurations. Therefore the CI vector has to be accessed 

frequently resulting in the current CASSCF method in Gaussian performing poorly. 

 

According to Section 1.7 in Chapter 1, we know that the current CASSCF method in 

Gaussian belongs to the so-called unfactorized method, which doesn’t factorize the two-

particle symbolic matrix elements (Eq. 2.1.4) by inserting an intermediate configuration, 

J, between the configurations K and L,  

Bijkl
KL = K Eij J J Ekl L

J
∑ −δ jk K Eil L .                (2.1.6) 

Also from Section 1.7 in Chapter 1, we know that the factorized method can implement 

Eq. 2.1.3 in a way of matrix multiplication using string based basic linear algebra 

routines, which are very efficient. This is because in Eq. 2.1.6 the complicated two-

electron contribution has been simplified to a product of two one-electron contributions. 

If we apply Eq. 2.1.6 to Eq. 2.1.3,  

σ K
n = i j( ) K Eij L −

1
2

ij kl( )δ jk K Eil L
kl
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
CL

n−1

ij
∑

L
∑

+
1
2

ij kl( ) K Eij J J Ekl L CL
n−1

ijkl
∑

J
∑

L
∑

,          (2.1.7) 

then simply by reorganizing the orders of the summations of the second term of Eq. 2.1.7, 

matrix multiplication scheme can be applied. This would be clear if we first reorganize 

the summations of the second term of Eq. 2.1.7 as (Eq. 1.7.6), 

′σ K = K Eij J
ij
∑ ij kl( ) J Ekl L CL

n−1

L
∑

kl
∑

J
∑ ,        (2.1.8) 

and then applying the string concept [107,108] to the determinants of Eq. 2.1.8 as, 

′σ KαKβ
= KαKβ Eij

α + Eij
β Jα Jβ ij kl( ) Jα Jβ Ekl

α + Ekl
β LαLβ CLα Lβ

n−1

Lα Lβ
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jα Jβ
∑

= Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( ) Jα Ekl

α Lα CLα Jβ
n−1

Lα
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jα
∑

+ Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl

β Lβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jα
∑

+ Kβ Eij
β Jβ Kα Jα ij kl( ) Jα Ekl

α Lα CLα Jβ
n−1

Lα
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jβ
∑

+ Kβ Eij
β Jβ Kα Jα ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl

β Lβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

kl
∑

ij
∑

Jβ
∑

.      (2.1.9) 
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Then we can see each term of Eq. 2.1.9 can be easily implemented in the way of matrix 

multiplication using basic linear algebra. The method developed by Olsen et al [34] is a 

typical method of this type. In the following we will use the second term of Eq. 2.1.9 to 

illustrate how the Olsen’s method implements this into matrix multiplication. Then we 

will also use the second term of Eq. 2.1.9 as example to introduce our method, which 

organizes the summations in the term in a slightly different way from Olsen’s method.  

 

In Olsen’s method, the order of the summations of the second term of Eq. 2.1.9 is 

organized as, 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = ij kl( )

kl
∑ Jβ Ekl

β Lβ
Lβ
∑ Kα Eij

α Jα Kβ Jβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Jα
∑

ij
∑

= ij kl( )
kl
∑ Kβ Ekl

β Lβ
Lβ
∑ Kα Eij

α Jα CJα Lβ
n−1

Jα
∑

ij
∑

.           (2.1.10) 

The matrix multiplication of this method to update the CI vector for this term is 

implemented as, 

1. Matrix Generation 

′Cij Kα ,Lβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα CJα Lβ

n−1

Jα
∑ ,                 (2.1.11a) 

Xij Kβ ,Lβ( ) = ij kl( )
kl
∑ Kβ Ekl

β Lβ ,                 (2.1.11b) 

2. Matrix Multiplication 

2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) = ′Cij Kα ,Lβ( ) Xij Kβ ,Lβ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T

Lβ
∑ ,                          (2.1.11c) 

3. CI Vector Updating 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = 2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( )

ij
∑ .      (2.1.11d) 

We can see the matrix multiplication (Eq. 2.1.11c) is carried out between two two-

dimensional matrices. Therefore, highly optimized linear algebra routines, e.g. the BLAS 

level 3 routines [121] that are very efficient, can be used.  

 

However, due to the reason described towards the end of Section 1.7.5, we will organize 

the order of the summations of the second term in a different way from Olsen’s method, 

which is the key concept of our matrix multiplication method, 
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2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl

β Lβ CJα Lβ
n−1

kl
∑

Lβ
∑

Jα
∑

ij
∑ .         (2.1.12) 

And the matrix multiplication method for this kind of summation arrangement is 

implemented as, 

1. Matrix Generation 

Xij Jβ ,Lβ( ) = ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl
β Lβ

kl
∑ ,                   (2.1.13a) 

2. Matrix Multiplication 

Mij Jβ , Jα( ) = Xij Jβ ,Lβ( ) C Jα ,Lβ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T

Lβ
∑ ,                        (2.1.13b) 

3. CI Vector Updating 

2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα Mij Kβ , Jα( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

T

Jα
∑ ,                         (2.1.13c) 

2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = 2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( )
ij
∑ .                  (2.1.13d) 

Comparing Eqs. 2.1.10 and 2.1.11 with Eqs. 2.1.12 and 2.1.13, we can see that our 

arrangement of the order of the summations of the second term of Eq. 2.1.9 is different 

from the arrangement of Olsen’s method. One can refer to Section 1.7 in Chapter 1 for 

the reason this occurs. In our matrix multiplication step (Eq. 2.1.13b), the highly 

optimized BLAS level 3 routines can also be used. Moreover, by carrying out the CI 

vector updating in this way, based on the existing parallel scheme in the current CASSCF 

implementation in Gaussian, a new parallel scheme that is to parallelize on the matrix 

multiplication level can be introduced too, thus adding more flexibility for parallelism. 

Because of these features of the new method, we can predict that the new method will 

perform much better than the current CASSCF implementation in Gaussian. In the rest of 

this chapter, we will present the details of how this new method is implemented and a 

number of chemical systems that are used to demonstrate that the new method indeed 

performs much faster than the current method. Moreover, in order to demonstrate that the 

new method is capable to be used in “real world” problems, e.g. geometry optimization, 

the ground state geometry optimization of two hydrocarbon cations (anthracene+ / 

phenanthrene+) [47] are carried out, and the result is discussed towards the end of this 

chapter. 
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This chapter is structured as: Section 2.2 overviews the general theory that our method 

will use. Then the algorithms of our method are mathematically described in Section 2.3. 

The numerical values of our new method are discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 

introduces the implementation details of this new algorithm. The parallelism scheme of 

our method is given in Section 2.6. And in Section 2.7 the new method is verified and the 

performance of this new method is tested using two relatively large systems: pyracylene 

[45] (CAS(14,14) calculations, ~ 107  determinants) and pyrene [46] (CAS(16,16) 

calculations, ~2 ×108  determinants). The data of the calculations on the two cations 

described above are also discussed in this section. Finally, a brief summary of this 

chapter is issued in Section 2.8.  

 

2.2 Theory 
 

As described in Chapter 1, large-scale configuration interaction (CI) calculations require 

the computation of only a few eigenvalues and eigenvectors of large, real-symmetric 

matrices: to solve the CI eigenvalue problem in an iterative way, 

σ K
n = HKLCL

n−1

L
∑ ,           (2.2.1) 

where Cn−1  is an approximate eigenvector from the previous iteration (the first one is a 

guess vector), HKL is Hamiltonian matrix element, and K and L  denote 

configurations. In second quantization (Appendix A), HKL is represented as, 

HKL = hij K Eij L
ij
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( ) K EijEkl − δ jkEil L
ijkl
∑ .              (2.2.2) 

As defined in the last chapter, hij  and ij kl( ) are the usual one- and two-electron 

repulsion integrals (i, j, k, and l are orbital indices). The Aij
KL = K Eij L  and 

Bijkl
KL = K EijEkl − δ jkEil L  are numerical vector coupling coefficients (also termed as 

symbolic matrix elements) that depend on the nature of the configurations. The excitation 

operator, e.g. Eij , is given by Eij = Eij
α + Eij

β = aiξ
† ajξ

ξ
∑ . Apply Eq. 2.1.6 to Eq. 2.2.2, we 

can get,  
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HKL = i j( ) K Eij L
ij
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( ) K( Eij
J
∑ J J Ekl L − δ jk K Eil

ijkl
∑ L ) .  (2.2.3) 

We find that the two-electron contribution is actually a combination of a bilinear1 

contribution ( EijEkl part in the second term of Eq. 2.2.3) and a linear contribution 

(δ jkEil part in the second term of Eq. 2.2.3). Because the 1-electron contribution is a linear 

contribution, in our method, we will use linear and bilinear contributions to the CI vector 

updating to express Eq. 2.2.1. Thus we define linear contributions by using the 

coefficients as Aij
KL = K Eij L  and bilinear contributions by using the coefficients as 

Bij
KJ = K Eij J . Based on this definition, we can easily rewrite the CI vector 

construction procedure as the combination of linear contribution and bilinear 

contribution:  

σ K
n = HKLCL

n−1

L
∑

= Aij
KL i j( )

ij
∑ −

1
2

δ jkAil
KL ij kl( )

ijkl
∑

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
CL

n−1

L
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( )BijKJ BklJLCL
n−1

L ,ijkl
∑

J
∑

.     (2.2.4) 

The first term in Eq. 2.2.4 gives all the linear contributions to the CI vector updating and 

the second term indicates the bilinear contributions. In the following section we will 

describe the algorithms for the bilinear and linear contribution separately. 

 

2.3 Algorithm for Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Method 
 

In this section, the implementation of Eq. 2.2.4 described in Section 2.2 will be discussed. 

From Eq. 2.2.4 we know the contribution to the CI vector updating is from both linear 

and bilinear parts. Since so far we have mainly used the bilinear contribution as example 

to introduce our method (both in Section 1.7.3 and Section 2.1), we will start from the 

algorithm for the bilinear contribution first. 

 

                                                 
1 If we consider the excitation operator as a variable x in algebra, then the first part of the second term in 
Eq. 2.2.3 will yield an x2. Thus it is an analogue of bilinear term. Similarly, we know the first term of Eq. 
2.2.3 and the second part of the second term of Eq. 2.2.3 are both linear terms. 
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2.3.1 General Algorithm for Bilinear Contribution 

 

The bilinear contribution to the CI vector updating, separated from Eq. 2.2.4, is,  

′σ K =
1
2

ij kl( )BijKJ BklJLCL
L ,ijkl
∑

J
∑ .       (2.3.1) 

In Eq. 2.3.1, since Bij
KJ does not operate on both the configurations L and the orbital index 

pair kl, we can move it out of the L and kl summations as:  

′σ K =
1
2

Bij
KJ ij kl( )BklJLCL

kl
∑

L
∑

ij
∑

J
∑ .          (2.3.2) 

By splitting the determinants into α - and β -strings [107,108], we can rewrite Eq. 2.3.2 

in a spin-based form as: 

′σ KαKβ
=
1
2

Bij
KαKβ ,Jα Jβ ij kl( )BklJα Jβ ,Lα LβCLα Lβ

kl
∑

Lα Lβ
∑

ij
∑

Jα Jβ
∑ .         (2.3.3) 

To make Eq. 2.3.3 easy to calculate, we need to arrange Eq. 2.3.3 into a matrix-matrix 

multiplication form as: 

Xij
Jα Jβ = ij kl( ) ⋅ BklJα Jβ ;Lα Lβ

kl
∑ ,      (2.3.4a) 

Mij
Jα Jβ = Xij

Jα JβCLα Lβ
Lα Lβ
∑ ,              (2.3.4b) 

′σ KαKβ
= Bij

KαKβ ;Jα JβMij
Jα Jβ

ij
∑

Jα Jβ
∑ ,      (2.3.4c) 

where Eq. 2.3.4a is a matrix generation process, and Eq. 2.3.4b is the matrix-matrix 

multiplication step. From the definition of the bilinear coupling coefficient, the 

coefficients in Eqs. 2.3.4a and 2.3.4c can be obtained as: 

Bkl
Jα Jβ ;Lα Lβ = Jα Jβ Ekl LαLβ

Bij
KαKβ ;Jα Jβ = KαKβ Eij Jα Jβ

.       (2.3.5) 

Applying Eij = Eij
α + Eij

β , Eq. 2.3.5 can be rewritten as: 

Bkl
Jα Jβ ;Lα Lβ = Jα Jβ Ekl

α + Ekl
β LαLβ = Jβ Lβ Jα Ekl

α Lα + Jα Lα Jβ Ekl
β Lβ

Bij
KαKβ ;Jα Jβ = KαKβ Eij

α + Eij
β Jα Jβ = Kβ Jβ Kα Eij

α Jα + Kα Jα Kβ Eij
β Jβ

, (2.3.6) 
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where the operators, e.g.Eij
α , only act on α -strings, leaving β -strings unaltered, and vice 

versa. Therefore applying Eq. 2.3.6 to Eqs. 2.3.4, we can get: 

Jγ Lγ ⋅ Xij
JξLξ = Jγ Lγ ⋅ ij kl( ) ⋅ Jξ Ekl

ξ Lξ
kl
∑ ,        (2.3.7a) 

Mij
Jα Jβ = Xij

Jα LαCLα Jβ
Lα
∑ + Xij

Jβ Lβ CJα Lβ( )T
Lβ
∑
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

T

,   (2.3.7b) 

′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ Mij

Jα Jβ

Jα
∑

ij
∑ + Kβ Eij

β Jβ Kα Jα Mij
Jα Jβ

Jβ
∑

ij
∑

= Kα Eij
α Jα Mij

JαKβ

Jα
∑

ij
∑ + Kβ Eij

β Jβ Mij
Kα Jβ

Jβ
∑

ij
∑

   

.  

(2.3.7c) 

Note that the term Jβ Lβ  has changed the column index of matrix C Lα ,Lβ( ) from 

Lβ to Jβ . This is because the integral, Jβ Lβ , is 1. The changing of the row or column 

indices of other matrices is because of the same reason. Also, we notice that the 

generation of the intermediate matrix M requires two matrix multiplications. This is 

because the matrix C when using Slater determinant basis is not symmetrical 

(CLα Lβ
≠ CLα Lβ( )T ). Now we shall move to the algorithm for the linear contribution to the 

CI vector updating. 

 

2.3.2 General Algorithm for Linear Contribution 

 

In Eq. 2.2.4, the first term gives the linear contribution to the CI vector updating: 

σ K
lin = Eij

KL i j( )
ij
∑ −

1
2

δ jkEil
KL ij kl( )

ijkl
∑

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
CL

L
∑ .           (2.3.8) 

Since the orbital indices ij are the outermost loop for both terms in Eq. 2.3.8, we can take 

the summation out and rewrite Eq. 2.3.8 as: 

σ K
Lin = Eij

KL i j( ) − 1
2

δ jkEil
KL ij kl( )

kl
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
CL

L ,ij
∑ .      (2.3.9) 
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According to Shavitt [65], if we apply the symmetry properties to the two-electron 

integrals then there will be 11 integral classes Iijkl and the symmetry properties will give 

rise to the addition of a factor f Iijkl( )due to possible permutations of orbital indices 

(Table 2.1). The factor can be evaluated as: 

f Iijkl( ) = 4 × 1
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
δij

×
1
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
δkl

×
1
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
δij ,kl

,       (2.3.10) 

with the restrictions: 

i ≥ j, k ≥ l, ij ≥ kl

with  ij( ) = i i −1( )
2

+ j;

kl( ) = k k −1( )
2

+ l

          (2.3.11) 

Based on the Coefficient column given in Table 2.1, we can successfully eliminate the 

δ function in Eq. 2.3.9 and thus can make it easy to implement.  
 

Similar to the process of generating Eqs. 2.3.7, the spin form of Eq. 2.3.9 can be obtained 

as: 

σ K
lin = Kα Eij

α Lα i j( ) − 1
2

δ jk Kα Eil
α Lα ij kl( )

kl
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
CLαKβ

Lα ,ij
∑

+ Kβ Eij
β Lβ i j( ) − 1

2
δ jk Kβ Eil

β Lβ ij kl( )
kl
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
CKα Lβ

Lβ ,ij
∑

,       (2.3.12) 

where the δ function can be avoided as given in Table 2.1. To calculate this contribution, 

we can also use the matrix-matrix multiplication method. Similar to the bilinear cases, we 

can rearrange Eq. 2.3.12 into a matrix multiplication form as, 

XKα ,Lα
lin = Kα Eij

α Lα i j( ) − 1
2

δ jk Kα Eil
α Lα ij kl( )

kl
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
Kβ Lβ

ij
∑

XKβ ,Lβ
lin = Kβ Eij

β Lβ i j( ) − 1
2

δ jk Kβ Eil
β Lβ ij kl( )

kl
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
Kα Lα

ij
∑

,       (2.3.13a) 
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σ KαKβ

lin = XKα Lα
lin + XKβ Lβ

lin( )CLα Lβ
Lα Lβ
∑

= XKα Lα
lin CLαKβ

Lα
∑ + XKβ Lβ

lin CKα Lβ( )T
Lβ
∑
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

T .      (2.3.13b) 

In Eq. 2.3.13a, it is clear that the matrix X generation is summed over all the orbital 

indices, which means the matrix multiplication only needs to be carried out once per 

iteration. In addition, in the linear contribution, the matrix multiplication step (Eq. 

2.3.13b) is already the CI vector-updating step, which dramatically increases the 

calculation efficiency.  
 

Table 2.1 The 11 integral classes constructed under the conditioning index loop given in Eq. 2.3.11.  

Column f Iijkl( ) is the factor corresponding to the integral classes Iijkl , and the Coefficient column gives 

the value of EijEkl − δ jkEil  corresponding to the particular integral class. In this table the coefficients 

indicate that in the cases of integral classes 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10, there are linear contributions, which can 

be calculated together with the one-electron linear contributions. 

 

Iijkl  f Iijkl( )  Integral ij kl( )  Coefficient EijEkl − δ jkEil( )  

1 ½ ii ii( )  EiiEii − Eii  

2 1 ii kk( )  EiiEkk  

3 2 ij jj( )  Eij + Eji( )Ejj − Eij  

4 2 ij kk( )  Eij + Eji( )Ekk  

5 2 ii il( )  Eii Eil + Eli( ) − Eil  

6 2 ii kl( )  Eii Ekl + Elk( )  

7 1 ij ij( )  Eij + Eji( ) Eij + Eji( ) − Eii − Ejj  

8 2 il kl( )  Eil + Eli( ) Ekl + Elk( ) − Eik  

9 2 ik kl( )  Eik + Eki( ) Ekl + Elk( ) − Eil  

10 2 ij il( )  Eij + Eji( ) Eil + Eli( ) − Ejl  

11 2 ij kl( )  Eij + Eji( ) Ekl + Elk( )  
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2.3.3 Algorithm for Hartree-Waller Functions Basis 

 

So far, we have introduced the general theory and algorithm of our matrix multiplication 

method based on the Slater determinants basis. If the configurations are chosen to be 

spin-adapted Hartree-Waller functions [70-74], the process will be similar but much 

simpler. This is because, for the singlet state (S=0) system with 2N electrons, we have 

N = Nα = Nβ  and therefore all string lists are the same for α - and β -strings, hence we 

can have the relation, 

KαKβ = KβKα ,       (2.3.14) 

which is a symmetrical relation that is not applicable for the Slater determinant cases. We 

only need to use one spin type strings, e.g. α -strings, to carry out the CI vector updating. 

Thus the linear contribution (Eq. 2.3.13b) for a singlet contribution becomes: 

σ lin
HW Kα ,Kβ( ) = XKα Lα

lin CLαKβ

HW

Lα
∑ ,             (2.3.15) 

where the matrix XKα Lα
Lin  is the same matrix for the Slater determinant case, but the matrix 

CLαKβ

HW  generated from the CI vector will be different. The superscript of σ lin
HW and CLαKβ

HW  

indicates the calculation use Hartree-Waller functions as basis. And the bilinear 

contribution (Eqs. 2.3.7) becomes: 

Xij
Jβ Lβ = ij kl( ) ⋅ Jβ Ekl

β Lβ
kl
∑ ,         (2.3.16a) 

Mij
Jβ Jα = Xij

Jβ Lβ CLα Jβ
HW( )T

Lβ
∑ ,            (2.3.16b) 

′σ HW Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα Kβ Jβ Mij

Jβ Jα( )T
Jα
∑

ij
∑

= Kα Eij
α Jα Mij

JαKβ( )T
Jα
∑

ij
∑

 

.         (2.3.16c) 

From Eqs. 2.3.15 and 2.3.16, we can see, the linear contribution for the singlet state case 

can still be carried out once per iteration, while the intermediate matrix M (Eq. 2.3.16b) 

is still regenerated for every new ij index for the bilinear contribution. But the operation 

of the matrix multiplication is halved compared to Eq. 2.3.7b where the matrix M is a 

product of two matrix multiplications. This is due to when the HW function basis is used, 
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we will have CLα Lβ
HW = CLα Lβ

HW( )T . As we have introduced the general algorithm for the 

matrix-matrix multiplication method, now we should introduce the practical details 

regarding the implementation of the algorithms described in this section, starting from the 

numerical values that are used in this method. 

 

2.4 The Numerical Values  
 

2.4.1 The Addresses of the Configurations 

 

So far we have the theoretical idea of how the matrix multiplication method will work. 

However, in order to practically implement this idea, we need to know how the 

determinants and the corresponding strings are indexed in the calculation. As stated in 

Chapter 1, the string concept given by Knowles and Handy [107,108] simplifies the 

string and configuration indexing. Therefore, we will use the method that addressed by 

them to index the strings and configurations. An addressing (or indexing) array, Z, is 

defined, separately for α -and β -strings, as: 

Z k,l( ) = m
Nξ − k

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ −

m −1
Nξ − k −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥m=M − l+1

M − k

∑ ,

               M − Nξ + k ≥ l ≥ k; k < Nξ( ),
Z Nξ ,l( ) = l − Nξ ,       M ≥ l ≥ Nξ( ),

             (2.4.1) 

where k refers to an electron, l is an orbital, M denotes the number of orbitals, and Nξ is 

the number of electrons of spin type ξ (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ). The quantities in parentheses are 

binomial coefficients, defined as m
n

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
=

m!
n! m − n( )!

(Eq. 1.5.6). So the address (or index) of 

any string, identified by a list of occupied orbitals in strictly ascending order, e.g. an 

α string, is given by: 

Addr Kα{ } = 1+ Z k,l k( )( )
k=1

Nα

∑ .              (2.4.2) 
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This gives the addresses in a sequential order based on Eq. 2.4.1. The combination of the 

addresses of the α - and β -strings gives an address of a Slater determinant: 

Addr K{ } = Addr Kα{ } −1( ) × M
Nβ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ Addr Kβ{ } .      (2.4.3) 

Note that this addressing scheme is not limited to Slater determinants. If the HW function 

basis is chosen, Eq. 2.4.3 can be rewritten, taking HW singlet functions as an example, 

Addr K{ } = Addr Kα{ } Addr Kα{ } −1( )
2

+ Addr Kβ{ } .       (2.4.4) 

One example would make this addressing scheme clear. Assuming we have a α -string, 

φKα
=111000, of a system of M = 6 , Nα = 3 , of which the 4th, 5th, and the 6th orbitals are 

occupied by the 3 α -electrons, the summation of Eq. 2.4.2 goes from 1 to 3. Since the 

first electron occupies the fourth orbital, second occupies the fifth, and the third in the 

sixth orbital, the calculation in Eq. 2.4.1 comes out with the pairs of k = 1, l = 4( ) , 

k = 2, l = 5( ) , and k = 3, l = 6( ) . Thus we can obtain the address of this string as (from 

Eq. 2.4.2): Add 111000{ } = 1+10 + 6 + 3 = 20 . Table 2.2 gives the addresses of the full 

string list of this example system.  

 

2.4.2 Reduced Lists Concept Review 

 

As described in Section 2.1, we will adopt the reduced string list concept developed by 

Klene et al [43] to generate the non-zero matrix elements. A brief review of this concept 

is given already in Section 2.1. In this section we will review this concept in more detail 

with some examples. For the purpose of simplicity, we will use the linear coupling 

coefficient defined in Section 2.2, 

Aij
KL = K Eij L = K Eij

α + Eij
β L ,       (2.4.5) 

as an example to illustrate this concept. To calculate all the non-zero values 

corresponding to certain ij orbital index pair of Eq. 2.4.5 efficiently, the method of 

reduced string lists [43] must be used. Based on the string splitting concept [107,108], we 

can rewrite Eq. 2.4.5 as, 
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Table 2.2. The addresses and the binary representation (φKξ
) of the ξ -strings (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ) for a system 

with M = 6  and Nξ = 3 . 

Add Kσ{ }  φKξ
 

1 000111 
2 001011 
3 010011 
4 100011 
5 001101 
6 010101 
7 100101 
8 011001 
9 101001 
10 110001 
11 001110 
12 010110 
13 100110 
14 011010 
15 101010 
16 110010 
17 011100 
18 101100 
19 110100 
20 111000 

Aij
KL = K Eij

α + Eij
β L

= Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Lβ + Kβ Eij

β Lβ Kα Lα

.       (2.4.6) 

Taking the first term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.4.6 as an example, assuming the 

current ij index pair is i = 4, j = 3{ } , we can thus consider the element: 

Kα E43
α Lα = Kα a4α

† a3α Lα ≠ 0 .    (2.4.7) 

This means one electron has been annihilated from the 3rd α -spin orbital and created at 

the 4th α -spin orbital, which was virtual (empty) before the operation. Thus for a non-

zero contribution, a set of the string pairs Kα ,Lα{ } (for φKα
, we must have bits 

b4 = 1, b3 = 0 , and for φLα
, it must be b4 = 0, b3 = 1) must be found. The set of all the 

final strings, Kξ, and initial strings, Lξ, for a certain orbital index pair of ij that makes Eq. 

2.4.7 be non-zero is called an excitation list, χ jξ
iξ (where the subscript denotes the orbital 

where a ξ -spin electron is annihilated, and the super script indicates the orbital where the 
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electron is created). The full excitation list for the single excitation can thus be calculated 

in a shorter list, which is called the reduced list, of Nξ −1electrons and M − 2 orbitals 

( i ≠ j cases, written as LNσ −1
M −2 ). Based on this, in our example, the reduced string list is 

thus generated from arranging 2 electrons in 4 orbitals freely, which reduces the length of 

the string list from 20 (as given in Table 2.2) to 6 ( 4
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 6 ). Then the relevant strings 

Kα and Lα  of the excitation list χ3α
4α  can be generated by inserting the known bits b4 and 

b3  into the 6 elements of the reduced string list (as shown in Figure 2.1). Table 2.3 lists 

the elements of the reduced string list, and the obtained string pairs after inserting the bits 

b4 and b3  (shown in bold) into the elements of this reduced string list. The crucial 

observation is that the same reduced list LNξ −1
M −2 can be used for any index pair i ≠ j to 

generate all the excitation lists χ jξ
iξ . Similarly, one can easily find out all the single 

excitation lists for the case of i = j ( χiξ
iξ ) from the reduced list LNξ −1

M −1 , and all double 

excitation lists, χlξ jξ
iξkξ , from the reduced lists LNσ −2

M −2 , LNσ −2
M −3 , and LNσ −2

M −4  for different orbital 

index sets. Table 2.4 shows some examples of the lengths-comparison of the full string 

list and the reduced string lists. 

 
Figure 2.1 The bits-operation to the reduced list in order to generate the corresponding full strings of the 

excitation list (using the system of 6 active electrons acting in the space of 6 active orbitals).  
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Table 2.3 Generating the excitation list in the case of i ≠ j  by the E43
α  operation. 

φα  φKα
 Add Kα{ }  φLα

 Add Lα{ }  
0011 001011  2 000111  1 
0101 011001  8 010101  6 
1001 101001  9 100101  7 
0110 011010  14 010110  12 
1010 101010  15 100110  13 
1100 111000  20 110100  19 

 
Table 2.4 Comparison of the lengths of the full string list and the reduced string lists (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ) 

 

  
Full 

string Lξ  LNξ −1
M −1  LNξ −1

M −2  LNξ −2
M −2  LNξ −2

M −3  LNξ −2
M −4  

M  Nξ  M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  M −1

Nξ −1
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  M − 2

Nξ −1
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  M − 2

Nξ − 2
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  M − 3

Nξ − 2
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  M − 4

Nξ − 2
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  

8 3 56 21 15 6 5 4 
12 5 792 330 210 120 84 56 
16 7 11440 5005 3003 2002 1287 792 
20 9 167960 75582 43758 31824 19448 11440 
        
8 4 70 35 20 15 10 6 
12 6 924 462 252 210 126 70 
14 7 3432 1716 924 792 462 252 
16 8 12870 6435 3432 3003 1716 924 
 

From the description above and Table 2.4, we can see the lengths of the reduced lists are 

dramatically shorter than the full string list. Comparing the memory requirement for 

storing the CI vector in a CASSCF calculation using Slater determinants basis (with a 

dimension of M
Nα

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
Nβ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ), the memory required for storing the reduced string list is 

negligible. According to Eq. 2.4.7, all the non-zero elements can be generated directly 

from the reduced string list and is thus very efficient. According to the Pauli principle, 

the excitation cases like Kα aiα
† aiα

† aiαaiα Lα do not exist.  
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2.4.3 The Sign 

 

The non-zero values of Kα Eij
α Jα (for linear cases this is Kα Eij

α Lα ) are 1 or -1. The 

associated sign, sgnij
Kα , is defined through: 

Kα = sgnij
Kα Eij

α Jα          (2.4.9) 

and is easily evaluated from φKα
[116]: 

sgnij
Kα =

+1
−1

⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭
  for   ba

even
odd

⎧
⎨
⎩a= i+1

j−1

∑        (2.4.10) 

where bi indicates the ith bit of the binary string. Thus the numerical values of the matrix 

elements for any given i and j can be easily generated from the corresponding reduced list 

dynamically when generating the strings for the corresponding excitation list.  

 

As we now have the basic theory and method of calculating the numerical values in mind, 

we can move on to the implementation details of how our matrix multiplication method is 

carried out. 

 

 

2.5 Implementation Details 
 

In this section we will discuss the implementation details of the matrix multiplication 

method described above. For the sake of simplicity, we will only outline the general 

algorithm using Slater determinants. In appendix B we list a detailed subroutine calling 

sequence of this implementation. This implementation is inherently parallelized but we 

will postpone this discussion until Section 2.6. Before we start to discuss the details, we 

shall have an overview of the general algorithm of our matrix multiplication method 

(given in the Algorithm 2.1 below). We can see since the introduction of the matrix-

matrix multiplication, a new parallel scheme can be introduced, which is the parallel level 

2 indicated in Algorithm 2.1. Parallel level 1 denotes the parallel scheme existed in the 

current CASSCF implementation [43]. 
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for  2N electrons and M orbitals
parallel level 1( ) loop over   i, j{ }
     generate matrix elements from Eij

ξ( )
        ⇒  Kξ = sgnij

Kξ ⋅Eij
ξ Lξ

        Xlin Kξ ,Lξ( ) = Xlin Kξ ,Lξ( ) + i j( )sgnijKξ

        Xlin Lξ ,Kξ( ) = Xlin Lξ ,Kξ( ) + i j( )sgnijKξ

        loop over   k,l{ }
             generate matrix elements from Eil

ξ( )
                ⇒ Kξ = sgnil

Kξ ⋅Eil
ξ Lξ

                Xlin Kξ ,Lξ( ) = Xlin Kξ ,Lξ( ) + f Iijkl( ) ij kl( )sgnilKξ

                Xlin Lξ ,Kξ( ) = Xlin Lξ ,Kξ( ) + f Iijkl( ) ij kl( )sgnilKξ

             bilinear contribution matrix elements generation( )
                ⇒ Jγ = sgnkl

Jγ ⋅Ekl
γ Lγ

                Xij Jγ ,Lγ( ) = Xij Jγ ,Lγ( ) + f Iijkl( ) ij kl( )sgnklJγ
                Xij Lγ , Jγ( ) = Xij Lγ , Jγ( ) + f Iijkl( ) ij kl( )sgnklJγ
        end loop  k,l{ }
         bilinear contribution( )
             parallel level 2( )  Mij

Jα Jβ = Xij
Jα LαCLα Jβ

Lα
∑ + CJα Lβ

Xij
Lβ Jβ

Lβ
∑

            σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = σ Kα ,Kβ( ) + Kα Eij
α Jα Mij

JαKβ

Jα
∑ + Mij

Kα Jβ Kβ Eij
β Jβ( )T

Jβ
∑

end loop  i, j{ }
linear contribution( )

parallel level 2( ) σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = σ Kα ,Kβ( ) + Xlin
Kα LαCLαKβ

Lα
∑ + Xlin

Kβ Lβ CKα Lβ( )T
Lβ
∑
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

T

Algorithm 2.1: Matrix multiplication method implementation of the CASSCF method (for the non-zero 

elements generation please refer to [43]). From this algorithm we see the bilinear matrix multiplication is 

carried out once per ij index pair, while the linear matrix multiplication is carried out once after all the 

orbital indices are looped over. Parallel level 1 indicates the parallel scheme used in the current method 

[43], while parallel level 2 denotes the parallel scheme for the matrix multiplication. 
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2.5.1 Matrix CLα Lβ
 Generation 

 
As stated in Section 2.2, the CI vector CL

n−1  is an eigenvector generated from the previous 

iteration. From Eq. 2.2.1 we can see this vector will remain unchanged during one 

iteration. Therefore, the two-dimensional matrix corresponding to the CI vector only 

needs to be generated once per iteration before the loop over the orbital indices starts. In 

our method, this matrix is indexed by the addresses of full α - and β -strings for the 

Slater determinant case, e.g. addresses of α -strings are used to be the row index, and the 

column index is defined by the addresses of β -strings. When HW functions basis is used, 

the rows and columns of the matrix are both indexed by the addresses of the full α -

strings. According to Eq. 2.4.3, each string pair defines a Slater determinant. This means 

we can have a one-to-one mapping between the matrix elements of the CI vector, CL
n−1 , 

and the elements of matrix C Lα ,Lβ( ) . Based on this, we can have the matrix C Lα ,Lβ( )  

for the Slater determinants case as: 

 

CLα Lβ
=

C 1,1( ) = C1 C 1,2( ) = C2  C 1,Lβ( ) = CLβ

C 2,1( ) = C M
Lβ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+1

C 2,2( ) = C M
Lβ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+2

 C 2,Lβ( ) = C M
Lβ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+Lβ

   

C Lα ,1( ) = C
Lα −1( )⋅ M

Lβ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+1

C Lα ,2( ) = C
Lα −1( )⋅ M

Lβ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+2
 C Lα ,Lβ( ) = C

Lα −1( )⋅ M
Lβ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+Lβ

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

. 

(2.5.1a) 

From Eq. 2.5.1a we can see the dimension of the matrix derived from the CI vector is the 

same as the dimension of the CI vector for the Slater determinant basis. For the Hartree-

Waller functions basis, we need to normalize the CI vector to generate the matrix C. As 

described above, the calculation for the Hartree-Waller functions is simpler than the 

calculation for the Slater determinants case as the number of α -strings is equal to the 

number of β -strings. Therefore in generating the matrix C for the Hartree-Waller 

functions basis, we only need to use the addresses of the α -strings as the rows and 

columns index. However, in order to avoid confusion, we will still use Lα ,Lβ( ) to label 

the matrix C for Hartree-Waller functions cases. 
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In the case of when the Hartree-Waller Singlet basis is used, since the singlet two-body 

creation operator is symmetric in the matrix indices [123], when the indices of a α -string 

and a β -string are identical, Addr Lα{ } = Addr Lβ{ } , the matrix element of C at this 

position needs to be multiplied by 2 . Based on Eq. 2.4.4, we can thus generate the 

matrix C for the Hartree-Waller singlet function case from normalizing the CI vector as: 

 

CLα Lβ
HW ,sin =

C 1,1( ) = 2 ⋅C1 C 1,2( ) = C2  C 1,Lβ( ) = CLα ⋅ Lα −1( )
2

+1

C 2,1( ) = C2 C 2,2( ) = 2 ⋅C3  C 2,Lβ( ) = CLα ⋅ Lα −1( )
2

+2

   

C Lα ,1( ) = CLα ⋅ Lα −1( )
2

+1
C Lα ,2( ) = CLα ⋅ Lα −1( )

2
+2
 C Lα ,Lβ( ) = 2 ⋅CLα ⋅ Lα −1( )

2
+Lβ

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

 . (2.5.1b) 

Obviously, in this case, we will always have CLα Lβ
= CLα Lβ( )T . Thus in this case, the 

dimension of the normalized matrix will be roughly two times larger than the dimension 

of the CI vector (calculated by Eq. 1.5.7) itself of the Hartree-Waller singlet cases. If we 

define Dsin
HW  as the dimension of the C matrix generated for the HW singlet basis, we will 

have Dsin
HW =

M
Nα

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

2

. 

 

When HW triplet basis is used, for the diagonal positions of the matrix C 

(Addr Lα{ } = Addr Lβ{ } ), the matrix element vanishes because of the Pauli principle. 

Moreover, the triplet two-body creation operator is anti-symmetric. Therefore, we can 

generate the matrix C for the HW triplet basis from normalizing the CI vector as: 

 

CLα Lβ
HW ,tri =

C 1,1( ) = 0 C 1,2( ) = C1  C 1,Lβ( ) = C Lα −1( )⋅ Lα −2( )
2

+1

C 2,1( ) = −C1 C 2,2( ) = 0  C 2,Lβ( ) = C Lα −1( )⋅ Lα −2( )
2

+2

   

C Lα ,1( ) = −C Lα −1( )⋅ Lα −2( )
2

+1
C Lα ,2( ) = −C Lα −1( )⋅ Lα −2( )

2
+2
 C Lα ,Lβ( ) = 0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

 .  (2.5.1c) 
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Thus for the Hartree-Waller triplet basis, we will always have CLα Lβ
= − CLα Lβ( )T . Again, 

if we define the dimension of this matrix as Dtri
HW , it is calculated as Dtri

HW =
M
Nα

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

2

. 

 

2.5.2 Matrix X generation 

 

After generating the matrix C for the matrix multiplication method, we now focus on 

generating the matrix X that will be used to multiply the matrix C. Since the processes of 

generating Xlin  and Xij  are similar (as shown in Algorithm 2.1), we will mainly describe 

the Xij generation in the following. However, an example of the Xlin  construction is also 

given to make the process of matrix X generation as clear as possible.  

 

According to Eq. 2.3.7a, we know matrix Xij is generated by summing over all the orbital 

indices k and l that correspond to one ij index pair based on the conditions given in Eq. 

2.3.11. Thus we can see when the value of the ij index decreases, the number of the 

corresponding indices pair kl will reduce, which means the loop over the kl pairs will 

become shorter and shorter. In other words, when the value of the ij index decreases, the 

computation becomes cheaper. 

 

For a certain ij index pair, in the loop over the corresponding kl indices, one-particle 

reduced lists are utilized to generate the addresses of the corresponding strings, Add Jσ{ }  

and Add Lσ{ }  (σ ∈ α,β{ } ), and the associated sign ( sgnkl
Jσ ). These addresses will be 

used as the row indices and the column indices of matrix Xij respectively. Since the loop 

over k and l is based on the orbital integral symmetry characters (Eq. 2.3.11), we need to 

take the symmetry factor, f Iijkl( )  (Eq. 2.3.10), into consideration when generating the 

elements of Xij . Therefore, in one step of the loop over k and l, by inserting bits k and l 

into the elements in the corresponding reduced list, we can have several elements in the 

matrix Xij  as: 
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Xij Add Jσ{ },Add Lσ{ }( ) = Xij Add Jσ{ },Add Lσ{ }( ) + 12 ⋅ sgnkl
Jσ ⋅ f Iijkl( ) ⋅ ij kl( ) . 

 (2.5.2) 

In Table 2.1, we can see that the coefficient of the matrix elements is the combination of 

both Ekl  and Elk : Êkl = Ekl + Elk . Since Eq. 2.5.2 gives the elements corresponding to 

Ekl , we can easily generate the elements in the symmetrical position in Xij for Elk  as: 

Xij Add Lσ{ },Add Jσ{ }( ) = Xij Add Lσ{ },Add Jσ{ }( ) + 12 ⋅ sgnkl
Jσ ⋅ f Iijkl( ) ⋅ ij kl( ) . 

    (2.5.3) 

Thus after looping over all the orbital indices k and l corresponding to this ij index, a 

symmetrical matrix Xij for this ij index can be obtained. For a new ij index, e.g. ij( )′ , a 

new matrix, X
ij( )′

, will be constructed. Moreover, from Eqs. 2.3.7a and 2.3.13a we can 

see that the row index and the column index of matrix X are always the indices of the 

strings with the same spin type. Therefore we can define the dimension of the matrix X as 

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ). The following examples illustrate the matrix Xij  generation 

process (Eqs. 2.5.2 and 2.5.3) by using the chemical system with M = 6,Nσ = 3 .  

 

Assuming the inner loop is at the step of k=4, l=3 corresponding to the i = j = 6  indices, 

the reduced list, Lnσ −1
M −2 , will be used ( k ≠ l ) to yield the following string pairs (Table 2.5). 

Table 2.5 String pairs generated and the associated sign from reduced list Lnξ −1

M − 2  for the orbital indices 

k = 4, l = 3 . 

φξ  φJξ
 Add Jξ{ }  φLξ

 Add Lξ{ }  sgnkl
Jξ

 
0011 001011 2 000111 1 +1 
0101 011001 8 010101 6 +1 
1001 101001 9 100101 7 +1 
0110 011010 14 010110 12 +1 
1010 101010 15 100110 13 +1 
1100 111000 20 110100 19 +1 

According to Table 2.5, the following elements in matrix Xij  can be obtained: 
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Xij 2,1( ) = Xij 2,1( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )

Xij 8,6( ) = Xij 8,6( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )



Xij 15,13( ) = Xij 15,13( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )

Xij 20,19( ) = Xij 20,19( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )

. 

Because of the symmetry properties, the elements in the symmetrical positions in Xij  are: 

 

Xij 1,2( ) = Xij 1,2( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )

Xij 6,8( ) = Xij 6,8( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )



Xij 13,15( ) = Xij 13,15( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )

Xij 19,20( ) = Xij 19,20( ) + 1
2
⋅ f Iij43( ) ⋅ 66 43( )

. 

When all the kl indices have been looped over, one matrix Xij  for this ij index can be 

generated.  

 

Since the Xlin  generation is very similar to the bilinear case (as shown in Algorithm 2.1), 

here we will only give an example to illustrate how to generate the matrix for the linear 

contribution. According to Algorithm 2.1 we know the elements in Xlin come from two 

parts: 1-electron contribution, and 2-electron linear contribution. We will start from the 1-

electron contributions. Assuming now the ij index is i = 6, j = 4 , the string pairs and the 

associated sign generated from reduced list Lnσ −1
M −2  for this ij pair are given in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6 Xlin  elements generation for 1-e contribution when the ij index is i = 6, j = 4 . 

φξ  φKξ
 Add Kξ{ }  φLξ

 Add Lξ{ }  sgnij
Kξ

 
0011 100011 4 001011 2 +1 
0101 100101 7 001101 5 +1 
1001 110001 10 011001 8 -1 
0110 100110 13 001110 11 +1 
1010 110010 16 011010 14 -1 
1100 110100 19 011100 17 -1 
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Thus according to Table 2.6, for the 1-electron linear contribution, the elements in Xlin  

are: 

 

Xlin 4,2( ) = Xlin 4,2( ) + 6 4( )
Xlin 7,5( ) = Xlin 7,5( ) + 6 4( )



Xlin 16,14( ) = Xlin 16,14( ) − 6 4( )
Xlin 19,17( ) = Xlin 19,17( ) − 6 4( )

, 

and the elements at the symmetrical positions in Xlin are: 

 

Xlin 2,4( ) = Xlin 2,4( ) + 6 4( )
Xlin 5,7( ) = Xlin 5,7( ) + 6 4( )



Xlin 14,16( ) = Xlin 14,16( ) − 6 4( )
Xlin 17,19( ) = Xlin 17,19( ) − 6 4( )

. 

Now we shall move to the matrix elements generation for 2-electron linear contribution 

case. Assuming the ij index is still i = 6, j = 4 , and the inner loop over the orbital indices 

k and l for this ij index is at step k=4, l=3, according to Table 2.1, this is the case of 

integral class 9. For this integral class, only the excitation operatorEil contributes to the 2-

electron linear contribution which means the string pairs and the associated signs for this 

case are generated from i=6, l=3 only (Table 2.7). 
Table 2.7 Matrix elements generation for 2-electron linear contribution when the contribution is from 

integral class 9 (Table 2.3, in this example this is i = 6, l = 3 ). 

φξ  φKξ
 Add Kξ{ }  φLξ

 Add Lξ{ }  − sgnij
Kξ

 
0011 100011 4 000111 1 -1 
0101 101001 9 001101 5 +1 
1001 110001 10 010101 6 +1 
0110 101010 15 001110 11 +1 
1010 110010 16 010110 12 +1 
1100 111000 20 011100 17 -1 

After applying the symmetry factor, f Iijkl( ) , in constructing the 2-electron linear 

contribution matrix elements, we can obtain the elements in Xlin as:  
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Xlin 4,1( ) = Xlin 4,1( ) − 1
2
⋅ f I6443( ) ⋅ 64 43( )

Xlin 9,5( ) = Xlin 9,5( ) + 1
2
⋅ f I6443( ) ⋅ 64 43( )



Xlin 16,12( ) = Xlin 16,12( ) + 1
2
⋅ f I6443( ) ⋅ 64 43( )

Xlin 20,17( ) = Xlin 20,17( ) − 1
2
⋅ f I6443( ) ⋅ 64 43( )

. 

According to the integral class 9 given in Table 2.1, the contribution to the Xlin  elements 

is only from Eil , thus the elements for the symmetrical positions will not be generated. 

Following the process given in the above example, after looping over all the ijkl indices, 

one matrix Xlin  for this iteration can be obtained. 

 

2.5.3 The Elements Density in Matrix X 

 

After the matrix X is generated, we would like to know whether it is a dense matrix as we 

expected. In the following, we will use the bilinear case as an example to identify this. 

The generation of matrix Xij , as indicated above, is achieved by looping over all the 

orbital indices kl corresponding to one pair of indices ij. In the loop over kl, the reduced 

lists are used dynamically to obtain string pairs, of which the addresses are used as the 

index of matrix Xij . If k = l , the reduced list LNξ −1
M −1 is used, if k ≠ l , then LNξ −1

M −2 is evolved. 

LNξ −1
M −1 can generate M −1

Nξ −1
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ string pairs while LNξ −1

M −2  can define M − 2
Nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ pairs of non-

zero-contribution-string. When LNξ −1
M −1  is used, since the string pairs generated from this 

reduced list are the same, Add Jξ{ } = Add Lξ{ } , these elements are usually the diagonal 

elements in Xij . Thus the reduced list LNξ −1
M −2  will generate the off-diagonal elements. For 

a CASSCF calculation that has M active orbitals, when generating Xij  for the first ij 

index which is the largest index, there will be M k = l  cases and M M −1( )
2

k ≠ l cases 

(according to Eq. 2.3.11). Thus for this ij index, all the diagonal elements in Xij  are non-

zero elements. Then the question becomes how many non-zero off-diagonal elements can 
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be obtained. As stated in Section 2.5.2, each string pair generated from LNξ −1
M −2  can give 2 

non-zero elements (Eqs. 2.5.2 and 2.5.3). So the number of non-zero off-diagonal 

elements for the first ij index becomes: 

M − 2
Nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ⋅

M M −1( )
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⋅2 ,        (2.5.4) 

plus all the non-zero diagonal elements, M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ , the total number of non-zero elements 

in matrix Xij  for the largest ij index pair would be: 

M − 2
Nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ⋅M M −1( ) + M

Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ .              (2.5.5) 

Since the dimension of matrix Xij  is M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ⋅

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ , we can easily get the non-zero 

elements ratio of this matrix Xij  corresponding to the largest value of the ij index pair as: 

M − 2
Nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ⋅M M −1( ) + M

Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ×

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

×100% .             (2.5.6) 

Take a CASSCF(14,14) calculation (with M = 14,Nξ = 7 ) as an example, for the first ij 

index which is i = j = 14  (the largest ij index pair), the non-zero elements ratio of  the 

corresponding matrix Xij  is (according to Eq. 2.5.6): 

14 − 2
7 −1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⋅14 14 −1( ) + 14

7
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

14
7

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
×
14
7

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

×100% ≈ 1.5% , 

which is already a very sparse matrix. When the value of ij( )  decreases, the sparseness of 

matrix Xij  will increase, because the number of the corresponding kl index pairs 

decreases. If such a sparse matrix is used to operate a matrix-matrix multiplication with a 

dense matrix C, the computation efficiency will be inefficient, because a lot of zeros will 
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cause redundancy. Thus we must develop a strategy to deal with this matrix sparseness 

when carrying out the matrix multiplication. 

 

2.5.4 Matrix Multiplication 

 

According to Eqs. 2.3.7 and 2.3.13 we know the matrix multiplication is always carried 

out between matrices X and C. However, as indicated in the above section, the matrix X 

is very sparse. It would be unwise to use some well-optimised subprograms such as the 

Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram (BLAS) level 3 subprograms [121] to carry out the 

matrix multiplication, because these subprograms are developed for dense matrix 

multiplication. Thus it is necessary to develop a subprogram in this method, based on the 

concept of the BLAS routines, to carry out the matrix multiplication between the sparse 

matrix X and the dense matrix C:  

Mij
Jα Jβ = Xij

Jα LαCLα Jβ
Lα
∑ + Xij

Jβ Lβ CJα Lβ( )T
Lβ
∑ .              (2.5.7) 

Before carrying out the matrix multiplication, several lists should be made for the sparse 

matrix so that all the non-zero elements in the sparse matrix can be listed in a sequential 

order. We will demonstrate this with an example. 

 

Assuming we have a sparse 5 × 5  matrix B: 

B =

1 −5 0 −1 0
−3 5 0 0 0
0 0 2 8 4
−6 0 1 7 0
0 8 0 0 −5

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

, 

when carrying out a matrix multiplication in the form of: 

C = AB , 

in the core calculation, each element in matrix B will be used as a scalar to time a column 

of matrix A, then the result is added to the corresponding column of matrix C (the scalar 

times a vector type of calculation [124]): 

C  n , J  ( ) = C  n , J  ( ) + B  K  , J  ( ) ⋅ A  n , K  ( ) . 
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However, since matrix B is a sparse matrix, the multiplication between matrices B and A 

will be inefficient due to the zeros in matrix B will also be used as the scalar to carry out 

the multiplication that causes redundancy. To eliminate this redundancy, four one-

dimensional arrays are introduced (using column-major format for B) to mark the 

positions and values of the non-zero elements in matrix B: 

XV 

An array that contains the non-zero elements of B. Values of the non-zero 

elements of B are mapped to the XV array using the column-major storage 

mapping. 

IDR 

The value of the I-th element of this array is the row index in matrix B that 

corresponds to the I-th value in the XV array. This array has the same 

dimension as array XV 

IDS 

Row index starting point for a column. The value of the J-th element of this 

integer array gives the starting point of arrays XV and IDR that indicates the 

first non-zero element of column J of B. This array has the dimension of the 

full number of the columns of B 

IDE 

Row index ending point for a column. The value of the J-th element of this 

integer array gives the ending point of arrays XV and IDR that indicates the 

last non-zero element of column J of B. For example, IDE(J) - IDS(J) gives 

the number of all the non-zero elements in column J. And IDS(J) gives the 

starting point in arrays XV and IDR (see example below). 

Using the above sparse matrix B as an example, one can generate the four arrays as: 

XV = (1 -3 -6 -5 5 8 2 1 -1 8 7 4 -5) 
IDR = (1 2 4 1 2 5 3 4 1 3 4 3 5) 
IDS = (1 4 7 9 12)         
IDE = (4 7 9 12 14)         
 
Therefore all the non-zero elements in matrix B and its corresponding information e.g. 

the row and column indices are ordered sequentially in these lists. Then these lists are 

used for the scalar times a vector type calculation:  

C  n , J  ( ) = C  n , J  ( ) + XV IDS J( ), IDE J( ) −1{ }( ) ⋅ A  n , IDR IDS J( ), IDE J( ) −1{ }( )( ) , 
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where IDS J( ), IDE J( ) −1{ } indicates one of the values between IDS(J) and IDE(J)-1. 

Applying this scheme to our matrix multiplication method, the non-zero elements in the 

sparse matrix X will be distributed in the 4 lists described above. Then the matrix 

multiplication (Eq.2.5.7) is carried out by using the sequentially ordered non-zero 

elements in these lists to update the CI vector.  

 

2.5.5 Memory Requirement 

 

As stated in Chapter 1, the factorized matrix multiplication methods will require some 

extra memory to store the obtained non-zero symbolic matrix elements as the matrix X, 

and some extra memory for the intermediate matrix M. Here we will describe how much 

extra memory will be required for these matrices used in our method. We know in the 

current CASSCF implementation [43], only the σ-vector and the C vector take very large 

memory space. The memory requirement for all other short lists, e.g. the reduced string 

lists and excitation lists (Section 2.4.2), can be neglected. By contrast, in our matrix 

multiplication method, since we have introduced several intermediate matrices, more 

memory will be required. The extra memory requirement depends on the configuration 

basis one chooses. For example, when the Hartree-Waller functions basis is chosen, the 

added matrices are the normalized CI vector CHW , the X matrices (one for linear 

contribution, Eq. 2.3.13a, and one for bilinear contribution, Eq. 2.3.7a), the intermediate 

matrix M, and the arrays (XV, IDR, IDS, and IDE) that are used for storing the non-zero 

elements of matrix X. As described in previous sections, the dimensions of these added 

arrays are defined as: 

Dim CHW( ) = Dim X( ) = Dim M( ) = M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ , 

Dim XV( ) = Dim IDR( ) = M − 2
Nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ⋅M M −1( ) + M

Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ , 

and  

Dim IDS( ) = Dim IDE( ) = M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ . 
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Therefore, apart from the basic memory requirement of the current method, we can see 

the extra memory requirement for a Hartree-Waller function basis calculation will be 

about: 

4 ⋅
M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ + 2 ⋅

M − 2
Nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ⋅M M −1( ) + M

Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟
+ 2 ⋅

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ . 

For example, for a Hartree-Waller singlet calculation of a system with 14 active electrons 

in 14 active orbitals, the extra memory requirement is, 

4 ⋅ 14
7

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

14
7

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 2 ⋅ 12

6
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⋅14 14 −1( ) + 14

7
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
+ 2 ⋅ 14

7
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 47464560  words, 

which is about 379Mbytes. For Slater determinant basis, since it involves the introduction 

of the matrix for the β -strings (one more matrix MT will be required), slightly more 

memory will be required. 

 

2.5.6 CI Vector Updating Operation 

 

From Algorithm 2.1, we can see the linear contribution to the CI vector comes directly 

from the matrix multiplication product (Eq. 2.3.13b). Therefore, the main concern in this 

section is the CI vector updating process from the bilinear contribution. For this 

contribution, the CI vector-updating step is carried out via implementing Eq. 2.3.7c in 

which the matrix M generated from the matrix multiplication step is used. First, let us 

still consider applying a matrix multiplication to carry out Eq. 2.3.7c. Since only a few 

elements will be generated for one ij pair (
M −1
nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  elements if i=j, or 2 ×

M − 2
nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  

elements if i≠ j), the matrix formed for these elements will be very sparse. The non-zero 

elements density of such a sparse matrix is calculated as: 

M −1
nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ×

M
nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

×100%  i = j( ) , or  

2 ×
M − 2
nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ×

M
nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

×100%  i ≠ j( ) . 
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Thus to store such a super sparse matrix would be a waste of memory. However, in 

Section 2.5.4 we also pointed out the core calculation in our matrix multiplication is 

actually a scalar-times-a-vector style calculation [124]. Therefore, we can build a short 

list that stores the non-zero elements generated from the given ij index pair. Then the 

elements in this list are used as scalar to multiple a column of the obtained matrix Mij to 

update σ Kα ,Kβ( ) . We will use the first term of Eq. 2.3.7c as an example to illustrate 

this.  

 

For certain ij index pair, depending on whether i=j or i≠ j, the corresponding reduced list 

is chosen. From this, an excitation list containing the indices of the corresponding full 

string pairs and their associated sign, Add Kα{ },Add Jα{ },sgnijKα{ } , can be obtained. The 

dimension of this list is only 3×
M −1
nα −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟   i = j( )  (storing the indices of the strings and 

the associated sign) or 3×
M − 2
nα −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟   i ≠ j( ) . The addresses of the strings,Add Kα{ }  

and Add Jα{ } , generated from this ij index pair are used to locate the row indices of 

matrix ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) and the row indices of Mij Jα , Jβ( ) , respectively. And the associated 

sign, sgnij
Kα , is used as the scalar to the scalar-times-a-vector style calculation. Thus the 

CI vector updating can be operated in the way of: 

′σ ij Kα , n ( ) = ′σ ij Kα , n ( ) + sgnijKα ⋅Mij Jα , n ( ) .         (2.5.8) 

Similarly, the updating process of the second term of Eq. 2.3.7c can be written as: 

′σ ij  n ,Kβ( ) = ′σ ij  n ,Kβ( ) + sgnijKβ ⋅Mij  n , Jβ( ) .        (2.5.9) 
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Based on this, we know the memory requirement for storing such an excitation list, 

3×
M −1
nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  or 3×

M − 2
nξ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ , can be neglected compared to the memory required 

for storing a very sparse matrix, 
M
nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ×

M
nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ .  

 

2.6  Parallelism 
 

So far the serial implementation details about our algorithm have been introduced. In this 

section, we describe the parallel implementation of the above algorithm. Parallel 

computing uses multiple processing elements, multiprocessors, simultaneously to solve a 

problem. This is accomplished by breaking the problem into independent parts so that 

each processing element can execute its part of the algorithm simultaneously with the 

others. The processing elements can diverse and include resources such as a single 

computer with multiple processors, known as shared memory multiprocessors, several 

networked computers or specialized hardware, know as distributed memory 

multiprocessors, or any combination of the above. 

 

The architectural differences between shared memory multiprocessors and distributed 

memory multiprocessors have implications on how each is programmed. With a shared 

memory multiprocessor, different processors can access the same variables (Figure 2.2). 

This makes referencing data stored in memory similar to traditional single processor 

programs, but adds the complexity of shared data integrity. For this architecture, we have 

implemented our solution by following the OpenMP model[125]. A distributed memory 

system introduces a different problem: how to distribute a computational task to multiple 

processors with distinct memory spaces and reassemble the results from each processor 

into one solution (Figure 2.3). We have implemented our solution within the Linda model 

[126] for the distributed architecture. We will begin with a brief summary of the key 

concepts of both models and then discuss our implementation. 
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Figure 2.2. General structure of shared memory multiprocessors. 

 
Figure 2.3. General structure of distributed memory multiprocessors. 

 

OpenMP is an open standard for providing parallelization mechanisms on shared memory 

multiprocessors. The standard provides a specification of compiler directives, library 

routines, and environment variables that control the parallelization and runtime 

characteristics of a program. The code written with OpenMP is portable to other shared 

memory multiprocessors. The compiler directives defined by OpenMP tell a compiler 

which region (or regions) of code should be parallelized and define specific options for 

parallelization. OpenMP is based on a thread paradigm. A thread is an active execution 

sequence of instructions within a process. A running program, or a process, is allocated 

its own memory by the operating system when it is loaded into memory. Within a 

process, multiple threads may exist. Threads within a process share the same memory 
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space and have access to the same variables. They have the advantage of allowing a 

process to perform multiple tasks seemingly simultaneously. Practically, the concept of 

this thread paradigm is that a master thread can run serially until it encounters a directive 

to fork off new threads. These new threads can then be distributed and executed on 

different processors, reducing execution time because different pieces of the process are 

run simultaneously. Results of each threads execution can then be combined. Figure 2.4 

gives an execution flow chart for a simple OpenMP model. 

 

Linda is a distributed memory parallel model. One of the key concepts in the Linda 

coordination model is the shared, content-addressed, virtual memory called tuple space. 

Tuples are defined as sequences of data of different types. All the inter-process 

communication is carried out via operations on tuple space (the virtual memory). Thus 

coordination in Linda is un-coupled: the acts of sending and receiving data are 

independent. Figure 2.5 shows the technique of communication between nodes via the 

tuple space. The data is moved from/to tuple space by using tuples. Linda interacts with 

the tuple space using six basic operations. Five operations can be used to 

add/read/remove tuples from the tuple space and a sixth operation is capable of creating 

new processes.  The entire 6 operations are given in Table 2.8. Linda allows for 

distinguishing between the available nodes and the tasks to be computed. If a worker-

process (worker) on a given node finishes a given task, it may look for the next task in 

the tuple space and continue working, without getting it pre-assigned explicitly.  

 
Figure 2.4. Program flow in an OpenMP model. 
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Figure 2.5. Communication between processing units when using Linda parallel model. 

 

Table 2.8 The Linda Operations 

 Description 

in(s) 

Withdraw a tuple matching s from tuple space. If no matching tuple is available, 
execution suspends until one is. If more than one matching tuple exists, one is chosen 
arbitrarily. When a match is found, the actuals in the matching tuples are assigned to 

the formals in the corresponding fields of s.  

rd(s) 
Look for a tuple matching s in tuple space. If a matching tuple is found, actual-to-
formal assignment occurs. If no matching tuple exists, the process blocks until one 

becomes available. 

rdp(s) & inp(s) 
Predicate forms of rd and in respectively. They do not block if no matching tuple 

exists, but return 0/.FALSE. and exit. If a match is found, they return 1/.TRUE. and 
perform actual-to-formal assignment. 

eval(s) 

Each field of s containing a simple function call results in the creation of a new 
process to evaluate that field. All other fields are evaluated synchronously prior to 
process creation. When all field values have become available, the tuple s is placed 

into tuple space. 
out(s) Synchronously evaluates the fields of the tuple s and then places it into tuple space. 

 

The performance of parallelism is defined in terms of scalability. Since the workers 

communicate heavily with the virtual shared memory – the tuple space that is applied in 

the distributed memory parallelization, surely the network connection will restrict the 

scalability of distributed memory parallelization strongly. There are also other factors that 

can affect the scalability of parallelism. For example the first factor is called the memory-

CPU bandwidth, which describes the rate at which data can be read from or stored into 

memory by a processor. This effect is directly from the computer hardware. So to avoid 

this effect, more advanced hardware should be chosen. Another factor that can affect the 

scalability of a parallel program is the parallel algorithm, e.g. if there are serial part in the 

program, the scalability will fulfil the Amdahl’s law [127]. This law indicates that if there 
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is x% of serial component in a program, the parallel speedup cannot be better than 
100
x

. 

This effect can be avoided by minimizing the serial sections of the program. The third 

factor is called the parallel overhead, which is defined as the amount of time required to 

coordinate parallel tasks, as opposed to doing useful work. This is related directly to the 

size of the problem that will be divided for the selected shared memory processors. If the 

problem is too small, e.g. not having massive data to be executed, and is parallelized, 

then the time used to read from and write to memory of each processor will be larger than 

the time the data is executed by the processor. In this case, probably running the program 

serially will perform better than running the program in parallel. Also, load balancing is 

another factor that affects the scalability of parallelization for both shared memory and 

distributed memory parallelism. Load balancing is defined as to distribute workload 

evenly across the processors that are used for parallel so that no single processor is 

overwhelmed. To achieve a good load balancing, a dynamic load balancing is suggested. 

That is to distribute the pieces of works to the processors implicitly so that once a 

processor finishes its current task; it loads dynamically a new task until all pieces of tasks 

are done. 

 

Now we should discuss our parallel implementation. There are two key issues for 

parallelizing the algorithm we have developed: splitting the total work into sub-tasks that 

is to be done by different processors and load balancing, as these factors will affect the 

scalability of the parallelism strongly.  

 

The creation of sub-tasks essentially involves a decision about the parallel loop, where 

each cycle of the loop defines a sub-task that gets carried out in parallel on a node. 

However, the sub-tasks may be of different lengths, so load balancing becomes important 

to ensure that each processor is kept busy, i.e. one processor may carry out several sub-

tasks while another processor does only a single task. Furthermore, simple explicit 

allocation of equal numbers of tasks to all nodes would result in poor load balancing in 

cases where the processing elements are not equally loaded or have a different 

architecture.  
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As indicated in Algorithm 2.1, we can see our matrix multiplication method is 

parallelized in two levels. The first level (Parallel level 1 in Algorithm 2.1), which is the 

current CASSCF parallelization scheme, is to parallelize (both shared memory and 

distributed memory architectures) the program on the level of loops over the orbital 

indices i and j. This is because to parallelize the program at this level can keep a good 

balance between the number of tasks so to minimize the communication overhead2 and 

load balancing. Each processor will be distributed a unique ij index pair to carry out the 

CI vector updating for this pair serially. Moreover, new tasks are allocated dynamically 

each time a processor finishes its current one, which results very good load balancing. 

Reference [43] provides more details about the parallelization on this level. In this 

section, we will focus on the new parallel scheme, which is to parallelize the program on 

the matrix multiplication level (Parallel level 2 in Algorithm 2.1), and the combination 

with the level 1 parallelization. 

 

The matrix multiplication algorithm we have developed involves the outer loops over the 

orbital indices i and j (the parallel scheme used in the current CASSCF implementation). 

Inside the ij level nested loops, all corresponding kl indices are looped over and the X 

matrices are generated. Then, still inside the ij level loops, the updating of the CI vector 

takes place (Eqs. 2.3.7b and 2.3.7c). In other words, the matrix multiplication and CI 

vector updating are carried out once per ij index pair inside the ij level loops (bilinear 

contributions only). As we can see from Algorithm 2.1, apart from the ij level 

parallelization, the matrix multiplication can also be parallelized. In the following, we 

will denote this matrix multiplication parallelization as the kl level parallelization as to 

indicate this is for the matrix multiplication parallel within the ij index loops for the 

bilinear contributions. 

 

In our algorithm, as stated above, sub-tasks do not get pre-allocated to particular workers 

from the outset. By contrast, load balancing is achieved by allocating tasks dynamically. 

                                                 
2 Each Linda worker will read data from and write data to the tuple space. If the number of tasks is too 
large, the communication time will be longer than the time used for useful executions, which results 
communication overhead. To minimize this effect, a relatively small number of tasks should be generated. 
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This means each time a worker finishes its current task, it gets a new task automatically. 

The communication overhead mainly appears in distributed memory parallelism because 

each worker takes some time to read tasks and data from, and write results to the tuple 

space. In order to keep overheads as low as possible and keep a good load balancing, we 

have decided to keep on using indices i,j to define the parallel loop for distributed 

memory parallelism as the current method does. The communication cost can be reduced 

by using shared memory parallelism because in this case all the processors share the same 

memory space and all the static data and the combined results have to be passed only 

once to these processors. Therefore, on the basis of ij level parallelization for shared 

memory parallel, we have introduced the new kl level parallelization for shared memory 

parallelism. In the following, we will describe the implementation of this strategy. 

 

The flowchart of distributed memory parallelism of our method is given in Figure 2.6. 

We assume each node is a symmetric multi-processor (SMP) machine. The number of 

processors on a SMP is NProcS (for single processor nodes: NProcS = 1). As described 

above, the shared memory parallelism can be implemented on i,j level, or kl level, or a 

combination of both. If we define the number of shared memory processors used for kl 

level parallelization as NProckl (set by user explicitly), and the number of shared 

memory processors used for ij level parallelization as NProcij ( NProcij × NProckl  

≤ NProcS ), then for shared memory parallelization, one has three options: 1. to 

parallelize on ij level only (by setting NProckl = 1 explicitly); 2. on kl level only (by 

setting NProckl = NProcS explicitly); or 3. a combination of both (NProcij > 1 and 

NProckl > 1 with NProcij× NProckl≤  NProcS). As all the necessary parallel notations 

are defined, we shall discuss this in details. 

 

In distributed memory parallelism, the main process is called the master process (master). 

The master retrieves the first index ij (usually the most expensive task which equals 

ij =
M M +1( )

2
) and puts a new index i ′j = ij − NProcij into tuple space, which will be 

retrieved by the next process and so on. If NProckl is set as 1 explicitly, then we have 

NProcij=NProcS (thus identical to the existed parallel scheme). In this case, NProcS – 1 
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shared memory processes are created. Each process will be distributed one unique ij 

index pair. 

 
 

Figure 2.6. The data flowchart for the parallelization as described in the text. 
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Thus the original loop over i,j is parallelized (only using Parallel level 1 in Algorithm 

2.1). If NProckl is set greater than 1 by a user, then (NProcS/NProckl)-1 shared memory 

processes are created and each of the (NProcS/NProckl) processes is assigned one unique 

ij index. And the NProckl processors are used for kl level parallelism corresponding to 

the ij index. Each processor carries out the computation of updating the CI vector using 

the algorithm described in Sections 2.3-2.5. On finishing, the next available index ij is 

retrieved from tuple space and this procedure is continued until the index ij = 0 is found. 

Then the intermediate results are passed through tuple space to be combined to give the 

final result of the calculation. 

 

As mentioned above, there are three ways to carry out a parallel computation: 1) using 

Linda only, 2) using shared memory only, or 3) a combination of both. When using Linda 

only, one Linda worker is created on each node. Network performance, as stated above, is 

a factor that can affect the performance of Linda parallelism. Fortunately, as the 

development of the modern computer network, the network effect to Linda can be 

neglected. Furthermore, using Linda takes full advantage of the dynamical load balancing 

mechanism (most expensive task executed first) described above. However, the static 

data must be replicated for each Linda worker. 

 

When using shared memory parallelism only, as discussed above, there are also three 

ways to operate: 1) on ij level only, 2) on kl level (matrix multiplication level) only, or 3) 

a combination of both. The advantage of this type of parallelism is all the static data gets 

replicated only once per SMP and are shared by all processors. Therefore the 

communication overhead that appears in the distributed memory parallelism can be 

eliminated. When the parallelization is carried out on ij level only (NProckl = 1), the 

parallelization concept is the same as the distributed memory parallelization concept 

described above. This means each processor will be distributed one unique ij index and 

carries out the corresponding matrix multiplication of this ij index serially. All result 

vectors (one per processor) are summed before the result of this worker is passed back to 

tuple space. By contrast, when parallelization is on kl level only (NProckl = NProcS), a 

SMP will be assigned only one ij index. The corresponding matrix multiplication of this 
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ij index is parallelized on the NProcS processors. Then the result vector (only one) is 

passed back to tuple space. The third option is to use a combination of both the ij level 

and the kl level parallelization (NProcij =
NProcS
NProckl

> 1 and NProckl > 1). In this case, 

NProcij ij indices are distributed to NProcij processors on a node. These processors will 

behave like masters and use NProckl processors to parallelize the corresponding matrix 

multiplication. Figure 2.7 shows an example when NProcij and NProckl are both set as 3 

the combination of the shared memory parallelism using 9 processors. The tasks defined 

by the NProcij indices are of slightly different length, and defined by the NProckl indices 

are of the same length. In practice this means that parallel efficiency will decrease if 

NProcij becomes very large. To avoid this, one can set NProckl large and keep NProcij 

small. 

 
Figure 2.7. When using shared memory parallelism only, there will be three ways to carry out the CI vector 

updating calculation. i) parallelizing on ij level, means each processor will be allocated one ij index. ii) 

parallelizing on kl level, indicates all the 9 CPUs will be used for parallelizing the matrix multiplication 

corresponding to one ij index. Or iii) a combination of both. For example, if we set 3 processors to be used 

for kl level parallelization, then we know 3 ij index pairs will be executed at the same time 

( NProcij = Int
NProcS

NProckl
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ). Therefore, 3 processors will act as masters and each uses 3 processors 

(including the master itself) for parallelizing the matrix multiplication corresponding to the ij index. 
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The third way is to combine the distributed memory parallelism and the shared memory 

parallelism together. In this case, one can set Linda workers on several separated SMPs 

for distributed memory parallelization and on these SMPs shared memory parallelization 

is carried out.  

 

The parallelism implementation described above provides great flexibility in choosing the 

number of processors and, due to the relatively high number of tasks (higher than the 

number of processors used for ij level parallelization), leads to a good load balancing. 

Furthermore, since the tasks become considerablely cheaper as ij gets smaller (indicates a 

smaller number of data to be executed), the implicit order of computation is an essential 

feature in order to ensure efficient usage of all processors. The dynamical load-balancing 

scheme implemented also allows for the fact that, in many environments, the CPU-time 

on different nodes of a parallel machine may be shared among a number of running 

programs and thus automatically uses the resources as they become available. 

 

One more thing needs to be pointed out is the memory requirement for the shared 

memory parallelism. As described above, in our method, the shared memory parallelism 

can be carried out in three ways: on ij level, or on kl level, or a combination of both. If we 

parallelize our method at the ij level, then each processor will be assigned a unique ij 

index pair. Eqs. 2.3.7 will be carried out serially for this ij index pair on this thread. Thus 

we can see for ij level shared memory parallelism, a copy of matrices Xij
JξLξ , Mij

Jα Jβ , and 

σ ij
KαKβ  that corresponding to a certain ij index pair will be necessary for each processor. 

The dimension of the matrix Xij
JξLξ is the square of the number of ξ-strings ( M

nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

2

), and 

the dimensions of the matrices Mij
Jα Jβ  and σ ij

KαKβ  are the same as the CI vector. 

Therefore, for ij level shared memory parallelism, the memory requirement will increase 

when the number of shared memory processors increases. By contrast, for the kl level 

shared memory parallelism, since all the processor share the same ij index pair, and the 

matrix multiplication (Eq. 2.3.7b) is parallelized, only one copy of the matrices of Xij
JξLξ , 
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Mij
Jα Jβ , and σ ij

KαKβ  is needed. Therefore, the memory requirement for the kl level 

parallelism will remain constant no matter how many shared memory processors are 

used. However, as we will see in the following section soon that the new method has a 

much better performance than the current method, the execution time for each ij index 

pair in the new method becomes very short (or cheap). If we parallel on the kl level and 

the task is very cheap, as described above, we won’t get too much benefit from the 

parallelism because of the parallel overhead. Therefore it is recommended that to use ij 

level parallelism to carry out the shared memory CASSCF calculations when the system 

is with a relatively small active space, e.g. a CASSCF(14,14) calculation, although the 

memory requirement for the ij level shared memory parallel is larger than the kl level 

shared memory parallel. 

 

2.7  Test Calculations and Performance 
 

In this section we will investigate the performance of the newly-developed matrix 

multiplication method compared to the current implementation of Gaussian. In this 

section, PC clusters are mainly used for our tests. In the following, all the timing data is 

obtained by using Intel Nehalem servers (2 Intel Nehalem Quad-core 2.5 GHz processors 

per node with a peak speed of ~80 GFlops [128]) on the PC cluster. However, before we 

test the performance of the new method, we need to make sure it works properly, i.e. 

produces the same CI vector elements as the current method. Thus we will start with a 

method verification sub-section. In the tables that will appear in this section, we will label 

the newly developed matrix multiplication method as “New”, and the current method as 

“Old”. 

 

2.7.1 Verification of the New Method 
 

So far we have developed the method described in the above sections. However, we 

would like to know whether this new method works properly, e.g. gives the same result 

as the current method. In order to test this, the same type of test jobs should be carried out 
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on the same type of hardware using both methods. In the following, single point full 

ground state energy calculations are carried out on three systems: naphthalene, 

acenaphthylene, and pyracylene (Chart 2.1). Table 2.9 gives the single point ground state 

energies using Slater determinant basis (Figure 2.8 visualizes Table 2.9). From the result 

of Table 2.9 we can see the final results generated by both the new method and the old 

method are identical. Moreover, by comparing the CI vectors produced from each 

iteration of both methods, we found the elements in the two corresponding CI vectors are 

identical. This means that the new method works correctly. Moreover, from the Job CPU 

time column of Table 2.9 we can see that the new method always performs faster than the 

current method. And as the system becomes bigger, the new method can perform faster 

and faster than the current method. 

 

 

 

PyrenePyracyleneAcenaphthaleneNaphthalene  
 

 
Chart 2.1. The systems used for testing the new method performance. Naphthalene is used as a CASSCF 

(10,10) system, acenaphthylene is used as a CASSCF (12,12) system, pyracylene is used as a CASSCF 

(14,14) system, and pyrene is a CASSCF(16,16) system. Among these systems, the first three are used to 

verify the new method works while pyracylene and pyrene are used to demonstrate the performance of the 

new method vs. the performance of the current method. 
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Table 2.9 Verification test on the new method. We only list the result of serial CASSCF single point energy 
Slater determinants basis calculations on three systems (naphthalene, acenaphthylene, and pyracylene) by 
using both the new method and the current method. The computation cost of the current method on pyrene 
is too high to be carried out here. The outputs of these three systems, e.g. the diagonal elements of the final 
density matrix, the lowest eigenvalue of the CI vector, and the job CPU time of both methods are compared 
with each other. The CPU time is equal to the wall clock time for a serial calculation. In this table, the CPU 
time of link 510 (the link that carries out the MCSCF calculation in program package Gaussian) is listed as 
taking ~99.99% time of the entire job CPU time. 

System Number of 
Configurations 

Eigenvalues / Final Energy 
(Hartree) 

Job CPU Time for 
L510 (s) 

New 
Speedup 

New:  -382.9117239 100.9 Naphthalene 
CAS(10,10) 

SD serial 
63504 

Old: -382.9117239 151.1 
1.50 

New: -458.5173472 2528.7 Acenaphthylene 
CAS(12,12) 

SD serial 
853776 

Old: -458.5173472 9132.3 
3.61 

New: -534.1895791 32928.5 Pyracylene 
CAS(14,14) 

SD serial 
11778624 

Old: -534.1895791 158973.1 
4.83 

 
Figure 2.8 The visualized result of the timing data given in Table 2.9. From this figure we can see the new 

method can always perform faster than the current method. Particularly when the investigated system 

becomes larger and larger, the matrix multiplication method can perform faster and faster.  

Apart from the most general Slater determinant cases, as described in the previous 

sections, we also have developed simplifications of singlets and triplets using the 
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Hartree-Waller functions basis. We have tested the Slater determinants cases above 

(Table 2.9), we now would like to know whether the Hartree-Waller functions 

implementations give the same results as the current method when they both use HW 

functions basis. In order to determine this, several single point excited states energy 

calculations on system naphthalene alone are carried out (Table 2.10). For these 

calculations, we expect the outputs of the HW singlet (/triplet) will give the same outputs 

as the outputs of SD singlet (/triplet). From the result given in Table 2.10, we can see our 

expectation is achieved. This means again that the newly-developed method also works 

correctly if the HW functions basis is used. 

Table 2.10 The excited states calculation of the Hartree-Waller (HW) singlet, HW triplet, Slater 

determinant (SD) singlet, triplet of naphthalene and ground state optimization of naphthalene+ (doublet) by 

using both of the new method (New) and the current method (Old). The Slater determinant singlet 

calculation generates 4 states, which are singlet S0, triplet T1, triplet T2, and singlet S1. Since the HW 

singlet calculation will not result in any triplet energy, we will only compare the singlet energies generated 

by both SD singlet basis and HW singlet basis. We can see the SD singlet S0 and S1 energies are the same 

as HW singlet S0 and S1 energies. By contrast, SD triplet calculation will only give triplet energies. Thus 

we can see SD triplet and HW triplet calculations generate identical results. 

Calculation: Naphthalene 
CAS(n,10) 

No. α-
electron 

No. β-
electron 

No. config. Nroot= E(hartree) 

Old S0 = -382.905993494 
S1 = -382.729197289 HW 

singlet New 
5 5 31878 2 S0 = -382.905993494 

S1 = -382.729197289 

Old E0 = -382.782165665 
E1 = -382.735639012 HW 

triplet New 
5 5 31626 2 E0 = -382.782165665 

E1 = -382.735639012 

Old 

S0 = -382.905993489 
T1 = -382.780674384 
T2 = -382.733422176 
S1 = -382.729197289 SD 

singlet 

New 

5 5 63504 4 S0 = -382.905993489 
T1 = -382.780674384 
T2 = -382.733422176 
S1 = -382.729197289 

Old E0 = -382.782165669 
E1 = -382.735639012 

n = 10 

SD 
triplet New 

6 4 44100 2 E0 = -382.782165667 
E1 = -382.735639012 

Old E0 = -382.6483871 n = 9 doublet New 5 4 52920 1 E0 = -382.6483871 
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2.7.2 Performance Investigation 
 

2.7.2.1 Serial Performance 

 

As we have proved that the new method works properly, now we would like to 

investigate the performance of the new method. As described previously, our 

implementation is mainly about the CI vector updating. Thus in order to test the 

performance of our implementation, we should investigate the performance difference 

between the new method and the old method on the CI vector updating by using the 

timing data of certain full Davidson iteration. We choose the timing data elapsed by the 

4th Davidson iteration of the calculation on pyracylene and pyrene respectively, to 

investigate the serial and parallel performance of the new method. The reason for 

choosing this iteration is because when the calculation gets into this iteration the CI 

vector generated from the previous iterations becomes completely dense (the initial guess 

CI vector for the first iteration is sparse). All timing data using different bases is listed in 

Table 2.11a for pyracylene and in Table 2.11b for pyrene. From Tables 2.11, we can see 

no matter what basis is used, the new method always performs much faster (~an order of 

magnitude) than the old method. Moreover, with the increasing of the active space, the 

new method can perform faster. This proves that we have successfully improved the 

performance of the current method. From the timing data of the new method listed in 

Table 2.11a, we know the Slater determinant basis calculation on pyracylene takes the 

longest time. This is because this type of calculation has the largest configuration number 

(thus the biggest CI vector) compared to the other bases. In order to investigate the 

performance of the parallelization of the new method, we will choose the Slater 

determinant basis for testing calculation on pyracylene, because the timing data listed in 

Table 2.11a indicates that such a calculation can be long enough to show the performance 

differences between serial jobs and parallel jobs. However, since the computational cost 

on pyrene of the current method is too high when using SD basis, we would like to 

choose a relatively cheaper basis to investigate the parallel performance of the 

CAS(16,16) calculation. From Table 2.11b, we can see the HW singlet calculation on 

pyrene of the current method is the cheapest basis, but the timing data is already long 
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enough to show the performance differences between the two methods of serial and 

parallel jobs respectively. Thus we will use HW singlet basis calculations on pyrene as 

our test calculation. 
Table 2.11a Serial timing data for the 4th Davidson iteration when using different bases on the same system 
of pyracylene (CASSCF(14,14)). We can see from this table that no matter what basis is used, the matrix 

multiplication method is always much faster than the current method. 

System Pyracylene (CASSCF(14,14)) 
Basis used SD HW singlet HW triplet SD triplet doublet 

No. of 
Configurations 11,778,624 5,891,028 5,887,596 9,018,009 10,306,296 

No. of α -strings 3432 3432 3432 3003 3432 
No. of β -strings 3432 3432 3432 3003 3003 

 Timing (s) 
Old 1009.87 499.82 675.53 766.44 803.23 
New 132.07 66.24 64.45 113.39 112.3 

New Method 
Speedup 7.65 7.55 10.48 6.76 7.15 

Table 2.11b Serial timing data for the 4th Davidson iteration when using different bases on the same system 
of pyrene (CASSCF(16,16)). We can see from this table that no matter what basis is used, the matrix 

multiplication method is always much faster than the current method. 

System Pyrene (CASSCF(16,16)) 
Basis used SD HW singlet HW triplet SD triplet doublet 

No. of 
Configurations 165,636,900 82,824,885 82,812,015 130,873,600 147,232,800 

No. of α -strings 12,870 12,870 12,870 11,440 12,870 
No. of β -strings 12,870 12,870 12,870 11,440 11,440 

 Timing (s) 
Old 42000.35 14813.40 16000.98 26276.97 32415.24 
New 3503.82 1454.07 1431.2 3055.13 3496.85 

New Method 
Speedup 11.99 10.19 11.18 8.60 9.27 

 

 

2.7.2.2 Parallel Performance 

 

Now we will investigate the parallel performance of the new method. As described 

above, we will use the 4th Davidson iteration of Slater determinant calculations on 

pyracylene and HW singlet calculations on pyrene as our test calculations. In Section 2.6 

we discussed the parallel scheme that is applied in our new method. Compared to the 

current method, our method has one new feature in the shared memory parallelization, 

which is the parallelization on matrix multiplication (kl level). Since the current method 
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carries out both shared memory and distributed memory parallelization on ij level only, in 

order to compare the performance of the new method with the current method, we will 

start from the investigation of the performance of the shared memory ij level parallelism 

of both methods. Table 2.12a gives the timing data for the 4th Davidson iteration of 

calculations using both methods on pyracylene (CASSCF(14,14)), where wall time gives 

the real elapsed time that this iteration takes and the CPU time indicates the CPU time 

used by this iteration. Table 2.12b lists the ij level parallel timing data of both methods on 

pyrene calculation (CASSCF(16,16)). Figure 2.9 shows the visualized version of speedup 

vs. the number of processors used in Tables 2.12. 

Table 2.12a ij level OpenMP timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration for the system of pyracylene (SD 
CAS(14,14) calculation). 

System Pyracylene, CAS(14,14) 
No. of Slater Determinants 11,778,624 

No. of strings 3432 
Number of processors 1 2 4 6 8 

CPU time (s) 1009.87 1092.70 1111.84 1482.78 1469.00 
Wall time (s) 1009.87 546 286 248 184 Old 

Speedup - 1.85 3.53 4.07 5.49 
CPU time (s) 132.07 124.53 159.28 210.05 216.99 
Wall time (s) 132.07 62 40 36 28 New 

Speedup - 2.13 3.30 3.67 4.72 

Table 2.12b ij level OpenMP timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration for the system of pyrene (HW singlet 
CAS(16,16) calculation). 

System Pyrene, CAS(16,16) 
No. of configurations 82,824,885 

No. of strings 12870 
Number of processors 1 2 4 6 8 

CPU time (s) 14813.40 15635.93 19033.63 30158.08 30891.56 
Wall time (s) 14813.40 7826 4759 5027 3870 Old 

Speedup - 1.89 3.11 2.95 3.83 
CPU time (s) 1454.07 1712.3 2150.88 3094.3 3642.95 
Wall time (s) 1454.07 860 538 517 457 New 

Speedup - 1.69 2.70 2.81 3.18 

From Tables 2.12 and Figure 2.9 we can see although the speedup still goes up when the 

number of processors increases, we cannot get a linear scaling. Especially for the 

CAS(16,16) test job we can see the shared memory parallel speedup only changes 

slightly when the number of processors changes from 4 to 8. As stated in Section 2.6, 

there are many factors that can affect the scalability of a parallel implementation, e.g. 

memory-CPU bandwidth, parallel algorithm, and parallel overhead. Since on ij level 
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parallelization, both the new method and the old method use the same parallel structure, 

there will be no difference in the parallel algorithm (otherwise the outcome of the 

pyracylene would not be good). Thus the reason for this performance result would be 

either the memory-CPU bandwidth or parallel overhead, or even a combination of both. 

 

Figure 2.9 Speedup vs. the number of processors used for shared memory parallelization using both 
methods on the systems of pyracylene (left hand side) and pyrene (right hand side). 

 

The hardware we chose has a relatively good memory-CPU bandwidth, which is the rate 

at which data can be read from or stored into memory by a processor. However, 

comparing the parallel results given in Tables 2.12a and 2.12b, we can see when the size 

of data that flows between memory and CPU is relatively small, e.g. the CAS(14,14) 

calculation, we can reach relatively good speedup when using up to 8 shared memory 

processors. The memory-CPU bandwidth has relatively little effect on the speedup. 

However, once the size of the data becomes large, e.g. the CAS(16,16) calculation, the 

parallel performance will be strongly affected by the memory-CPU bandwidth. This is 

why we can see from Table 2.12b, when the number of shared memory processors 

changes from 4 to 8, the speedup only changes slightly for both methods.  

 

Also from Tables 2.12 we can see the current method shows slightly better parallel 

performance than the new method. However, this doesn’t mean the shared memory 
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parallel performance of the new method is worse than the current method. The reason for 

this scalability difference between the two methods should be the parallel overhead. As 

described in Section 2.6, parallel overhead is defined as “the amount of time required to 

coordinate parallel tasks, as opposed to doing useful work.” Thus if the time used for 

doing the useful work is very short, then the parallel overhead will take a considerable 

amount of time during the total elapsed time. For the testing systems we used above, the 

shared memory parallelization is carried out at ij index level. The pyracylene system has 

14 active electrons in 14 active orbitals. Thus the total number of ij index pairs, according 

to Section 2.5.3, is calculated as: 
14 14 +1( )

2
 = 105 . Similarly, there will be 136 ij index 

pairs for the pyrene system. We know from Tables 2.12 that the total amount of time used 

serially for the new method to calculate one iteration of all the 105 (136) ij indices of 

pyracylene (pyrene) is about 132 (1454) seconds. Thus on average, the amount of time 

that is required to complete one ij index calculation is around 1.25 (10.69) seconds. By 

contrast, this amount of time that is required in the current method is around 
1010
105

=9.62 

(
14813
136

 = 108.92) seconds. Nevertheless, 1.25 (10.69) seconds is still much larger than 

the overhead time because each processor will be assigned one unique ij index pair. This 

is why we can see a good scaling when using up to 4 shared processors for pyracylene 

and pyrene. However, when the number of processors becomes larger, the traffic on the 

shared memory-CPU path is increased too, which adds more overheads. Therefore it is 

not easy for us to get a good scaling when using more than 4 shared processors. 

 

In Section 2.6 we also introduced a new shared memory parallel scheme that is designed 

to parallelize the new code on the matrix multiplication level (kl level). We also would 

like to investigate the performance of this kind of parallel. Since the current method 

doesn’t parallel on this level, we will only list the parallel timing data for this scheme of 

the new method (Table 2.13 visualized in Figure 2.10). As mentioned above, the average 

time used for calculating one ij index pair is around 1.25 (10.69) seconds in the new 

method. Thus the shared memory on kl level is to split this 1.25 (10.69) seconds to the 
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shared memory processors. On one hand, the more shared memory processors one has 

used, the shorter time that each processor elapses to carry out the “useful work”. On the 

other hand, the more shared memory processors are used, the more amount of time of 

overhead is required. Therefore we can predict that when the number of shared memory 

processors increases to certain level, the actual performance of the parallel will become 

slower when increasing the number of threads. From Table 2.13 and Figure 2.10 we can 

see that the performance of kl level parallel is very poor. This matches our prediction. 

Therefore the parallel overhead is the main bottleneck for the kl level parallel. 

Table 2.13 The shared memory timing data for the matrix multiplication level (kl level) parallelization. 
Since the time required to finish one matrix multiplication is too short, the parallel performance on the 

matrix multiplication will be strongly affected by the parallel overhead. 

NProcShared = 1 2 4 6 8 
CPU time (s) 132.07 172.16 286.25 404.23 610.46 
Wall time (s) 132.07 86 72 67 76 

Pyracylene 
CAS(14,14) 

kl level 
OpenMP Parallel speedup - 1.54 1.83 1.97 1.74 

CPU time (s) 1454.07 2475.39 3593.5 5545.81 6335.2 
Wall time (s) 1454.07 1238 899 924 792 

Pyrene 
CAS(16,16) 

kl level 
OpenMP Parallel speedup - 1.17 1.62 1.57 1.84 

 
Figure 2.10 kl level shared memory parallelization performance of the new method. We can see due to the 

execution time for each ij index pair being too short, the parallelization on the kl level performs very 
poorly. 
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So far we have demonstrated the timing data of the shared memory parallelization. As 

stated in Section 2.6, apart from the shared memory parallelization, we can also 

parallelize our algorithm by using distributed memory parallelism via Linda and/or a 

combination of both. In Tables 2.14 the timing data using Linda only is listed (Figure 

2.11 shows the speedup vs. number of Linda nodes). From this table we can see when 

using Linda only, the speedup scales linearly. This is because in this case each node has 

its own memory system, there is no memory-CPU bandwidth restriction and shared 

memory parallel overhead. However, if the number of Linda workers becomes large, a 

price of communication time between the Linda workers and the tuple space must be 

paid. The reason the speedup goes down of the pyrene Linda only parallelization (Table 

2.14b) of the new method is because the linear contribution is carried out once per 

iteration via matrix multiplication outside the distributed memory parallel region. Thus, if 

only using Linda for parallelization, the linear contribution will always be carried out 

serially. The time used for the linear contribution in the CASSCF(14,14) calculation is 

about 1% of the total elapsed time of one Davidson iteration. Thus we can see there is a 

linear scaling for the distributed memory parallelization of the CAS(14,14) calculation, 

due to the small effect of the serially linear contribution. However, the time used for the 

linear contribution in the CASSCF(16,16) calculation has risen to about 8% of the total 

elapsed time of one Davidson iteration. The serially running linear contribution will thus 

affect the parallel performance at a considerable level (shown in Table 2.14b and Figure 

2.11). Therefore for the CASSCF(16,16) calculation, when only using Linda for 

parallelization, the speedup becomes less linear when the number of Linda nodes 

increases. Tables 2.15 give the timing data using a combination of Linda parallel and 

OpenMP parallel (on ij level only). In these two tables, for the CAS(14,14) calculation, 

the number of nodes are set as 2 for representative while the number of shared memory 

processors varies. And for the CAS(16,16) calculation, the number of nodes has been set 

as 4 as representative while the number of shared memory processors varies. The speedup 

vs. number of processors used is shown in Figure 2.12. 
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Table 2.14a Linda only timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration for the system of pyracylene. We can 
obtain a linear scaling of this type of calculation because in this type of parallelization, each processor can 

access its own memory without any overhead occurring. 

System Pyracylene  CAS(14,14) 
No. of Slater Determinants 11,778,624 

No. of strings 3432 
NProcLinda =  1 2 3 4 5 
NProcShared = 1 

CPU time (s) 1009.87 1008.18 1014.42 1035.32 1028.00 
Wall time (s) 1009.87 505 338 259 206 Old 

Parallel speedup - 2.00 2.99 3.90 4.90 
CPU time (s) 110.24 106.95 107.52 106.46 108.62 
Wall time (s) 110.24 54 37 28 23 New 

Parallel speedup - 2.04 2.98 3.94 4.79 

Table 2.14b Linda only timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration for the system of pyrene. We can obtain a 
linear scaling of this type of calculation because in this type of parallelization, each processor can access its 

own memory without any overhead occurring. 

System Pyrene  CAS(16,16) 
No. of configurations 82,824,885 

No. of strings 12870 
NProcLinda =  1 2 4 6 8 10 
NProcShared = 1 

CPU time (s) 14813.40 14797.82 14779.56 14779.86 14911.92 14750.8 
Wall time (s) 14813.40 7400 3695 2463 1864 1475 Old 

Parallel speedup - 2.00 4.01 6.01 7.95 10.04 
CPU time (s) 1454.07 1379.54 1338.6 1374.94 1393.06 1302.5 
Wall time (s) 1454.07 762 408 294 233 183 New 

Parallel speedup - 1.91 3.56 4.95 6.24 7.95 

 
Figure 2.11 The performance of both method when using distributed memory parallelization (Linda) only. 
We can see when using only Linda, the speedup scales linearly due to each node accessing its own memory 

without the restrictions of memory-CPU bandwidth and overhead. 
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Table 2.15a Linda+OpenMP timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration for the system of pyracylene. In this 
calculation, the number of nodes is fixed at 2 while the number of shared memory processors varies. 

System CAS(14,14) 
No. of Slater Determinants 11,778,624 

No. of strings 3432 
Number of nodes NProcL = 2 

Number of shared memory processors serial 2 4 6 8 
CPU time (s) per node 1009.87 526.98 836.97 670.28 784.71 

Wall time (s) 1009.87 263 209 112 98 Old 
Parallel Speedup - 3.84 4.83 9.02 10.30 

CPU time (s) per node 132.07 77.32 112.09 103.3 102.69 
Wall time (s) 132.07 39 28 17 13 New 

Parallel Speedup - 3.39 4.72 7.77 10.16 

 

Table 2.15b Linda+OpenMP timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration for the system of pyrene. In this 
calculation, the number of nodes is fixed at 4 while the number of shared memory processors varies. 

System Pyrene, CAS(16,16) 
No. of configurations 82,824,885 

No. of strings 12870 
Number of nodes NProcL = 4 

Number of shared memory processors serial 2 4 6 8 
CPU time (s)  14813.40 15864.52 18051.64 25332.16 31559.44 
Wall time (s) 14813.40 1969 1129 1056 986 Old 

Parallel Speedup - 7.52 13.12 14.03 15.02 
CPU time (s)  1454.07 1604.39 1997.02 2775.95 3255.47 
Wall time (s) 1454.07 254 158 145 130 New 

Parallel Speedup - 5.72 9.20 10.03 11.19 

 
Figure 2.12 The speedup vs. number of processors for using Linda+OpenMP parallel scheme. We can see 
for the CAS(16,16) calculation, the performance of the new method is worse than the old method. This is 

because when using Linda only the performance of the new method is slightly worse than the current 
method (Figure 2.11).  
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2.7.3 Performance on Real Applications 
 

Based on the above description, we can see the new method works properly and it does 

perform much faster than the current method. So far we have only presented data of test 

calculations. Now we would like to know whether this newly-developed method is 

suitable for real problems, e.g. the ground state geometry optimization. In this section, we 

choose planar conjugated hydrocarbon cations (anthracene+ / phenanthrene+, Chart 2.2) to 

demonstrate our method can be used for real applications. The calculation on these 

systems is to distribute 13 π electrons into 14 valence π orbitals (thus a CASSCF (13,14) 

doublet calculation). In order to compare the performance and the final result, we have 

used the same geometry (D2h and C2v symmetry point group [129] for anthracene+ and 

phenanthrene+ respectively) and the same basis sets (6-31G* basis sets [130,131]) 

reported in reference [47]. From Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2, we know our new method 

works properly as well as faster. We thus expect getting the same optimized structure 

compared with the reference with a better performance. For more details about the two 

cation-systems, reference [47] is recommended. We have carried out the geometry 

optimization calculations by using OpenMP parallelization (with 8 shared memory 

processors). The timing data and the final result of the calculations are listed in Table 

2.16 while the final structures of these systems after optimization are listed in Figure 

2.13. 

 

Anthracene+ Phenanthrene+  
 

Chart 2.2 The structure of cations anthracene+ and phenanthrene+. The CASSCF calculations of these 

systems have been reported in reference [47]. And to compare the results, we have used the same reported 

geometry structure and basis sets. 
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Figure 2.13 The geometry structure of the ground states optimization (using the newly-developed CASSCF 

method) of the investigated systems. (a) gives the final optimized structure of the anthracene cation, while 

(b) is the optimized structure of the ground state of phenanthrene cation with 1B1 symmetry species [132] 

of D2h symmetry group respectively. The unit of the values (bond length) is Å. The result agrees with the 

reference [47].  
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Table 2.16 The calculation results of the ground state geometry optimization of two hydrocarbon cations 

(anthracene+ / phenanthrene+) carried out using both current and the new methods. The initial geometry 

structure data is obtained from a MMVB calculation. In order to compare the results with ref.[47], the same 

basis sets (6-31G* that includes polarization d functions on the carbon atoms) is used. From this table we 

can see the new method works properly as well as performs much faster than the current method when used 

for real problems. The timing data of ref.[47] is not listed because the reference calculations were carried 

out by using a different type of computer hardware.  

 

Job CPU Time (s) New Speedup CASSCF(13,14) 
doublet ground 

state geometry opt 
/ 6-31G* 

No. of 
Conf. 

 Geometry Energy 
(Hartree) 

l510 overall l510 overall 

Ref. -535.936464 - 

New:  -535.9364637 119793 173380.7 
Anthracene+  

(B3g energy, D2h 
symmetry) 

10,306,296 

Old: -535.9364637 568100.4 621754 

4.74 3.60 

Ref. -535.926834 - 

New: -535.926834 135286.7 189062.1 
Phenanthrene+  
(1B1 energy, C2v 

symmetry) 
10,306,296 

Old: -535.926834 471937.9 525721.6 

3.46 2.76 

 

From Table 2.16 and Figure 2.13 we can see that the new method works properly as well 

as performing faster than the current method. Therefore, all our expectations described 

above are fulfilled. 

 

2.8  Summary 
 

The direct reduced list based matrix multiplication CASSCF algorithm presented in this 

chapter represents a much better performing method than the current widely used 

method. Its main feature is that by combining the efficient non-zero symbolic matrix 

elements generation scheme (the reduced string lists concept) used in the current method 

and matrix-matrix multiplication concept together, data in the CI vectors can be used in a 

more predictable order, thus increasing the performance at a significant level. The pyrene 

test jobs illustrate this feature (the new method is about 10 times faster than the current 

method). From these test jobs, we can see the new method can now be used for some big 
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systems that the current method cannot afford. Another feature of this new method is that 

based on the parallel scheme of the current method, a new shared memory scheme is 

introduced that is to parallelize on the matrix multiplication level (kl level). Therefore, 

more flexibility for using parallel computation is added, e.g. on the shared memory 

parallel level, one can choose to parallelize the program at ij level when the available 

memory is large, or to parallelize on kl level when the available memory is limited, or a 

combination of both. The algorithm is implemented in the current development version of 

the Gaussian [42] program package. As well as the most general case of Slater 

determinants basis we also implement the straightforward simplifications for singlets and 

triplets using the Hartree-Waller functions basis. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

The complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method [33] has been very 

successfully applied to study excited-state reactivity, minima, transition structures and 

potential energy surfaces etc. [35-41] of molecules. It has many advantages over other 

truncated CI methods, e.g. the fact that it is size consistent. Interpretation of the resulting 

orbitals is also straightforward, since orbital rotations within the active space are 

invariant with respect to the energy [33], which allows one to select the orbitals for the 

active space. Unfortunately, applicability of the CASSCF method is restricted to 

relatively small chemical systems. The CASSCF configuration number, which defines the 

dimension of the CI vector, increases drastically when the number of active orbitals 

increases slightly. For example, the number of configurations of a system that has 14 

active electrons distributed in 14 active orbitals is 11,778,624. Once the number of active 

orbitals is increased to 16 with 16 active electrons, the number of the configurations 

becomes 165,636,900. However, the occupation number of several orbitals in the active 

space is frequently either close to 2 or close to 0 during the entire investigation. Thus we 

can mimic the CASSCF configurations by applying certain occupancy restrictions on 

groups of orbitals. This allows us to include all configurations that contribute to non-

dynamical electron correlation while reducing the size of the CI vector compared to the 

CAS expansion. 

 

Dynamical correlation effects, as described in Section 1.3, are also very important to 

include in an electronic structure computation. We also stated in Chapter 1 that the 

CASSCF method could also recover dynamical correlation when it has an active space 

larger than e.g. the minimal π space [10a, 90]. But since the number of configurations 

increases dramatically when the active space increases slightly, as indicated above, 

CASSCF is not usually used for recovering dynamical correlation effects. Instead, the 

dynamical correlation effect is included either by carrying out a subsequent calculation 

after a CASSCF calculation, e.g. adding a calculation treating dynamic correlation 

perturbatively [e.g. 92,93], or performing a multi-reference CI (MRCI) calculation where 

selected configurations from the CASSCF wave function are used as reference 
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configurations [94,95], although this type of calculation cannot be routinely carried out 

by Gaussian [42]. However, this treatment assumes the reference configurations are those 

obtained without taking dynamical correlation into account. For systems, such as 

negative ions and excited states [96], that have strongly occupied orbitals, which depend 

on dynamical correlation effects, this treatment will break down. Therefore, an extended 

space may be essential for an adequate description of the electronic structure problem at 

hand.  

 

Both of the above two cases can be treated with the Restricted Active Space SCF 

(RASSCF) method [34,44,96,133]. The RASSCF method may be considered a logical 

extension to the CASSCF method. In the RASSCF formalism, the configuration space is 

specified by dividing the molecular orbitals into five subsets and imposing restrictions on 

the allowed configurations based upon occupations within those subsets. The first subset 

consists of the lowest lying (inactive) MOs, which interact only weakly with the other 

MOs, and are treated as frozen. They are always doubly occupied for any allowed 

configurations. The second subset, named RAS1, typically includes all doubly occupied 

MOs in some accepted reference. Allowed configurations must contain a minimum of p 

electrons (or maximum holes: MxHole) within RAS1. The third subset, called RAS2, 

includes MOs believed to be particularly important for the system under investigation. 

No occupancy restrictions are imposed on RAS2. The fourth subset, RAS3, consists of 

weakly occupied MOs, which contribute relatively less to the description of the system of 

interest. Any allowed configuration can only have a maximum of q electrons (MxElec) in 

RAS3. The final subset includes all remaining MOs. They are unoccupied in all 

configurations of the RASSCF wavefunction (Figure 1.1).  

 

Similarly to the CASSCF case discussed in the last chapter, there are two factors to be 

considered in solving the RASSCF eigenvalue problem. The first one is how to generate 

the non-zero symbolic matrix elements, 

Aij
KL = K Eij L ,       (3.1.1) 

and          Bijkl
KL = K EijEkl − δ jkEil L ,      (3.1.2) 
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in a efficient way. In Eqs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, K and L denote configurations and Eij  

indicates the excitation operator, taking the form as Eij = aiξ
† ajξ

ξ
∑ . Then, based on the 

non-zero symbolic matrix elements obtained, the non-zero Hamiltonian matrix elements 

can be generated, 

HKL = hijAij
KL

ij
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( )BijklKL
ijkl
∑ ,               (3.1.3) 

where hij  and ij kl( ) are the usual one- and two-electron integrals. As indicated in 

Chapter 1, the current method for the generation of non-zero elements [44] of the  

RASSCF wavefunction used in Gaussian is already efficient enough. Thus we will 

directly use this scheme in this chapter. However, a brief review of this scheme will be 

given in this section and a more detailed review will be given in the following sections. 

 

For the non-zero matrix elements generation, due to the introduction of the orbital 

occupation restrictions in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces of the RASSCF wavefunction, 

the computation of the elements becomes more complicated than the unrestricted 

CASSCF wavefunction. This is because there was only one type of orbital integral 

(within the full active space) in the CASSCF wavefunction while the occupation 

restrictions in the RASSCF wavefunction raise many different types of orbital integrals 

(among orbitals in different RAS subspaces or in the same RAS subspace). Moreover, 

most of the configurations that were used for generating the non-zero symbolic matrix 

elements in the CASSCF wavefunction will be invalid in the RASSCF wavefunction 

because of the orbital occupation restrictions. Thus the highly efficient “reduced string 

list” concept that we used in Chapter 2 for the CASSCF wavefunction cannot be applied 

to the full RAS space in the RASSCF wavefunction directly. To solve this, the current 

method has adopted and extended the “model space” concept proposed by Saunders and 

van Lenthe [95]. A model space can be regarded as an orbital space that has no 

occupation restrictions, but is representative of the entire RASSCF active orbital space 

(RAS1+RAS2+RAS3), which does have occupation restrictions in RAS1 and RAS3 

subspaces. Since there are no occupation restrictions in the model space, one can apply 

the well-developed “reduced string list” concept to this space, resulting a highly efficient 
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way to generate the non-zero symbolic matrix elements for the RASSCF wavefunction 

directly. Before we review the method of generating non-zero matrix elements, it is 

necessary to review what a model space looks like. 

  

The restricted occupation of orbitals concept was first given by Siegbahn [94] for the 

single and double replacements from a set of reference configurations, which is the multi-

reference CISD (MRCISD) implementations. In this method, the entire active molecular 

orbital space has been divided into ‘internal space’ and ‘external space’. The internal set 

“contains the few orbitals occupied in the reference configurations”[94] (i.e. they can be 

treated as complete active orbitals) while the external set “contains the large number of 

unoccupied orbitals”[94] (i.e. virtual orbitals). Therefore the symbolic matrix elements 

(Eqs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) can also be written as a product of an internal and an external 

coupling coefficients: 

Aij
KL = Cij

KL × Dij
KL ,       (3.1.4) 

Bijkl
KL = Cijkl

KL × Dijkl
KL ,       (3.1.5) 

whereCij
KL (Cijkl

KL ) comes from the internal active space and Dij
KL (Dijkl

KL ) comes from the 

external virtual space. The efficiency of this separation into two products comes from the 

fact that the external vector coupling coefficients, Dij
KL and Dijkl

KL , are comparatively 

“easily evaluated and take on very simple values”[94]. And the more complicated 

internal coupling coefficients can be recycled. However, although the external coupling 

coefficients are relatively easy to evaluate, some amount of time is still required to 

calculate these coefficients, since the orbital indices run over the entire external space. 

Moreover, for MRCISD, the set of external coupling coefficients actually share the same 

value for certain internal coupling coefficients. Thus there will be redundancy if 

calculating the external coupling coefficients by running over the entire external space. 

 

The model space concept introduced by Saunders and van Lenthe [95] has made a great 

improvement to Siegbahn’s method [94]. In this method, Saunders and Van Lenthe 

(denoted SV hereafter) discovered that for the MRCISD implementation since the 

occupation number of the external space is at most 2, it is possible to replace the external 
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space with two model external orbitals (Figure 3.1). Model configurations are in this 

scheme constructed by assigning 0, 1 or 2 electrons (opposite spin or the same spin) to 

the model external space. The coupling coefficients are then computed in the model 

orbital space and remain constant for all the full space configuration pairs, K and L , 

with the same occupation and spin pattern in the internal space as the corresponding 

model configurations, which simplifies the computation of the non-zero symbolic matrix 

elements dramatically.  

.....

Internal SpaceExternal Space

Modelize

Internal Space
Model

external Space  
Figure 3.1 The construction of the model external space. Since the occupation number of the external space 

is at most 2, the external space that contains a large number of virtual orbitals can be replace by two model 

external orbitals. This operation reduces the size of the external space dramatically and thus more easier to 

generate the external coupling coefficients. Moreover, the obtained model symbolic matrix elements will 

remain constant for all the full space configuration pairs K,L with the same occupation and spin pattern as 

the corresponding model configurations. 

 

The model space concept described above, however, is restricted to only a special case of 

the RASSCF wavefunction, e.g. cases with no RAS1 subspace and where MxElec in the 

RAS3 subspace is fixed as 2. Thus this type of methods may be used for MRCISD only. 

A more general model space concept is required for RASSCF implementations that are 

not covered by the special case described above. Klene et al [44] have extended the 
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model space concept developed by SV to include the RAS1 model space and remove the 

restrictions of the values of MxHole and MxElec (Figure 3.2). 

.....

RAS1

Modelize

RAS2RAS3

RAS2 Model RAS1Model RAS3  
Figure 3.2 The model RAS space generation in the Klene’s method. The numbers of orbitals in the model 

RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces are determined by the maximum number of holes (MxHole) and the maximum 

number of electrons (MxElec) allowed in RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, respectively. Therefore the size of 

the model space is determined by the size of the RAS2 subspace and the values of MxHole and MxElec. 

 

From Figure 3.2 we can see that the model RAS space reduces the full RAS orbital space 

dramatically. The size of the model space keeps a constant once the size of RAS2 and the 

values of MxHole and MxElec are fixed no matter how the sizes of RAS1 and RAS3 

subspaces vary. For example, for a system that has M(RAS1)=4, M(RAS2)=6, M(RAS3) 

= 12, and MxHole=MxElec=2, the size of the model space is 6+2+2 = 10. This size will 

remain constant if M(RAS2) and the values of MxHole and MxElec are fixed. Therefore, 

even if the size of the RAS3 subspace doubles, e.g. M(RAS3)=24, the size of the model 

space will still be 10. Moreover, since there are no occupation restrictions in the RAS 

model space, one can fully adopt the “reduced string list” method used in the CASSCF 

method to the RAS model space. In Klene’s method, based on the model space concept, 

after a pair of model strings and its associated model symbolic matrix element is obtained 

by applying the “reduced string list” method on the model space, it is directly expanded 

to the full RAS space. Since the RAS model space is a representation of the full RAS 

space, one pair of model strings and its associated model symbolic matrix element will 
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represent a set of full RAS space string pairs and the corresponding full RAS space 

symbolic matrix elements. Then the indices of the full RAS space string pairs and the 

values of the corresponding full RAS space symbolic matrix elements are used directly to 

update the CI vector of the RASSCF wavefunction. More details about how the model 

string pairs are generated and expanded to the full RAS space in the current RASSCF 

implementation will be given in the following sections.  

 

Now we move to the second factor for solving the CI eigenvalue problem efficiently, 

which is how to use the non-zero matrix elements that have been obtained to update the 

RASSCF CI vector in an efficient way, 

σ K
n = HKLCL

n−1

L
∑ ,       (3.1.6) 

where Cn−1  is an approximate eigenvector from the previous iteration. As indicated in 

Chapter 1, although many robust RASSCF methods (e.g. [34,44,96]) have been 

developed for evaluating the CI eigenvectors, there is still space to improve performance. 

Before discussing how to achieve this, a brief review of the present methods should be 

given. In these methods, as pointed out in Chapter 1, there are two distinct ways to carry 

out the RASSCF CI vector evaluation. One is to factorized the B symbolic matrix 

elements (Eq. 3.1.2) via inserting an intermediate configuration, J, as, 

Bijkl
KL = K Eij J J Ekl L

J
∑ −δ jk K Eil L .              (3.1.7) 

The second term of Eq. 3.1.7 can be classified as a linear contribution and the first term is 

a bilinear contribution, which is a product of two linear contributions. As stated in 

Section 1.7.2, by factorizing the bilinear contribution and applying the string concept 

[107,108] to the determinants, one can use a matrix-multiplication approach via string-

based basic linear algebra routines to update the CI vector σ K
n  from the vector CL

n−1 . The 

disadvantage of this scheme, however, is that extra memory will be required for storing 

the matrices used for the matrix multiplication step. The representative method for this 

scheme is that developed by Olsen et al [34].  
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The alternative, termed as the unfactorized method, is to calculate the two-electron 

symbolic matrix elements (Eq. 3.1.2) directly without factorization. The advantage of this 

type of method is that no extra memory is required other than the memory requirement 

for storing the CI vectors σ K
n  and CL

n−1 . The CI vector can be updated directly once the 

non-zero element, B, is obtained. The disadvantage of this method is, as described in 

Chapter 1, that it is impossible to use string-based basic linear algebra routines to carry 

out the CI vector updating because if these routines are used, the memory requirement for 

storing the matrices for matrix multiplication would be at the number of configuration 

level rather than at the number of string level. This direct usage of the non-zero matrix 

elements that have been obtained causes the indices of the data in the CI vector to be 

generated in an unpredictable and non-sequential order. Thus the CI vector would be 

accessed frequently resulting in slow performance. The representative method of this 

scheme is the method developed by Klene et al [44], which is the current RASSCF 

implementation in Gaussian. In the following we will briefly review these two typical 

methods and develop a method to improve the performance of the current RASSCF 

implementation in Gaussian. 

 

We shall start with a review of the current RASSCF implementation [44] in Gaussian. As 

described above, the current method updates the CI vector directly once the non-zero 

matrix elements are obtained. When applying the string concept developed by Knowles 

and Handy [107,108] to the determinants, the CI vector evaluation formulae becomes a 

combination of a 1-electron contribution and a two-electron contribution, 
1eσ KαKβ

n = i j( ) KαKβ Eij
α + Eij

β LαLβ
ij
∑ CLα Lβ

n−1

Lα Lβ
∑

= i j( ) Kα Eij
α Lα CLαKβ

n−1

Lα
∑ + Kβ Eij

β Lβ CKα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥ij

∑     ∀Kα ,Kβ

,   (3.1.8a) 

and 
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2eσ KαKβ

n =
1
2

ij kl( ) KαKβ EijEkl − δ jkEil LαLβ
ijkl
∑ CLα Lβ

n−1

Lα Lβ
∑

= ij kl( ) Kα aiα
† akα

† alαajα Lα CLαKβ

n−1

Lα
∑
⎡

⎣
⎢

ijkl
∑

               + Kβ aiβ
† akβ

† alβajβ Lβ CKα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

               + Kα Eij
α Lα Kβ Ekl

β Lβ CLα Lβ
n−1

Lβ
∑

Lα
∑

               + Kβ Eij
β Lβ Kα Ekl

α Lα CLα Lβ
n−1

Lα
∑

Lβ
∑

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
       ∀Kα ,Kβ

.    (3.1.8b) 

Comparing Eq. 3.1.8b with Eq. 2.1.5, we can see in the RASSCF CI vector evaluation 

formulae that the two-electron contribution is true for all Kα ,Kβ{ } pairs that generate 

valid combinations of configurations, K . This is because of the occupation restrictions 

introduced to the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces. Due to this restriction, in the RASSCF 

wavefunction, α -strings are no longer freely combined with any β -strings. In the 

RASSCF wavefunction, the orbital space has been divided into 3 subspaces. Since a ξ -

string (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ) expands all the electrons with ξ -spin in this orbital space, for a ξ -

string the orbital space can also be divided into 3 subspaces. Each subspace can only 

contain electrons with ξ  spin. If we define the number of holes in the RAS1 subspace of 

a α -string as ih  ( ′ih for a β -string) and the number of electrons in the RAS3 subspace of 

the α -string as ie  ( ′ie for the β -string), the condition of the combination of an α -string 

and a β -string to generate a valid configuration would be defined as, 

ih + ′ih ≤MxHole
ie + ′ie ≤MxElec

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
.       (3.1.9) 

Thus we can see the ∀Kα ,Kβ  term in Eqs. 3.1.8 represents Eq. 3.1.9. As indicated above, 

updating the CI vector in this way can avoid the extra memory requirement for storing 

the obtained non-zero matrix elements, but will produce unpredictable and non-sequential 

indices of the configurations that index the CI vectors, σ n and Cn−1 . These gaps between 

the unpredictable indices of the configurations will require the CI vectors to be accessed 
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frequently. Thus the performance of the current RASSCF implementation in Gaussian is 

strongly affected. 

 

We also stated in Chapter 1 that the string-based factorized method developed by Olsen 

et al [34] could use basic linear algebra routines to carry out the CI vector updating. 

Taking the second term of Eq. 1.7.7 as an example, this process for the RASSCF 

wavefunction is written as, 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = ij kl( )

kl
∑ Jβ Ekl

β Lβ
Lβ
∑ Kα Eij

α Jα Kβ Jβ CJα Lβ
n−1

Jα
∑

ij
∑

= ij kl( )
kl
∑ Kβ Ekl

β Lβ
Lβ
∑ Kα Eij

α Jα CJα Lβ
n−1

Jα
∑

ij
∑               ∀Kα ,Kβ

, (3.1.10) 

where the condition of Eq. 3.1.9 is also applied. Except for the introduction of the string 

combination condition (Eq. 3.1.9) to generate the index of the corresponding 

determinants, all other steps of updating the CI vector in Olsen’s RASSCF method are 

the same as described in Section 2.1 (Eqs. 2.1.11). That is, 

1. Matrix Generation 

′Cij Kα ,Lβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα

Jα
∑ C Jα ,Lβ( )   ∀Kα ,Lβ ,       (3.1.11a) 

Xij Kβ ,Lβ( ) = ij kl( )
kl
∑ Kβ Ekl

β Lβ ,       (3.1.11b) 

2. Matrix Multiplication 

2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) = ′Cij Kα ,Lβ( ) Xij Kβ ,Lβ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T

Lβ
∑      ∀Kα ,Kβ ,           (3.1.11c) 

3. CI Vector Updating 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = 2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( )

ij
∑      ∀Kα ,Kβ .         (3.1.11d) 

We have noticed in Eq. 3.1.11b that the condition given in Eq. 3.1.9 is not applied. This 

is because this vector is built from the strings with only one spin type. It doesn’t consider 

the combination between α - and β -strings. As indicated in Chapter 1, string-based basic 

linear algebra routines that are very efficient can be used to carry out the matrix 

multiplication step (Eq. 3.1.11c). However, we noticed in Olsen’s RASSCF method, the 

advantage of the model space concept is not used. The matrix multiplication is carried out 
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for the full RAS active space. Therefore, although there are many different types of 

orbital integrals in the RASSCF wavefunction (as mentioned above), the same matrix 

multiplication scheme is used for every orbital integral type. 

 

According to the review above, we know the current RASSCF implementation in 

Gaussian updates the CI vector in the same way as it did for CASSCF wavefunction. We 

therefore would like to know whether it is possible to convert the method developed in 

the last chapter into the RASSCF wavefunction to improve the performance of the 

current RASSCF method [44]. Since both the current CASSCF and RASSCF methods 

are string-based methods, it is absolutely possible to convert the matrix multiplication 

method developed in Chapter 2 to the RASSCF wavefunction. In the last chapter, by 

reorganizing the order of the summation in a slightly different way from Olsen’s method, 

the newly developed CASSCF matrix multiplication method improves the performance 

of the current CAS implementation to a significant degree. Still using the second term of 

Eq. 1.7.7 as example, by converting the factorized CASSCF matrix multiplication 

method of Chapter 2 to the RASSCF wavefunction, the CI vector is updated as, 
2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij

α Jα Kβ Jβ ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl
β Lβ CJα Lβ

n−1

kl
∑

Lβ
∑

Jα
∑

ij
∑    ∀Kα ,Kβ     . 

(3.1.12) 

And the matrix multiplication method for this kind of summation arrangement is 

implemented as, 

1. Matrix Generation 

Xij Jβ ,Lβ( ) = ij kl( ) Jβ Ekl
β Lβ

kl
∑ ,        (3.1.13a) 

2. Matrix Multiplication 

Mij Jβ , Jα( ) = Xij Jβ ,Lβ( ) C Jα ,Lβ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T

Lβ
∑      ∀Jα , Jβ ,          (3.1.13b) 

3. CI Vector Updating 

2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( ) = Kα Eij
α Jα Mij Kβ , Jα( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

T

Jα
∑     ∀Kα ,Kβ ,           (3.1.13c) 

2 ′σ Kα ,Kβ( ) = 2 ′σ ij Kα ,Kβ( )
ij
∑     ∀Kα ,Kβ .          (3.1.13d) 
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The reason for why we organize the order of the summations in a different way to Olsen 

et al in Chapter 2 is outlined towards the end of Section 1.7. Basic linear algebra routines 

are used to compute Eq. 3.1.13b.  

 

In Chapter 2, only one type of orbital integral is used, such as within the orbitals of the 

CASSCF active space. Thus the matrix multiplication approach is fully applicable for 

wavefunctions with a single type of orbital integral. The RASSCF wavefunction, as 

stated above, has many more types of orbital integrals due to the division of the CAS 

active space into three subspaces. There is, therefore, a possibility that the factorized 

matrix multiplication scheme is not suitable for some orbital integral cases and this 

should be analysed to determine whether this is the case. Thus in this chapter, along with 

the introduction of the basic background of the RASSCF theory, the applicability of the 

factorized matrix multiplication scheme to the many different RASSCF orbital integral 

types is analyzed first. Indeed we have discovered that only several integral types are 

suitable to be modified by using the factorized matrix multiplication approach. It would 

be better to implement the unfactorized method for all other integral types. Thus a hybrid 

method, which combines factorized method and unfactorized method, will be required to 

improve the performance of the current method, which uses unfactorized method for all 

the integral types.  

 

In this chapter, based on the non-zero matrix elements generation scheme used in the 

current method, we have mainly focused on converting the matrix multiplication method 

developed in Chapter 2 to the suitable RASSCF orbital integral types. The 

implementation for the other integral types using the unfactorized method is given in the 

following chapter. This hybrid method should perform much better than the current 

RASSCF method due to the elements in the CI vector will be accessed in a more 

predictable and sequential order in the new method. Thus we can predict the new method 

would perform much faster than the current RASSCF implementation in Gaussian.  

 

Since we will focus on applying the matrix multiplication method developed in Chapter 2 

to suitable orbital integral types in the RASSCF wavefunction in this chapter, it is 
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organized in the following way. In Section 3.2 the factorized CASSCF matrix-

multiplication method is reviewed. In order to illustrate the concept that is used in the 

RASSCF method above, we have used similar notation as the CASSCF wavefunction for 

the strings and configurations. However, if we continue to use this notation to present 

RASSCF strings and configurations, it will cause confusions because of the introduction 

of occupation restrictions. Therefore, a notation for the strings and configurations used in 

the RASSCF wavefunction based on the CASSCF notation is defined in Section 3.3. 

Based on this notation, in this section, the RASSCF theory, and more details about the 

model space concept are also introduced. As described above, due to the occupation 

restrictions the RASSCF wavefunction has many more different types of orbital integrals 

than the CASSCF wavefunction that has only one type of orbital integral. These different 

integral types, as well as the analysis of the applicability of the factorized matrix 

multiplication method to these types, are also given in Section 3.3. The suitable integral 

types for factorized matrix multiplication method are hence determined. Since the 

weights of the contribution to the CI vector updating of these integral types are different 

from each other, this is discussed at the end of Section 3.3. We have found that the 

suitable cases are also the most time-consuming integral cases of the current RASSCF 

method. With all the above background knowledge, the new algorithm, which is to 

improve the performance of these time consuming cases is described in Sections 3.4. 

Section 3.5 describes the details of the numerical values that will be used in this new 

method. Then the implementation details of the algorithms introduced in Section 3.4 can 

be found in Section 3.6. The parallel scheme of the new algorithms is discussed in 

Section 3.7. Since the new method is focused on improving the performance of the 

current method, in Section 3.8 the performance analysis of the newly developed method 

by using one relatively large testing system is given. A brief summary of what has been 

done in this chapter can be found in Section 3.9. 
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3.2 CASSCF Matrix Multiplication Algorithm Review 
 

We will start with a brief review of the factorized matrix multiplication developed for the 

CASSCF wavefunction first. The CASSCF wavefunction can be regarded as a special 

case of the RASSCF wavefunction, of which no RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces are given. 

As described in Chapter 1 the main step of the MCSCF method is to solve the CI 

eigenvalue problem (Eq. 3.1.6) Therefore, for both of the CASSCF and the RASSCF 

method, in order to find the lowest eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the CI eigenvalue 

problem, some iterative eigenvector procedures, such as the methods of Lanczos [103] or 

Davidson [104], are used. In this iterative process, one should not only consider how to 

generate the non-zero Hamiltonian matrix elements (Eq. 3.1.3) efficiently, but also how 

to use the obtained elements in an efficient way to implement Eq. 3.1.6. As the non-zero 

element generation process of the current MCSCF implementations is already very 

efficient, then the performance of how to use the non-zero elements that are obtained 

becomes our main concern. As described above and discussed in Chapter 1, based on the 

way of implementing the two-electron symbolic matrix elements, B (Eq. 3.1.2), there are 

two types of methods to carry out Eq. 3.1.6. One is called the unfactorized method, which 

is the current MCSCF implementations in Gaussian (Eqs. 3.1.8). The other one is called 

the factorized method, which is represented by the Olsen’s method [34] (Eqs. 3.1.10 and 

3.1.11).  

 

However, in Chapter 2, we have reorganized the summations in Eq. 3.1.10 to construct 

our matrix multiplication. The advantages of this reorganization has been summarised at 

the end of Section 1.7. Here we will only review this newly developed method for the 

CASSCF wavefunction. In the CASSCF matrix multiplication method developed in 

Chapter 2, Eq. 3.1.2 has been factorized by introducing an intermediate state J  as,  

Bijkl
KL = K EijEkl − δ jkEil L = K Eij

J
∑ J J Ekl L − δ jk K Eil L     , (3.2.1) 

where the first term of Eq.3.2.1 is a bilinear contribution, which is a product of two linear 

contributions, and the second term is a linear contribution to the CI vector updating. 
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Based on this, we can write Eq. 3.1.6 as a combination of linear and bilinear 

contributions: 

σ K
n =linear σ K

n +bilinear σ K
n .           (3.2.2) 

After applying the string concept [107,108] to the configurations, K = KαKβ , the two 

terms of Eq. 3.2.2 can be written as, 

linearσ Kα ,Kβ( ) = i j( ) Kα aiα
† ajα Lα Kβ Lβ

Lα
∑ + Kβ aiβ

† ajβ Lβ Kα Lα
Lβ
∑

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

ij
∑
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

+
1
2

ij kl( )
ijkl
∑ Kα aiα

† akα
† alαajα Lα Kβ Lβ

Lα
∑

⎛

⎝⎜

                 + Kβ aiβ
† akβ

† alβajβ Lβ Kα Lα
Lβ
∑

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
C Lα ,Lβ( )

    ,   

(3.2.3) 

and 

bilinearσ Kα ,Kβ( ) = 12 ij kl( )
ijkl
∑ Kα aiα

† ajα Lα
Lα
∑ Kβ akβ

† alβ Lβ
Lβ
∑

⎛

⎝
⎜

                 + Kα akα
† alα Lα

Lα
∑ Kβ aiβ

† ajβ Lβ
Lβ
∑

⎞

⎠
⎟C Lα ,Lβ( )

.    (3.2.4) 

By reorganizing the order of summations in Eq. 3.2.4, the bilinear contribution can be 

rewritten as: 

bilinearσ Kα ,Kβ( ) = 12 Kα aiα
† ajα Lα

Lα
∑ ij kl( ) Kβ akβ

† alβ Lβ
kl
∑

Lβ
∑

ij
∑ C Lα ,Lβ( )

+
1
2

Kβ aiβ
† ajβ Lβ

Lβ
∑ ij kl( ) Kα akα

† alα Lα
kl
∑

Lα
∑

ij
∑ C Lα ,Lβ( )

,  (3.2.5) 

which can be split into the following three parts: 

1. Matrix generation: 

Xij Kξ ,Lξ( ) = ij kl( ) Kξ akξ
† alξ Lξ

kl
∑ ,          (3.2.6a) 

2. Matrix multiplication: 

Mij Kξ ,Lγ( ) = Xij Kξ ,Lξ( )C Lξ ,Lγ( )
Lξ
∑ ,          (3.2.6b) 
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3. CI vector updating: 

σ bilinear Kξ ,Kγ( ) = Kγ aiγ
† ajγ Lγ Mij Kξ ,Lγ( )

Lγ
∑

ij
∑     ξ,γ ∈ α,β{ }( ) .     (3.2.6c) 

Equations 3.2.6 are the key equations of the matrix multiplication method that is 

implemented to speed up the current CASSCF method based on the factorization idea. 

Having this idea in mind, we can now add an occupation restricted RAS1 subspace and 

an occupation restricted RAS3 subspace to the CASSCF active space (the occupation 

unrestricted RAS2 subspace) to form the RASSCF wavefunction. The basic CI vector 

updating theory will thus be similar as the CASSCF wavefunction (Eq. 3.1.6) but with 

the occupation restrictions in the added RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, which can be 

reflected in the notation of the strings. Therefore, in order not cause confusion, the 

notations for the RASSCF wavefunction must be defined first. 

 

3.3 RASSCF Notation and Theory  

 
In this section, we will first define the notation of the strings and configurations used in 

the RASSCF wavefunction. Based on these we can derive the σ vector updating process 

for the RASSCF wavefunction as well as the RAS model space concept. Therefore, we 

will start with the key point to the RAS theory – the notation of the RASSCF 

configurations. 

 

3.3.1 RASSCF Configurations Notation 
 

In the CASSCF wavefunction, since there are no occupation restrictions of the 

configurations, we can simply denote the strings as Kα , Kβ . The α -strings can be 

freely combined with the β -strings to form the corresponding configurations 

K = KαKβ . However, in the RASSCF wavefunction, since there are occupation 

restrictions in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, the α -strings can no longer be freely 

combined with the β -strings. For a valid configuration to the RASSCF wavefunction, the 
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RAS1 subspace can contain a maximum number of holes, denoted as MxHole, and the 

RAS3 subspaces can contain a maximum number of electrons, marked as MxElec. 

Because of these occupation restrictions, for certain RASSCF strings, there will also be a 

certain number of holes in the RAS1 subspace and a certain number of electrons in RAS3 

subspace. Based on this, we can define: 

ih : the number of holes in the RAS1 subspace of one RASSCF string, and 

ie : the number of electrons in the RAS3 subspace of the RASSCF string. 

Obviously, the values of ih and ie  fulfil 0 ≤ ih ≤MxHole  and 0 ≤ ie ≤MxElec  

respectively. Thus we can mark a RASSCF string as Kξ
ih ,ie  (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ), where the 

subscript indicates the spin type of the electrons of this string and the superscript gives 

the number of holes and electrons in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces of this string. This 

notation can be treated as a combination of the occupation pattern of all three subspaces: 

Kξ
ih ,ie = Kξ

RAS1,ih + Kξ
RAS2 + Kξ

RAS3,ie ,        (3.3.1) 

where Kξ
RAS1,ih indicates the occupation pattern of the M RAS1( ) − ih  ξ -electrons in the 

RAS1 subspace, Kξ
RAS2  denotes the occupation pattern of the Nξ − M RAS1( ) + ih − ie  

electrons in the M(RAS2) orbitals ( Nξ is the overall number of ξ -electrons), and 

Kξ
RAS3,ie  gives the occupation pattern of the ie  ξ -electrons in the RAS3 subspace. For 

example, assuming we have one α -string that has Nα = 6 , M RAS1( ) =  M RAS2( )  =  

M RAS3( )  = 4 and ih = ie = 1 , we can have the binary representation of the 

corresponding substrings as:  

Kα
RAS1,1 ∈

1110
1101
1011
0111

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

, Kα
RAS2 ∈

0011
0101
1001
0110
1010
1100

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

, and Kα
RAS3,1 ∈

0001
0010
0100
1000

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

. 

The combination of these substrings can generate in total 96 global strings, Kα
1,1 . 

According to this definition, we can treat the CASSCF wavefunction as a special case of 
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the RASSCF wavefunction that has no RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces defined ( ih = 0,ie = 0 ). 

Thus we can also index the strings in the CASSCF wavefunction as Kξ
0,0 = Kξ

RAS2 .  

 

Since there are occupation restrictions in the RAS wavefunction, according to the values 

of ih  and ie , we can classify the RASSCF strings into several categories [87]. The total 

number of categories for RASSCF strings is a function of MxHole and MxElec and is 

defined as,  

nCat = MxHole +1( ) ⋅ MxElec +1( ) .              (3.3.2) 

Each string category is labelled by the values of ih and ie  via Catξ ih ,ie( )  (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ). 

For example, for a RAS system that with MxHole = MxElec =1, there will be in total 4 

ξ -string categories: Catξ 0,0( ) , Catξ 0,1( ) , Catξ 1,0( ) , and Catξ 1,1( ) . And for an 

MxHole = MxElec = 2 RAS system, the number of string categories becomes 9: 

Catξ 0,0( ) , Catξ 0,1( ) , Catξ 0,2( ) , Catξ 1,0( ) , Catξ 1,1( ) , Catξ 1,2( ) , Catξ 2,0( ) , 

Catξ 2,1( ) , and Catξ 2,2( ) . Therefore, the allowed combinations between α - and β -

strings becomes the allowed combinations between the corresponding string categories.  

 

The combination between a RAS α -string, Kα
ih ,ie , and a RAS β -string, Kβ

′ih , ′ie , have 

the conditions: 

ih + ′ih ≤MxHole
ie + ′ie ≤MxElec

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
.         (3.3.3) 

These conditions are also valid for the combination between a α -string category, 

Catα ih ,ie( ) , and a β -string category, Catβ ′ih , ′ie( ) . Therefore, if we write the CI vector as 

a matrix where the rows are indexed by the α -string categories and the columns are 

indexed by the β -string categories, we can have: 
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Single excitation (MxHole=MxElec=1): 

                              Catβ 0,0( )    Catβ 0,1( )    Catβ 1,0( )    Catβ 1,1( )

C =

Catα 0,0( )
Catα 0,1( )
Catα 1,0( )
Catα 1,1( )

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,1

Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,0

Kα
1,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,1

Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

,     (3.3.4a) 

each element in Eq.3.3.4a is a sub-block matrix of the CI vector (dimensions are defined 

by the length of the corresponding string categories); and the CI vector matrix for a 

Double excitation (MxHole = MxElec = 2) is: 

C =

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,2

Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,1

Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

2,0

Kα
1,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,2

Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,1

Kα
1,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,2Kβ

1,0

Kα
2,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,2

Kα
2,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,1Kβ

0,1

Kα
2,2Kβ

0,0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

.   (3.3.4b) 

Similarly, each element in Eq. 3.3.4b is also a block matrix of the CI vector of which the 

dimension is defined by the length of the corresponding string categories. The numerical 

values of the strings and the length of the corresponding string categories will be 

discussed in detail later.  

 

As mentioned above, the CASSCF wavefunction can be regarded as a special case of the 

RASSCF wavefunction, thus when the number of the active space of a CAS calculation 

equals the number of the RAS2 orbitals and the number of the active ξ -electrons of this 

CAS calculation is the same as Nξ − M RAS1( ) + ih − ie , the CI vector of the CAS 

calculation becomes a block (the Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0  block) of the CI vector of the RASSCF 
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wavefunction. Now as we have the notation of the RASSCF configurations and strings, 

we can move to the theory part of the RASSCF method that is based on this notation 

scheme. 

 
3.3.2 RASSCF CI Vector Updating 
 

Similar to the theory described in Section 3.2, the basic theory of the RASSCF CI vector 

updating is also to solve the CI eigenvalue problem in an iterative way. The only 

difference between the RASSCF wavefunction and the CASSCF wavefuncion is that in 

the RASSCF method, the occupation restrictions are introduced. Therefore, in the 

following, all the equations will be in the same form as in the CASSCF method, but with 

the notations defined above for the RASSCF configuration and strings. 

 

The σ  vector updating process is still the same as in CASSCF: 

σ K
n = i j( )AijKL

ij
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( )BijklKL
ijkl
∑

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
CL

n−1

L
∑ .              (3.3.5) 

But the symbolic matrix elements in the RASSCF wavefunction now become: 

Aij
Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie

= Kα
ih ,ie Eij

α Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie Lβ
′′′ih , ′′′ie + Kβ

′ih , ′ie Eij
β Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie Kα
ih ,ie Lα

′′ih , ′′ie

     ,   (3.3.6) 

Bijkl
Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie

= Kα
ih ,ie aiα

† akα
† alαajα Lα

′′ih , ′′ie Kβ
′ih , ′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie + Kβ
′ih , ′ie aiβ

† akβ
† alβajβ Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie Kα
ih ,ie Lα

′′ih , ′′ie

+ Kα
ih ,ie Eij

α Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie Ekl
β Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie + Kβ
′ih , ′ie Eij

β Lβ
′′′ih , ′′′ie Kα

ih ,ie Ekl
α Lα

′′ih , ′′ie

.   (3.3.7) 
As we divided the CI vector updating into linear contribution and bilinear contribution in 

the CASSCF method, we can also separate the RASSCF CI vector updating process as 

linear and bilinear contributions: 

σ
Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie
linear = i j( ) Kα

ih ,ie Eij
α Lα

′′ih , ′′ie Kβ
′ih , ′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie + Kβ
′ih , ′ie Eij

β Lβ
′′′ih , ′′′ie Kα

ih ,ie Lα
′′ih , ′′ie( )

ij
∑⎡
⎣
⎢

Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie
∑

        + 1
2

ij kl( ) Kα
ih ,ie aiα

† akα
† alαajα Lα

′′ih , ′′ie Kβ
′ih , ′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie( +
ijkl
∑

                             Kβ
′ih , ′ie aiβ

† akβ
† alβajβ Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie Kα
ih ,ie Lα

′′ih , ′′ie )⎤⎦CLα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie

, (3.3.8) 
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σ
Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie
Bilinear =

1
2

ij kl( ) Kα
ih ,ie Eij

α Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie Ekl
β Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie( +
ijkl
∑

Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie
∑

                                 Kβ
′ih , ′ie Eij

β Lβ
′′′ih , ′′′ie Kα

ih ,ie Ekl
α Lα

′′ih , ′′ie )CLα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie

, 

(3.3.9) 
where i, j,k,l are the full RAS space (global) orbital indices, ih ,ie  indicate the number of 

holes and electrons in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces respectively with the following 

relations, 

ih + ′ih
′′ih + ′′′ih

⎫
⎬
⎪

⎭⎪
≤MxHole, 

ie + ′ie
′′ie + ′′′ie

⎫
⎬
⎪

⎭⎪
≤MxElec .             (3.3.10) 

As we can see, with the introduction of the occupation restriction (Eq. 3.3.10), the 

process of the CI vector updating of the RASSCF wavefunction becomes more 

complicated than the process of the CASSCF wavefunction. However, if we do not 

consider the occupation restriction, Eq. 3.3.9 becomes identical to Eq. 3.2.4. Thus we can 

also factorize Eq. 3.3.9 in the way of matrix multiplication as, 

σ
Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie
Bilinear =

1
2

Kα
ih ,ie Eij

α Lα
′′ih , ′′ie ij kl( ) Kβ

′ih , ′ie Ekl
β Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie C
Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie +
kl
∑

Lβ
′′′ih , ′′′ie
∑

Lα
′′ih , ′′ie
∑

ij
∑

  1
2

Kβ
′ih , ′ie Eij

β Lβ
′′′ih , ′′′ie

Lβ
′′′ih , ′′′ie
∑

ij
∑ ij kl( ) Kα

ih ,ie Ekl
α Lα

′′ih , ′′ie

kl
∑

Lα
′′ih , ′′ie
∑ C

Lα
′′ih , ′′ie Lβ

′′′ih , ′′′ie

  ,  

(3.3.11) 

with 

Xij Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

′′ih , ′′ie( ) = ij kl( ) Kξ
ih ,ie akξ

† alξ Lξ
′′ih , ′′ie

kl
∑ ,     (3.3.12a) 

Mij Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lγ

′′′ih , ′′′ie( ) = Xij Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

′′ih , ′′ie( )C Lξ
′′ih , ′′ie ,Lγ

′′′ih , ′′′ie( )
Lξ
∑ ,       (3.3.12b) 

σ bilinear Kξ
ih ,ie ,Kγ

′ih , ′ie( ) = Kγ
′ih , ′ie aiγ

† ajγ Lγ
′′′ih , ′′′ie Mij Kξ

ih ,ie ,Lγ
′′′ih , ′′′ie( )

Lγ
∑

ij
∑     ξ,γ ∈ α,β{ }( ) . (3.3.12c) 

All the orbital indices in Eqs. 3.3.12 are over the full RAS space. If we carry out the 

matrix multiplication as given in Eqs. 3.3.12, the number of ij index pairs in Eq. 3.3.12c 

will be a function of the size of the full RAS space. This might become a bottleneck to 

the performance when the full RAS space is larger than certain level. However, if the 
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model space concept is used, this potential bottleneck could be eliminated, because the 

size of the model space is only dependent on the size of the RAS2 subspace and the 

values of MxHole and MxElec. No matter how large the full RAS space is, if the size of 

RAS2 subspace and the values of MxHole and MxElec don’t change, the size of the 

model space would be constant. We have briefly reviewed what a model space would 

look like. Now we should have a more detailed overview of the model space concept. 

 

3.3.3 Concepts of Model Space and Expanding 
 

Because the orbital occupation restriction in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces makes the 

RAS calculation more complicated, to simplify this, we seek a space that can represent 

the full RAS space but with no orbital restrictions applied. As introduced in Section 3.1, 

the model space concept can be used for this purpose. Thus we will describe the model 

space concept [44,95] in more details in this section. 

 

Suppose we would like to construct a RAS wavefunction using the determinantal basis, 

with a maximum number of holes (MxHole) allowed in the RAS1 space and a maximum 

number of electrons (MxElec) allowed in the RAS3 space, a model RAS space may then 

be defined with Mm orbitals (the superscript m stands for model) as, 

Mm = M RAS2( ) +MxHole +MxElec ,           (3.3.13) 

and Nm = Nα
m + Nβ

m electrons where 

Nα
m = Nα − M RAS1( ) +MxHole ,                (3.3.14a) 

Nβ
m = Nβ − M RAS1( ) +MxHole .                (3.3.14b) 

The remaining orbitals excluded from this model space will always be doubly occupied 

in the RAS1 subspace and empty in the RAS3 subspace. In order to avoid confusion, we 

lable the orbitals in the model space as, 

 
• model space: w, x, y, z . 

 
The most striking feature of the model string space, as we mentioned in Section 3.1, is 

the fact that, although it represents restricted string spaces, it is entirely unrestricted and 
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in fact identical to those used in a CASSCF problem with M(CAS)=Mm(RAS) orbitals 

and N(CAS)=Nm(RAS) electrons. Therefore, one can use the well defined “reduced string 

list” concept described in Chapter 2 to generate all the non-zero model string pairs 

( Kξ
m ,Lξ

m{ } ) and their associated model symbolic matrix elements. Thus the CI vector 

updating process for the model space becomes identical to a CAS problem, 

σ
Kα
mKβ

m = w x( )AwxKα
mKβ

mLα
mLβ

m

wx
∑ +

1
2

wx yz( )BwxyzKα
mKβ

mLα
mLβ

m

wxyz
∑

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
C
Lα
mLβ

m

Lα
mLβ

m
∑ ,       (3.3.15) 

σ
Kα
mKβ

m
linear = w x( ) Kα

m Ewx
α Lα

m Kβ
m Lβ

m + Kβ
m Ewx

β Lβ
m Kα

m Lα
m( )

wx
∑⎡
⎣⎢Lα

mLβ
m

∑ +

       1
2

wx yz( ) Kα
m awα

† ayα
† azαaxα Lα

m Kβ
m Lβ

m( ) + Kβ
m awβ

† ayβ
† azβaxβ Lβ

m Kα
m Lα

m

wxyz
∑ ⎤

⎦
⎥CLα

mLβ
m

,   (3.3.16) 

σ
Kα
mKβ

m
Bilinear =

1
2

wx yz( ) Kα
m Ewx

α Lα
m Kβ

m Eyz
β Lβ

m + Kβ
m Ewx

β Lβ
m Kα

m Eyz
α Lα

m( )CLα
mLβ

m

wxyz
∑

Lα
mLβ

m
∑

,   (3.3.17) 
where Kξ

m and Lξ
m are the model ξ -strings, and wx yz( ) indicates the model space 

orbital integral. There is no orbital occupation restriction for this model space. Thus all 

the concepts that were used in the CASSCF wavefunction problem in Chapter 2 would be 

applicable here. Similar to the factorized CASSCF matrix multiplicaiton method, we can 

also factorize Eq. 3.3.17 as, 

σ
Kα
mKβ

m
Bilinear =

1
2

Kα
m Ewx

α Lα
m wx yz( ) Kβ

m Eyz
β Lβ

m

yz
∑

Lβ
m
∑

Lα
m
∑

wx
∑ C

Lα
mLβ

m

+
1
2

Kβ
m Ewx

β Lβ
m wx yz( ) Kα

m Eyz
α Lα

m

yz
∑

Lα
m
∑

Lβ
m
∑

wx
∑ C

Lα
mLβ

m

.      (3.3.18) 

And the matrix multiplcation scheme can be built based on this as, 

Xwx
m Kξ

m ,Lξ
m( ) = wx yz( ) Kξ

m Eyz
ξ Lξ

m

yz
∑ ,          (3.3.19a) 

Mwx
m Kξ

m ,Lγ
m( ) = Xwx

m Kξ
m ,Lξ

m( )C Lξ
m ,Lγ

m( )
Lξ
m
∑ ,           (3.3.19b) 

σ bilinear Kξ
m ,Kγ

m( ) = Kγ
m Ewx

γ Lγ
m Mwx

m Kξ
m ,Lγ

m( )   ξ,γ ∈ α,β{ }( )
Lγ
m
∑

wx
∑ .     (3.3.19c) 
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We have already mentioned that the unrestricted character of the model string space may 

be exploited. The problem of finding non-zero contribution model string pairs closely 

resembles the corresponding problem for full CI. Thus the efficient reduced string 

concept used for the CASSCF method can be used here. Based on this, the generation of 

the model string pairs and their associated model symbolic matrix elements is simple. 

The current RASSCF implementation uses Eq. 3.3.17, which is unfactorized, to generate 

the bilinear contribution. And Eqs. 3.3.19 will be the main method we are going to 

implement in this chapter. However, in order to construct a valid contribution to the CI 

vector updating of the RASSCF wavefunction, the model orbital indices appearing in 

either Eqs. 3.3.16 and 3.3.17 or Eqs. 3.3.19 must be expanded to the full RAS space. In 

other words, it must be determined how to generate the full RAS space orbital integrals, 

i j( )  and ij kl( ) , from the model orbital indices, w, x, y, z{ } , the full RAS string pairs, 

and their associated full RAS space symbolic matrix elements, Aij
Kσ
ih ,ie Lσ

′ih , ′ie and Bijkl
Kσ
ih ,ie Lσ

′ih , ′ie , 

from the model string pairs and their associated model symbolic matrix elements 

respectively. To achieve this, we have adopted the efficient expanding method, termed as 

propagation rules, of Klene’s method [44], to carry out the expansion: 

Kγ
m → Kγ

ih ,ie , Lγ
m → Lγ

′ih , ′ie , Bwxyz
KmLm → Bijkl

KL , wx yz( )→ ij kl( ) .           (3.3.20) 

The details about this concept can be found in [44]. However, for the purpose of easy 

understanding, several examples of this concept are given in the numerical discussion 

section later in this chapter. Here we will only investigate the sign of the global symbolic 

matrix elements after the expansion process (Eq. 3.3.20).  

 

As indicated in Eq. 3.3.20, the model symbolic matrix elements must be expanded to the 

full RAS space with the expansion process of the orbital integrals and the model string 

pairs. The sign of the full RAS space symbolic matrix elements after the expansion of the 

model symbolic matrix elements is defined, taking the 2-electron linear contribution for 

example, as: 

Kξ
ih ,ie aiξ

† akξ
† alξajξ Lξ

′ih , ′ie = Bijkl
Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

′ih , ′ie{ }

= Bwxyz
Kξ
m ,Lξ

m{ } × sgnijkl
Kξ
RAS1

× sgnijkl
Kξ
RAS3

,          (3.3.21) 
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where the oribial indices in Eq. 3.3.21, ijkl , denote full RAS space indices, and the 

factors sgnijkl
Kξ
RASX

( X ∈ 1,3{ } ) are potentially variables that can take the values ±1. Thus, 

Bijkl
KL = −1( )n BwxyzKmLm .      (3.3.22) 

However, when all four model orbital indices, w, x, y, z{ } , are in the RAS2 subspace, we 

will always have, 

Bijkl
KL = Bwxyz

KmLm   w, x, y, z{ }in RAS2( ) .      (3.3.23) 

The reason for this is because the whole RAS2 subspace is included in the model space. 

When expanding the model RAS2 subspace to the full RAS space, only one result can be 

obtained, which is the model RAS2 orbital indices themselves. Thus when all four model 

orbital indices are in the RAS2 subspace, the extension of RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces 

will simply result in a list of consecutive subspace indices, and both model symbolic 

matrix elements, Bwxyz
KmLm , and integrals, ij kl( ) , will remain constant for all contributions 

derived from a model space string pair. However, once any of the model orbital indices 

drops in either RAS1 model space or RAS3 model space, the sign of the symbolic matrix 

elements might change and Eq. 3.3.22 applies. The details about how to calculate the 

numerical values of the signs will be discussed later with the numerical values of the 

strings and the string categories. As we now have a rough idea of how the model string 

pairs are expanded, we shall move back to the CI vector updating process again. 

 

As described above, the current RASSCF method uses Eqs. 3.3.16 and 3.3.17, which is 

the unfactorized way, to update the CI vector directly. That is once a pair of model strings 

is obtained, it is directly expanded to the full RAS space to generate the corresponding set 

of full RAS space string pairs and the associated non-zero symbolic matrix elements. 

Then these non-zero elements are used directly to update the elements in the CI vector 

according to the obtained indices of the full RAS string pairs (more details about this 

process will be given later). Therefore no matter what the orbital integral type is, the 

current method will use the same direct way to update the CI vector.  
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However, the RASSCF orbital integral types become crucial in the factorized matrix 

multiplicaiton method. The reason for this lies in Eq. 3.3.19c, 

σ bilinear Kξ
m ,Kγ

m( ) = Kγ
m Ewx

γ Lγ
m Mwx

m Kξ
m ,Lγ

m( )   ξ,γ ∈ α,β{ }( )
Lγ
m
∑

wx
∑ .     (3.3.19c) 

From this equation we can see that the outer most loop is over the model orbital indices w 

and x. For each wx model orbital index pair, there will be one corresponding intermediate 

matrix Mwx
m , which is the product of the matrix multiplication (Eq. 3.3.19b). Since the 

model orbital indices will be expanded to the full RAS space to generate the real 

contribution to the CI vector updating, the expanding of wx model orbital index pair will 

lead to a set of full RAS space orbital index pairs. Each element in this set corresponds to 

its unique intermediate matrix M (Eq. 3.3.19c). Therefore, the number of matrix 

multiplication operations for a certain wx model orbital index pair is solely dependent on 

the number of full RAS orbital index pairs expanded from this model orbital index pair. 

In order to achieve a good performance, our aim is to keep the number of matrix 

multiplication operations as low as possible. From Eq. 3.3.13 we can see the RAS2 

subspace is fully included in the model space. Therefore, if the w and x model orbital 

indices are both in the RAS2 subspace, we know the number of expanded full RAS 

orbital indices is minimized to 1 pair, which is w and x themselves. Based on this, we 

know the types of expansion of the model orbital integral to the full RAS space are 

crucial to the matrix multiplicaiton method, because we would like to find out if the 

integral types that have both w and x are in the RAS2 subspace. Thus for carrying out the 

factorized matrix multiplication method, it is necessary to investigate what the orbital 

integral types are present in the RASSCF wavefunction. 

 

3.3.4 Orbital Integral Types 
 

As described in Section 3.3.3, we know the model orbital integral can represent the full 

RAS space orbital integral. We also mentioned in Section 3.1 that, due to the introduction 

of the occupation restrictions in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, more than one type of 

orbital integrals must be considered for the RASSCF wavefunction. Therefore, in this 

section, we will mainly focus on investigating the integral types of the RASSCF method 
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and their corresponding expansion to the full RAS space. First we should define some 

labels for the orbitals of the model space and the full RAS space to avoid confusion: 
 

• RAS1: p,q,r, s  
• RAS2: i, j,k,l  
• RAS3: a,b,c,d  
• full model RAS space: w, x, y, z  
• full RAS space (global space): i, j,k,l  
• model RAS1 space: µ,ν  
• model RAS3 space: δ ,ε . 

 
Note that the orbital indices of RAS2 are the same as the orbital indices of the full RAS 

space. This is because after expanding the model space to the full RAS space, the orbital 

indices of the RAS2 orbitals in the full RAS space will remain the same as they were in 

the model RAS2 space.  

 

With this orbital label, we can thus define certain specific strings that show the 

occupation pattern in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces. For example, the string 

Kξ
ih ,ie indicates the general case of a string in which there are ih  holes in the RAS1 

subspace and ie electrons in the RAS3 subspace. But how do we distinguish two specific 

strings like Kξ
1,1 and Kξ

1,1 ′ ? Are they the same strings? Or are they both representations 

of model strings or not? To eliminate this confusion, for these specific cases, we need to 

introduce the orbital labels in the general string expression. So we can label the two 

specific strings as Kξ
11,µδ  and Kξ

11,νε  to denote these two model strings as different. For 

presenting certain global string, one only needs to change the model RAS space label to 

the full RAS space label, e.g. Kξ
11, pa  and Kξ

11,qb . However, as indicated in Section 

3.3.1, when ih = ie = 0 , the model string already represents the global string. Thus for this 

case, the specific string will still be represented as Kξ
0,0 . The reason for developing this 

specific notation is to avoid confusions when expressing a set of global strings, e.g. 

 
Kξ
11, pa ,, Kξ

11, ′′′p ′′′a{ } , that is expanded from one model string, e.g. Kξ
11,µδ . In the 
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following both the general notation (to describe algorithms and theory) and the specific 

notation (to describe examples) will be used.  

 

The orbital integral types (in total 22 cases) of the model space and their corresponding 

expansion are given in Table 3.1. From this, we can see that only when all the four model 

orbital indices are in the RAS2 subspace, the expansion of the model orbital integral 

results in only one global orbital integral, which is the model integral itself. This again 

proves to us that the CASSCF problem can be treated as a special case of the RASSCF 

problem. Once any one of the model orbital indexes is dropped in the model RAS1 or 

model RAS3 subspaces, the expansion of the model orbital integral will lead to a set of 

full RAS space orbital integrals.  

 

From Table 3.1 we can also see that the first 7 integral cases would be our target cases for 

implementing the factorized matrix multiplication method. This is because in these 7 

cases, either the wx model index pair or the yz model index pair are both in the RAS2 

subspace. Based on the above description, the modification of these cases should provide 

the best performance. However, as there are in total 22 integral cases in a RAS problem, 

we would like to find out the weight of the contribution to the CI vector updating of each 

of these 22 cases in order to see whether these 7 cases are the most time consuming cases.  

 

3.3.5 Contribution Weight of These Model Integral Types 
 

As indicated in the last Section, whether the 7 integral cases are the most time consuming 

cases among the 22 integral types should be identified. In the CASSCF case, the 

symmetry properties of the two-electron integrals ij kl( )  mean that it is possible to 

reduce the loops over i, j,k,l to unique integrals with summation over i ≥ j,k ≥ l  and 

ij( ) ≥ kl( ) . Since there is no occupation restriction in the RAS model space, by 

introducing the model space we can replace summation over orbital indices i, j,k,l with 

the model space orbital indices w, x, y, z . A single set of model space indices potentially  
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Table 3.1 The model integral types and their expanding to the full RAS space orbital integrals 

based on the number of model space indices dropped in the model subspaces. 

 
The possible values for 

the full model RAS 
space orbital indices 

Integral 
cases 

w x y z 

Expanding to full space integral: 
wx yz( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij kl( )  

1 i  j  k  l  ij kl( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij kl( )  

2 i  j  k  µ  
 
ij kµ( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij kp( ),, ij k ′′′p( ){ }  

3 i  j  µ  ν  
 
ij µν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij pq( ),, ij ′′′p ′′′q( ){ }  

4 i  µ  j  k  
 
iµ jk( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ip jk( ),, i ′′′p jk( ){ }  

5 δ  µ  i  j  
 
δµ ij( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ap ij( ),, ′′′a ′′′p ij( ){ }  

6 δ  i  j  k  
 
δi jk( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ai jk( ),, ′′′a i jk( ){ }  

7 δ  ε  i  j  
 
δε ij( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ab ij( ),, ′′′a ′′′b ij( ){ }  

8 µ  ν  µ  ν  
 
µν µν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ pq rs( ),, ′′′p ′′′q ′′′r ′′′s( ){ }  

9 i  µ  µ  ν  
 
iµ µν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ir pq( ),, i ′′′r ′′′p ′′′q( ){ }  

10 i  µ  j  ν  
 
iµ jν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ip jq( ),, i ′′′p j ′′′q( ){ }  

11 δ  µ  µ  ν  
 
δµ µν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ar pq( ),, ′′′a ′′′r ′′′p ′′′q( ){ }  

12 δ  µ  i  ν  
 
δµ iν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ap iq( ),, ′′′a ′′′p i ′′′q( ){ }  

13 δ  µ  ε  ν  
 
δµ εν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ap bq( ),, ′′′a ′′′p ′′′b ′′′q( ){ }  

14 δ  i  µ  ν  
 
δi µν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ai pq( ),, ′′′a i ′′′p ′′′q( ){ }  

15 δ  i  j  µ  
 
δi jµ( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ai jp( ),, ′′′a i j ′′′p( ){ }  

16 δ  i  ε  µ  
 
δi εµ( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ai bp( ),, ′′′a i ′′′b ′′′p( ){ }  

17 δ  i  ε  j  
 
δi ε j( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ai bj( ),, ′′′a i ′′′b j( ){ }  

18 δ  ε  µ  ν  
 
δε µν( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ab pq( ),, ′′′a ′′′b ′′′p ′′′q( ){ }  

19 δ  ε  i  µ  
 
δε iµ( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ab ip( ),, ′′′a ′′′b i ′′′p( ){ }  

20 δ  ε  δ  µ  
 
δε δµ( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ab cp( ),, ′′′a ′′′b ′′′c ′′′p( ){ }  

21 δ  ε  δ  i  
 
δε δi( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ab ci( ),, ′′′a ′′′b ′′′c i( ){ }  

22 δ  ε  δ  ε  
 
δε δε( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ab cd( ),, ′′′a ′′′b ′′′c ′′′d( ){ }  
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represents a set of global orbital indices. Nevertheless, the symmetry condition of the 

CAS orbital indices is also suitable for the RAS model space: 

w ≥ x,  y ≥ z,   wx( ) ≥ yz( )

with   wx( ) = w w −1( )
2

+ x,  yz( ) = y y −1( )
2

+ z
.      (3.3.24) 

Because of these restrictions we will only find a restricted number of excitation 

combinations between RAS subspaces, which is reflected in Table 3.1. However, the 

integral types listed in Table 3.1 indicate the interactions between the orbitals in the 

model RAS subspaces. If we replace the interaction between the orbitals in a certain 

model RAS subspace with the interaction between the model RAS subspaces that the 

orbital index drops in, we can define the following terms to represent the excitations 

reflected in the integrals of Table 3.1: 

• 1→ 1 : an excitation within the RAS1 subspace (aµξ
† aµξ  or aµξ

† aνξ ) 

• 1→ 2 : an excitation from RAS1 subspace to RAS2 subspace (aiξ
† aµξ ) 

• 2→ 2 : an excitation within the RAS2 subspace (aiξ
† aiξ  oraiξ

† ajξ ) 

• 1→ 3 : an excitation from RAS1 subspace to RAS3 subspace (aδξ
† aµξ ) 

• 2→ 3 : an excitation from RAS2 subspace to RAS3 subspace (aδξ
† aiξ ) 

• 3→ 3 : an excitation within the RAS3 subspace (aδξ
† aδξ  or aδξ

† aεξ ) 

The possible combinations of these excitations are shown in Table 3.2. Assuming 

MxHole≥2 and MxElec≥2, how many excitations awγ
† axγ  (γ ∈ α,β{ }) are possible? There 

are only two possibilities for excitations of type 1→ 1 , namely aµγ
† aµγ  and aµγ

† aνγ . 

Likewise there are only two realizations for excitations of type 3→ 3 . Excitations from 

model RAS1 to model RAS3 are all represented by only one model space excitation, 

aδγ
† aµγ . We have M(RAS2) possible model space excitations of type 1→ 2  (one for each 

RAS2 orbital), and also M(RAS2) excitations of type 2→ 3  (also one for each RAS2 

orbital). Finally, there are M RAS2( )
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ M RAS2( )  possibilities for the excitation type 2→ 2 . 

Table 3.3 shows these numbers analytically and numerically for M(RAS2) = 4,6 and 10. 
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Table 3.2 Possible combinations of excitations between RAS subspaces. ( x→ w indicates excitation from 
orbital x to orbital w) 

 
x→ w  1→ 1  1→ 2  2→ 2  1→ 3  
z→ y  1→ 1  1→ 1  1→ 2  1→ 1  1→ 2  2→ 2  1→ 1  1→ 2  2→ 2  1→ 3  
 

x→ w  2→ 3  3→ 3  
z→ y  1→ 1  1→ 2  2→ 2  1→ 3  2→ 3  1→ 1  1→ 2  2→ 2  1→ 3  2→ 3  3→ 3  

 

Table 3.3 Number of model space excitations awγ
† axγ between RAS model spaces, provided MxHole≥ 2 

and MxElec≥ 2; analytically and numerically for different RAS2 orbital subspace sizes. ( x→ w indicates 
excitation from orbital x to orbital w) 

 
 1→ 1  1→ 2  2→ 2  1→ 3  2→ 3  3→ 3  

M(RAS2) 2 M(RAS2) 
M RAS2( ) M RAS2( ) +1( )

2
 1 M(RAS2) 2 

4 2 4 10 1 4 2 
6 2 6 21 1 6 2 

10 2 10 55 1 10 2 

 

Table 3.4 summarises the number of unique index quadruples corresponding to the 

integrals in Table 3.1, due to the restriction on possible combinations of wx( )  with yz( )  

(Eq. 3.3.24). These results show that 

• The contribution of awγ
† axγ ,ayγ

† azγ( ) = 2→ 2,2→ 2( ) is the largest one and its 

relative importance grows with increasing size of the RAS2 subspace M(RAS2). 

This means that in most cases the extension of RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces will 

simply result a list of consecutive subspace addresses, and that both the symbolic 

matrix element, Bwxyz
KmLm , and orbital integral, ij kl( ) , will remain constant for all 

contributions derived from a model space string pair. 

 
• All other relatively large contributions stem from excitations with at least one of 

the two excitations being a 2→ 2 . 

 

In summary, the most time consuming part will be in the case where all four model 

orbital indices are in the RAS2 subspace (the first case in Table 3.1), and at least one of 
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the two excitations, awγ
† axγ orayγ

† azγ , is an excitation from RAS2 to RAS2, aiγ
† ajγ  (the 

second to the seventh cases in Table 3.1). These cases become more dominant in terms of 

computation time when the RAS2 subspace becomes larger (Table 3.6 and Figure 3.3). 

Thus we can confirm that the performance can be improved to a significant degree by 

modifying these target integral cases because they are the most time consuming cases. 

 

Table 3.4 Number of double excitations awγ
† axγ x→ w( ) , ayγ

† azγ z→ y( ) between RAS model 

subspaces; analytically and numerically for different RAS2 orbital subspaces (Constructed using Tables 3.2 
and 3.3 with Eq. 3.3.24; M represents M(RAS2), γ ,σ ∈ α,β{ }). This is equivalent to the integral cases 

listed in Table 3.1. 

Number of combinations 
M(RAS2) 

x→ w  z→ y  Analytically 4 6 10 
1→ 1  1→ 1  4 4 4 4 
1→ 2  1→ 1  2×M  8 12 20 

 1→ 2  M 2 + M( ) / 2  10 21 55 

 2→ 2  M 3 − M( ) / 6  10 35 165 
2→ 2  1→ 1  M 2 + M  20 42 110 

 1→ 2  2M 3 + 3M 2 + M( ) / 6  30 91 385 

 2→ 2  M 4 + 2M 3 + 3M 2 + 2M( ) / 8  55 231 1540 
1→ 3  1→ 1  2 2 2 2 

 1→ 2  M 4 6 10 
 2→ 2  M 2 + M( ) / 2  10 21 55 
 1→ 3  1 1 1 1 

2→ 3  1→ 1  2×M  8 12 20 
 1→ 2  M 2  16 36 100 
 2→ 2  M 3 + M 2( ) / 2  40 126 550 
 1→ 3  M 4 6 10 
 2→ 3  M 2 + M( ) / 2  10 21 55 

3→ 3  1→ 1  4 4 4 4 
 1→ 2  2×M  8 12 20 
 2→ 2  M 2 + M  20 42 110 
 1→ 3  2 2 2 2 
 2→ 3  2×M  8 12 20 
 3→ 3  4 4 4 4 
 ∑   278 743 3242 
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Table 3.5 General overview of the total numbers of distinctive w, x, y, z quadruples for MxHole=2, 
MxElec=2, analytically and numerically for a few RAS2 subspace sizes (M represents M(RAS2)). 

 

Total dimension 
 M(RAS2) 

Number of model 
indices w, x, y, z  in 

RAS2 Analytically 4 6 10 
4 M 4 + 2M 3 + 3M 2 + 2M( ) / 8  55 231 1540 
3 M 3 + M 2  80 252 1100 
2 

(without 2→ 3 , 
1→ 2 ) 

7 M 2 + M( )
2

 70 147 385 

2  
(2→ 3 ,1→ 2  only) M 2  16 36 100 

1 10M 40 60 100 
0 17 17 17 17 
 ∑  278 743 3242 

 

 

 

Table 3.6 The percentage of the dimension for the dominating cases over the entire dimension for MxHole 
= 2, MxElec = 2, analytically and numerically for several different RAS2 subspace sizes (M represents 

M(RAS2)) 

Dimension 
 M(RAS2)  

Analytically 4 6 10 

Total cases 

M 4 + 2M 3 + 3M 2 + 2M( ) / 8

+ M 3 + M 2( ) + 7 M 2 + M( )
2

+M 2 +10M +17

 278 743 3242 

First 7 cases in 
Table 3.1 

M 4 + 2M 3 + 3M 2 + 2M( ) / 8
+ M 3 + M 2( ) + 3 M 2 + M( )

 175 609 2970 

%  62.95% 81.97% 91.61% 
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Figure 3.3 A visualized graph to demonstrate the first 7 cases in Table 3.1 are the most time consuming 

cases especially when the number of RAS2 orbitals increases (assuming MxHole = MxElec = 2). 
 
 
3.4 Algorithm for the Selected 7 Cases 
 
As stated in Section 3.3.4, we would like to apply the factorized matrix multiplication 

method to the first 7 integral cases of Table 3.1. In Section 3.3.5, we have proved that 

these 7 integral cases are the most time consuming cases among the entire 22 cases. 

Therefore in this section we will mainly focus the factorized matrix multiplication 

algorithms for these 7 integral cases. For the other cases, according to Section 3.3.3, we 

know it would not be suitable to implement the matrix multiplication scheme. Instead, for 

these remaining cases the unfactorized method is better suited. In the next chapter, we 

will discuss the algorithm for these remaining cases in more details. In the following, the 

algorithms of the matrix multiplication scheme for the 7 cases are described, starting with 

a review of how the current method works for these cases. 
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3.4.1 Current Unfactorized Direct Method 

 
For the purpose of simplicity, we will use the model linearαα -contribution to the CI 

vector updating of the current method to demonstrate how the current method works on 

the first 7 cases: 
αα Bwxyz

Kα
mLα

m

= Kα
m awα

† ayα
† azαaxα Lα

m Kβ
m Lβ

m .       (3.4.1) 

In the current method, although the model orbital integral type is not crucial to the current 

method because it uses the unfactorized direct way to update the CI vector, the treatment 

of the first case and the other six cases in Table 3.1 are slightly different. This is because 

for the first case (the 2→ 2,2→ 2  excitation) both the symbolic matrix element, Bwxyz
KmLm , 

and the orbital integral, ij kl( ) , will remain constant for all contributions derived from a 

model space string pair. Here we will use one example to illustrate how the current 

method updates the CI vector for the first case. 

 

For a RAS calculation with MxHole = MxElec = 2, assuming the model excitation we 

have by hand is Bijkl
Kα
11,µδ ,Lα

11,µδ{ } = Kα
11,µδ aiα

† akα
† alαajα Lα

11,µδ Kβ
m Lβ

m , where the superscript 

of the RAS model strings indicates there is one hole at orbital µ  in RAS1 model space 

and one electron at orbital δ in model RAS3 space for both of the initial and final state, 

Lα
11,µδ and Kα

11,µδ , respectively. The expanding process for this case, as described in 

Section 3.3.5, will simply relate to the expansion of the model RAS1 and model RAS3 

orbital indices to full RAS1 and RAS3 orbital indices,  

 
µ ⇒ p ′p  ′′′p( ) , and 

 
δ ⇒ a ′a  ′′′a( ) . 

 

Based on this expansion, the first full RAS space string pair would be Kα
11, pa ,Lα

11, pa{ } . 

According to Eq. 3.3.3, we know the β -strings that are allowed to combine with this α -

string pair are in the categories of Catβ 0,0( ) , Catβ 0,1( ) , Catβ 1,0( ) , and Catβ 1,1( ) . 
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Since the orbital integral, ij kl( ) , and the model symbolic matrix element, Bijkl
Kα
11,µδ ,Lα

11,µδ{ } , 

will remain constant, the CI vector updating process for this α -string pair will be: 

σ Kα
11, pa ,Kn,β

0,0( )← ij kl( )BijklKα
11,µδ ,Lα

11,µδ{ }C Lα
11, pa ,Kn,β

0,0( )
σ Kα

11, pa ,Kn,β
01,b( )← ij kl( )BijklKα

11,µδ ,Lα
11,µδ{ }C Lα

11, pa ,Kn,β
01,b( )

σ Kα
11, pa ,Kn,β

10,q( )← ij kl( )BijklKα
11,µδ ,Lα

11,µδ{ }C Lα
11, pa ,Kn,β

10,q( )
σ Kα

11, pa ,Kn,β
11,qb( )← ij kl( )BijklKα

11,µδ ,Lα
11,µδ{ }C Lα

11, pa ,Kn,β
11,qb( )

,         (3.4.2) 

where n varies from 1 to the length of the category that the β -string drops in. For another 

string pair, e.g. Kα
11, p ′a ,Lα

11, p ′a{ } , the CI vector updating process becomes: 

σ Kα
11, p ′a ,Kn,β

0,0( )← ij kl( )BijklKα
11,µδ ,Lα

11,µδ{ }C Lα
11, p ′a ,Kn,β

0,0( )
σ Kα

11, p ′a ,Kn,β
01,b( )← ij kl( )BijklKα

11,µδ ,Lα
11,µδ{ }C Lα

11, p ′a ,Kn,β
01,b( )

σ Kα
11, p ′a ,Kn,β

10,q( )← ij kl( )BijklKα
11,µδ ,Lα

11,µδ{ }C Lα
11, p ′a ,Kn,β

10,q( )
σ Kα

11, p ′a ,Kn,β
11,qb( )← ij kl( )BijklKα

11,µδ ,Lα
11,µδ{ }C Lα

11, p ′a ,Kn,β
11,qb( )

.          (3.4.3) 

 

From Eqs. 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 we can see the scalar, ij kl( )BijklKα
11,µδ ,Lα

11,µδ{ } , remains the same but 

different rows in the same block of the CI vector (e.g. the same element in Eq. 3.3.4b) are 

accessed for one set of RAS2 orbital indices i, j,k,l{ } . Thus these blocks of the CI vector 

are accessed repeatedly, which is inefficient. Moreover, for another set of i, j,k,l{ } , e.g 

i, j, ′k , ′′l{ } , the same rows of these blocks of the CI vector will be accessed again. 

 

For the 2nd to the 7th cases in Table 3.1, most of the CI vector updating process will be 

similar to the process of the first case. The only difference will be the orbital integrals 

will change accordingly when expanding the model string pairs to full RAS space. 

Taking the second case of Table 3.1 as an example, the integral class is ij kµ( ) , which 

indicates that there will be one electron excited out from the model RAS1 subspace into 

the RAS2 subspace. Assuming now we have a set of model orbital integral, a model 

string pair and its associated model symbolic matrix element as: 

ij kµ( ), Kξ
11,µδ ,Lξ

01,δ{ },BijkµKξ
11,µδ ,Lξ

01,µδ{ } , we notice that the values of ih  for the initial and final 
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states, Lξ
01,δ and Kξ

11,µδ respectively, are different now. The model RAS1 subspace has 

been involved in the orbital integral.  Thus the expansion process will not only be the 

orbital index expansion, but also be the integral expansion and the RAS1 subspace sign 

factor expansion: 

 
µ ⇒ p ′p  ′′′p( ) , 

 
sgnξ

RAS1 ⇒ sgnξ
p,RAS1 sgnξ

′p ,RAS1
 sgnξ

′′′p ,RAS1( ) , 

 
ij kµ( )⇒ ij kp( ) ij k ′p( )  ij k ′′′p( ){ } , 

 
δ ⇒ a ′a  ′′′a( ) . 

For orbital p of the RAS1 subspace, the orbital integral will be ij kp( ) , the full RAS 

space symbolic matrix element is: Bijkp
Kξ
11,pδ ,Lξ

01,δ

= Bijkµ
Kξ
mLξ

m

× sgnξ
p,RAS1 , and the corresponding 

full RAS space string pairs will be: Kξ
11, pa ,Lξ

01,a{ } , Kξ
11, p ′a ,Lξ

01, ′a{ } ,   , Kξ
11, p ′′a ,Lξ

01, ′′′a{ } , 

from which we can see a set of full RAS string pairs share the same orbital integral and 

the symbolic matrix element. The allowed γ -string categories to combine with these ξ -

strings would also be: Catγ 0,0( ) , Catγ 0,1( ) , Catγ 1,0( ) , and Catγ 1,1( ) . The CI vector 

for this orbital p is thus updated as (assuming ξ = α ,γ = β ): 

 

σ Kα
11, pa ,Kn,β

0,0( )← ij kp( )BijkpKα
11,pδ ,Lα

01,δ{ }C Lα
01,a ,Kn,β

0,0( )


σ Kα
11, p ′′′a ,Kn,β

0,0( )← ij kp( )BijkpKα
11,pδ ,Lα

01,δ{ }C Lα
01, ′′′a ,Kn,β

0,0( )
σ Kα

11, pa ,Kn,β
0,1( )← ij kp( )BijkpKα

11,pδ ,Lα
01,δ{ }C Lα

01,a ,Kn,β
0,1( )



σ Kα
11, p ′′′a ,Kn,β

0,1( )← ij kp( )BijkpKα
11,pδ ,Lα

01,δ{ }C Lα
01, ′′′a ,Kn,β

0,1( )


σ Kα
11, p ′′′a ,Kn,β

1,0( )← ij kp( )BijkpKα
11,pδ ,Lα

01,δ{ }C Lα
01, ′′′a ,Kn,β

1,0( )


σ Kα
11, p ′′′a ,Kn,β

1,1( )← ij kp( )BijkpKα
11,pδ ,Lα

01,δ{ }C Lα
01, ′′′a ,Kn,β

1,1( )

,             (3.4.4) 

 

For another extended orbital ′p  in RAS1, the orbital integral and symbolic matrix 

elements in Eq. 3.4.4 become ij k ′p( )  and Bijk ′p
Kα
11, ′p δ ,Lα

01,δ

= Bijkµ
Kα
mLα

m

× sgnα
′p ,RAS1 . There will also 
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be a set of full RAS space string pairs corresponding to the integral and symbolic matrix 

element. Eq. 3.4.4 will be carried out again for this new extended orbital ′p  with the new 

generated orbital integral and the symbolic matrix elements. Thus we can see, the same 

rows of the same blocks of the CI vector will be accessed again and again for different 

extended orbitals ps in RAS1. This will be inefficient and we need to find a way to solve 

this. 

 

3.4.2 Factorized Matrix Multiplication Approach 
 

In Section 3.3.3 we have briefly discussed that by factorizing the model bilinear 

contribution we can convert the factorized matrix multiplication method used for the 

CASSCF wavefunction to the RASSCF wavefunction (Eq. 3.3.18 and Eqs. 3.3.19):  

σ
Kα
mKβ

m
Bilinear =

1
2

Kα
m Ewx

α Lα
m wx yz( ) Kβ

m Eyz
β Lβ

m

yz
∑

Lβ
m
∑

Lα
m
∑

wx
∑ C

Lα
mLβ

m

+
1
2

Kβ
m Ewx

β Lβ
m wx yz( ) Kα

m Eyz
α Lα

m

yz
∑

Lα
m
∑

Lβ
m
∑

wx
∑ C

Lα
mLβ

m

,          (3.3.18) 

and 

Xwx
m Kξ

m ,Lξ
m( ) = wx yz( ) Kξ

m Eyz
ξ Lξ

m

yz
∑ ,          (3.3.19a) 

Mwx
m Kξ

m ,Lγ
m( ) = Xwx

m Kξ
m ,Lξ

m( )C Lξ
m ,Lγ

m( )
Lξ
m
∑ ,           (3.3.19b) 

σ bilinear Kξ
m ,Kγ

m( ) = Kγ
m Ewx

γ Lγ
m Mwx

m Kξ
m ,Lγ

m( )   ξ,γ ∈ α,β{ }( )
Lγ
m
∑

wx
∑ .     (3.3.19c) 

As stated in Section 3.3.3, the model orbital index pair wx must be expanded to the full 

RAS space to construct the real contribution to the CI vector updating. From Eq. 3.3.19c 

we can see, for a certain wx model index pair, we would like to keep the number of full 

RAS space orbital index pairs expanded from this model index pair as low as possible to 

achieve the best matrix multiplication performance. Therefore the first 7 model orbital 

integral cases in Table 3.1 would be our target cases to apply the factorized matrix 

multiplication method, because these cases have the least number (only 1) of full RAS 

space orbital index pairs expanded from a certain wx model index pair. In this subsection, 
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we will discuss the algorithm given in Eqs. 3.3.19 for the 7 model integral cases in more 

details.  

 

For the first 7 cases in Table 3.1, there are two types of orbital integrals. One type is that 

the left hand side of the model orbital integral is a 2→ 2 excitation (w and x are both in 

RAS2 subspace) while the right hand side varies (the 2→ 2,2→ 2( )  integral is included 

in this type): ij yz( ) ; the other type is the other way round, the right hand side of the 

model orbital integral is a 2→ 2 excitation (y and z are both in RAS2 subspace) while the 

left hand side varies (excluding the 2→ 2,2→ 2( ) integral): wx ij( ) . We will discuss the 

factorized matrix multiplication modification for these two types separately in the 

following based on Eq. 3.3.18. 

 

3.4.2.1 ij yz( )Model Orbital Integral Cases 

 

This integral type corresponds to the first 3 cases in Table 3.1, where both the w and x 

model orbital indices are in RAS2: ij kl( ) , ij µν( ) , and ij kµ( ) . Thus the expansion of 

wx index pair to the full RAS space will result only one index pair, which is the wx pair 

itself. The global kl orbital index pairs are changed according to the expansion of the yz 

model orbital index pairs. Thus by exchanging the model orbital indices in Eq. 3.3.18 to 

full RAS space orbital indices, the bilinear contribution to the CI vector updating for 

these model orbital integral cases becomes, 

σ
Kξ
ih ,ie Kγ

′ih , ′ie

Bilinear =
1
2

Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ } ij kl( )BklKγ
′ih , ′ie ,Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie{ }C
Lξ
ih ,ie Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie
kl
∑

Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie
∑

Lξ
ih ,ie
∑

ij
∑ ,       (3.4.5) 

where Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ } = Bij
Kξ
m ,Lξ

m{ }  and Bkl
Kγ

′ih , ′ie ,Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie{ } = Kγ

′ih , ′ie akγ
† alγ Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie ; the orbital indices 

i,j,k,l indicate the full RAS space orbital indices with i,j are always in RAS2 subspace. 

For these model orbital integral cases, kl can both be in the RAS2 subspace (2→ 2,2→ 2 

excitation in Table 3.4), or both in the RAS1 subspace (2→ 2,1→ 1 excitation), or have k 

in the RAS2 subspace while l is in the RAS1 subspace (2→ 2,1→ 2 excitation). 

Moreover, the orbital symmetry conditions that are applied in the CASSCF 
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wavefunction, i ≥ j,k ≥ l  and ij( ) ≥ kl( ) , are also suitable for the expanded full RAS 

space orbital indices. Based on this, we can break up Eq. 3.4.5, as with Eqs. 3.3.19, for 

the first three cases of Table 3.1 as,  

Xij
bilinear Kγ

′ih , ′ie ,Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie( ) = ij kl( )BklKγ

′ih , ′ie ,Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie{ }

kl≤ij
∑ ,           (3.4.6a) 

where kl  represents the full RAS space orbital indices after expanding the yz  model 

orbital indices and fulfilling the orbital symmetry conditions. Then the matrix 

multiplication step for these three cases is,  

Mij
Kγ

′ih , ′ie Lα
ih ,ie

= Xij
Kγ

′ih , ′ie Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie
CT Lξ

ih ,ie ,Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie( )

Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie
∑ ,          (3.4.6b) 

which fulfils the condition of ih + ′′ih
ih + ′ih

⎫
⎬
⎪

⎭⎪
≤MxHole, 

ie + ′′ie
ie + ′ie

⎫
⎬
⎪

⎭⎪
≤MxElec . The generated matrix 

M is then used to obtain the final updated bilinear CI vector: 

σ Kξ
ih ,ie ,Kγ

′ih , ′ie( )← Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ }
Lξ
ih ,ie
∑ Mij

Kγ
′ih , ′ie Lξ

ih ,ie( )T
ij
∑ .      (3.4.6c) 

The conditions of ih + ′ih ≤MxHole and ie + ′ie ≤MxElec should also be abided. From 

Eq. 3.4.6c we can see for the first 3 cases in Table 3.1, the matrix multiplication is only 

carried out once per model wx pair, because this pair is in the RAS2 subspace and the 

expansion of this pair only results in one full RAS space orbital index pair. Thus for these 

three cases, according to the result of Chapter 2, we know the performance after the 

modification (Eqs. 3.4.6) would be much better than the current method. As with the 

CASSCF method, the RASSCF matrix multiplication process will be much simpler in the 

Hartree-Waller functions basis as only one spin type strings, e.g. α -strings, are used to 

update the CI vector. This is because of the symmetry property of the determinants, 

Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie = Kβ
′ih , ′ie Kα

ih ,ie  ∀
ih + ′ih ≤MxHole
ie + ′ie ≤MxElec

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
. 
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3.4.2.2 wx ij( )Model Orbital Integral Cases 

 

For the fourth to the seventh integral types in Table 3.2, we can see the situation is 

slightly different. This time the orbital index pair of yz will remain constant under 

expansion. And the extension of the wx pair will give a set of full RAS space orbital 

index pairs. In order to keep the expansion of the outer most loop of Eq. 3.3.19c as 

computationally efficient as possible for these integral cases, we need to swap the 

summation over wx and yz extensions in Eq. 3.4.5 to achieve the best performance as,  

σ
Kξ
ih ,ie Kγ

′′ih , ′′ie

Bilinear =
1
2

Bkl
Kγ

′′ih , ′′ie ,Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie{ } ij kl( )BijKξ

ih ,ie ,Lξ
′ih , ′ie{ }C

Lξ
′ih , ′ie Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie
ij
∑

Lξ
ih ,ie
∑

kl
∑

Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie
∑ ,        (3.4.7) 

where the orbital indices are also the full RAS space indices. This time the kl indices are 

always in the RAS2 subspace while the ij indices can both be in the RAS3 subspace 

(3→ 3,2→ 2 excitation in Table 3.4), or have index i in RAS3 and index j in the RAS2 or 

RAS1 subspace (2→ 3,2→ 2 or 1→ 3,2→ 2 excitation), or index i in RAS2 while index j 

is in RAS1 (1→ 2,2→ 2 excitation). The orbital symmetry condition is applied here too. 

Similar to the ij yz( )model orbital integral cases, we can also split Eq. 3.4.7 into 3 terms 

as, 

Xkl
bilinear Kξ

ih ,ie ,Lξ
′ih , ′ie( ) = ij kl( )BijKξ

ih ,ie Lξ
′ih , ′ie

ij≥kl
∑ ,                (3.4.8a) 

Mkl
Kξ
ih ,ie Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie

= Xkl
Kξ
ih ,ie Lξ

′ih , ′ie

C Lξ
′ih , ′ie ,Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie( )
Lξ
′ih , ′ie
∑ ,                 (3.4.8b) 

where the conditions : 
ih + ′′ih
′ih + ′′ih

⎫
⎬
⎭
≤MxHole  and 

ie + ′′ie
′ie + ′′ie

⎫
⎬
⎭
≤MxElec  are applied, and the 

bilinear contribution to the CI vector updating is: 

σ Kγ
′′ih , ′′ie ,Kξ

ih ,ie( )← Bkl
Kγ

′′ih , ′′ie ,Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie{ }

Lγ
′′ih , ′′ie
∑ Mkl

Kξ
ih ,ie Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie( )T
kl
∑ .              (3.4.8c) 

From Eqs. 3.4.8a-3.4.8c we can see for the fourth to seventh cases in Table 3.1, the 

summation over the yz model orbital index pairs and the summation over the wx model 

index pairs are switched and all the rest will be similar to the cases of ij yz( ) . Again, in 

the Hartree-Waller functions basis, only one spin type of strings is used for the CI vector 
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updating because of the configuration symmetry property given above. Now as we have 

the general algorithm for these 7 model orbital integral cases in mind we should move to 

how to implement these algorithms, starting from all the numerical values that will be 

used in the implementation. 

 

3.5 Numerical Values 
 

In the previous sections, we have introduced many definitions, e.g. the RAS global string, 

the RAS model string, the RAS string categories, the sign of the symbolic matrix 

elements, etc. without giving the corresponding numerical values. In this section, we will 

mainly focus on the numerical values of these variables.  

 

3.5.1 String Category, Addresses of Strings and Configurations 

 

Kozlowski and Pulay [87] proposed a two level addressing scheme for the strings used in 

the RASSCF wavefuncion. The first level is a string category determined by the number 

of holes, ih , in RAS1 and the number of electrons, ie , in RAS3, while the second gives 

the local string address within a given category. We will largely adopt this scheme for the 

string indexing here. 

 

Eq. 3.3.2 only gives the total number of the ξ -string category without defining a single 

category. According to [87], each category, Catξ ih ,ie( ) , takes a number as its index and 

is defined as, 
idCatξ ih ,ie( ) = ih +1( ) + MxHole +1( ) × ie .          (3.5.1) 

Obviously, the index of a certain category is a function of the values of ih and ie . Thus we 

know the strings Kξ
0,0 will always be in the first category ( idCatξ 0,0( ) = 1), and so on. 

The length of a category, which is the total number of the global ξ -string in this 

category, is thus defined as, 
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L idCatξ ih ,ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ =
M RAS1( )

ih

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nξ − M RAS1( ) + ih − ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS3( )
ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

. (3.5.2) 

Obviously, the total number of the global ξ -strings will be the sum of the lengths of all 

the ξ -string categories, 

Nξ− str = L idCatξ ih ,ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
ie =0

MxElec

∑
ih =0

MxHole

∑ .         (3.5.3) 

Therefore, according to the occupation restriction (Eq. 3.3.3), we know the total number 

of the determinants of certain RAS problems (the dimension of the CI vector) can be 

calculated as (Eq. 1.5.9), 

NSD
RAS = L idCatα ih ,ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ L idCatβ ′ih , ′ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

′ie =0

MxElec− ie

∑
′ih =0

MxHole− ih

∑
ie =0

MxElec

∑
ih =0

MxHole

∑ .      (3.5.4) 

If we treat each string category as an independent block of the total global strings, then 

each string in this block will have its own address starting from 1 to L idCatξ ih ,ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ . 

This address is thus defined as the local address, termed as Addr Kξ{ }  (ξ ∈ α,β{ } ), of a 

string within the category, 

Addr Kξ{ } = Addr Kξ
RAS2{ } −1( ) M RAS1( )

ih

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS3( )
ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

  + Addr Kξ
RAS1{ } −1( ) M RAS3( )

ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

  +Addr Kξ
RAS3{ }

 ,        (3.5.5) 

where each term Kα
RAS1 , Kα

RAS2 , Kα
RAS3 denote the corresponding subspace strings, as 

indicated in Eq. 3.3.1. The addresses of these subspace strings are defined via the 

indexing formula given by Knowles and Handy [107,108], 

Addr Kξ
RASX{ } = 1+ Z k,l k( )( )

k=1

Nξ

∑       (3.5.6) 

with 
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Z k,l( ) = m
Nξ
RASX − k

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟
−

m −1
Nξ
RASX − k −1

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥m=M RASX( )− l+1

M RASX( )− k

∑

  M RASX( ) − Nξ
RASX + k ≥ l ≥ k; k < Nξ

RASX( )
Z Nξ

RASX ,l( ) = l − Nξ
RASX            M RASX( ) ≥ l ≥ Nξ

RASX( )
,      (3.5.7) 

where M RASX( ) is the number of orbitals in the subspace RASX ( X ∈ 1,2,3{ } ), and 

Nσ
RASX the number of electrons in RASX subspace. 

 

However, the string categories are not actually independent of the entire global string 

space. The local string addresses must be mapped to the global string addresses, 

Addr Kξ
ih ,ie{ } , 

Addr Kα
ih ,ie{ } = Addr Kα{ } + L idCatα⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

id Catα =1

id Catα ih ,ie( )−1

∑ ,         (3.5.8) 

where the second term indicates the sum of all the lengths of the previous string 

categories. 

 

One example can make this addressing scheme clear. Still using the same example given 

in Section 3.3.1, we choose one global string Kα
11,32 = 0010 0101 1011  out of the 96 

global strings to illustrate the addressing scheme. Assuming for this RAS problem, 

MxHole = MxElec = 1, thus there will be four string categories: Catξ 0,0( )  ( idCatξ 0,0( )  

=1), Catξ 0,1( )  ( idCatξ 0,1( ) =2), Catξ 1,0( )  ( idCatξ 1,0( ) =3), and Catξ 1,1( )   ( idCatξ 1,1( )  

=4). According to Eq. 3.5.2, we know the length of each category is: L 1[ ] = 6 , 

L 2[ ] = 16 , L 3[ ] = 16 , L 4[ ] = 96 . The addresses of the subspace strings for the global 

string Kα
11,32 , are calculated via Eq. 3.5.6: Addr 0010{ } = 2 , Addr 0101{ } = 2 , 

andAddr 1011{ } = 2 . Thus according to Eq. 3.5.5 the local address of this string, Kα
11,32 , 

in string category Catα 1,1( )  is calculated as, 

Addr Kα{ } = 2 −1( ) 4
1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

4
1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 2 −1( ) 4

1
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ 2 = 22 , 
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and the global address of this string Kα
11,32  is calculated via Eq.3.5.8, 

Addr Kα
11,32{ } = Addr Kα{ } + L 1[ ] + L 2[ ] + L 3[ ]

= 22 + 6 +16 +16 = 60
. 

Recall that in the CASSCF wavefunction, the addresses of the determinants are generated 

by combining α -and β -strings together freely. However, in the RASSCF wavefunction, 

as pointed out in Section 3.3.1, the α -strings cannot be freely combined with all β -

strings any more because of the occupation restrictions (Eq. 3.3.3). The resulting 

expression for valid determinants in the RAS expansion can be obtained by two steps: 

first the local address for a string pair in a given set of string categories, Addr Kα ,Kβ{ } , 

is given by, 

Addr Kα ,Kβ{ } = Addr Kα{ } −1( ) × L idCatβ ′ih , ′ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + Addr Kβ{ }          (3.5.9) 

where L idCatβ ′ih , ′ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ is the length of the category that corresponds to the  β -string. 

The corresponding global address of the determinant K = Kα
ih ,ie ,Kβ

′ih , ′ie  is then 

calculated as,  

Addr K{ } ≡ Addr Kα
ih ,ie ,Kβ

′ih , ′ie{ } = Addr Kα ,Kβ{ } + FCatCa ′t ,              (3.5.10) 

where FCat
Ca ′t is the offset accounting for all determinants prior to K. Eq. 3.5.10 is an 

analogue of Eq. 3.5.8. This can be understood in the following way: according to the 

description given in Section 3.3.1, if we write the CI vector in a matrix format, we can 

have for example Eqs. 3.3.4a and 3.3.4b. In Eq. 3.5.8, the first term gives the local 

address of a string in certain string category. Thus we can treat the first term of Eq. 3.5.10 

as the local address of the determinant in a sub-block of the CI vector. Similarly, in Eq. 

3.5.8 the second term gives the sum of all the lengths of the previous string categories. 

And the second term of Eq. 3.5.10 denotes the sum of all the lengths of the previous sub-

blocks of the CI vector. Thus FCat
Ca ′t  can be defined as, 

FCat
Ca ′t = L idCat⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ × L

idCa ′t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
id Ca ′t =1

id Cat MxHole,MxElec( )

∑
id Cat=1

id Cat ih ,ie( )−1

∑

+ L idCat ih ,ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ × L
idCa ′t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

id Ca ′t =1

id Cat ′ih , ′ie( )−1

∑
.   (3.5.11) 
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FCat
Ca ′t  may be precomputed for every allowed graph combination. The length of each sub-

block of the CI vector is defined as, 

L Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = L
idCatα ih ,ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ × L

idCatβ ′ih , ′ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  ∀
ih + ′ih ≤MxHole
ie + ′ie ≤MxElec

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
. (3.5.12) 

Still using the above example, we have an α -string at hand at the moment. Since the 

RAS problem is MxHole = MxElec = 1, according to the occupation restriction (Eq. 

3.3.3), the only possible β -strings that can be combined with this α -string are in the 

category Catβ 0,0( ) . Thus the formed determinants fall in the block of Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0  of Eq. 

3.3.4a, which is the last block. Assuming the β -string that is combined with the α -string 

is the first string in the category Catβ 0,0( )  (thus Addr Kβ{ } = 1), according to Eq. 3.5.9, 

the local address of the determinant in the block Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0  is calculated as, 

Addr Kα ,Kβ{ } = 22 −1( ) × L idCatβ 0,0( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +1

= 21× 6 +1 = 127
. 

Since block Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0 is the last block of the CI vector, the value of FCat
Ca ′t is calculated by 

adding up all the lengths of the previous blocks (Eq. 3.5.11), 

FCat 1,1( )
Cat 0,0( ) = L Kα

0,0Kβ
0,0⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + L Kα

0,0Kβ
0,1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + L Kα

0,0Kβ
1,0⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + L Kα

0,0Kβ
1,1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

   +L Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + L Kα
0,1Kβ

1,0⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + L Kα
1,0Kβ

0,0⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + L Kα
1,0Kβ

0,1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
= 36 + 96 + 96 + 576 + 96 + 256 + 96 + 256
= 1508

. 

Thus the determinant K = Kα
11,32Kβ

0,0  will be the 1508+127=1635th element in the CI 

vector of this RAS problem. 

 

So far we have only focused on the Slater determinant basis, if the basis is changed to 

spin-adapted Hartree-Waller functions, the process of generating the address of a certain 

string will be similar. Only the way of generating the addresses of the configurations will 

be different. In the basis of Hartree-Waller functions, Eq. 3.5.9 turns into (singlet: S = 0 ; 

triplet:S = 1 ), 
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Addr Kα ,Kβ{ } =

Addr Kα{ } −1( ) × L idCat ′ih , ′ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + Addr Kβ{ } if  FCat
Ca ′t < FCa ′t

Cat

Addr Kα{ } −1( ) × Addr Kα{ }
2

+ Addr Kβ{ } if  FCat
Ca ′t = FCa ′t

Cat ,S = 0

Addr Kα{ } −1( ) × Addr Kα{ } − 2( )
2

+ Addr Kβ{ } if  FCat
Ca ′t = FCa ′t

Cat ,S = 1

Addr Kβ{ } −1( ) × L idCat ih ,ie( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + Addr Kα{ } if  FCat
Ca ′t > FCa ′t

Cat

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

,   (3.5.13) 

where the offset FCat
Ca ′t  has been redefined as, 

FCat
Ca ′t = L idCat⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ × L

idCa ′t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
id Ca ′t =1

id Cat−1

∑
id Cat=1

id Cat ih ,ie( )−1

∑ +
L idCat⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ × L idCat⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +1( ) / 2id Cat=1

id Cat ih ,ie( )−1∑ if  S = 0

L idCat⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ × L idCat⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ −1( ) / 2id Cat=1

id Cat ih ,ie( )−1∑ if  S = 1

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

.   (3.5.14) 

 

3.5.2 The Sign of the Symbolic Matrix Elements 
 

In Section 3.3.3, we have introduced the sign of the symbolic matrix elements. Here we 

will discuss the numerical values of these signs in details. The model symbolic matrix 

elements are defined as, 

Bwx
Kσ
mLσ

m

= Kσ
m awσ

† axσ Lσ
m = sgnwx

Kσ
m

         (3.5.15) 

with 

sgnwx
Kσ
m

=
+1 if bn  is evenn= x+1

w−1∑
−1 if bn  is oddn= x+1

w−1∑

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
           (3.5.16) 

and for the awσ
† ayσ

† azσaxσ operator, we have 

Bwxyz
Kσ
mLσ

m

= Kσ
m awσ

† ayσ
† azσaxσ Lσ

m = sgnwxyz
Kσ
m

           (3.5.17) 

with 

sgnwxyz
Kσ
m

=
− sgnwx

Kσ
m

× sgnyz
Kσ
m

if  w > y > x > z

+ sgnwx
Kσ
m

× sgnyz
Kσ
m

otherwise         

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
     (3.5.18) 
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As indicated in Section 3.3.3, we know when expanding the sign of the model symbolic 

matrix elements to the full RAS space, a phase factor, −1( )n , should be introduced if one 

or more of the model orbital indices is dropped in either RAS1 or RAS3 subspaces (Eq. 

3.3.22). For example, for the sign of Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie Lξ

′ih , ′ie

, when the index i lies in the RAS3 

subspace and j is in the RAS2 subspace, sgnwx
Kσ
m

must be multiplied by -1 every time the bit 

value of bi−1 equals 1. The expanded sign of the global symbolic matrix elements is thus 

calculated as, 

Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie Lξ

′ih , ′ie

= Kξ
ih ,ie aiξ

† ajξ Lξ
′ih , ′ie

= sgnij
Kξ
ih ,ie

= sgnwx
Kξ
m

× sgnij
Kξ
RAS1

× sgnij
Kξ
RAS3

   ,          (3.5.19) 

Bijkl
Kξ
ih ,ie Lξ

′ih , ′ie

= Kξ
ih ,ie aiξ

† akξ
† alξajξ Lξ

′ih , ′ie

= sgnijkl
Kξ
ih ,ie

= sgnwxyz
Kξ
m

× sgnijkl
Kξ
RAS1

× sgnijkl
Kξ
RAS3

          (3.5.20) 

where sgnij
Kξ
RASX

× sgnijkl
Kξ
RASX

= −1( )n  ( X ∈ 1,3{ } ) is the phase factor.  

 

 

3.5.3 Brief Review and Examples of the Propagation Rules ( P RASX( )) 

 

As we have mentioned above, we have to expand the model string pair to the full RAS 

space. In this section we will present the process of the expansion, known as the 

propagation rules ( P RASX( ) ). This approach is given by Klene et al [44] to efficiently 

compute all full RAS space string pairs, Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

′ih , ′ie{ } , that give non-zero contribution 

from a given model string pair, Kξ
m ,Lξ

m{ } . As shown in Section 3.4.1, the sub string of 

the RAS2 space is always kept fixed during the expansion while the model RAS1 

substrings and model RAS3 substrings are expanded. This is because after expansion, the 

model RAS2 substring will remain the same as the full RAS space RAS2 substring. Thus 

the propagation rules focuses mainly on the expansion of the model RAS1 and model 

RAS3 subspaces. When the first RAS1/RAS3 substring address, Addr Kξ
RASX 1( ){ } , is 

known, this approach derives all the following substring addresses efficiently without 
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applying Eq. 3.5.6 to calculate these addresses. The detail about this approach can be 

found in reference [44]. Here we will only give a couple of examples to show how this 

approach works. 

 

There are in total five cases representing 0, 1, 2, 3, or all 4 global orbital indices, which 

are in either the RAS1 or RAS3 subspace in this approach. In the following, we will 

choose the excitations of 2→ 2 and 1→ 3 as examples to illustrate how the propagation 

rules works. However, before we start the examples, we need to remind ourselves of the 

concept of the model space. In Section 3.3.3, the number of model space orbitals and ξ -

electrons is defined by Eq. 3.3.13 and Eqs. 3.3.14, respectively. Thus for example for the 

global string, Kα
11,32  (when MxHole = MxElec = 1), the model space can be constructed 

as Figure 3.4 shows. 

 

Obviously, the propagation rules operate the reverse process that Figure 3.4 shows. 

However, if we set MxHole = MxElec =1, as show in Figure 3.4, the propagation process 

will not be very clear to us. Thus in the following examples, although we will still use the 

global string, Kα
11,32 , in order to clearly explain how the propagation rules works, we 

will set MxHole = MxElec ≥ 2.  In this case, the model space shown in Figure 3.4 now 

becomes . 

 

Example 1: 2→ 2    The first example is the model space excitation awα
† axα with w=5 

and x=4. We start with the reduced model string 010110. By inserting the bits b4 ,b5 into 

the appropriate positions of the reduced model string (Kα
m : b4 = 0 , b5 = 1 ; Lα

m : b4 = 1 , 

b5 = 0 ), a pair of model strings, Kα
m =  and Lα

m = , is 

obtained. In both model strings, the number of holes in the RAS1 model subspace is 

ih = 1 , and the number of electrons in the RAS3 model subspace is ie = 1 . Thus we know 
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the expanded string pairs are all in the string categoryCatα 1,1( ) . Since the occupation 

pattern of RAS2 subspace is fixed, we can get in total 

M RAS1( )
ih

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS3( )
ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟
= 16 globalα -string pairs, Kα

1,1,Lα
1,1{ } . Figure 3.5 gives the 

process of obtaining the 16 string pairs. i and j indicate the full RAS space orbital indices. 

Since the excitation type is 2→ 2 , the model orbital integral, w x( ) = i j( ) , and the 

model symbolic matrix elements, sgnij
Kα
m

, will remain constant during the process of the 

expansion. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 The model string generating process from a global string, Kα
11,32 , when MxHole = MxElec = 

1. The generated model string can represent all the global string given in Section 3.3.1. 
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Figure 3.5 Example 1: the expansion process of any of the global orbital indices is in neither RAS1 

subspace nor RAS3 subspace. From this Figure we can see once the first substring address of RAS1/RAS3 

subspace is know, it is easy to get the addresses of the rest substrings within this subspace without using 

Eq. 3.5.6. 

From Figure 3.5 we can conclude that when 0 global orbital indices are in either RAS1 or 

RAS3 subspaces, the rest of the substring addresses within the RAS1 or RAS3 subspaces 

can be calculated by using the first address of the substring within this subspace, 

Addr Kξ
RASX n( ){ } = Addr Kξ

RASX n −1( ){ } +1     2 ≤ n ≤ M RASX( )
Nξ in RASX( )

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥

.   (3.5.21) 

The application of Eq. 3.5.6 for the addresses of the rest of the substrings has been 

completely avoided. Only the address of the first string should be calculated via Eq. 

3.5.6. 

 

Example 2: 1→ 3  For our second example let w=8, x=1. Inserting bw and bx into the 

reduced model string 001011 yields Kα
m = and Lα

m = , 

which represent the string categories of Catα 1,1( ) andCatα 0,0( ) , respectively. Since the 

excitation involve both the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, the expanded orbital integral, 

i j( ) , and the symbolic matrix elements, sgnij
Kα
1,1

, won’t be constant any more. Figure 3.6 
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shows the process of the expansion. From Figure 3.6 we can see the orbital integral 

changes all the time. 

 
Figure 3.6 Example 2: the excitation from RAS1 subspace to RAS3 subspace. Since in this excitation both 

RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces are involved, the expanded orbital integral, i j( ) , and the symbolic matrix 

elements, sgnij
Kα
1,1

, will not remain constant any more. 

One can certainly calculate the addresses of the substrings, Addr Kξ
RAS1{ } and 

Addr Kξ
RAS3{ } , by using Handy’s index equation (Eq. 3.5.6).  But from the addresses for 

consecutive strings one may find there is a simpler way of producing them. For this 

example, one can calculate the addresses of the rest of the substrings by using the address 

of the first substring as, 

Addr Kξ
RASX n( ){ } = Addr Kξ

RASX n −1( ){ } +1
Addr Lξ

RASX n( ){ } = Addr Lξ
RASX n −1( ){ }

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
     2 ≤ n ≤

M RASX( )
Nξ in RASX( )

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥

. (3.5.22) 

 

The propagation approach provides a very simple way to generate the addresses of the 

substrings when the address of the first substring is available. This avoids using Handy’s 

index scheme (Eq. 3.5.6) frequently, which is less efficient than the propagation rules.  
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3.6 Implementation Details 
 

In this section, we will describe the implementation details of the RASSCF matrix 

multiplication method for the 7 selected cases (Eqs. 3.4.6 and 3.4.8). All reduced lists of 

model space and RAS subspaces and the associated Handy’s index matrices are 

precomputed once per iteration. When the Slater determinant basis is used, the transposed 

form of the CI vector, CL
n−1 in Eq. 3.3.5, is generated once per iteration. However, when 

the Hartree-Waller spin adapted functions (singlet or triplet) basis is used, a normalized 

matrix of the CI vector must be generated instead of a transposed CI vector. The outer 

loop is over the model space orbital indices w and x and the inner loop is over y and z. 

The computation of model space string pairs is analogous to string pair generation for the 

CASSCF / Full CI method described in Chapter 2. Once a model string pair, Kξ
m ,Lξ

m{ } , is 

obtained, the information about its category and propagation rules for both the RAS1 and 

RAS3 subspaces is identified. This information is then used to assemble the list of 

integrals into a vector, which will be accessed in a sequential order during the matrix 

multiplication process to update the σ -vector. Then the excitation lists, denoted as 

 Eξ
RASX , for a wx model orbital index pair is generated via applying the propagation rules 

to the RAS subspace model strings, RAS1m and RAS3m. With the generated elements of 

the excitation lists for the yz model orbital index pairs that correspond to the wx index 

pair (Eq. 3.3.24), the corresponding elements in the integral vector are used to generate 

the intermediate matrix M (Eqs. 3.4.6b and 3.4.8b). Then the generated excitation list 

from the model orbital index pair wx is used to multiply the obtained matrix M to update 

the CI vector. This new implementation is also parallelized. But we will postpone the 

discussion about this until the parallelism section. Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 show the 

appropriate algorithms for the linear and bilinear contributions respectively. The 

implementation details and discussions follow. A detailed description of the subroutine 

calling sequence of this algorithm can be found in Appendix C.  
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C  vector restructure :CT  for SD, CHW  for HW functions
parallel( ) loop over  w, x
   (1e linear contribution)

    ⇒ Kξ
m ,Lξ

m ,sgnξ
m ,Catξ ih ,ie( ),Addr Kξ

RAS2{ },Catξ ′ih , ′ie( ),Addr Lξ
RAS2{ },

        P RAS1( ),P RAS3( ), and integral list  i j( ){ }
    apply  P RAS1( ) to assemble Eξ

RAS1

    apply  P RAS3( ) to assemble Eξ
RAS3

        ⇒ i j( )BijKξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

′ih , ′ie{ }

        loop over all allowed string categories Catγ ′′ih , ′′ie( )
           loop over all γ - strings in Catγ ′′ih , ′′ie( )
             σ linear Kξ

ih ,ie ,Kγ
′′ih , ′′ie( )← i j( )BijKξ

ih ,ie ,Lξ
′ih , ′ie{ }C Lξ

′ih , ′ie ,Kγ
′′ih , ′′ie( )

Lξ
′ih , ′ie
∑

           end loop γ - strings
        end loop Cat ′′ih , ′′ie( )
   (2e linear contribution)
       loop over  y, z

           insert bits bw ,bx ,by ,bz ⇒ Kξ
m ,Lξ

m ,sgnξ
m ,Catξ ih ,ie( ),Addr Kξ

RAS2{ },Catξ ′ih , ′ie( ),
                    Addr Lξ

RAS2{ },P RAS1( ),P RAS3( ), and integral list  ij kl( ){ }
           apply  P RAS1( ) to assemble Eξ

RAS1

           apply  P RAS3( ) to assemble Eξ
RAS3

              ⇒ ij kl( )BklKξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

′ih , ′ie{ }

              loop over all allowed string categories Catγ ′′ih , ′′ie( )
                  loop over all γ - strings in Catγ ′′ih , ′′ie( )
                       σ ij

linear Kξ
ih ,ie ,Kγ

′′ih , ′′ie( ) = 12 ij kl( )BklKξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

′ih , ′ie{ }C Lξ
′ih , ′ie ,Kγ

′′ih , ′′ie( )
Lξ

′ih , ′ie
∑

                  end loop γ - strings
             end loop Cat ′′ih , ′′ie( )
        end loop y, z
end (parallel) loop w, x

 

Algorithm 3.1: RAS linear contribution to the σ-vector updating.  P indicates the propagation rules applied 

to RASX ( X ∈ 1,3{ } ) subspace. 
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parallel( ) loop over  w, x
  when w, x are both in RAS2 subspace, then
      insert bits bw ,bx ⇒ Kξ

m ,Lξ
m

      ⇒ sgnξ
m ,Catξ ih ,ie( ),Addr Kξ

RAS2{ },Catξ ih ,ie( ),Addr Lξ
RAS2{ },

          P RAS1( ),P RAS3( )
        apply  P RAS1( ) to assemble Eξ

RAS1

        apply  P RAS3( ) to assemble Eξ
RAS3

        ⇒ Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ } = Addr Kξ
ih ,ie{ },Addr Lξ

ih ,ie{ },sgnξ = sgnξm× sgnξRAS1× sgnξRAS3{ }
     (matrix M generation)
         loop over  y, z yz ≤ wx or  yz ≥ wx( )
              insert bits by ,bz ⇒ Kγ

m ,Lγ
m

                 ⇒ sgnγ
m ,Catγ ′ih , ′ie( ),Addr Kγ

RAS2{ },Catγ ′′ih , ′′ie( ),Addr Lγ
RAS2{ },

                     P RAS1( ),P RAS3( ),integral list  ij kl( ){ }
                    apply  P RAS1( ) to assemble E γ

RAS1

                    apply  P RAS3( ) to assemble E γ
RAS3

                   ⇒ ij kl( ) ⋅ BklKγ
′ih , ′ie ,Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie{ } = Addr Kγ
′ih , ′ie{ },Addr Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie{ },sgnγ = sgnγm× sgnγRAS1× sgnγRAS3{ }
                   loop over all allowed string categories : Catξ ′′′ih , ′′′ie( )
                      loop over all string Lξ  in category Catξ ′′′ih , ′′′ie( )
                           Mij

Kγ
′ih , ′ie Lξ

ih ,ie

= Mij
Kγ

′ih , ′ie Lξ
ih ,ie

+
1
2

ij kl( ) ⋅ BklKγ
′ih , ′ie ,Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie{ }CT Lξ
ih ,ie ,Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie( )
Lγ

′′ih , ′′ie
∑

                      end loop all Lξ  in Catξ ′′′ih , ′′′ie( )
                  end loop allowed Catξ ′′′ih , ′′′ie( )
        end loop y, z
       (σ bilinear  updating)

        σ bilinear Kξ
ih ,ie ,Kγ

′ih , ′ie( ) = σ bilinear Kξ
ih ,ie ,Kγ

′ih , ′ie( ) + Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ } Mij
Kγ

′ih , ′ie Lξ
ih ,ie⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

Lξ
ih ,ie
∑

T

    ∀Kξ
ih ,ie ,Kγ

′ih , ′ie

end (parallel) loop w, x  in RAS2 subspace( )
 

Algorithm 3.2: RAS bilinear contribution to the σ-vector updating (w and x are both in RAS2 subspace. If 

w and x are not both in RAS2 subspace, the current method will be used) 
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3.6.1 CI Vector Restructure 
 

In the CASSCF matrix multiplication method, in order to carry out the matrix 

multiplication, the CI vector has been converted into a 2-dimensional matrix format. The 

same operation is also required for the RASSCF matrix multiplication method. However, 

because of the introduction of the occupation restriction in the RAS subspaces, the 

process of the CI vector restructure is completely different from the process of the 

CASSCF method. As we stated in Section 3.3.1, the RASSCF CI vector is divided into 

many sub-blocks, of which the dimension is determined by the lengths of the 

corresponding string categories. The restructuring of the CI vector of the RASSCF 

method is actually a process of reorganizing the data in these sub-blocks. Moreover, since 

the values in the CI vector, CL
n−1 , do not change during a Davidson iteration, the 

restructuring of the CI vector needs to be carried out only once per iteration before the 

loop over the model orbital indices starts. In the following we will use the CI vector of a 

RAS problem with MxHole = MxElec = 2 as example to demonstrate how to reorganize 

the CI vector into a proper vector that can be used in the matrix multiplication method. 

For other RAS systems with different numbers of MxHole and MxElec, the process is 

similar.  

 

3.6.1.1 CI Vector Restructure for Slater Determinant Basis 

 

As indicated in Section 3.3.1, for Slater determinant basis, the CI vector used in the 

current method, written in a matrix format, is given in Eq. 3.3.4b (MxHole = MxElec = 

2), 
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C =

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,2

Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,1

Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

2,0

Kα
1,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,2

Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,1

Kα
1,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,2Kβ

1,0

Kα
2,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,2

Kα
2,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,1Kβ

0,1

Kα
2,2Kβ

0,0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

.  (3.3.4b) 

The row and column indices of this matrix are string categories. Thus each element in 

this matrix represents a sub-block of the CI vector. According to Eq. 3.4.6b and Eq. 

3.4.8b we know for the Slater determinant basis, a transposed form of the CI vector is 

necessary, 

CT =

Kβ
0,0Kα

0,0 Kβ
0,0Kα

0,1 Kβ
0,0Kα

0,2 Kβ
0,0Kα

1,0 Kβ
0,0Kα

1,1 Kβ
0,0Kα

1,2 Kβ
0,0Kα

2,0 Kβ
0,0Kα

2,1 Kβ
0,0Kα

2,2

Kβ
0,1Kα

0,0 Kβ
0,1Kα

0,1 Kβ
0,1Kα

1,0 Kβ
0,1Kα

1,1 Kβ
0,1Kα

2,0 Kβ
0,1Kα

2,1

Kβ
0,2Kα

0,0 Kβ
0,2Kα

1,0 Kα
0,2Kα

2,0

Kβ
1,0Kα

0,0 Kβ
1,0Kα

0,1 Kβ
1,0Kα

0,2 Kβ
1,0Kα

1,0 Kβ
1,0Kα

1,1 Kβ
1,0Kα

1,2

Kβ
1,1Kα

0,0 Kβ
1,1Kα

0,1 Kβ
1,1Kα

1,0 Kβ
1,1Kα

1,1

Kβ
1,2Kα

0,0 Kβ
1,2Kα

1,0

Kβ
2,0Kα

0,0 Kβ
2,0Kα

0,1 Kβ
2,0Kα

0,2

Kβ
2,1Kα

0,0 Kβ
2,1Kα

0,1

Kβ
2,2Kα

0,0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

.    (3.6.1) 

Comparing Eqs. 3.3.4b with 3.6.1, we can see the dimension of the transposed CI vector 

is the same as the dimension of the CI vector for the Slater determinants basis, which is 

defined by Eq. 3.5.4.  

 

3.6.1.2 Normalization of the CI Vector for Hartree-Waller Functions 

 

In CASSCF wavefunction, given the symmetrical property of the configurations, 

KαKβ = KβKα , the dimension of the CI vector for the HW function basis is about half 
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of the dimension of the CI vector for the Slater determinant basis (e.g. Eqs. 1.5.7 and 

1.5.8 vs. Eq. 1.5.5 in Chapter 1). Similarly, if we write the CI vector for the Hartree-

Waller functions in a matrix format, the CI vector matrix for Hartree-Waller function 

basis will be, 

C =

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0                                       

Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1

Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0

Kα
1,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,0

Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,1

Kα
1,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,2Kβ

1,0

Kα
2,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,2

Kα
2,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,1Kβ

0,1

Kα
2,2Kβ

0,0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

,  

(3.6.2) 

which is about half the dimension of the CI vector for the SD basis (Eq. 3.3.4b). This is 

because of the symmetry property of the configurations of the RAS wavefunction: 

Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie = Kβ
′ih , ′ie Kα

ih ,ie . In the matrix multiplication method, however, we should 

normalize this matrix into a full matrix format. For example, for the Hartree-Waller 

singlet basis, the normalized matrix is, 

Csin
HW =

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,2

Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,1

Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

2,0

Kα
1,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,2

Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,1

Kα
1,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
1,2Kβ

1,0

Kα
2,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
2,0Kβ

0,2

Kα
2,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
2,1Kβ

0,1

Kα
2,2Kβ

0,0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

,   (3.6.3) 
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where Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie = Kα
′ih , ′ie Kβ

ih ,ie
T

( ih ≠ ′ih  or ie ≠ ′ie ). For the diagonal blocks ( ih = ′ih  and 

ie = ′ie ), when the global α -strings and global β -strings are identical, Kα
ih ,ie = Kβ

ih ,ie , 

the elements at the position of Csin
HW Kα

ih ,ie ,Kβ
ih ,ie( ) , which are the diagonal elements in the 

diagonal blocks, should be multiplied by 2 . This is because the singlet two-body 

creation operator is symmetric in the matrix indices [123]. Thus for the diagonal blocks, 

when carrying out the normalization, all diagonal elements will be multiplied by 2 , and 

all off-diagonal elements are symmetrically ordered. For example the elements in the first 

block of the normalized matrix will be, 

 

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0
sin

HW
=

2C1 C2  CKα Kα −1( )
2

+1

C2 2C3  CKα Kα −1( )
2

+2

   

CKα Kα −1( )
2

+1
CKα Kα −1( )

2
+2
 2CKα Kα −1( )

2
+Kβ

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

.        (3.6.4) 

The subscript of the elements in Eq. 3.6.4 indicates the local address of the determinant 

(Eq. 3.5.13) in the corresponding sub-block of the CI vector, e.g. the first block in Eq. 

3.6.2. From Eq. 3.6.4 we can see after normalization all diagonal elements have been 

multiplied by 2 , and the block has been normalized as a full matrix rather than a lower 

triangular matrix in the first block of Eq. 3.6.2. Obviously, comparing Eq. 3.6.3 with Eq. 

3.6.2, we can see the dimension of the normalized matrix is about two times of the 

dimension of the original CI vector. 

 

For the Hartree-Waller triplet basis, according to the Pauli principle, the elements of the 

diagonal positions of the normalized matrix will vanishes. Moreover, the triplet two-body 

creation operator is anti-symmetrical. Thus we can generate the normalized CI vector in a 

matrix format as, 
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Ctri
HW =

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

1,2 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,1 Kα
0,0Kβ

2,2

− Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

1,1 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,0 Kα
0,1Kβ

2,1

− Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

1,0 Kα
0,2Kβ

2,0

− Kα
1,0Kβ

0,0 − Kα
1,0Kβ

0,1 − Kα
1,0Kβ

0,2 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,1 Kα
1,0Kβ

1,2

− Kα
1,1Kβ

0,0 − Kα
1,1Kβ

0,1 − Kα
1,1Kβ

1,0 Kα
1,1Kβ

1,1

− Kα
1,2Kβ

0,0 − Kα
1,2Kβ

1,0

− Kα
2,0Kβ

0,0 − Kα
2,0Kβ

0,1 − Kα
2,0Kβ

0,2

− Kα
2,1Kβ

0,0 − Kα
2,1Kβ

0,1

− Kα
2,2Kβ

0,0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

,   (3.6.5) 

where Kα
ih ,ie Kβ

′ih , ′ie = − Kα
′ih , ′ie Kβ

ih ,ie
T

( ih ≠ ′ih  or ie ≠ ′ie ). And the normalized diagonal 

blocks, e.g. the first block will be, 

 

Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0
tri

HW
=

0 C1  C Kα −2( ) Kα −1( )
2

+1

−C1 0  C Kα −2( ) Kα −1( )
2

+2

   

−C Kα −2( ) Kα −1( )
2

+1
−C Kα −2( ) Kα −1( )

2
+2
 0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

.   (3.6.6) 

Again, the subscript of the elements in Eq. 3.6.6 indicates the local addresses of the 

determinants in this block given by Eq. 3.5.13. From Eq. 3.6.6 we can see the diagonal 

elements in the diagonal blocks are all zeros, and the block matrix is anti-symmetrical. 

Similarly, comparing Eq. 3.6.5 with Eq. 3.6.2 we know the dimension of the normalized 

matrix for the Hartree-Waller triplet basis is about two times larger than the dimension of 

the CI vector of the current method using HW triplet basis. This is because after 

normalization, the upper triangular matrix and the diagonal elements are added. Thus if 

we define the dimension of the current CI vector as D
CHW , we can have the dimension of 

the normalized matrix as 2 ⋅D
CHW + Nα

global , where Nα
global  indicates the total number of 

global α -strings. 
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3.6.2 Extension of the Model Subspaces 
 

So far we have mentioned many times that when a pair of model strings is available, it is 

necessary to expand this pair to the full RAS space. However, care must be taken to 

ensure each term Kξ
ih ,ie aiξ

† ajξ Lξ
′ih , ′ie  in the full RAS space is represented by only one 

model space term Kξ
m awξ

† axξ Lξ
m , in order to avoid multiple contributions. Figure 3.7 

illustrates the problem. From Figure 3.7 we can see that the same global string pair can be 

generated from different model string pairs. Each model string pair is related to a 

different excitation operator in the model space, e.g. a8ξ
† a7ξ  and a10ξ

† a7ξ , respectively. 

 
Figure 3.7 Unwanted double contributions may arise when two model string pairs generated by different wx 

pairs result in the same global string pair through the application of the propagation rules concept. In this 

figure we can see both model string pairs Kξ
m a8ξ

† a7ξ Lξ
m and Kξ

m a10ξ
† a7ξ Lξ

m give the global string 

pair Kξ
01, 14( ) a14ξ

† a9ξ Lξ
01, 9( ) . 

This problem is easily avoided by requiring the model space indices, w, x, y, z{ } , to be 

flush-right in the RASXm model subspaces. In other words, the orbital indices in the 

model RAS1 and model RAS3 subspaces will take the lowest possible orbital level to 

represent the global string and integral set. It is then straightforward to see that the only 

restrictions on the values of MxHole and MxElec are, 

0 ≤MxHole ≤ 2 ⋅M RAS1( )
0 ≤MxElec ≤ 2 ⋅M RAS3( ) . 

In the special case where both MxHole and MxElec assume their maximum (or 

minimum) values the active spaces of CAS and RAS (or RAS2) become identical. 
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3.6.3 Dimension of the X Array (Eqs. 3.4.6a and 3.4.8a) 
 

In this section we will discuss the memory requirement of generating the matrix X (Eqs. 

3.4.6a and 3.4.8a) that is multiplied with the CI vector matrix to generate the intermediate 

matrix M. However, it is necessary to review the memory requirement of the X array in 

the CASSCF matrix multiplication method before we discuss the memory requirement of 

X in RASSCF matrix multiplication method.  

 

We remember that in the CASSCF matrix multiplication method reviewed in Section 3.2, 

to generate the intermediate matrix M, a matrix X is generated first (Eq. 3.2.6a). Then a 

linear algebra routine is used to carry out a matrix multiplication between the matrix X 

and the CI vector matrix (Eq. 3.2.6b).  In the CASSCF method, the dimension of the 

matrix X is defined by the square of the number of full ξ -strings, e.g. 
M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ . 

However, if we also define the dimension of the X array (Eqs. 3.4.6a and 3.4.8a) that is 

used for the RASSCF cases by using the square of the full global ξ -strings, the memory 

requirement will be very large. For example, for a relatively large system that has 24 

electrons in 24 orbitals with M(RAS1) = M(RAS2) = M(RAS3) = 8 and MxHole = 

MxElec = 2, the number of total global ξ -strings is 86,982. If we define the matrix X in 

the RAS matrix multiplication method in the same way as in CASSCF matrix 

multiplication method, the memory requirement for storing such a matrix will be 869822  

words (~60.5 GBytes), which is incredibly large. This will seriously restrict the 

applications of the RASSCF method and prevent its application to the calculation of large 

systems.  

 

Fortunately, from the CASSCF cases, we have discovered the following two factors: 

1. The matrix X generated for certain ij index pair is sparse. 

2. For one ij index pair, when the orbital indices k = l , the diagonal elements in 

matrix X will be generated. For different kl index pairs (k=l), some elements 

might be generated at the same diagonal position in the matrix. The dimension of 
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the diagonal elements will not exceed the number of full ξ -strings, 
M
Nξ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ . 

However, when k ≠ l , no two elements will be generated at the same position in 

the matrix.  

 

According to factor 2, we know only the diagonal positions of the matrix X will be used 

frequently for different elements. Thus a summation operation for these positions is 

necessary. But for the off-diagonal positions, since no two elements will be generated at 

the same position for all the kl orbital index pairs corresponding to one ij pair, no 

summation operation is needed. Beside, the matrix X is very sparse. We can thus define 

the X array for the RASSCF matrix multiplication method as a much smaller dimension 

to store only those diagonal elements for a certain wx model orbital index pair. If we 

define Nξ
Global as the total number of global ξ -strings, the dimension of the X array in our 

RAS matrix multiplication method will therefore become Nξ
Global . All the off-diagonal 

elements will then be used directly when they are obtained to generate the intermediate 

matrix M (Algorithm 3.2). Therefore, the total memory requirement for storing the 

matrix X now becomes Nξ
Global  only.  

 

After all the possible yz index pairs that correspond to this wx pair are looped over, we 

can obtain an array X that contains all non-zero elements and an intermediate matrix M 

that is generated from all the non-zero off diagonal elements dynamically. Then the X 

array, if it contains non-zero elements, is used to carry out a matrix multiplication 

operation with the CI vector C and CT (Eqs. 3.4.6b and 3.4.8b) to generate the rest of the 

elements in M. 

 

3.6.4 σ  Vector Updating 

 

As the intermediate matrix M for a certain wx model index pair is obtained, it is 

necessary to update the σ-vector from it (Eqs. 3.4.6c and 3.4.8c). This is achieved by 
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using the excitation list generated from the wx model orbital index pair ( Bij
Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ }  in 

Algorithm 3.2) to multiply with the intermediate matrix M (towards the end in Algorithm 

3.2). 

 

According to Eqs. 3.4.6c and 3.4.8c, in order to update the σ-vector, the intermediate 

matrix M must be transposed. Then the excitation list generated from the model orbital 

index pair w and x, containing the elements of Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie ,sgnξ
Kξ
ih ,ie{ } , is looped over. Note 

that the superscripts, ih ,ie( ) , of the string addresses for both of the initial and final states 

are identical. This is due to when a certain wx pair is in the RAS2 subspace the excitation 

doesn’t involve the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces. The occupation pattern in the RAS1 and 

RAS3 subspaces of the global string pairs, Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ } , will always be the same, as 

indicated in Figure 3.5. This excitation list is generated once per wx pair before starting 

the loop over yz pairs. Based on the value of ih and ie  we can find out two points: one is 

in which ξ -string category the obtained global string pairs are, and the other is which γ -

string categories are allowed to combine with this string category. According to the first 

point, we can obtain the local addresses of these strings in the corresponding string 

category. Then by looping over all the strings in the allowed γ -string categories that are 

found according to the second point, one can obtain all the local addresses of the 

determinants corresponding to the global string pair Kξ
ih ,ie ,Lξ

ih ,ie{ } .  Thus the determinants 

in the σ-vector can be updated. 

 

3.6.5 Memory Requirement  
 

We have discussed the memory requirement for the X array specifically in Section 3.6.3. 

In this section, we will investigate in general what the memory requirement can be in the 

RASSCF matrix multiplication method. As indicated in Section 3.4.2, we know there are 

several arrays added on the basis of the current RAS method to carry out the factorized 

matrix multiplication method for the 7 model integral cases. Therefore, along with the 
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basic memory requirement of the current RASSCF method, some extra memory must be 

added. 

 

We shall start from the discussion of how much memory the current method needs. As 

indicated in the previous sections, the current method updates the CI vector directly once 

the global string pairs and the associated symbolic matrix elements are available. In this 

process, the arrays that store the reduced model string lists, expanded global orbital 

integrals from one model orbital integral, excitation lists generated from the propagation 

rules, and the σ-vector and C vector require their own memory. Similar to the CASSCF 

cases, the memory requirement for storing the reduced model string lists and the 

excitation lists is negligible compared to the memory requirement for storing the CI 

vectors. We now would like to know whether the memory requirement for the integral is 

also negligible. From Table 3.1 we can see that once any of the four model space orbital 

indices are not in the RAS2 subspace, the integral must be extended to the full RAS 

space. Thus the size of the expanded integral list is fully determined by the number of 

model orbital indices in RAS1 and/or RAS3 subspaces, 

Dintegral =
M RAS1( )

n1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS3( )
n3

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟
     0 ≤ n1 + n3 ≤ 4( ) ,      (3.6.7) 

where nX indicates the number of model orbital indices dropped in model RASX 

subspaces ( X ∈ 1,3{ } ). Obviously, when n1 = n3 = 0, which is all four model orbital 

indices are in RAS2 subspace, there will be only one orbital integral (the first term in 

Table 3.1). Then we can see the size of the integral list depends on the sizes of RAS1 and 

RAS3 subspaces. For example, with M(RAS1) = M(RAS3) = 10 and n1 = n3 = 2 the 

maximum length of the integral list will be 2025. At any stage the length of the integral 

vector will be small when compared to the CI vector. Thus the dominant memory 

requirement becomes the vectors σ and C. According to Eq. 3.5.4, the dimension of the 

CI vector for the Slater determinant cases is calculated as Eq. 1.5.9, 
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NSD
RAS =

M RAS1( )
ih

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nα − M RAS1( ) + ih − ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS3( )
ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟ie =0

MxElec

∑
ih =0

MxHole

∑

×
M RAS1( )

′ih

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nβ − M RAS1( ) + ′ih − ′ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS3( )
′ie

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟′ie =0

MxElec− ie

∑
′ih =0

MxHole− ih

∑
    .   

(1.5.9) 

However, if the problem at hand is a CASSCF calculation with the same size of the 

active space, the number of the Slater determinant will be, 

′NSD =
Mtotal

Nα

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

Mtotal

Nβ

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

,        (3.6.8) 

where Mtotal = M RAS1( ) + M RAS2( ) + M RAS3( ) . Comparing Eq. 1.5.9 with Eq. 3.6.8, 

we can see the dimension of the RASSCF CI vector is far less than the dimension of the 

CASSCF CI vector when the sizes of the active space of both methods are identical. For 

example, for a RASSCF problem with M(RAS1)=M(RAS2)=M(RAS3)=8, Nα=Nβ=12, 

and MxHole = MxElec = 2, according to Eq. 1.5.9, the dimension of the CI vector is 

66,187,044 words (~530MBytes). By contrast, the dimension of the CASSCF CI vector 

for the same size of the active space will become 7,312,459,672,336 words (~58TBytes). 

Further more, if the values of MxHole and MxElec change to 1, the dimension of the 

RASSCF CI vector then becomes 1,158,948 words (~9MBytes), which is ~60 times 

smaller than the dimension of the CI vector when MxHole = MxElec = 2. Nevertheless, 

the dimension of the RASSCF CI vector is completely negligible compared to the 

dimension of the CASSCF CI vector with the same size of the active space. In Hartree-

Waller functions basis, the dimension of the CI vector is about half the dimension 

compared to the Slater determinant basis. This is due to the fact that the CI vector for the 

Hartree-Waller functions basis is a symmetrical matrix (HW singlet basis) or an anti-

symmetrical matrix (HW triplet basis). Only the lower triangular matrix of the CI vector 

(Eq. 3.6.2) is necessary to be stored. This will save more memory than the Slater 

determinant basis. However, if the working memory is not large enough to accommodate 

the entire RASSCF CI vector, it is straightforward to further develop the algorithm to use 

only certain blocks of the CI vector, by taking advantage of the string categories. This 
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indicates that the combinations of the α-string categories with the β-string categories also 

define many blocks of the CI vector.  

 

For carrying out the RASSCF matrix multiplication method, as described in Section 3.4, 

several temporary arrays must be added. Since the 7 cases we have modified all involve 

at least one 2→ 2 excitation, all possible string category combinations will be required. 

Therefore, for the 7 cases, all blocks of the CI vector will be read into memory.  

 

In the RASSCF matrix multiplication method, we need to add two restructured CI vectors 

(one for the σ-vector and one for the C vector, denoted as σ T and CT ), an intermediate 

matrix M having the same dimension as σ T , one vector, MT, that is the transposed form 

of M, and several other arrays, e.g. the X array.  The dimensions of some of these added 

vectors are defined previously. For example, the restructured CI vectors will take either 

the same dimension as the CI vector (Slater determinant basis), or about twice the 

dimension of the CI vector (Hartree-Waller functions basis). The number of the full 

global ξ -strings determines the size of the X array. As we indicated above, the size of the 

CI vector of the RASSCF wavefunction is relatively negligible compared to the size of 

the corresponding CASSCF CI vector. Thus in the new method the extra memory taken 

by the newly added temporary arrays will be acceptable. If we define NConf .
RAS as the 

dimension of σ T and Nξ
Global  as the total number of the global ξ -strings, then the total 

dimension of the newly added arrays for the RASSCF matrix multiplication becomes 

m ⋅NConf .
RAS +19 ⋅Nξ

Global         (3.6.9) 

words. In Eq. 3.6.9 m is an integer that take different values for different basis used. For 

the Slater determinant basis, m = 5, while in the Hartree-Waller functions basis, m = 4. 

For large system, the number of global ξ -strings can be neglected compared to the 

dimension of the CI vector (
 
NConf .

RAS
 Nξ

Global ). Therefore for large system Eq. 3.6.9 can be 

rewritten as,  

m ⋅NConf .
RAS .          (3.6.10) 
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For example, if the Hartree-Waller singlet basis is chosen, on the basis of the memory 

requirement of the current method, the extra memory requirement for a system with 

M(RAS1) = M(RAS2) = M(RAS3) = 8, Nα = Nβ =12, and MxHole = MxElec = 2 in the 

new method will be 4 ⋅NConf .
RAS +19 ⋅Nσ

Str = 4 ⋅66187044 + 19 ⋅86982 = 266,400,834 words 

(~2 GBytes). This amount of memory is widely available in modern computer hardware. 

The extra memory requirement will always be acceptable because we will soon see from 

the following performance section that the timing cost of the new method will become 

very expensive before the available memory runs out (details see in Section 3.8). 

Therefore the new method is still applicable for large systems. However, this 

implementation is only the very first version. If the working memory is really not large 

enough to accommodate the extra required storage, since the newly added σ T , CT , M, 

and MT are structured in the same way as the σ-vector in the current method, in the 

future, the matrix multiplication algorithm can be modified by either reading in the 

required block of the CI vectors from distributed memory, or by restricting contributions 

to a given CI vector block at a time. 

 

3.7 Parallelism 
 

We will now describe the parallel implementation of the direct RASSCF factorized 

matrix multiplication algorithm (Section 3.4). In this case we will assume a scalable 

parallel distributed memory computer architecture consisting of nodes is available. Each 

node has its own local memory and may be a symmetric multi-processor (SMP) machine. 

Similar to the CASSCF matrix multiplication method, the parallelization of the RASSCF 

algorithm proposed in this chapter again is implemented following the OpenMP model 

[125] for the shared memory parallelism and the Linda model [126] for the distributed 

memory parallelism. For the details about these two models, one can refer back to 

Section 2.6 in Chapter 2.  

 

As indicated in the last chapter, two key issues must be considered when implementing 

parallelization: splitting the total work into sub-tasks and load balancing. A flexible load 
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balancing scheme can help to achieve optimum scaling and is essential in heterogeneous 

environments, where a cluster may consist of nodes with different architectures.  

 

Generally, load balancing can be achieved when the total number of sub-tasks is larger 

than the number of available processing elements (PEs, or processors: CPUs or threads). 

The overhead of splitting the total work into sub-tasks should be kept small compared to 

total execution time. Thus we can see whether we can achieve a good load balancing 

depends on how we will split the entire work into sub-tasks. 

 

Recall that in the CASSCF method, the outer most loop is over the orbital indices i and j. 

For a certain ij index pair, all possible kl index pairs that fulfil the condition, i ≥ j,k ≥ l , 

and ij( ) ≥ kl( ) , will be looped over to generate the elements of matrix X (Eq. 3.2.6a), and 

a matrix multiplication operation is carried out for this ij index pair (Eq. 3.2.6b). Thus on 

the distributed memory parallelism level, the sub-tasks are executed on parallel nodes 

correspond to the orbital index pairs i,j (ij level). On the shared memory parallelism level, 

one can either build the sub-tasks that correspond to the orbital index pairs i and j as for 

the distributed memory parallelism (ij level), or simply parallelize the matrix 

multiplication for one ij index pair (kl level), or a combination of both. Obviously, one 

can always choose to use a hybrid scheme to carry out the parallelization, e.g. a 

combination of both the shared memory and distributed memory parallelization. Thus 

splitting the sub-tasks at the ij orbital index level is a good choice for the CASSCF 

method. With this sub-tasks splitting mechanism of the CASSCF matrix multiplication 

method in mind, we shall start the discussion of the sub-tasks splitting of our RASSCF 

matrix multiplication method. 

 

As indicated in Section 3.6, similar to the CASSCF matrix multiplication method, in the 

RASSCF matrix multiplication method, the outer most loops are over the model orbital 

indices w and x (as shown in Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2). According to the symmetry 

property (Eq. 3.3.24), all possible yz indices are looped over for a certain wx pair. Thus, 

similar to the CASSCF method, there are also four ways to split the entire job into sub-

tasks: on the level of w, wx, wxy, or wxyz. This means, for example, if we define the 
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parallel loop over wx, then each thread will be distributed to one unique wx pair and carry 

out the calculations of all possible yz pairs corresponding to this wx pair. Table 3.7 gives 

the number of sub-tasks when size of the RAS2 subspace varies with MxHole = MxElec 

= 2. The number of tasks is independent of the size of the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces. 

When the number of the tasks is very small, e.g. the tasks are defined by index w, load 

balancing will become impossible. However, on the other hand, when the number of 

tasks is very large and the sizes of the subtasks are similar, e.g. the tasks are defined by 

indices w,x,y,z, which is the parallel scheme used by the current method, there will be a 

cost of communication overhead when using distributed memory parallelism. We may 

thus consider the parallel loops over w,x or w,x,y. From Section 3.3.3 we know the 

factorized method requires the outer most loop is over the wx model orbital index pair 

and the inner loop is over the yz model orbital index pair for carrying out the matrix 

multiplication. Thus we know in the factorized matrix multiplication method, it is 

convenient for us to set our parallel loops over the wx model orbital index pair. In our 

algorithm sub-tasks do not get pre-allocated to particular workers from the outset. 

Instead, load balancing is achieved by dynamically allocating tasks to workers. This 

means each time when a worker finishes its current task, a new one will be automatically 

loaded. Therefore, in order to achieve a good load balancing, we use an implicit order of 

computation (the largest wx pair, which is the most expensive task, is calculated first). 

Table 3.7 The number of independent parallel tasks, defined by the orbital indices of the model space for 

different sizes of the RAS2 subspace with MxHole = MxElec = 2. 

Number of tasks when parallel loop over: 
M(RAS2) Mm w w,x w,x,y w,x,y,z 

4 8 8 36 204 666 
6 10 10 55 385 1540 
8 12 12 78 650 3081 
10 14 14 105 1015 5565 

 

Inside the parallel loop over the orbital indices w,x, certain blocks of the σ-vector are 

updated. However, we notice that except for the σ-vector, the transposed σ-vector (or the 

normalized σ-vector), and several newly added arrays of the matrix multiplication 

method, e.g. the X array, all other data inside the loops are static, e.g. the elements of the 

C vector will remain unchanged during the entire iteration. Therefore, we can minimise 
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the communication overhead for the distributed memory parallelisation by passing the 

static data to all workers only once before the start of each iteration. For the shared 

memory parallelisation, the static data needs to exist only once.  

 

Now we discuss the implementation of the general strategy discussed above for 

distributed memory architectures using Linda. Figure 3.8 shows a flowchart of this 

algorithm. We assume each node is either a single processor machine or a symmetrical 

multi-processor (SMP) machine. The number of processors on each node is denoted as 

NProcS. The main process is called the master process (master). The process spawned on 

the first processing node retrieves the index (wx) (with wx( )max =
Mm M m +1( )

2
) from 

tuple space. Then it returns a new index wx( )′ = wx( ) − NProcS to tuple space, which is 

retrieved by the next process, etc. If NProcS > 1 then NProcS – 1 shared memory 

processes are created. Each process will be assigned a unique wx( ) index. Every process 

will check the validity of the wx( ) index. If it is valid, then the job of updating the σ-

vector takes place, if not, another wx( ) index will be retrieved until it is valid. The reason 

for not implementing the shared memory parallelism on the yz level as we did in the 

CASSCF case is because we carry out the matrix multiplication directly when the 

elements are obtained in order to avoid the huge memory requirement for storing the off 

diagonal elements of the matrix X. Thus in our RASSCF implementation, both 

distributed and shared memory parallelism are parallelized on the wx level. Each 

processor then operates all the work for all the inner loop over all the valid y,z indices and 

updates the σ-vector using the serial algorithm (Section 3.4). This procedure is continued 

until the index wx( ) = 0 is found. Then the results of nodes are passed through tuple 

space to be added up to generate the final result of the computation. 

 

As stated in the CASSCF chapter, SMP architectures are supported in three ways: 1. 

using Linda parallelism only, 2. using shared memory parallelism only, or 3. using a 

combination of both. In the first case, one Linda worker is created on each node. Since 

the communication overhead is relatively small in our parallel scheme, the performance 
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of the parallelization should not be affected significantly unless the network performance 

is a restriction. However, the static data (the C vector, the transposed C vector or the 

normalized C vector, the orbital integrals, etc.) must be copied to each Linda worker 

before the iteration starts. 

 

The second way is to use shared memory parallelism only (where NProcS > 1). In this 

case all the static data needs to be replicated only once per node and are shared by all 

processors (or cores if the processor is multi-core). All result vectors (one per thread) are 

summed up before the result is transferred back to the tuple space. However, the price to 

be paid in this case is that there is no load balancing between threads on a node. The tasks 

defined by the NProcS indices are of very similar sizes, because the values of the wx( )  

indices retrieved by the threads of one node are very close. In practise this means that the 

efficiency will decrease if NProcS takes a very large number. 

 

The third way is to combine the distributed memory parallelism and the shared memory 

parallelism together. In this case, one can set Linda workers on several separated SMPs 

for distributed memory parallelization and on these SMPs shared memory parallelization 

is carried out. Using this option the mode of parallelism may be adapted to any available 

architecture. 

 

The parallel approach described above has great flexibility in choosing the number of 

processors and, due to the relatively high number of tasks (higher than the number of 

processors used for wx( ) level parallelization), leads to a good load balancing. 

Furthermore, since the tasks become considerable cheaper as the value of the wx( )  index 

gets smaller (indicates a smaller total number of allowed yz index pairs thus a smaller 

vector updating operations), the implicit order of computation is an essential feature in 

order to ensure efficient use of all processors. The load-balancing scheme implemented 

also allows for the fact that, in many environments, the CPU-time on different nodes of a 

parallel machine may be shared among a number of running programs and thus 

automatically uses the resources as they become available. 
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Figure 3.8 General structure of parallel RASSCF matrix multiplication method. 

 

Now we should briefly discuss the memory requirement for the shared memory 

parallelization. As we indicated above, the shared memory for the parallel RASSCF 
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method is very similar to the ij level shared memory (Chapter 2) of the parallel CASSCF 

method. Therefore memory requirement of the shared memory parallelization will be 

similar too. When our method is parallelized on the model index pair wx level, each 

processor will be assigned a unique wx pair. Then Eqs. 3.4.6 and 3.4.8 will be carried out 

serially for this wx pair. Based on these equations, we can see each processor will have its 

own copy of the vectors Mij
Kξ
ih ,ie Lγ

′ih , ′ie

andσ ij
Kξ
ih ,ie Kγ

′ih , ′ie

. Thus when the number of shared 

memory parallel processors increases, the number of the copies of the vectors will 

increase too. In other words, the memory requirement will increase when the number of 

shared memory parallel threads increases. For example, based on the discussion in 

Section 3.6, for a Hartree-Waller singlet computation, on a SMP with NProcS = 2 the 

memory requirements are for 10 CI vectors, i.e. one shared CI vector (C) for the other 

integral cases, one shared normalized CI vector for the 7 time consuming integral cases 

(CHW ), one result vector for each processor (σ  vector) for the other integral cases, one 

normalized result vector for each processor (σ HW vector) for the 7 time consuming cases, 

one intermediate vector for each processor (Mij
Kξ
ih ,ie Lγ

′ih , ′ie

), and one transposed intermediate 

vector for each processor ( Mij
Kξ
ih ,ie Lγ

′ih , ′ie( )T ). The advantage of this option is that this can 

reduce the communication between the Linda workers by a factor of NProcS, since all 

static data and the results have to be passed only once per NProcS workers. However, 

again, this is only the very first version of implementation. If the advantage of the 

blocked structure of the CI vector is adapted in future, very large systems can be still 

calculated even if the available memory is very limited. 

 

3.8 Timing data for the modified cases 
 

The algorithms given in Section 3.4 are developed within the development package of 

Gaussian [42] to improve the performance of the current method. Thus in this section we 

will investigate the performance of the newly developed method for the 7 selected cases, 

which are also the most time consuming cases. However, before we look at the 

performance of the new method compared to the current method, it is very important to 
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confirm that the new method works, e.g. gives the same result as the current method. 

Hence this section starts with a sub-section that verifies the new method. The 

performance investigation of the new method is then followed. All the test calculations 

are carried out on PC cluster with the hardware property as Intel Nehalem servers (2 Intel 

Nehalem Quad-core 2.5 GHz processors per node with a peak speed of ~80 GFlops 

[128]). 

 

3.8.1 New Method Verification 
 

In the previous sections, we have presented a matrix multiplication approach to improve 

the performance of the current RASSCF method implemented in Gaussian. However, we 

would like to know whether this method works or not. Thus it is very important to verify 

whether the new method works properly through a series of test calculations. For this 

purpose, some relatively small chemical systems have been chosen (Chart 3.1). These 

systems were also used to verify the new CASSCF method we have developed. However, 

due to the introduction of the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces in the RASSCF method, the 

following verification will be divided into two parts. One is simply to compare the output 

of both the current RASSCF method (denoted as Old hereafter) and the new method 

(denoted as New hereafter) by carrying out the same calculation on the same type of 

computer hardware. The current RASSCF has been proved to successfully approximate 

the CASSCF wavefunction if the occupation restrictions in RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces 

are chosen properly. Thus in this section, the second part would be to use a CASSCF, e.g. 

CAS(12,12), calculation as a reference and to carry out a series of RAS calculations by 

using the newly developed method with a fixed total number of active orbitals but 

different combinations of M(RAS1)+M(RAS2)+M(RAS3) and varying MxHole and 

MxElec. This is to show the convergence of the RASSCF calculations to the 

corresponding CASSCF calculation.  
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Naphthalene Acenaphthylene Pyracylene  
Chart 3.1 Systems that are used to verify the new developed RASSCF method. 

 

In the following, a single point energy Slater determinant singlet calculation on the three 

systems shown in Chart 3.1 is carried out to show the new developed method works 

properly (Table 3.8). The test calculations will be indicated as RAS(N, RAS1 + RAS2 + 

RAS3)[MxHole, MxElec] to represent a calculation that the total number of electrons and 

orbitals are N and RAS1+RAS2+RAS3 respectively where at most MxHole electrons can 

be annihilated from the RAS1 subspace and at most MxElec electrons can be created in 

the RAS3 subspace. For calculations in which RAS1+RAS2+RAS3 remains constant, we 

will use a simpler way to represent a calculation as RASN a,b,c,d( ) , with MxHole = a, 

M(RAS1) = b, MxElec = c, and M(RAS3) = d.  

 

As mentioned in previous sections, along with the most general Slater determinant cases, 

we have also developed algorithms for the basis of spin adapted Hartree-Waller 

functions. In order to test whether these algorithms work properly, several single point 

energy calculations on system Naphthalene alone are carried out (Table 3.9). From the 

data listed in both Tables 3.8 and 3.9 we can see, the outputs of both the current method 

and the new method for the same calculation are identical. Moreover, we expect the 

output of Hartree-Waller singlet / triplet calculation should give the same result as the 

Slater determinant singlet / triplet calculation. From Table 3.9, by comparing the outputs 

of Slater determinants singlet / triplet calculation with Hartree-Waller singlet / triplet 

calculations, our expectation is confirmed. All these simply prove that our new method 

works properly as in the current method.  
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Table 3.8 Single point energy Slater determinant singlet calculations on systems Naphthalene, 

Acenaphthalene, and Pyracylene by using both the new method (indicated as New in table) and the current 

method (indicated as Old in table). The results show us that the new method works properly. 

Calculation: No. α-
strings 

No. β-
strings 

No. 
configurations E (hartree) 

Old -382.9384189 RAS(10,2+6+12)[2,2] New 4592 4592 873652 -382.9384189 
Old -458.5403585 RAS(12,4+4+12)[2,2] New 4150 4150 238588 -458.5403585 
Old -458.5146168 RAS(12,2+6+4)[1,3] New 701 701 125461 -458.5146168 
Old -534.1749569 RAS(14,4+6+10)[2,2] New 10336 10336 2089780 -534.1749569 

 

Table 3.9 Single point energy calculations on Naphthalene by using both the new method and the current 

method with different basis functions. HW stands for Hartree-Waller. SD is for Slater determinant. And 

configs. means configurations. We can see in this table that the outputs of the SD singlet / triplet 

calculations are identical to the outputs of the HW singlet / triplet calculations. The result shown in this 

table again proves the new method works properly. 

Calculation: 
RAS(n,2+6+12)[2,2] 

No. α-
electrons 

No. β-
electrons 

No. α-
strings 

No. β-
strings 

No. 
configs. E (hartree) 

Old -382.9384189 HW singlet New 5 5 4592 4592 437181 -382.9384189 
Old -382.8187673 HW triplet New 5 5 4592 4592 436471 -382.8187673 
Old -382.9384189 SD singlet New 5 5 4592 4592 873652 -382.9384189 
Old -382.8187673 

n = 10 

SD triplet New 6 4 5320 2590 644157 -382.8187673 
Old -382.6621729 n = 9 Doublet New 5 4 4592 2590 632468 -382.6621729 

 

For testing the convergence of the RASSCF calculations to the corresponding CASSCF 

calculation, a series of RASSCF test calculations for acenaphthylene with different 

combinations of M(RAS1), M(RAS2), M(RAS3), MxHole, and MxElec are carried out. 

Since the total number of active electrons and active orbitals remains constant for this 

series of RAS test calculations, we can use the simpler way to represent these 

calculations as mentioned above. Also, according to Tables 3.8 and 3.9, we know the new 

method works properly, the convergence tests will thus be carried out by using the new 

method only. The performance of the RASSCF method depends critically on the proper 

selection of the RAS subspaces. From the natural orbital analysis of the CAS(12,12) 
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reference calculation, we know the occupation number of the 12 active orbitals are: 

1.9945, 1.9922, 1.9494, 1.9346, 1.9034, 1.9158, 0.1126, 0.0708, 0.0532, 0.0735, 0.00003, 

0.00007. We can see that the occupation of the first, second, and third orbitals is very 

close to 2, while the occupation of the ninth, eleventh, and twelfth orbitals is very close to 

0. Therefore we know the 6 orbitals (the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, and tenth 

orbitals) show relatively large occupation change. Thus a natural splitting of the active 

space will be M(RAS1) = M(RAS3) = 3 and M(RAS2) = 6. Tables 3.10 give the results of 

these test calculations. Table 3.10a gives the results of the calculations when the sizes of 

the RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 subspaces are fixed while MxHole and MxElec vary (in this 

case, M(RAS2) is set as 6). Table 3.10b gives the results of the calculations when 

MxHole and MxElec are set as 1 with the sizes of RASX subspace vary. Table 3.10c lists 

all the results with MxHole = MxElec = 2 when the sizes of RASX subspace very. From 

Tables 3.10 we can find the following factors: 

 

1. if we set M(RAS2)=12 we will obviously get identical result as the CAS(12,12) 

reference calculation. 

 

2. when the values of MxHole and MxElec are set fixed, the RASSCF calculation 

can be more and more accurate when M(RAS2) increases (thus M(RAS1) and / or 

M(RAS3) decreases). 

 

3. when the values of M(RAS1), M(RAS2), and M(RAS3) are fixed, the RASSCF 

calculation can be more and more accurate when MxHole and/or MxElec 

increases. 

Figures 3.9 visualize the above 3 factors. According to the data given above, we can say 

that we have successfully verified that the new method works. Now we should start our 

investigation of the performance of the newly developed method. 
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Table 3.10a The convergence of a series of RASSCF calculation to a reference CASSCF calculation (HW 

singlet basis is used). The CASSCF(12,12) single point energy calculation on acenaphthylene is carried out 

as a reference calculation. Then a series of RASSCF calculations with different combinations of 

M(RAS1)+M(RAS2)+M(RAS3), and (MxHole,MxElec) are carried out to show the convergence of the 

accuracy of these RASSCF calculations. In this table, the number of RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 subspace 

orbitals is set fixed while MxHole and MxElec vary. We will use RAS12 a,b,c,d( )  to indicate a calculation 

with MxHole  = a, M(RAS1) = b, MxElec = c, and M(RAS3) = d in the table (1 hartree ≈ 27.2114 eV). 

Calculations M(RAS2) = E (hartree) ΔERAS-CAS (eV) 
CAS(12,12) - -458.5173469 - 

RAS12(1,3,1,3) 6 -458.5028286 0.3951 
RAS12(2,3,2,3) 6 -458.5170937 6.89E-3 
RAS12(3,3,3,3) 6 -458.5173020 1.22E-3 
RAS12(4,3,4,3) 6 -458.5173466 8.16E-6 
RAS12(0,0,0,0) 12 -458.5173469 0.00 

 

 

 
Figure 3.9a When the number of orbials in RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 subspaces is set fixed, the result of the 

RASSCF calculation can become closer and closer to the reference CASSCF calculation when the number 

of MxHole/MxElec increases. The 0.0 line is the result given by the reference CASSCF calculation.  
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Table 3.10b In this table we will set MxHole = MxElec =1 while the number of RAS2 subspace orbitals 

varies. We will still use RAS12(a,b,c,d) to indicate a calculation as in Table 3.10a. 1 hartree ≈ 27.2114 eV 

Calculations M(RAS2) = E (hartree) ΔERAS-CAS (eV) 
CAS(12,12) - -458.5173469 - 

RAS12(1,5,1,5) 2 -458.4496558 1.8420 
RAS12(1,4,1,4) 4 -458.4809290 0.9910 
RAS12(1,3,1,3) 6 -458.5028286 0.3951 
RAS12(1,2,1,2) 8 -458.5148772 0.0672 
RAS12(1,1,1,1) 10 -458.5164510 0.0244 
RAS12(0,0,0,0) 12 -458.5173469 0.00 

 
Figure 3.9b When the values of MxHole and MxElec are both set as 1, we can see the results of RASSCF 

calculations are getting closer and closer to the result of the reference CAS calculation when the number of 
RAS2 subspace orbitals increases. The 0.0 line is the result given by the reference CASSCF calculation.  

 
Table 3.10c In this table we will set MxHole = MxElec =2 while the number of M(RAS2) varies. 

Calculations M(RAS2) = E (hartree) ΔERAS-CAS (eV) 
CAS(12,12) - -458.5173469 - 

RAS12(2,5,2,5) 2 -458.5039699 0.3640 
RAS12(2,4,2,4) 4 -458.5136535 0.1005 
RAS12(2,3,2,3) 6 -458.5170937 6.89E-3 
RAS12(2,2,2,2) 8 -458.5173226 6.61E-4 
RAS12(2,1,2,1) 10 -458.5173469 0.00 
RAS12(0,0,0,0) 12 -458.5173469 0.00 
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Figure 3.9c When the values of MxHole and MxElec are both set as 2, we can see the results of RASSCF 

calculations are getting closer and closer to the result of the reference CAS calculation when the number of 
RAS2 subspace orbitals increases. The 0.0 line is the result given by the reference CASSCF calculation. 

 

 

3.8.2 New Method Performance 
 

In this sub-section, we will investigate the performance of the newly developed method 

for the selected 7 cases described in Section 3.4. Since our method focuses mainly on 

improving the efficiency of the CI vector evaluation, the timing data of one Davidson 

iteration of both the new method and the current method will be crucial for the 

performance investigation. In order to obtain reliable timing data of one Davidson 

iteration, we will choose a larger system (coronene, Chart 3.2) than the systems used in 

the last sub-section. With an increased number of active electrons (24), the process of 

choosing the sizes of RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces for this system will become more 

flexible. Thus a single point RAS (24, RAS1+RAS2+RAS3) [MxHole, MxElec] 

calculation on this system is carried out where the total number of active electrons is 

fixed as 24 and the numbers of RAS1, RAS2, RAS3, MxHole, and MxElec vary.  
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In order to obtain a better performance data, we choose to use the Slater determinant 

singlet basis in our main performance test calculations. This is because the Slater 

determinant singlet basis has the largest CI vector compared to other bases. In the 

following, similar to the CASSCF timing data, the timing data of the 4th Davidson 

iteration of these calculations (both the New method and the Old method) are recorded, 

where the timing data of the current method is used as our benchmark. In the following 

tables, the timing data of only the changed part (the 7 cases) and the overall of the 4th 

Davidson iteration are given. The percentage of the timing of the changed part in the 

overall timing is also listed. Table 3.11 shows the single excitation timing data of the 

total number of orbital remains constant while the size of RAS2 increases (thus the size 

of RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces decreases). Table 3.12 gives the double excitation timing 

data of these cases. Table 3.13 lists the single excitation timing data where the sizes of 

the RAS1 and RAS2 subspaces remain constant while the number of orbitals in the RAS3 

subspace is changed. In Table 3.14 one can find the double excitation timing data of these 

cases.  

 

 

 

 
 

Chart 3.2 Coronene structure. 
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Table 3.11 Timing data of the 7 cases only for the cases of the total number of orbitals remains the same 

while the number of RAS2 subspace varies (single excitation only: MxHole=MxElec=1). 

Calculation RAS(24,10+4+10) RAS(24,9+6+9) RAS(24,8+8+8) RAS(24,7+10+7) 
No. of Slater Det. 11,396 112,450 1,158,948 12,090,456 
No. of full strings 686 1,910 5,446 15,540 

 Timing (s) 
1 iter. overall 0.81 18.18 468.40 11943.46 
Changed part 0.28 9.6 303.89 8733.53 Old 

% 35% 52.81% 64.88% 73.12% 
1 iter. overall 0.54 8.88 165.15 3139.59 
Changed part 0.03 0.49 8.58 138.83 New 

% 5.56% 5.52% 5.20% 4.42% 
Changed part 

speedup 9.33 19.59 35.42 62.91 

Overall Speedup 1.48 2.05 2.84 3.80 
 

Table 3.12 Timing data of the 7 cases only for the cases of the total number of orbitals remains the same 

while the number of RAS2 subspace varies (double excitation only: MxHole=MxElec=2).   

Calculation RAS(24,10+4+10) RAS(24,9+6+9) RAS(24,8+8+8) RAS(24,7+10+7) 
No. of Slater Det. 959,926 7,925,332 66,187,044 540,193,248 

No. of strings 16,526 37,982 86,982 193,452 
 Timing (s) 

1 iter. overall 30.18 439.94 7243.08 139236.76 
Changed part 5.84 145.51 3289.52 80834.47 Old 

% 19.35% 33.07% 45.42% 58.06% 
1 iter. overall 14.99 189.37 2134.8 31337.55 
Changed part 2.1 46.36 577.57 9957.56 New 

% 14.01% 24.48% 27.05% 31.78% 
Changed part 

speedup 2.78 3.14 5.70 8.12 

Overall Speedup 2.01 2.32 3.39 4.44 
 

Table 3.13 Timing data of the 7 cases only for the cases of the number of RAS2 orbitals remains the same 

while the number of RAS3 subspace varies (single excitation only: MxHole=MxElec=1). 

Calculation RAS(24,8+8+8) RAS(24,8+8+12) RAS(24,8+8+16) RAS(24,8+8+20) 
No. of Slater Det. 1,158,948 1,704,612 2,250,276 2,795,940 
No. of full strings 5,446 7,910 10,374 12,838 

 Timing (s) 
1 iter. overall 468.40 501.17 523.39 550.90 
Changed part 303.89 322.26 330.26 343.08 Old 

% 64.88% 64.30% 63.10% 62.28% 
1 iter. overall 165.15 182.43 195.67 201.73 
Changed part 8.58 16.99 21.85 20.48 New 

% 5.20% 9.31% 11.17% 10.15% 
Changed part 

speedup 35.42 18.97 15.11 16.75 

Overall Speedup 2.84 2.75 2.67 2.73 
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Table 3.14 Timing data of the 7 cases only for the cases of the number of RAS2 orbitals remains the same 

while the number of RAS3 subspace varies (double excitation only: MxHole=MxElec=2).  

Calculation RAS(24,8+8+8) RAS(24,8+8+12) RAS(24,8+8+16) RAS(24,8+8+20) 
No. of Slater Det. 66,187,044 145,209,540 254,977,380 395,490,564 

No. of strings 86,982 188286 328,566 507,822 
 Timing (s) 

1 iter. overall 7243.08 17350.55 46401.73 67459.92 
Changed part 3289.52 7213.42 17040.35 25132.8 Old 

% 45.42% 41.57% 36.72% 37.26% 
1 iter. overall 2134.8 4740.75 10695.54 15265.34 
Changed part 577.57 1511.92 3150.63 4862.15 New 

% 27.05% 31.89% 29.46% 31.85% 
Changed part 

speedup 5.70 4.77 5.41 5.17 

Overall Speedup 3.39 3.66 4.34 4.42 
 

From the data listed in Tables 3.11-3.14, we can see after we have modified the most 

time consuming 7 cases the new method can always perform faster. Moreover, as the size 

of RAS2 subspace increases (Tables 3.11 and 3.12), the new method can perform better 

and better. However, this timing data come from the new method that only modifies 7 

integral cases among the total 22 cases. In the next chapter, the remaining integral cases 

will be investigated and modified in order to get a better overall performance.  

 

Another point that should be mentioned here is the competition between the memory 

requirement and the computation timing cost. According to the memory requirement 

discussion given in Section 3.6.5, the memory requirement is mainly determined by the 

size of the CI vector. Based on the data listed above, we can see the largest CI vector is 

the calculation of RAS(24,7+10+7)[2,2], which is 540,193,248 words (~4.3GBytes) long. 

In the new method, to carry out such a calculation, as we stated in Section 3.6.5, the extra 

memory requirement will be ~ 7 ⋅NConf .
RAS  (5 added vectors plus the 2 original CI vectors) 

for the Slater determinant basis, which is around 30GBytes. For Hartree-Waller basis, 

this becomes ~5 ⋅NCSFs
RAS  (4 added arrays in the new method and the rest from the current 

method), which is about 22GBytes. However, as indicated in Table 3.12, although the 

new method for carrying out such a large job is ~4 times faster than the current method, 

the timing cost for a single Davidson iteration is still too expensive (31337.55 seconds, 

about 10 hours) The memory requirement, however, is achievable on modern commercial 
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PC clusters. Nevertheless, as stated above, this version of method is only the very first 

version and, in the future, when the blocked structure algorithm for the CI vector is 

adapted, the memory requirement will be dramatically reduced. 

 

So far we have only given the timing data of Slater determinant singlet calculations by 

using our new method. We would like to know what the performance of the new method 

would be when the calculations are carried out by using the Hartree-Waller functions 

(singlet and triplet) basis or doublet / triplet calculations using the Slater determinants 

basis. From Tables 3.11-3.14 we can see the timing data of the calculation of 

RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] is good for demonstrating not only serially the new method 

performs better, but also the parallel performance as will be given later. This is because, 

while the execution time is not too long, it is enough to show the difference between the 

two methods. Moreover, this calculation is also a good example to show the parallel 

performance of both the new and the current methods. As we know the new method can 

change the time consuming part successfully to non-time consuming cases, in the 

following, only the overall timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration will be given to 

illustrate the performance of the RAS matrix multiplication method when using the 

different basis (Table 3.15). From the data given in Table 3.15 we know no matter what 

basis is used, the RAS factorized matrix multiplication method can always perform faster 

than the current method. This again proves that the matrix multiplication method has 

successfully changed the time consuming cases into non-time consuming cases and thus 

performs faster. 
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Table 3.15 Serial timing data for the 4th Davidson iteration when using different basis on the same 

calculation of coronene (RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1]). We can see from this table that no matter what basis is 

used, the RASSCF matrix multiplication method always performs faster than the current method. 

Calculation: 
RAS(n,7+10+7)[1,1] 

No. α-
electrons 

No. β-
electrons 

No. α-
strings 

No. β-
strings 

No. 
configs. 

1 iteration 
timing (s) 

New 
method 
speedup 

Old 6395.14 HW 
singlet New 12 12 15540 15540 6045354 1650.43 3.87 

Old 6229.87 HW 
triplet New 12 12 15540 15540 6045102 1639.94 3.80 

Old 11943.46 SD 
singlet New 12 12 15540 15540 12090456 3139.59 3.80 

Old 8899.73 

n = 24 

SD 
triplet New 13 11 13104 13104 9276876 2415.05 3.69 

Old 10062.93 n = 23 Double
t New 12 11 15540 13104 10340568 2739.23 3.67 

 

 

Now we will investigate the performance of parallelization of the new method. We again 

use the Slater determinant calculation of coronene RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] to demonstrate. 

As we stated in Section 3.7 that the parallelism can be carried out in three ways, using 

shared memory parallelization (OpenMP) only, using distributed memory parallelization 

(Linda) only, or a combination of both. In the following we will investigate the 

performance of parallelism for these three types separately. The timing data of using 

shared memory parallelization only are recorded in Table 3.16 with NProcS = 

1,2,4,6,8{ } . Table 3.17 gives the timing data of using Linda only (up to 5 Linda workers 

as representative). The timing data of using a hybrid parallelization that uses 2 Linda 

workers while the number of shared memory processors on each node varies can be 

found in Table 3.18. From the speedup rows of Table 3.16-3.18 we can see the parallel 

performance of both the current method and the new method are almost scaled linearly 

with the increasing number of processors (Figures 3.10-3.12). The parallelization of the 

new method performs as well as we expected. This proves to us that the flexible parallel 

scheme described in Section 3.7 works well. 
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Table 3.16 Shared memory timing data for the 4th Davidson iteration of both the current method and the 

new method with only the first 7 time consuming cases are modified (OpenMP only). 

System Coronene: RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] 
No. of Slater Det. 12,090,456 

No. of Global string 15,540 
NProcShared =   1 2 4 6 8 

CPU time 3164.92 3206.91 3239.93 3251.25 3332.62 
Wall time 3164.92 1603 810 542 413 New  
Speedup - 1.97 3.91 5.84 7.66 
CPU time 11943.46 12083.80 12155.64 12426.75 12549.53 
Wall time 11943.46 6043 3040 2073 1569 Old  
Speedup - 1.98 3.93 5.76 7.61 

 
Figure 3.10 The shared memory parallelism only performance of both the old and the new methods. From 

this figure we can see the speedup of the parallelism is almost linearly scaled. 

 
Table 3.17 Timing data of the 4th Davidson iteration of both the current method and the new method when 

using (Linda only). 
 

System Coronene: RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] 
No. of Slater Det. 12,090,456 

No. of Global string 15,540 
NProcLinda =  1 2 3 4 5 
NProcShared = 1 

CPU time (s) 11943.46 12041.50 12004.59 11911.28 11922.75 
Wall time (s) 11943.46 6021 4002 2978 2385 Old 

Speedup - 1.98 2.98 4.01 5.01 
CPU time (s) 3164.92 3144.60 3154.50 3140.92 3156.10 
Wall time (s) 3164.92 1573 1052 786 631 New  

Speedup - 2.01 3.01 4.03 5.02 
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Figure 3.11 The distributed memory parallelism only performance of both the old and the new methods. 

From this figure we can also see the speedup of the parallelism is linearly scaled. 
 
 

Table 3.18 Hybrid parallel timing data when using 2 Linda workers and the number of shared memory 

threads varies of both methods. From the speedup rows of both methods, we can see both methods scale 

perfect linearly with the increasing number of processors. 

System Coronene: RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] 
No. of Slater Det. 12,090,456 

No. of Global string 15,540 
  Serial NProcLinda = 2 

NProcShared =   1 2 4 6 8 
CPU time 3164.92 3174.10 3278.94 3273.84 3263.86 
Wall time 3164.92 794 410 273 204 New  
Speedup - 3.99 7.72 11.59 15.51 
CPU time 11943.46 12071.28 12891.10 12676.80 12482.72 
Wall time 11943.46 3019 1613 1057 780 Old 
Speedup - 3.96 7.40 11.30 15.31 
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Figure 3.12 The performance of the hybrid parallelism (Linda+OpenMP). The number of Linda workers is 

set as 2 while the number of shared memory processors varies. Since both the OpenMP only performance 

and the Linda only performance are linearly scaled, the hybrid parallelism performance is also linearly 

scaled. 

 

3.9 Summary 
 

In this chapter, by adopting the highly efficient non-zero symbolic matrix elements 

generation method used in the current method and converting the factorized matrix 

multiplication method used for the CASSCF method, we have developed an efficient 

RASSCF method for improving the performance of the targeted 7 cases which are also 

the most time consuming cases in the current method. The main feature in the new 

method is the capability to use the data in the RASSCF CI vector in a sequential order, 

which improves the performance of the current method to a significant level (illustrated 

in Tables 3.11-3.15). Another feature of this new RAS method is the introduction of the 

matrix multiplication in the nested loops over model orbital indices w and x (integral 

driven) that allows us to carry out the parallelization in an implicit order. Thus the sub-
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tasks defined by the wx pairs will not be pre-distributed to the processors. A good load 

balancing can be achieved and the communication overhead is minimal. However, since 

the factorized method requires some extra memory to store the generated matrices, when 

the available memory is limited, the application of the new RAS method will be 

restricted. In the future, when the blocked structure algorithm of the CI vector is adapted, 

the memory requirement will be dramatically reduced. 

 

The algorithm is implemented in the current development version of the Gaussian 

program package [42]. An option of parallel execution is implemented in this algorithm. 

Running in parallel may be done using distributed memory (Linda) or shared memory, or 

a combination of these. As well as the most general basis of Slater determinants we also 

implement the straightforward simplifications for singlets and triplets using Hartree-

Waller functions. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 

As described in the last chapter, due to the introduction of the occupation restrictions in 

the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces, in total 22 different orbital integral cases arise (Table 

3.1). Among these cases, is the current RASSCF method, 7 of them are time consuming 

and are suitable to be modified by using the factorized matrix multiplication method 

(Section 1.7.2.1). In the last chapter we applied this matrix multiplication scheme to these 

cases resulting in better performance of the new method over the current one. Thereby, 

leaving the 15 unchanged cases time consuming in the newly developed RASSCF 

method. Although the modification of the 7 cases described in the last chapter has already 

made the new method perform faster than the current method, we would like to seek a 

way to modify these remaining cases to achieve an overall outstanding performance. 

 

However, as discussed in Section 3.3.3, when implementing Eqs. 3.3.19 to carry out the 

CI vector updating, the number of matrix multiplication operation will not be 1 if at least 

one of the model orbital indices w and x is not in RAS2 subspace (Eq. 3.3.19c), which is 

the 15 remaining integral types. This is because once one model orbital index is dropped 

in either model RAS1 subspace or model RAS3 subspace, the expansion of the model 

orbital index will lead to a set of full RAS space orbital indices. Each of these indices will 

correspond to its own intermediate matrix M (Eq. 3.3.19c). In other words, the number of 

the matrix multiplication operation (Eq. 3.3.19b) will not be 1 any more. And this many 

number of matrix multiplication operation might become a bottleneck to the performance 

of the factorized matrix multiplication method. Hence, if we apply the factorized matrix 

multiplication scheme to these 15 integral cases, at certain level, the overall performance 

of the modified method would be slower than the current method. Therefore, the 

factorized matrix multiplication method that was suitable for the 7 targeted integral cases 

(first 7 cases in Table 3.1) will not be the solution to modify the remaining 15 integral 

cases. In this chapter we will seek a possible way to modify these remaining cases. 

However, as indicated in Section 1.7.2, there are only two ways to carry out the CI vector 

updating, factorized or unfactorized method. As the factorized matrix multiplication 
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method is not suitable for the 15 cases, we assume the unfactorized method would be the 

solution to these cases. We noticed that the method developed by Saunders and Van 

Lenthe [95] (abbreviated as SV method hereafter) deals with different integral cases in 

different ways, e.g. some integral cases are carried out via factorized matrix 

multiplication method and others use unfactorized method. Therefore it is necessary to 

review this method first. 

In the following, we assume one has already read through Chapter 3 and had the 

background knowledge, e.g. the model space concept and the notation etc., of the 

RASSCF wavefunction in mind, and we will use these concepts directly in this chapter. 

This chapter is organized in the following way. Section 4.2 reviews the SV method in 

details. Based on this review, we know the assumption above is fully applicable. From 

Chapter 3 we know that the current RASSCF implementation for the remaining 15 cases 

is already in the unfactorized method. However, according to the review there should still 

be room to improve upon the performance of theses cases. Based on the review, in 

Section 4.3 an attempt at optimizing these 15 integral cases of the current RASSCF 

method is undertaken. The performance of this optimized method is demonstrated by 

using the same calculations for generating the timing data in Tables 3.11-3.14 and 3.16-

3.18 of coronene. The result shows that this optimized method can further improve the 

performance of the RASSCF method developed in the last chapter. Thus an overall 

improvement of performance is achieved. 

 

4.2 Review of Saunders and Van Lenthe’s Method 
 

As described in Chapter 3, the SV method [95] doesn’t contain the RAS1 subspace. 

Moreover, at most 2 electrons can be excited into the RAS3 subspace (the so called 

“external space” in the method). Therefore, the SV method can be treated as a special 

case of the general RASSCF method with M(RAS1) = 0 (thus MxHole = 0) and MxElec 

= 2. In this case, the number of model orbital integral cases can be reduced from 22 

(Table 3.1) to 6 (Table 4.1). Since the SV method is a special case of the RASSCF 
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method, all the orbital labels defined for the RASSCF method in Chapter 3 can be used 

here too except the RAS1 subspace labels should be excluded, 

• RAS2 (internal space): i, j,k,l  
• RAS3 (external space): a,b,c,d  
• full model RAS space: w, x, y, z  
• full RAS space (global space): i, j,k,l  
• model RAS3 space: δ ,ε . 

Table 4.1 The model integral types in the SV method that excludes the RAS1 subspace and their expanding 

to the full orbital space. 

The possible values for the full model 
RAS space orbital indices in SV method 

w x y z 

Expanding to full space integral: 
wx yz( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij kl( )  

i  j  k  l  ij kl( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij kl( )  

i  j  k  δ  
 
ij kδ( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij ka( ),, ij k ′′′a( ){ }  

i  j  δ  ε  
 
ij δε( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ij ab( ),, ij ′′′a ′′′b( ){ }  

i  δ  j  ε  
 
iδ jε( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ia jb( ),, i ′′′a j ′′′b( ){ }  

i  δ  δ  ε  
 
iδ δε( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ia bc( ),, i ′′′a ′′′b ′′′c( ){ }  

δ  ε  δ  ε  
 
δε δε( ) expanding⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ab cd( ),, ′′′a ′′′b ′′′c ′′′d( ){ }  

 

Comparing the model orbital integral cases listed in Table 3.1 and Table 4.1, we can see 

the first 3 model integral cases in Table 4.1 belong to the 7 time consuming cases that we 

have already studied in the last Chapter. So we won’t consider these integral cases in this 

chapter. Instead, we will review how the SV method deals with the rest 3 model integral 

cases. 

 

As mentioned above, we can treat the SV method as a special case of the general 

RASSCF method. When MxHole = 0 (thus ih ≡ 0 ) and MxElec = 2 (thus ie = 0,1,2{ } ), 

there will be 6 types of configurations: Kα
0,0Kβ

0,0 , Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0 , Kα
0,0Kβ

0,1 , Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1 , 

Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0 , and Kα
0,0Kβ

0,2 . In the SV method, according to the number of particles in the 

RAS3 subspace, they divided the full configuration space into 4 blocks (Table 4.2). For 

different model orbital integral cases, the types of interactions between configuration 
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blocks will be different. For example, for the iδ jε( )model orbital integral, the excitation 

type is 2→ 3,2→ 3( ) . Therefore the initial state (initial configuration: L = Lα
0,0Lβ

0,0 ) 

should have no particle in the external space. After excitation, two particles are excited 

from the internal space to the external space to form the final state (final configurations: 

K = Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1 , K = Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0 , or K = Kα
0,0Kβ

0,2 ). Thus the interactions between 

K and L  will either be singlet-vacuum interaction, e.g. Kα
0,1Kβ

0,1 eiδ jε Lα
0,0Lβ

0,0  

(where eiδ jε = aδξ
† aεγ

† ajγ aiξ
ξγ
∑ ), or triplet-vacuum interaction, e.g. Kα

0,2Kβ
0,0 eiδ jε Lα

0,0Lβ
0,0 . 

The interaction types that corresponding to certain model orbital integral class (only the 

last 3 integral cases in Table 4.1) are listed in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.2 The configuration blocks applied in the SV method 
Configuration blocks Occupation type 
Vacuum: Kα

0,0Kβ
0,0  No electron in the model external space 

Doublet: Kα
0,1Kβ

0,0  or Kα
0,0Kβ

0,1  One electron in the model external space 
Singlet: Kα

0,1Kβ
0,1  Two electrons with different spins in the model external space 

Triplet: Kα
0,2Kβ

0,0  or Kα
0,0Kβ

0,2  Two electrons with the same spin in the model external space 

 
Table 4.3 The different types of interaction between configurations for the last 3 model orbital integral 

cases in Table 4.1 

Model orbital integral types configuration interaction types 

iδ jε( )  singlet-vacuum 
triplet-vacuum 

i ′δ δε( )  singlet-doublet 
triplet-doublet 

′δ ′ε δε( )  singlet-singlet 
triplet-triplet 

 

 

4.2.1 iδ jε( )Model Orbital Integral Cases 

 

We will mainly use the singlet-vacuum configuration interaction type of the iδ jε( )  

model integral class, which corresponds to the 17th integral case in Table 3.1, in the SV 

method as example to illustrate how they managed to implement this integral type. For 
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the singlet-vacuum interaction of this type of integral, one α -electron and one β -

electron are excited from the orbitals i and j (assuming i ≠ j ) of the initial configuration 

Lij = Lα
0,0Lβ

0,0  (superscript of L means the electrons in these orbitals will be 

annihilated) to the orbitals a and b of the final configuration, e.g. Kab = Kα
01,aKβ

01,b . In 

other words, orbitals i and j each carry one more electron in L than K. The occupation and 

spin patterns of the other orbitals in the internal space should be the same between K and 

L. In the SV method, the σ -vector is updated for the singlet-vacuum interaction case as, 

σ
Kab = PijCLij

B
Kδε Lij( )T ,            (4.4.1) 

where the Pij  is an “column vector” built for the full RAS space orbital integral 

corresponding to certain ij index pair, 

 
 
Pij = bi aj( ) + ai bj( ) ′b i aj( ) + ai ′b j( )  ′′′b i ′′′a j( ) + ′′′a i ′′′b j( )( )T ,   (4.4.2) 

where b ≤ a  and i ≤ j . The dimension of this vector is given as M RAS3( )
2

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟  when b < a 

and M(RAS3) when b = a. Since there are no electrons in the external space for the 

configurations, Lij , according to the occupation and spin patterns in the orbitals except i 

and j, one block vector can be generated from the vacuum configuration block, 

 

C
Lij
= L1

ij L2
ij
 Ln

ij( ) ,         (4.4.3) 

where Ln
ij indicates the index of the configuration in the vacuum configuration block of 

the CI vector C. The subscript n denotes the occupation and spin pattern of internal 

orbitals other than orbitals i and j (the superscript). The dimension of this block vector is 

defined as M RAS2( ) −1
Nα −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( ) −1
Nβ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

, where orbitals i and j are deducted from the 

internal space. The “-1” in the dimension expression comes from: since the final state is a 

singlet configuration, the orbitals i and j should be α -spin orbital and β -spin orbital, 

respectively. Thus only one orbital is deducted from the internal space for the α - or β -

electrons. The elements in the matrix B
Km

δε Ln
ij  are defined as, 
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B
Km

δε Ln
ij = δmnBiδ jε

Km
δε Ln

ij

=

K1
δε eiδ jε L1

ij 0  0

0 K2
δε eiδ jε L2

ij
 0

   

0 0  Kn
δε eiδ jε Ln

ij

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

,   (4.4.4) 

where Biδ jε
Km

δε Ln
ij

 indicates the model symbolic matrix elements, Km
δε eiδ jε Ln

ij  

( eiδ jε = aδξ
† aεγ

† ajγ aiξ
ξγ
∑ ). When the occupation and spin patterns in configurations 

Km
δε and Ln

ij of the other internal orbitals other than i and j are different (m ≠ n ), the 

symbolic matrix elements will vanish, e.g. K1
δε eiδ jε L2

ij = 0 . This is due to the nature of 

creation and annihilation operators of the second quantization (Appendix A). Also, as 

mentioned in Chapter 3, in the SV method, the model symbolic matrix elements remain 

constant when expanding the model orbital indices to the full RAS space. Therefore all 

the full RAS space symbolic matrix elements, e.g. K1
ab eiajb L1

ij , K1
a ′b eiaj ′b L1

ij ,   , 

K1
′′′a ′′′b ei ′′′a j ′′′b L1

ij , will share the same value, e.g. K1
δε eiδ jε L1

ij . The dimension of this 

matrix (Eq. 4.4.4) will be the square of the dimension of the vector C
Lij

. 

 

Based on this, we can see Eq. 4.4.1 will result in a set of elements in the σ -vector being 

updated, 

 

σ
Kab =

K1
ab K2

ab
 Kn

ab

K1
a ′b K2

a ′b
 Kn

a ′b

   

K1
′′′a ′′′b K2

′′′a ′′′b
 Kn

′′′a ′′′b

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

,       (4.4.5) 

where Kn
ab indicates the element index in the singlet CSFs block of the CI vector σ . 

The dimension of this result block is M RAS3( )
2

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

M RAS2( ) −1
Nα −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( ) −1
Nβ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

 when b < 

a or M RAS3( ) M RAS2( ) −1
Nα −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( ) −1
Nβ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟
 when b = a. Comparing the dimensions of Eq. 
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4.4.3 and Eq. 4.4.5, we can see a large number of elements in the σ -vector are updated 

by using a relatively small number of elements in the C vector. 

 

However, as we can see from Eq. 4.4.4 that the symbolic matrix elements, B
Km

δε Ln
ij , are not 

factorized, because the eiδ jε = aδξ
† aεγ

† ajγ aiξ
ξγ
∑ operator is not factorized. Therefore, the 

updating of the CI vector for this iδ jε( )  model orbital integral type is through the 

unfactorized method (Section 1.7.2.2). That is once the non-zero B
Km

δε Ln
ij is obtained, it is 

used directly to update the σ -vector via Eq. 4.4.1.  

 

4.2.2  ′δ ′ε δε( )Model Orbital Integral Cases 

 

For the i ′δ δε( )model orbital integral, in the SV method, the implementation is similar to 

the iδ jε( )model orbital integral cases described above, which is also an unfactorized 

method. Therefore, we should move to the ′δ ′ε δε( )model orbital integral cases and see 

how the SV method carries out the CI vector updating for this type of integral. The 

′δ ′ε δε( )model orbital integral indicates that there are always two electrons in the RAS3 

space and thus the configuration interaction type for this integral, as given in Table 4.3, 

can be only singlet-singlet or triplet-triplet. The occupation patterns of orbitals of the 

initial configurations, L , and the final configurations, K , only differ in the RAS3 

subspace (external space), e.g. two electrons occupying orbitals b and d in L  and 

orbitals a and c in K . Again, the model symbolic matrix elements, e.g. 

B ′δ ′ε δε
KL = K ′δ ′ε e ′δ ′ε δε L

δε , can represent the symbolic matrix elements of the full space, 

e.g. Bacbd
KL = Kac eacbd L

bd . Since for non-zero model symbolic matrix elements the 

occupation and spin patterns in the internal space are the same between K and L , for 

certain occupation and spin patterns in the internal space, we can write the model 

symbolic matrix element as B ′δ ′ε δε
Kn

′δ ′ε Ln
δε

= Kn
′δ ′ε e ′δ ′ε δε Ln

δε . Similar to the iδ jε( )  case, 
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different internal occupation and spin patterns between the K and L  configurations 

will result zero, e.g. K1
′δ ′ε e ′δ ′ε δε L2

δε  = 0 . And most importantly, this symbolic matrix 

element is also not factorized. Now we shall investigate how the SV method updates the 

CI vector for this type of model orbital integral in a bit more detail. 

 

In the SV method, for the ′δ ′ε δε( )model orbital integral case the CI vector is updated 

via a matrix-matrix multiplication operation: 

σ Kn
ac( ) = Pba,dc ′C Kn

bd( ) .            (4.4.6) 

The Pba,dc in Eq. 4.4.6 is a matrix indexed by the possible combinations of orbital indices 

a and c, and b and d in the RAS3 subspace as row and column indices respectively, 

 

Pba,dc =

ab cd( ) ab c ′d( )  ab c ′′′d( ) a ′b cd( )  a ′′′b c ′′′d( )
ab ′c d( ) ab ′c ′d( )  ab ′c ′′′d( ) a ′b ′c d( )  a ′′′b ′c ′′′d( )
      

ab ′′′c d( ) ab ′′′c ′d( )  ab ′′′c ′′′d( ) a ′b ′′′c d( )  a ′′′b ′′′c ′′′d( )
′a b cd( ) ′a b c ′d( )  ′a b c ′′′d( ) ′a ′b cd( )  ′a ′′′b c ′′′d( )
      

′′′a b ′′′c d( ) ′′′a b ′′′c ′d( )  ′′′a b ′′′c ′′′d( ) ′′′a ′b ′′′c d( )  ′′′a ′′′b ′′′c ′′′d( )

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

.   (4.4.7) 

The dimension of this matrix is defined as, M RAS3( ) M RAS3( ) +1( )
2

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

2

for singlet-singlet 

interaction cases and as M RAS3( ) M RAS3( ) −1( )
2

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

2

for triplet-triplet interaction cases. 

When the orbital symmetry property is applied (
b ≤ a,d ≤ c   singlet
b < a,d < c    triplet

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
), the dimension 

of the matrix given by Eq. 4.4.7 will be halved and thus the matrix of Eq. 4.4.7 becomes a 

triangular matrix. However, for the purpose of showing clearly how the SV method 

updates the CI vector for this case by using matrix multiplication method, we will use the 

full square matrix to demonstrate in the following. 
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σ Kn
ac( )  and ′C Kn

bd( )  are two matrices that are indexed by the possible combinations of 

orbital indices a and c (and b and d) in the RAS3 subspace as row index and the possible 

occupation and spin patterns in the RAS2 subspace as column index, 

 

σ Kn
ac( ) =

K1
ac K2

ac
 Kn

ac

K1
a ′c K2

a ′c
 Kn

a ′c

   

K1
a ′′′c K2

a ′′′c
 Kn

a ′′′c

K1
′a c K2

′a c
 Kn

′a c

   

K1
′′′a ′′′c K2

′′′a ′′′c
 Kn

′′′a ′′′c

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

,      (4.4.8a) 

and 

 

′C Kn
bd( ) =

K1
bd K2

bd
 Kn

bd

K1
b ′d K2

b ′d
 Kn

b ′d

   

K1
b ′′′d K2

b ′′′d
 Kn

b ′′′d

K1
′b d K2

′b d
 Kn

′b d

   

K1
′′′b ′′′d K2

′′′b ′′′d
 Kn

′′′b ′′′d

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

.      (4.4.8b) 

The dimension of these matrices (they share the same dimension) is defined as 

M RAS3( ) M RAS3( ) +1( )
2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
M RAS2( )
Nα −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nβ −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

 for singlet-singlet interaction case and 

M RAS3( ) M RAS3( ) −1( )
2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
M RAS2( )
Nα − 2

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nβ

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

 or M RAS3( ) M RAS3( ) −1( )
2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
M RAS2( )

Nα

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nβ − 2

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

 for 

triplet-triplet interaction cases. The matrix ′C given by Eq. 4.4.8b is generated by 

multiplying the model symbolic matrix elements with the corresponding elements in the 

CI vector C, 
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′C Kn
bd( ) = B ′δ ′ε δε

K1
′δ ′ε L1

δε

L1
bd

L1
b ′d



L1
b ′′′d

L1
′b d



L1
′′′b ′′′d

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

B ′δ ′ε δε
K2

′δ ′ε L2
δε

L2
bd

L2
b ′d



L2
b ′′′d

L2
′b d



L2
′′′b ′′′d

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

 B ′δ ′ε δε
Kn

′δ ′ε Ln
δε

Ln
bd

Ln
b ′d



Ln
b ′′′d

Ln
′b d



Ln
′′′b ′′′d

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

,  (4.4.9) 

where there will be M RAS3( ) M RAS3( ) +1( )
2

 (or M RAS3( ) M RAS3( ) −1( )
2

) pairs of bd 

indices, and M RAS2( )
Nα −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

M RAS2( )
Nβ −1

⎛

⎝
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possible internal occupation and spin patterns. From Eq. 4.4.9 we can see that the model 

symbolic matrix elements, B ′δ ′ε δε
Kn

′δ ′ε Ln
δε

, are not factorized either.  

 

As we can see in the above example, we know in the SV method for carrying out the CI 

vector updating from the last 3 model integral cases in Table 4.1 the unfactorized method 

is used. But since in this MRCISD case the model symbolic matrix elements will remain 

constant when the model external orbitals are expanded to the full external space, it is 

still possible to carry out matrix multiplication operation between the integral matrix and 

the matrix derived from certain block(s) of the CI vector. However, since the introduction 

of the RAS1 subspace in the general RASSCF method and the values of MxHole and 

MxElec are no longer restricted to 0 and 2 respectively, the symbolic matrix elements 

after expanding may not be a constant anymore (Eq. 3.3.22). Thus the CI vector updating 

process becomes more complicated. However, the idea of the SV method, which is to use 

the unfactorized method to carry out the CI vector updating for integral types that at least 

one model orbital index of wx pair or yz pair is not in the RAS2 subspace, confirms our 

assumption made in Section 4.1. Thus based on this idea, we can see the best way of 

implanting the remaining 15 integral cases in Table 3.1 is to use the unfactorized method.  
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4.3 An Attempted Implementation to the Remaining Cases 

And Its Performance 
 

As reviewed in Section 4.2 the SV method [95], for the last 3 orbital integral cases the 

model symbolic matrix elements are unfactorized. But because in the SV method, the 

model symbolic matrix elements will remain constant when the model external orbital 

indices are expanded to the full external space, it is still possible to apply a matrix 

multiplication scheme between the integral array and the corresponding blocks of the CI 

vector. However, once the RAS1 subspace is introduced and the value of MxHole is no 

longer 0, when expanding the model symbolic matrix elements to the full RAS space, a 

phase factor, −1( )n , should be introduced. This phase factor makes it not possible to carry 

out a matrix multiplication between the integral array and the corresponding blocks of the 

CI vector because in this case a new matrix that stores the non-zero expanded symbolic 

matrix elements is required. As stated in Chapter 1, to store this symbolic matrix 

elements matrix requires large computer memory capacity; it would thus not be ideal to 

carry out matrix multiplication in this case. Instead, these obtained non-zero elements 

should be used directly to update the CI vector (as indicated in Section 1.7.2.2), which is 

the unfactorized method. 

 

As we can see from Section 4.2, once there is one model orbital index in the model 

external space, the unfactorized method is used, we may thus carry out the CI vector 

updating process for the remaining 15 model orbital integral cases in the unfactorized 

fashion, in the same way as the current RASSCF implementation. Therefore, it becomes 

very clear that a hybrid method should be used to carry out the implementation of the 

RASSCF wavefunction. That is when the expansion of the model wx pair leads to only 

one full RAS space orbital index pair (the first 7 cases in Table 3.1), we should apply the 

factorized matrix multiplication method (Eqs. 3.3.19) that is capable to use data in a 

sequential order. And when the expansion of the model wx pair leads to more than 1 full 

RAS space orbital index pairs (the rest cases in Table 3.1), the unfactorized method 

should be used, because in this case all model orbital indices only need to be expanded 
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once for all the different expansions from the wx pair. Based on this idea, we can see the 

method we have developed in Chapter 3 is already a hybrid method. 

 

However, in the SV method [95], before they analyzed the orbital integral cases, they 

renormalized the CI vectors. These renormalized CI vectors are used for all the integral 

cases, irrespective of using the factorized method or unfactorized method. Recall in 

Chapter 3, we restructured the CI vector (Section 3.6.1) for different configuration basis 

types, e.g. the Slater determinant basis and the Hartree-Waller basis. The reason for this 

is to make the data in the CI vector be accessed in a more predictable way. We would like 

to apply the restructured CI vectors developed in Chapter 3 to the current unfactorized 

RASSCF implementation for the remaining 15 cases and thus expect a better 

performance. This implementation is only to replace the CI vectors used in the current 

implementation; all other steps would be the same as the current method. Thus for the 

implementation details and subroutine calling sequence, one can refer to reference [44]. 

In the following we will only report the result of this modified method after applying the 

restructured CI vectors. Again, all the calculations are carried out on PC cluster with the 

hardware property as Intel Nehalem servers (2 Intel Nehalem Quad-core 2.5 GHz 

processors per node with a peak speed of ~80 GFlops [128]). 

 

For the verification of the newly modified method, the same calculations used in Section 

3.8.1 are used. Since the output of this modified method is identical to the result given in 

Tables 3.8 and 3.9, we will focus on the performance comparison among the current 

method (termed as “Old” hereafter), the method developed in Chapter 3 (termed as 

“New0” hereafter), and the modified method (termed as “New1” thereafter). To carry out 

this comparison, the same molecule, Coronene (Chart 3.2), is used. And the same 

calculations used to generate the data in Tables 3.11-3.14 and 3.16-3.18 are carried out by 

using the New1 method again. The corresponding results are given in Tables 4.4-4.10, 

where Tables 4.4 – 4.7 list the serial performance timing data (the overall timing data 

only) of these methods and Tables 4.8-4.10 list the parallel timing data of using OpenMP 

only, using Linda only, and using a hybrid parallelism (2 Linda workers while the 

number of shared processors varies) of calculation RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1]. 
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Table 4.4 Timing data of calculations on the cases of the total number of orbitals remains the same while 

the number of RAS2 subspace varies (single excitation only). 

Calculation RAS(24,10+4+10) 
[1,1] 

RAS(24,9+6+9) 
[1,1] 

RAS(24,8+8+8) 
[1,1] 

RAS(24,7+10+7) 
[1,1] 

No. of Slater Det. 11,396 112,450 1,158,948 12,090,456 
No. of full strings 686 1,910 5,446 15,540 

 
Timing 0.81 18.18 468.40 11943.46 Old Speedup - - - - 
Timing 0.54 8.88 165.15 3139.59 New0 Speedup vs. Old 1.48 2.05 2.84 3.80 
Timing 0.32 4.88 88.89 1656.74 

Speedup vs. Old 2.53 3.73 5.27 7.21 

Overall 
timing 

(s)  
and 

speedup New1 
Speedup vs. New0 1.69 1.82 1.86 1.90 

 

Table 4.5 Timing data of calculations on the cases of the total number of orbitals remains the same while 

the number of RAS2 subspace varies (double excitation only). 

Calculation RAS(24,10+4+10) 
[2,2] 

RAS(24,9+6+9) 
[2,2] 

RAS(24,8+8+8) 
[2,2] 

RAS(24,7+10+7) 
[2,2] 

No. of Slater Det. 959,926 7,925,332 66,187,044 540,193,248 
No. of full strings 16,526 37,982 86,982 193,452 

 
Timing 30.18 439.94 7243.08 139236.76 Old Speedup - - - - 
Timing 14.99 189.37 2134.8 31337.55 New0 Speedup vs. Old 2.01 2.32 3.39 4.44 
Timing 12.62 137.13 1620.88 21850.47 

Speedup vs. Old 2.39 3.21 4.47 6.37 

Overall 
timing 

(s)  
and 

speedup New1 
Speedup vs. New0 1.19 1.38 1.32 1.43 

 

Table 4.6 Timing data of calculations on the cases of the number of RAS2 orbitals remains the same while 

the number of RAS3 subspace varies (single excitation only). 

Calculation RAS(24,8+8+8) 
[1,1] 

RAS(24,8+8+12) 
[1,1] 

RAS(24,8+8+16) 
[1,1] 

RAS(24,8+8+20) 
[1,1] 

No. of Slater Det. 1,158,948 1,704,612 2,250,276 2,795,940 
No. of full strings 5,446 7,910 10,374 12,838 

 
Timing 468.40 501.17 523.39 550.90 Old Speedup - - - - 
Timing 165.15 182.43 195.67 201.73 New0 Speedup vs. Old 2.84 2.75 2.67 2.73 
Timing 88.89 97.82 107.99 119.16 

Speedup vs. Old 5.27 5.12 4.85 4.62 

Overall 
timing 

(s)  
and 

speedup New1 
Speedup vs. New0 1.86 1.86 1.81 1.69 
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Table 4.7 Timing data of calculations on the cases of the number of RAS2 orbitals remains the same while 

the number of RAS3 subspace varies (double excitation only). 

Calculation RAS(24,8+8+8) 
[2,2] 

RAS(24,8+8+12) 
[2,2] 

RAS(24,8+8+16) 
[2,2] 

RAS(24,8+8+20) 
[2,2] 

No. of Slater Det. 66,187,044 145,209,540 254,977,380 395,490,564 
No. of full strings 86,982 188286 328,566 507,822 

 
Timing 7243.08 18443.47 39641.14 75567.84 Old Speedup - - - - 
Timing 2134.8 4740.75 10695.54 15265.34 New0 Speedup vs. Old 3.39 3.89 3.71 4.95 
Timing 1620.88 4663.92 8226.53 14655.13 

Speedup vs. Old 4.47 3.95 4.82 5.16 

Overall 
timing 

(s)  
and 

speedup New1 
Speedup vs. New0 1.32 1.02 1.30 1.04 

 

From Tables 4.4-4.7 we can see that after applying the restructured CI vector to the 

remaining 15 cases via the unfactorized method, the modified method can further 

improve the performance of the method developed in Chapter 3. Moreover, since we only 

use the restructured CI vectors generated in Chapter 3 without introducing any other 

arrays, the memory requirement would remain the same as the method developed in 

Chapter 3. However, the data provided in Tables 4.4-4.7 are only serial data, we would 

like to see whether this modified method will have as good scalability when it is 

parallelized as the method developed in Chapter 3. Thus the same calculations that were 

used for testing the parallel scalability of the method developed in the last chapter are 

used again here. Tables 4.8-4.10 shows the parallel results of using OpenMP only, Linda 

only, and hybrid parallelism (i.e. 2 Linda workers while number of shared memory 

processors varies), respectively. Once again, we can see the modified method developed 

in this chapter performs as good as the method developed in Chapter 3. Thus we know 

this attempted implementation to the remaining 15 cases has successfully improved the 

performance of the RASSCF method developed in Chapter 3, which is already faster than 

the current RASSCF method. 
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Table 4.8 Shared memory timing data for the 4th Davidson iteration of the current method (Old), the 

method developed in Chapter 3 (New0), and the modified method developed in this chapter (New1) using 

OpenMP only. 

System Coronene: RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] 
No. of Slater Det. 12,090,456 

No. of Global string 15,540 
NProcShared =   1 2 4 6 8 

CPU time 11943.46 12083.80 12155.64 12426.75 12549.53 
Wall time 11943.46 6043 3040 2073 1569 Old  
Speedup - 1.98 3.93 5.76 7.61 
CPU time 3164.92 3206.91 3239.93 3251.25 3332.62 
Wall time 3164.92 1603 810 542 413 New0  
Speedup - 1.97 3.91 5.84 7.66 
CPU time 1656.74 1682.62 1738.52 1781.44 1815.90 
Wall time 1656.74 842 434 297 227 New1 
Speedup - 1.97 3.82 5.58 7.30 

 
 

 

Table 4.9 Distributed memory timing data for the 4th Davidson iteration of the current method (Old), the 

method developed in Chapter 3 (New0), and the modified method developed in this chapter (New1) using 

Linda only. 

System Coronene: RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] 
No. of Slater Det. 12,090,456 

No. of Global string 15,540 
NProcLinda= 1 2 3 4 5 

NProcShared =  1 
CPU time 11943.46 12041.50 12004.59 11911.28 11922.75 
Wall time 11943.46 6021 4002 2978 2385 Old  
Speedup - 1.98 2.98 4.01 5.01 
CPU time 3164.92 3144.60 3154.50 3140.92 3156.10 
Wall time 3164.92 1573 1052 786 631 New0  
Speedup - 2.01 3.01 4.03 5.02 
CPU time 1656.74 1717.64 1682.49 1671.84 1672.65 
Wall time 1656.74 842 561 418 335 New1 
Speedup - 1.97 2.95 3.96 4.95 
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Table 4.10 Hybrid parallel timing data when using 2 Linda workers and the number of shared memory 

threads varies of the current method (Old), the method developed in Chapter 3 (New0), and the modified 

method developed in this chapter (New1). 

System Coronene: RAS(24,7+10+7)[1,1] 
No. of Slater Det. 12,090,456 

No. of Global string 15,540 
  Serial NProcLinda = 2 

NProcShared =   1 2 4 6 8 
CPU time 11943.46 12071.28 12891.10 12676.80 12482.72 
Wall time 11943.46 3019 1613 1057 780 Old  
Speedup - 3.96 7.40 11.30 15.31 
CPU time 3164.92 3174.10 3278.94 3273.84 3263.86 
Wall time 3164.92 794 410 273 204 New0  
Speedup - 3.99 7.72 11.59 15.51 
CPU time 1656.74 1738.88 1788.44 1836.92 1853.82 
Wall time 1656.74 435 223 154 116 New1 
Speedup - 3.81 7.43 10.76 14.28 

 
 

4.4 Summary 
 

In this chapter we mainly focus on the development of the remaining 15 integral types in 

order to further improve the performance of the current RASSCF method. As discussed 

in Section 3.3.3, the factorized matrix multiplication method will not be suitable for these 

cases. Thus leaving the unfactorized method as the ideal solution to these cases. As the 

MRSDCI method developed by Saunders and Van Lenthe [95] deals with different 

integral types in different ways, i.e. some integral types are treated by factorized matrix 

multiplication method and others are implemented unfactorized method, a review of this 

method is given.  

 

Based on the review, we have found that for implementing the RASSCF wavefunction, a 

hybrid method should be applied. That is for the integral cases when there is at least one 

2→ 2 excitation (the first 7 cases in Table 3.1), the factorized matrix multiplication 

method should be used. When there is no 2→ 2  excitation indicated in the model 

integral cases (the 8th – 22nd integral cases in Table 3.1), the unfactorized method, which 

is the current RASSCF method, should be chosen. However, still based on the review, it 

is found that the restructured CI vector would be useful. Therefore we developed an 
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attempted implementation by replacing the CI vector in the current method by the 

restructured CI vectors developed in Chapter 3. The performance result shows that this 

attempted implementation can further improve the performance of the RASSCF method 

developed in Chapter 3. The improvement in performance comes from that the data of the 

restructured CI vector can be accessed in a more predictable way compared to the CI 

vector used in the current method. Thus we now have a much better performing RASSCF 

hybrid implementation for calculating expensive systems that were not affordable under 

the current method.   
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Conclusion 
 

 

The MCSCF methods are powerful tools for studying electronic structure problems of 

a multi-configurational nature. In the MCSCF wavefunction, both the coefficients of 

the configurations and the coefficients of the orbitals are optimized simultaneously.  

The computational bottleneck lies within the CI part of the MCSCF formalism, which 

is the CI eigenvalue problem. To solve this problem, in modern implementations the 

full diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix is replaced by the iterative 

diagonalization methods of Lanczos [103] or Davidson [104] (Appendix A). For large 

MCSCF calculations, it proves more efficient to recompute the non-zero Hamiltonian 

matrix elements when they are needed. This strategy is termed direct CI [105]. For 

direct CI, the efficiency of solving the CI eigenvalue problem is affected by two 

factors: the efficiency of directly computing the non-zero matrix elements when they 

are needed; and the efficiency of evaluating the CI eigenvector via these obtained 

non-zero elements. To date, the efficiency of the first factor is already high enough. 

However, there is still space to improve the efficiency of the second factor in 

Gaussian [42].  

 

This thesis addresses two ideas to improve the performance of the current MCSCF 

implementations in Gaussian [42], one for the CASSCF implementation and one for 

the RASSCF implementation. By factorizing and reorganizing the summations when 

generating the non-vanishing Hamiltonian matrix elements in the CASSCF 

Hamiltonian, it is possible to store the directly obtained non-zero matrix elements into 

a temporary matrix, with rows and columns labeled by strings. Then some highly 

optimized linear algebra routines can be used to carry out a matrix-matrix 

multiplication between this smaller temporary matrix and the matrix generated from 

the CI vector. The improved efficiency comes from the basic linear algebra routines, 

which are impossible to use in the current CASSCF method in Gaussian due to a huge 

memory requirement. The newly-implemented CASSCF program can perform faster 

than the current method when the investigated problem size increases. However, 

although this new method provides better efficiency, extra memory is required to 

store the matrices for matrix multiplication. Nevertheless, the extra storage 
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requirement of the matrices is acceptable due to 1. the dimensions of the matrices are 

at the numbers of strings level, and 2. developments in modern computer hardware.  

 

The new code has also been parallelized, allowing for distributed memory, shared 

memory, and hybrid (distributed and shared memory) parallel architectures. Care has 

been taken to maximize efficiency and to achieve good scaling behavior where 

possible. Moreover, based on the parallel structure of the current method (single 

integer task-definition for parallel tasks with an implicit task order), we have 

introduced one more scheme to the shared memory parallelism, which is to parallelize 

the program on the matrix multiplication level. This results in more flexible choices 

being available to users for carrying out parallel calculations. One can either choose 

to run shared memory parallel on the single integer level, or on the matrix 

multiplication level for one single integer, or on a hybrid level. The algorithm has 

been implemented as part of the Gaussian development set of programs [42]. The 

performance of the newly-developed method has been tested by running both serial 

and parallel calculations on pyracylene and pyrene, using both the new method and 

the current method. Pyracylene is a 14 electrons in 14 active orbitals system and 

pyrene has a 16 electrons in 16 active orbitals. When the same type of computer 

hardware and calculation condition are used, since the two methods have similar 

parallel performance, both serially and in terms of parallelism, the new method can 

perform between ~7 and ~11 times faster than the current method on the pyracylene 

and pyrene systems respectively. In order to demonstrate the newly developed method 

is capable of use for “real world” problems, ground state geometry optimization 

calculations on two hydrocarbon cations (anthracene+ and phenanthrene+, both 

CASSCF(13,14)) are carried out. The result shows that the new method performs 

much faster than the current method. 

 

The second methodological contribution of this thesis, which is a hybrid method that 

combines the factorized algorithm together with the unfactorized algorithm, relates to 

the RASSCF method. This wavefunction allows much larger active spaces than the 

CASSCF wavefunction to be calculated, thus enabling studies of large systems. This 

type of wavefunction can also be used to enhance qualitative and quantitative 

accuracy by partially including the dynamical electron correlation effects that the 

CASSCF wavefunction usually doesn’t recover (because a larger active space is 
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required). By adapting the direct non-zero symbolic matrix elements generation 

scheme of the current method, we have reorganized the evaluation of the CI 

eigenvector so that the factorized matrix multiplication algorithm developed for the 

CASSCF calculation can be used for RASSCF. However, because there are more 

integral cases for RASSCF than for CASSCF, this factorized scheme is only suitable 

for modifying the seven most time-consuming integral types. For the other integral 

cases, the CI eigenvector evaluation is better carried out via the unfactorized 

algorithm but using a restructured CI vector that is generated for the seven integral 

cases. The improved efficiency also comes from the data in the restructured CI vector 

being accessible in a more predictable order. The newly-developed RASSCF 

algorithm has been implemented as part of the Gaussian development set of programs 

[42]. The parallel version allows for distributed, shared and hybrid parallelism. The 

performance of the new algorithm has been evaluated by carrying out a series of 

calculations on coronene. The results show that the new RASSCF code can perform 

four to seven times faster than the current method under the same condition, e.g. the 

same type of calculation on the same type of hardware. The memory requirement for 

the temporary matrix is also acceptable due to the development of modern computer 

hardware. However, in the RASSCF wavefunction, the CI vector is divided into 

blocks according to the occupation restrictions in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces. 

Future RASSCF development can take the advantage of this feature of the CI vector 

to reduce the memory requirement from storing the entire CI vector to storing only a 

few blocks of the CI vector, thus meaning RASSCF calculations be carried out when 

the available memory is limited.   

 

The developments of the MCSCF methods described in this thesis are capable of 

being used for calculating larger systems than the current MCSCF methods. Thus the 

computation limits of the current MCSCF methods have been successfully pushed 

further. 
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Appendix A.  
The Second Quantisation Formalism and 
Hamiltonian Matrix Diagonalization 
 
 
 
 
A.1 The Second Quantisation Formalism 
 

A.1.1 The Fock space 
 

In the first quantisation formalism, the observables are represented by operators and the 

wavefunctions are normal functions. In the second quantisation formalism, the wave 

functions are also expressed in terms of operators. The formalism starts with the 

introduction of an abstract vector space, the Fock space, which depends on the 

occupation numbers of orbitals in the basis functions. Since the definition of the Slater 

determinant is already given in chapter 1, we will use it directly here. The occupation of a 

given Slater determinant can be written as an occupation number vector, n , 

 
n = n1,n2 ,,nm ,  ni = 0,1    for  i = 1,2,,m ,     (A.1) 

where ni is one if spin orbital ϕ i is occupied and zero if ϕ i is unoccupied. For a given 

spin-orbital basis, there is a one-to-one mapping between a Slater determinant and an 

occupation number vector in the Fock space. Thus we can write the Slater determinant in 

the form of an occupation number vector : 

 

K = ϕ iϕ jϕ p

= ijp
.          (A.2) 

 

A Fock space contains all the vectors: 

 
vac , i , ij ,, ijp ,        (A.3) 
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where vac defines the true vacuum state containing no particles: 

 
vac = 01,02,,0m ,           (A.4) 

and i , j indicate 1 electron space, etc. 

 

A.1.2 Annihilation and Creation Operators 
 

We now define an annihilation operator, ai , acting on the elements of the Fock space, 

that it removes an electron from the ith spin-orbital to give a ket with N-1 electrons 

occupied. However, if the ith spin-orbital of the ket was not occupied but the annihilation 

operator, ai , is acting on this ket, then the determinant will vanish: 

 

ai rjpi = rjp
ai rjp  =     0

.              (A.5) 

If i is contained within the ket, but not at its end, we need to add a factor: 

 

ai dep =
−1( )vi de ip        i ∈ d,e,, p{ }
0                                  i ∉ d,e,, p{ }

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
,     (A.6) 

where vi is the number of permutations required to move i to the end. Therefore it is clear 

that: 

ai ji = j ,   aj j = vac .       (A.7) 

The anti-symmetry property of the Slater determinant implies a change of sign of the ket: 

ij = − ji , so using Eq. A.7 we get: 

aiaj ij = vac = ajai ji = −ajai ij ,             (A.8) 

Therefore the annihilation operator is be said to ‘anti-commute’: 

aiaj + ajai = ai ,aj⎡⎣ ⎤⎦† = 0 .       (A.9) 

The creation operator can be similarly defined: 

 

ai
† jkp =

jkpi      i ∉ j,k,, p{ }
0                 i ∈ j,k,, p{ }

⎧
⎨
⎩

.      (A.10) 

Similarly, we know the creation operator is anti-commuted too; 

ai
†,aj

†⎡⎣ ⎤⎦† = 0 .         (A.11) 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The combination of the creation and annihilation operators changes an occupied spin 

orbital from r to s by: 

 

as
†ar ijrp = as

†ar −1( )vr ijpr

= as
† −1( )vr ijp

= −1( )vr ijps

= −1( )vr −1( )vs ijsp

= −1( ) vr +vs( ) ijsp

.       (A.12) 

The factor −1( )vr is multiplied by a second factor, −1( )vs , which moves s from the end of 

the list to the position it should be in. If r = s , this moves s from the end of the list to the 

position previously occupied by r, and thus −1( )2vr = 1 . Therefore: 

 

ar
†ar ijp =

ijp     r ∈ i, j,, p{ }
0              r ∉ i, j,, p{ }

⎧
⎨
⎩

arar
† ijp =

ijp     r ∉ i, j,, p{ }
0              r ∈ i, j,, p{ }

⎧
⎨
⎩

.       (A.13) 

So ar
†ar + arar

†( ) is the unit operator for any ket. The anti-commutation relationship for 

these operators can be therefore generated as: 

ar
†,as⎡⎣ ⎤⎦† = δrs .         (A.14) 

 

A.1.3 The Excitation operator 
 

In the derivation of the MCSCF energy expression we will assume that the Hamiltonian 

does not contain any spin-dependent terms. It is then possible to formulate the theory in 

terms of spin summed excitation operators, Eij : 

Eij = Eij
α + Eij

β = aiα
† ajα + aiβ

† ajβ .      (A.15) 

The indices i and j in the far left hand side of Eq. A.15 now refer to the n molecular 

orbitals without the spin factor. These operators fulfil the same commutation relation as 
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the generators of the unitary group of dimension n, U n( ) , and are often referred to as 

generators. By applying Eq. A.15 and Eq. A.14, the commutator relation is: 

Eij ,Ekl⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = EijEkl − EklEij

= ai
†ajak

†al − ak
†alai

†aj
= ai

† δ jk − ak
†aj( )al − ak† δ il − ai

†al( )aj
= δ jkai

†al − ai
†ak

†ajal − δ ilak
†aj + ak

†ai
†alaj

= δ jkai
†al − δ ilak

†aj − ai
†ak

†ajal + ai
†ak

†ajal
= δ jkEil − δ ilEkj

.           (A.16) 

The definition in Eq. A.15 leads to the following relation for the adjoint operator: 

Eij
† = Eji .               (A.17) 

We find that if Eij is operating on a determinant where orbital j is unoccupied, the result 0 

will be produced. Similarly, if the orbital i is doubly occupied, 0 is obtained when i ≠ j . 

When i = j  the result is two times the ket: 

Eii m = ni m .          (A.18) 

where ni is the occupation number for the molecular orbital i (0,1,or 2). 

 

A.2 Hamiltonian Matrix Diagonalization 
 

When the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian of the configuration basis, 

HKL = K H L

= i j( ) K aiξ
† ajξ

ξ
∑ L

ij
∑ +

1
2

ij kl( ) K aiξ
† akγ

† alγ ajξ
ξγ
∑ L

ijkl
∑     ξ,γ ∈ α,β{ }( ) , (A.19) 

is formed, it must be diagonalized to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. There are 

many methods of diagonalizing matrices. Two important methods of these will be 

reviewed here. The first one is the full diagonalization, or the Jacobi method. This 

method requires the full matrix to be explicitly built before the off-diagonal elements are 

reduced to zero by iterative operation of plane rotations. The advantages of this method 

are that it is simple and it gives the complete list of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The 

disadvantage is that the storage of the full Nconf × Nconf (Nconf gives the number of 
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configurations) matrix requires sufficient computer memory. Even if the symmetry of the 

matrix is used and only one triangle of this matrix is stored, the memory requirement 

would still be Nconf × Nconf +1( ) / 2  words of space. Since the number of configurations 

increases rapidly with the number of active orbitals, this will be impossible for even 

modest active spaces. 

 

Another method is the Lanczos tri-diagonalization method [103]. The algorithm can be 

summarized as, 

HCn = εnC
n+1 +αnC

n + βn−1C
n−1 .      (A.20) 

The Hamiltonian is operated on a trial vector C, producing a sum of three vectors, scaled 

by the constants α , β , and ε . This sum is sassily resolved into its components to give 

the constants, which form the elements of the tri-diagonal representation of the 

Hamiltonian , and a new trial vector. The procedure is then reoperated on this new vector. 

After n iterations, estimates for the lowest n eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian can be 

obtained from the tri-diagonal matrix. It is found that the lowest eigenvalues converge 

fast, so the procedure is continued until the selected number of eigenvalues has 

converged. The eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues can be back-transformed 

from the list of the vectors produced at each iteration. 

 

The advantages of this method are: 1. One can use the Hamiltonian matrix implicitly. 

From the left hand side of Eq. A.20 we can see it is a matrix-vector multiplication. The 

individual multiplications that comprise this matrix-vector multiplication can be 

performed in any order. Thus the assembling of the Hamiltonian matrix explicitly is 

avoided. 2. All that is necessary is a list of the matrix elements. Convergence depends on 

how close the trial vector is to the eigenvector. Failure to converge is rare but may occur 

if the final eigenvector is deficient in the configurations present in the trial vector. And 3. 

The procedure only requires enough memory to store a few vectors of length Nconf , and 

enough disc space to store the trial vectors and the elements of the tri-diagonal form. 

Therefore, this is the method of choice for computing systems with large active space. 
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Appendix B:  
CASSCF Implementation Details 
 

 

 

In the new CASSCF implementation in the Gaussian program package [42], a new Iop 

overlay, 5/139, is introduced: 

 
IOp(139)    When using IOp(39) to carry out On-Fly calculation, this is an option tag for 

choosing to use the CAS/RAS method developed by Klene et al [43,44] (the 

current implementations) or the matrix multiplication method. When this is 

set greater than 0, the matrix multiplication method will be used. For the new 

CAS method, the value of this decides the number of processors used for kl 

level (matrix multiplication level) shared memory parallelism. (The 

distributed memory parallelism is always on ij level) 

 

This can be set as: 

Null or 0    Using the CAS/RAS method developed by Klene. 

1    For CAS: using ij level shared memory parallelism only. 

For RAS: using RASSCF matrix multiplication method. 

NProcS    CAS only: using kl level shared memory parallelism only. 

N ≤
1

2
× NProcS  

   CAS only: N processors are used for shared memory kl level parallelism and 

Trunc(NProcS/N) (in integer arithmetic) processors are used for shared 

memory ij level parallelism. 

The subroutine calling sequence flow chart of the CASSCF matrix multiplication 

implementation is given in Figure B.1. The distributed memory Linda parallel subroutine 

calling sequence can be found in Figures B.2. 

 

We have implemented the CASSCF matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm, described in 

Chapter 2, as part of the Gaussian program package [42]. Our implementation accelerates 

the set of routines previously performing the same tasks within the direct CASSCF part 
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of link l510, which performs the MCSCF computations in Gaussian. A brief description 

of each subroutine is given. For simplicity, we use the Slater determinant basis as main 

example. 

 

 

FlyUp / MCAXMl Top level routines. Perform memory allocation for different methods. 

FlyUp is used for Lanczos iteration method and MCAXMl is used for 

Davidson iteration method. In these subroutines, call subroutine UpdatM for 

the method developed by Mike Klene [43], call subroutine UpdaMX for 

Slater determinant basis when Nα ≠ Nβ (Nξ gives the number of ξ -electrons 

ξ ∈ α,β{ } ), and call UpdaXM for all other cases.  

 

 

UpdaMX / UpdaXM In these subroutines, the Handy’s index matrix, IIZ, is computed. 

All the reduced lists ( LNξ −1
M −1 , LNξ −1

M −2 , LNξ −2
M −2 , LNξ −2

M −3 and LNξ −2
M −4  ∀ξ ∈ α,β{ } ) are 

generated. In the matrix-matrix multiplication method, for Slater determinant 

basis, we only need the one particle reduced lists ( LNσ −1
M −1 and LNσ −1

M −2 ). But since 

all the other reduced lists are necessary for the Hartree-Waller function cases, 

we keep the two-particle reduced lists in these subroutines. Linda 

parallelization is setup in these subroutines. The integral list is read from file. 

In UpdaMX, call subroutine UpdWrX; and in UpdaXM call subroutine 

UpdXWr. 

 

 

UpdWrX / UpdXWr (Parallel) parallelism of the CASSCF matrix multiplication 

method is carried out in these subroutines. As mentioned above, the 

distributed memory parallel is always carried out on the level of ij index pairs 

(each Linda worker has one unique ij index pair) while the shared memory 

parallel is carried out in two levels: one is on ij level (each shared memory 

processor has one unique ij index pair), which is the same parallel structure as 
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the method developed by Klene et al [43]; the other is on the level of matrix 

multiplication (all shared memory processors share the same ij index pair). A 

hybrid of both levels can also be used. The matrix multiplication process for 

linear contribution is carried out in these routines too (Figure B.4c). In 

UpdWrX, call subroutine UpdWrk; and in UpdXWr, call subroutine UpTask. 

 

• Serial version (no parallelism): loop over orbital index ij( ) = i i −1( )
2

+ j  

• Shared memory parallelism only: Create NProcij ij level shared memory 

processes and NProckl matrix multiplication level shared memory 

processes. Let several threads compute the sub-task ij( )0
a , ij( )0

a − NProcij , 

ij( )0
a − 2NProcij ,   , where ij( )0

a  is the first task-index allocated to the 

thread labelled as a; threads a, b,    will be allocated first sub-task indices 

ij( )0
a =

M M + 1( )
2

, ij( )0
b = ij( )0

a −1 ,   . Each of these threads will use 

NProckl threads (including the thread itself) to carry out the matrix 

multiplication parallelism. If the total number of the threads on one node 

is defined as NProcS, the relation between NProcij, NProckl, and NProcS 

is: NProcij × NProckl ≤ NProcS  

• Distributed memory parallelism (Linda) only: read ij( ) from tuple space, 

and return ij( )′ = ij( ) −1 to tuple space 

• Mixed (shared and distributed) parallel jobs are allocated to nodes as 

blocks of NProcij sub-tasks, i.e. ij( )′ = ij( ) − NProcij  is returned to tuple 

space. One block of sub-task is allocated to threads on one node based on 

the shared memory parallelism described above. 

 

 

UpdWrk   Umbrella routine to update Slater determinants basis when Nα ≠ Nβ . See 

Figure B.3a. Call UpXLin and UpdXS. 
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UpTask   Umbrella routine to update Slater determinant cases when Nα = Nβ , Hartree-

Waller singlet and triplet cases. See Figure B.3b. Call UpSLin and UpdSX for 

Slater determinants basis when Nα = Nβ , and call UpHWLi and UpdHWX 

for Hartree-Waller functions cases. 

 

Ind2IJ   Translate the task index ij( ) to orbital indices i and j. 

 

UpXLin / UpSLin  Using UpSLin as representative in Figure B.4. Generating linear 

contribution to the CI vector updating for the Slater determinants basis. 

 

UpHWLi   Like UpSLin, but for Hartree-Waller functions basis 

 

UpdXS / UpdSX   Using UpdSX as representative in Figure B.5. Generating bilinear 

contribution to the CI vector updating for the Slater determinants basis. 

 

UpdHWX   Like UpdSX, but for Hartree-Waller functions basis 
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Figure B.1:  Subroutine calling sequence for CASSCF matrix multiplication CI vector 
updating algorithm. 
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Figure B.2a: Linda communication for the Slater determinant basis when Nα ≠ Nβ  of the 
CASSCF matrix multiplication algorithm for CI vector updating. 
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Figure B.2b: Linda communication for the Slater determinant basis when Nα = Nβ , and 
Hartree-Waller functions basis of the CASSCF matrix multiplication algorithm for CI 

vector updating. 
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Figure B.3a: CI vector updating process for the Slater determinant basis when Nα ≠ Nβ  
in the CASSCF matrix multiplication algorithm. 
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Figure B.3b: CI vector updating process for the Slater determinant basis when Nα = Nβ  
and the Hartree-Waller functions basis in the CASSCF matrix multiplication algorithm. 
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Figure B.4a: Subroutine UpSLin generates the matrix elements for the linear contribution 
to the CI vector updating (1e linear). If using Slater determinants basis, the matrix 

elements for β -electron contribution must be generated. 
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Figure B.4b (continued from Figure B.4a): Subroutine UpSLin generates the matrix 
elements for the linear contribution to the CI vector updating (2e linear). If using Slater 
determinants basis, the matrix elements for β -electron contribution must be generated. 
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Figure B.4c: Matrix multiplication for the linear contribution to the CI vector updating is 
carried out in subroutines UpdWrX and UpdXWr. 
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Figure B.5a: In subroutine UpdSX, the matrix X for all possible (kl) index pairs 
corresponding to one (ij) index is generated. Then this matrix is used for matrix 

multiplication to generate the intermediate matrix M. The CI vector is then updated by 
carrying out scalar times a vector style calculation on M (shown in Figure B.5b). 
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Figure B.5b (continued from Figure B.5a): After the matrix M for certain (ij) index is 
obtained, scalar times a vector type calculation is used for updating the CI vector of this 
(ij) index. The excitation list, χi

j , in this figure is generated from subroutine UpXLin / 
UpSLin (Figure B.4a). 
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Figure B.6: Subroutine calling sequence for density matrix algorithm. 
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Figure B.7: Subroutine calling sequence for diagonal Hamiltonian algorithm 
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Figure B.8: Subroutine calling sequence for  reduced Hamiltonian algorithm. 
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Figure B.9: Linda communication for density matrix algorithm. 
 
 

 
 

Figure B.10: Linda communication for diagonal Hamiltonian algorithm. 
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Figure B.11: Linda communication for reduced Hamiltonian algorithm. 
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Appendix C:  
RASSCF Implementation Details 
 

 

 

We have implemented the RASSCF matrix multiplication algorithm for the most time 

consuming 7 cases of the CI vector updating process described in Chapter 3 as part of the 

Gaussian program package [42]. Our implementation accelerates the set of routines 

previously performing the same tasks within the direct RASSCF part of the existing 

MCSCF program (link l510). In order to achieve an overall better performance on the 

basis of the method developed in Chapter 3, for the other 15 integral types, we replaced 

the CI vector that is used in the current method by restructured CI vectors. However, 

since the modification only involves CI vector replacement, here we will only give the 

implementation details of the method developed in Chapter 3. The serial and parallel 

executions are both implemented. Figures C.1 and C.2 show the subroutine-tree for serial 

and parallel execution, respectively. A brief description of each subroutine is given. For 

simplicity, we will also use the Slater determinant cases as main example. 

 

FlyRas / MCAXMR Top level routines. Perform memory allocation for different 

methods. FlyRas is used for Lanczos iteration method and MCAXMR is used 

for Davidson iteration method. In these subroutines, call subroutine UpdRas 

for the method developed by Mike Klene (the original method [44]), call 

subroutine UpSRas for Slater determinant basis when Nα ≠ Nβ , and call 

UpXRas for all other cases  

 

UpSRas / UpXRas Compute the lengths of all the string categories. Compute all 

permissible combinations of categories. For Slater determinant cases, 

generate the transposed form of the CI vector, CT , and for Hartree-Waller 

functions cases, generate normalized matrix from the CI vector. Compute 

reduced string lists for model spaces. Build Handy’s index array IIZ. Linda 
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parallelization is setup in these subroutines (put all the necessary data into 

tuple space). In UpSRas, call subroutine RasWok; and in UpXRas call 

subroutine RasWrk. 

 

RasWok / RasWrk (Parallel) parallelism of the RASSCF matrix multiplication method 

is carried out in these subroutines. Define the task list by the model space 

orbital pairs wx. In RasWok, call subroutine RasTsk; and in RasWrk, call 

subroutine RasJob. For Slater determinant cases, the transpose the CI vector 

σ T (obtained from CT ) is added to the updated CI vector σ  (σ =  σ +  

σ T( )T ); for Hartree-Waller functions cases, scatter the elements of the 

updated CI vector (obtained from normalized CI vector) to the CI vector for 

the Hartree-Waller functions.  

• Serial version (no parallelism): simple loop over model orbital index 

wx( ) = w w −1( )
2

+ x  

• Shared memory parallelism only: Create NProcS shared memory 

processes and let each thread compute the sub-task wx( )0
a , 

wx( )0
a − NProcS , wx( )0

a − 2NProcS ,   , where wx( )0
a  is the first task-

index allocated to the thread labelled as a; threads a, b,    will be 

allocated first sub-task indices wx( )0
a =

Mm M m + 1( )
2

, wx( )0
b = wx( )0

a −1, 

   (Mm indicates the number of model orbitals).  

• Distributed memory parallelism (Linda) only: read wx( ) from tuple space, 

and return wx( )′ = wx( ) −1to tuple space 

• Mixed (shared and distributed) parallel jobs are allocated to nodes as 

blocks of NProcS sub-tasks, i.e. wx( )′ = wx( ) − NProcS  is returned to 

tuple space. One block of sub-task is allocated to threads on one node 

based on the shared memory parallelism described above. 
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I2wx        Check if task corresponding to model space indices w, x is valid. 

RasTsk   Umbrella routine to update Slater determinants basis when Nα ≠ Nβ . If the 

model orbital indices w and x are both in RAS2 subspace, then matrix 

multiplication method is used. Call RJbDAA for linear contribution, call 

RJABD1 / RJABD2 for bilinear intermediate matrix generation, and call 

RBiUp2 for matrix multiplication and CI vector updating. The original 

method is used otherwise. Call RJbDAA for linear contribution and call 

RJobAB for bilinear contribution (the original method). This is represented 

by RasJob in Figure C.3. 

RasJob     See Figure C.3. Umbrella routing to update Hartree-Waller functions basis and 

Slater determinants basis when Nα = Nβ . If the model orbital indices w and x 

are both in RAS2 subspace, then matrix multiplication method is used (all 

possible yz pairs corresponding to this wx pair is looped over). Call RJbXAA 

for linear contribution. Call RJABC1 and RJABC2 for Slater determinants 

bilinear intermediate matrix generation. Call RJHWCS and RJHWS2 for 

Hartree-Waller functions bilinear intermediate matrix generation. Call 

RUpHWS for Hartree-Waller functions matrix multiplication and CI vector 

updating. And call RBiUp3 for Slater determinant matrix multiplication and 

CI vector updating. The original method for the bilinear contribution but with 

a replaced CI vector is used otherwise. Call RJbXAA for linear contribution 

and call RXJbAB for bilinear contribution (the original method with a 

replaced CI vector). 

IPBack      Map task index to model space index pair w, x. 

Srtl1e      Assemble 1e integral list, i j( ) , corresponding to orbital indices i,j (w⇒ i, 

x⇒ j) for the 1e linear contribution when calling RJbDAA / RJbXAA. 

GetICl       Compute integral class. 

Srtl2e      Assemble 2e integral list, ij kl( ) , based on the global orbital indices i,j,k,l 

obtained from model orbital indices w,x,y,z. This list is used for 2e linear 
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contribution when calling RJbDAA / RJbXAA and bilinear contribution 

when calling RJABD1 / RJABC1 and RJABD2 / RJABC2. 

RJbDAA / RJbXAA    Get propagation rule. Decide 1e linear or 2e linear contribution. 

In RJbDAA call RUpSAA and in RJbXAA call RUpXAA. 

GetPrp       Compute propagation rules for RAS1 and RAS3. 

RUpSAA / RUpXAA    See Figure C.4 (RUpXAA as representative) 

GetSgn      Compute sign factors corresponding to propagators in RAS1 and RAS3. 

Insrt          Insert bits into reduced model string. 

GetKLs    Provide RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces excitation lists. Before the list generation, 

a valid test of the model strings and their corresponding string categories is 

carried out (Figure C.5). 

Prpgt1       Apply propagation rule to the appropriate RAS substring. 

UpSSAA, UpXSAA, UpSXAA, and UpSXBB   Carry out the linear contribution for the 

Hartree-Waller functions (UpSSAA), Slater determinant basis when Nα = Nβ  

(UpXSAA), and Slater determinant basis when Nα ≠ Nβ  (UpSXAA and 

UpSXBB). See Figure C.6 (UpXSAA as representative). 

GeOLst / GeOtLt    Generate the outer excitation list from the model orbital index pair 

w, x for bilinear contributions (Figure C.7). 

RJHWCS / RJABC1, RJABD1   Generate the intermediate matrix M for the excitation 

cases of 2→ 2,1→ 1{ } , 2→ 2,1→ 2{ } , and 2→ 2,2→ 2{ }  (where 

X→ Y indicates an excitation from RASX subspace to RASY subspace). 

RJHWCS is for Hartree-Waller functions basis, RJABC1 is for Slater 

determinant basis when Nα = Nβ , and RJABD1 is for Slater determinant 

basis cases when Nα ≠ Nβ . In RJHWCS call RUHWCS, in RJABC1 call 

RUABC1, and in RJABD1 call RUABD1. 
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RUHWCS / RUABC1, RUABD1 Generate the intermediate matrix M for the excitation 

cases of 2→ 2,1→ 1{ } , 2→ 2,1→ 2{ } , and 2→ 2,2→ 2{ } . See Figure 

C.8 (RUABC1 as representative). 

RJHWS2 / RJABC2, RJABD2   Generate the intermediate matrix M for the excitation 

cases of 1→ 2,2→ 2{ } , 1→ 3,2→ 2{ } , 2→ 3,2→ 2{ } , 3→ 3,2→ 2{ } . 

In RJHWS2 call RUHWS2, in RJABC2 call RUABC2, and in RJABD2 call 

RUABD2. 

RUHWS2 / RUABC2, RUABD2 Generate the intermediate matrix M for the excitation 

cases of 1→ 2,2→ 2{ } , 1→ 3,2→ 2{ } , 2→ 3,2→ 2{ } , 3→ 3,2→ 2{ } . 

RUHWS2 is for Hartree-Waller functions basis, RUABC2 is for Slater 

determinant cases when Nα = Nβ , and RUABD2 is for Slater determinant 

cases when Nα ≠ Nβ . See Figure C.9 (RUABC2 as representative). 

RUpHWS / RBiUp3, RBiUp2   Update the CI vector from the outer excitation list 

generated from the model orbital index pair wx. RUpHWS is for Hartree-

Waller functions basis, RBiUp3 is for Slater determinant cases when 

Nα = Nβ , and RBiUp2 is for Slater determinant cases when Nα ≠ Nβ . See 

Figure C.10 (RBiUp3 as representative). 
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Figure C.1:  Subroutine calling sequence for RASSCF matrix multiplication CI vector 
updating algorithm. For Hartree-Waller functions, simply replace the subroutines 

RJABC1/RUABC1 and RJABC2/RUABC2 to RJHWCS/RUHWCS and RJHWS2 / 
RUHWS2, respectively. 
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Figure C.2a: Linda communication for the Slater determinant basis when Nα ≠ Nβ  of the 
RASSCF matrix multiplication algorithm for CI vector updating. 
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Figure C.2b: Linda communication for the Slater determinant basis when Nα = Nβ , 
Hartree-Waller functions basis of the RASSCF matrix multiplication algorithm for CI 

vector updating. 
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Figure C.3: CI vector updating process for the 7 time consuming cases in the RASSCF 

matrix multiplication algorithm. This is for the general cases of Hartree-Waller functions 
basis (RJHWCS/RJHWS2) and / or Slater determinant basis when Nα = Nβ  

(RJABC1/RJABC2). For Slater determinant basis when Nα ≠ Nβ , simply replace the 
subroutines RJbXAA as RJbDAA,  RJABC1/RJABC2 as RJABD1/RJABD2, RBiUp3 as 

RBiUp2, and RXJbAB as RJobAB. 
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Figure C.4: Linear contribution of the RASSCF method is carried out in RUpXAA. In 
this subroutine, the full model strings are generated from the reduced model strings, then 
the list of RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces expansion is generated. If Slater determinants basis 
is used  and Nα ≠ Nβ , the routine UpXSAA is replaced by UpSXAA, and the procedure 

is repeated for β -model strings by using routine UpSXBB. 
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Figure C.5: Subroutine GetKLs provides the RAS1 and RAS3 subspace excitations lists. 
Before proceding with excitation list generation it performs validity tests for the model 

strings and their corresponding categories, Cat ih ,ie( ) . 
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Figure C.6: The subroutine UpXSAA represents all other subroutines (UpSSAA, 

UpSXAA, and UpSXBB) for the linear contribution to the CI vector updating. 
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Figure C.7: Subroutine GeOLst generates the excitation list for the model orbital index 
pair wx. This list is only used for bilinear contribution of the RASSCF matrix 

multiplication algorithm. The process of list elements generation is very similar to the 
way of elements generation of the linear contribution shown in Figure C. 6 but much 

simpler. 
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Figure C.8a: Subroutine RUABC1 generates the elements of the intermediate matrix M. This routine 
operates the matrix generation for the excitation cases of (2->2,1->1), (2->2,1->2), and (2->2,2->2). 

Routines RUHWCS and RUABD1 do similar job. 
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Figure C.8b: Subroutine RUABC1 generates the elements of the intermediate matrix M. This routine 
operates the matrix generation for the excitation cases of (2->2,1->1), (2->2,1->2), and (2->2,2->2). 

Routines RUHWCS and RUABD1 do similar job. 
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Figure C.9a: Subroutine RUABC2 generates the elements of the intermediate matrix M. This routine 

operates the matrix generation for the excitation cases of (1->2,2->2), (1->3,2->2), (2->3,2->2), and (3-
>3,2->2). Routines RUHWS2 and RUABD2 do similar job. 
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Figure C.9b: Subroutine RUABC2 generates the elements of the intermediate matrix M. This routine 

operates the matrix generation for the excitation cases of (1->2,2->2), (1->3,2->2), (2->3,2->2), and (3-
>3,2->2). Routines RUHWS2 and RUABD2 do similar job. 
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Figure C.10: Subroutine RBiUp3 carries out the CI vector updating from the list 
generated from the wx model index pair. Similar to the CASSCF matrix multiplication 

method, this matrix multiplication is carried out once per wx pair. 
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Figure C.11: Subroutine calling sequence for density matrix algorithm. 
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Figure C.12: Subroutine calling sequence for diagonal Hamiltonian algorithm. 
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Figure C.13: Subroutine calling sequence for reduced Hamiltonian algorithm. 
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Figure C.14: Linda communication for density matrix algorithm. 
 

 
 

Figure C.15: Linda communication for diagonal Hamiltonian algorithm. 
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Figure C.16: Linda communication for reduced Hamiltonian algorithm. 
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